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1. Changes with respect to the DoA
The Deliverable, originally due month 48 (31 May 2020), was first delayed until month 50 (30 July
2020) but eventually submitted on the 10th of November 2020 (a total of 5 months delay) because
the way datasets have been shared in the final period of the project had to be changed; since the
majority of data gathered, handled and produced in the last year of the project are bound to
scientific publications, the internal process of quality check envisioned in the initial version of DMP,
and confirmed by its first update, has been superseded by the peer review process of scientific
journals and this change has required a final update of DMP to establish new guidelines. This path
prevents to make publicly available data intended to be published as supplementary material before
the review process is completed and, consequently, to include them in the data catalog and
applications of tools; therefore, a risk minimization strategy, that has required extra efforts, has been
implemented by the inclusion of the related metadata in a web-based catalog. The releasing of both
Deliverable 3.3 and 3.5 (DMP final update) has been delayed to reflect at the higher possible degree
the work actually done in MAGIC.

2. Dissemination and uptake
The report and the four annexes are directed to the project partners (earlier versions of the annexes
has been shared within the consortium in advance) as well as to other researcher and practitioners
interested in the application of quantitative analyses for the nexus; the documents are aimed at
sustaining the process of exploitation of the datasets and software tools developed during the
project also outside the project. A specific follow-up for one of the core tools is already ongoing in
the scope of another H2020 funded project.

3. Summary of results
The key results about data are established guidelines and checklists for quality assurance in the
production, handling, and long term availability of datasets not only for reproduction of the analyses
done in MAGIC but also for reuse outside of the project.
The developed ecosystem of software tools – made available in the form of open-source code –
allows performing diverse quantitative analyses: from the selection of the most suitable model to the
visualization of the results. The software tools enable the operationalization of the MuSIASEM 2.0
approach and are apt to foster its learning and adoption by other researchers and practitioners.
H2020 SENTINEL project's members have already chosen to integrate the core component of the
Nexus Information System developed in MAGIC in the design of the Enviro software for studying
Sustainable Energy Transitions (Grant Agreement No 837089, started in June 2019).

4. Evidence of accomplishment
The enclosed report, the four Annexes and the web links supplied with the text.
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Summary for Policymakers
Suitable data and tools are needed to inform and sustain Quantitative Story-Telling (QST) about
resources nexus. The present deliverable documents the processes and the tools needed to nourish
effective QST. The effectiveness of QST, for Magic project's scientific members, is enacted through
cooperative dialogues between stakeholders and decision-makers iteratively. During cycles of
dialogues an agreed description of the issue at stake - a narrative - is transparently bound to a suitable
formal representation for quantitative analyses - a model. Scientists need to use this semantic-toformal interface's tool in combination with a formal-to-semantic interface's one to make possible the
interpretation and discussion of the produced analyses as quality checks about the narrative.
At the beginning of the iterative cycle, the model is semantically open. It allows stakeholders
and decision-makers to agree in a collaborative space on the model formalization and openly discuss
the simplifications and assumptions needed to make it operational.
The tools supplied to sustain these processes enable to a large extent a declarative approach,
i.e. it allows the specification of data and model and expresses "what" task should be performed
without focusing on the technicalities of "how".
The adoption of a Post Normal Science (PNS) approach makes possible the quality checks on
a plurality of data sources aptly documented and annotated. The PNS approach also guarantees the
production of pertinent data to inform a QST process.
The practical application of statistical techniques privileges approaches based on the
gathering of data from official and well-recognized sources, and visual analytics, that enables a
knowledge discovery process through graphical interaction with users-friendly visualizations of
models and data. It aims at extracting information from datasets creating knowledge and assisting
decision-makers in their processes of value creation.
The goal is to avoid the accumulation of vast amounts of data that are difficult to handle,
maintained up-to-date and interpreted. The proposed solutions need to be easy to understand and
flexible in their use to meet this objective.
In this line, MAGIC's members uploaded the specific research data produced during the
project in the Zenodo repository for long term preservation, enhanced discoverability and seamless
accessibility.
Last but not least, open source technologies have been adopted to produce a whole
ecosystem of software components designed for integrated operations. By these means, the
components are not only publicly available on the web but also open for further development and
exploitation. As an example, the H2020 SENTINEL project's members have integrated the core
component of the Nexus Information System developed in MAGIC in the Enviro software for studying
Sustainable Energy Transitions (Grant Agreement No 837089, started in June 2019).
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Technical Summary
MAGIC project's core proposal to cope with resources nexus effectively and inform a science for
governance process properly is to adopt a Quantitative Story-Telling (QST) approach. Only a flexible
framework for the design, development and implementation of dataset and software tools is apt to
support the iterative process for QST envisioned in the project.
Since the initial project phase, MAGIC project's members implemented an internal wiki to
foster a cooperative learning and capacity building process. It has aimed to collectively refine a
comprehensive quantitative methodology for a well-informed choice of the approaches of analysis for
case studies. The collaborative platform has also helped with the implementation of an agile
programming approach toward the development of software tools.
The MAGIC project's members involved in WP3 tasks developed new working prototypes of
software tools for analysis and visualization as soon as the evolution of the project called for new
technical features. The joint effort, lasting the four-years project, has transformed the series of
prototypes in mature devices. The deliverable succinctly reports the process to reach such maturity.
Since the beginning, the main aim was to avoid the accumulation of a vast amount of data.
Indeed, it is not easy to handle big datasets with the standard tools adopted within the consortium.
Moreover, it is hard to reuse the data, which can also quickly become obsolete. This has implied a
move from specimen collection to the integration of proper adapters in the design of software tools.
The shared data and tools (accessible with credentials at the internal project repository:
https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/ and under the subdomain https://one.nis.magic-nexus.eu,
respectively) has enabled the gathering on demand of up-to-date datasets directly from official
sources, that are continuously exposed to quality check.
The MAGIC team members in charge have described the guidelines and the rules established
to produce specific datasets as the project evolved, in the project's Data Management Plan,
Deliverable 3.1, and its update version, Deliverable 3.4. Finalized datasets are available at the Zenodo
repository (see: https://zenodo.org/communities/magic/).
The production of a whole ecosystem of software components was the WP3 overall task. The
outcome is available at https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus in the form of open-source code. The
MAGIC's members have used open source technologies for designing software tools. This choice has
granted the interoperability of tools and will enable replicability and a further development and
exploitation by the community.
The developed ecosystem of software tools allows performing diverse quantitative analyses:
from the selection of the most suitable model to the visualization of the results. The software tools
enable the operationalization of the MuSIASEM 2.0 approach. Moreover, they make possible the
exchange of both input and output data in the form of NIS files, open for exploitation with common
software tools.
It is worth to mention here that the H2020 SENTINEL project's members have chosen to
integrate the core component of the Nexus Information System developed in MAGIC in the design of
7
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the Enviro software for studying Sustainable Energy Transitions (Grant Agreement No 837089, started
in June 2019).
The software will assist the formalization of the MuSIASEM models, and thus it will accelerate the
learning curve of the MuSIASEM approach. It will first help to validate NIS files generated with scripts
(written in Python or other scripting languages). The source of this script will be those used in
SENTINEL, that create different social and environmental constraint scenarios also using other specific
technical factors. Further processing will be possible using the output of the scenarios.
The openness of the source code also allows a further step. During the second step it will be
possible to align the produced outputs of the first step with features of LCA analyses (even preserving
its MuSIASEM oriented nature of the research). However, before aligning will be necessary to
implement an LCA inventory data importer. Only after this implementation, indeed, a scientist can use
this kind of data for structural processors in a way similar to how the same scientist can currently use
Eurostat data.
Furthermore, grounding on the MAGIC's legacy, it would also be possible to consider adapting
NIS outputs to feed LCA assessment methods.
Finally, the plan for exploitation in the SENTINEL project and the community support of the
project on GitHub could offer a context where NIS as software may be stabilized (by resolving currently
unidentified issues) and improved in the details, which is a necessary stage to achieve full software
maturity.
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1

Introduction
“Le savant doit ordonner;
on fait la science avec des faits
comme une maison avec des pierres;
mais une accumulation de faits
n’est pas plus une science
qu’un tas de pierres n’est une maison”.
H. Poincaré, La Science et l'Hypothèse, 1902

The work plan for supporting QST in the MAGIC nexus project called for establishing a knowledge base
to be extracted from curated data and enacted via a set of specifically tailored tools. Both those
resources fall at a large extent in the scope of Work Package 3, led by UniNA, whose tasks 3.2 and 3.3
specifically address some of the technical activities needed for the identification of statistical, scientific
and other data sources at local, regional, national and EU levels and their inclusion in a so called Nexus
Information Space as well as the design and integration of databases and visualization tools according
to the chosen QST.
The way to assist QST processes originally envisioned at the time of the proposal has dramatically
evolved during the course of the project, when practical approaches to QST were adopted within the
consortium, developed further and refined, hence asking for adaptation to new methodologies,
workflows and insights, and requiring the engagement of all the partners in a mutual learning process.
The diagram in Figure 1 shows the structure of the QST process shared within the consortium,
rendered in the view of the specific perspective of WP3: the two stars highlight the interfaces to move
from semantic to formal phases and vice versa in the cycle, two hotspots where the most challenging
needs related to WP3 arose.
Summarise
policy
narratives

Agree aspects
to explore
(Grammar)

Discuss
outputs

Run sensitivity
analysis

Set up
MuSIASEM
processor

Benchmark
metrics

Run flow/fund
accounting

Figure 1: The semantic/formal interfaces in the QST cycle.
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Focusing on those interfaces, the process to design, develop and deploy the Nexus Information Space
– a virtual place where people can interact about nexus related issues within the framework of QST
and collaborate in applying analytical approaches like MuSIASEM – was centred on the concept of a
Nexus Information System, NISys, a set of ICT tools (also called a virtual ecosystem) made of different
software components supporting MuSIASEM as a technique and as a methodology. The conceptual
design of NISys has started at the very onset of the MAGIC project, fostered by the close collaboration
between the team based at UniNA and people at ITC.
The cooperation of the two teams (the research group called STAD – Statistics, Technology, And Data
Analysis, based at UniNA, and people working at the Scientific Computing Department of ITC) was
established on common ground, see Figure 2, thanks to early discussions before the kickoff meeting
had during a visit to ITC by a person from UniNA staff on March 2016. The specific roles of UniNA and
ITC were agreed during the first period of the MAGIC project (via side discussions during a training
week on MuSIASEM held at UAB on July 2016 and a first WP3 task force meeting, held in October
2016, with the visit of a person from ITC at UniNA) and refined during regular meetings had online and
in-person along the course of the project; some key aspects of the collaboration that are relevant for
the present deliverable are summarized in the following.

STAD

ITC

Figure 2: The Data Science and Data Engineering competences coordinated in MAGIC
(own elaboration of a diagram retrieved from softwareengineeringdaily.com).
At the time of the first contact it was focused on how WP3 contributes to MAGIC and the common
perspective was shared with the whole consortium during the kick-off meeting. It grounds on two
main pillars:
·

Supplying software tools (i.e. the implementation of the MAGIC tool-kit via the
development of a set of applications, mostly served through web apps, that sustained Del.
4.4);
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·

Managing, guiding, monitoring and fostering the processes for assuring that all the data
produced in the project were FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable & reusable).

UniNA has led the WP3 and tightly integrated its data science activities with the software engineering
ones run at the Scientific Computing Department of ITC, in a constant and fruitful dialogue with the
partners involved in quantitative analyses. Hence the focus has been on the semantic side, and the
evolution of the formal method adopted in the QST cycles – also in terms of diversity of approaches.
In the development of tasks copying with quantitative analyses in the scope of WP4, 5 and 6, it was
agreed that not all the partners should stick on a full MuSIASEM methodology for each of the case
studies relevant for their deliverables, hence the actual scenario has reshaped and in a sense
expanded the set of requests for software tools originally envisioned.
The common path chosen for approaching nexus issues was to engage policymakers, scientists and
stakeholders in a Dialogue Space to discuss relevant narratives about common policies, sustainability
and nexus security. These discussions were aimed at reaching a consensus about key relationships and
drivers related to some core policy themes (e.g., alternative water sources, transition to renewable
energies, environmental protection) and supported by a kind of soft modelling through QST about the
case studies selected, instead of being based on closed mathematical models and extremely uncertain
forecasts. This perspective has driven the processes for gathering data and the design of the tools
envisioned to set up a knowledge base made accessible in the Nexus Information Space, NIS, mainly
via a Nexus Information System, NISys, that is a suite of software tools developed in-house and
exploiting open source technologies. The knowledge base was envisioned as a collection of case
studies set up with the goals of avoiding hypocognition and escaping any silo effect in the process of
decision making about nexus dimensions. Therefore, the analyses regarding case studies had to be
worked out by (i) checking the robustness of the story-telling determining the pre-analytical choices –
viz., issue definition and problem structuring – and (ii) integrating across scales and dimensions
distinct non-equivalent quantitative assessments that can only be obtained by adopting a single
dimension and scale of analysis at one time. The adoption of an approach to meeting these conditions
made it possible to carefully check the assumptions of established models and to integrate analyses
in a non-conventional way.
The implementation of the plan for structuring case study's input aimed from the beginning at
reusability and replicability of analyses, but a commonly structured formalism was found only after
two years of work – also because the MuSIASEM 2.0 approach was new and still under development
during the first half of the project original duration. Nonetheless, the twofold target of reaching
reusability and replicability was maintained, and the solutions provided by the end of the project have
met the plan, at least with regard to the MuSIASEM-compliant case studies for which a specific suite
of concepts, technologies and tools have been set up under the collective name of Nexus Information
System, NISys. Specifically:
● REUSABILITY:
Analysts were encouraged to start sketching the case study formalism according to MuSIASEM 2.0 –
viz. specifying hierarchies of funds and flows and the processors' network involved in the grammar –
from a library of samples that could be edited by a web application accessible online, also through an
experimental graphical editor. This allowed to set up a library of processors, by making available many
sample files in the GitHub repository where the code is maintained.
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● REPLICABILITY:
This goal was not only intended in an academic sensebut also to make the analysis system usable by
people with different backgrounds. Therefore, NISys has been integrated with other common tools.
The processes toward both objectives have been sustained by referencing to suitable documentation:
project deliverables and other publications, the Coursera MOOC about MuSIASEM, specific video and
written how-to, tutorials conceived in the form of cookbooks, as well as full documentation of the
core code.
The tools have been developed to keep the openness of technologies and interoperability of formats,
also to easily be integrated in a working pipeline with other pieces of software aimed at visualization
and sensitivity analysis.
Visualization has been intended as a mean for effective communication of project results, and the
approaches, prototypes and tools provided to the consortium have been extensively reported in
Deliverable 3.2.
The efforts spent on sensitivity analysis demonstrated that:
● there was the need to spread the concept and recognize that the linear modelling of processors
forces the analyst to shift importance from parameters to constraints, in order to cope with
the non-linearity of the system;
● once defined critical constraints it is possible to find the boundaries and explore the option
space;
● the exploration could be effectively achieved by prioritizing the hotspots (points on which
critical constraints become active) depending on the specific perspective of the
analyst/stakeholder pair, without calling for an exhaustive search via MonteCarlo simulations
– that is time-consuming and computationally heavy, hence is practically unfeasible for
medium complexity cases.

1.1

QST about nexus, data and tools

The key needs of the MAGIC project envisioned at the time of submission about data and software
tools to perform QST include:
• reusable computer-based infrastructures that help organize and quality control inputs from
administrative and research derived datasets,
• the identification of cross-sectorial and cross-scale dependencies and the generation of
coherent and comparable performance metrics,
• visualization methods that cover the complex trade-offs between options to be
communicated in ways that are interpretable by policymakers.
The solutions provided stemmed from the initial adoption of MuSIASEM approach, in its fresh version
tagged 2.0, and as such focused on the processes needed to translate the framing of narratives about
the nexus in the selected case studies into a so called grammar and serving the output of the
MuSIASEM accounting scheme in the form of a rich suite of results, graphs and benchmarks. The first
12
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stage (from semantic to formal) implied the translation of a grammar into a computer model and was
tackled by the creation of a Domain Specific Language. Being the concept of grammar a semantically
opened set of problem declaration and production rules for generating a modelling formalism, the
Domain Specific Language to represent it was designed to be expressive enough to allow an easy
declaration of complex grammars and as lean as possible to keep standardization for reusability and
interoperability of the pieces of information; the main goal was to keep a bearable learning burden
for analysts willing to adopt it for modelling. The design and implement the Nexus Information Space
(NIS) in WP3 was centered around MuSIASEM and gradually expanded to accommodate collateral
methodologies by means of additional efforts within the constraints of available knowledge and
resources.
Since MuSIASEM addresses the complexity of nexus via a multi-scale representation and accounting
scheme of the societal and ecosystem metabolism, the WP3 has dealt with technical aspects making
it possible to carry-out a quality check on the integrated representation across scales. This required
means for the definition and integration of different metrics coming from the adoption of distinct
quantitative methods, the integration of different analytical frameworks, the design and integration
of databases and visualization tools based on a variety of indicators. The ultimate goal to develop a
mature tool-kit by the end of MAGIC; the integration of different quantitative methodologies
supported by the required databases was achieved by designing an ecosystem of software
components and coordinating them in workflows suited to the use cases as soon as they were
recognized during the course of the project. The components of the tool-kit has been used and tested
in WP4, and partially in WP5 and WP6 to sustain the Quantitative Story-Telling chosen by the different
teams.
When the core quantitative approach adopted for the story-telling in MAGIC is MuSIASEM, the
analysis is framed using a societal metabolism modelling approach rooted in bioeconomics flow-fund
analysis. Therefore, it focuses on the funds of land and human time needed to create the flows of
materials, technologies, energy and money that reproduce and maintain the identity of the system of
interest (e.g. current patterns and trajectories of consumption). The MuSIASEM approach in version
2.0 has been methodologically reframed into the relational analysis to cope with metabolic patterns
of social-ecological systems by the introduction of a new conceptual tool called a processor.
Processors can be organized both in functional hierarchies and networks describing the inputs and
outputs of flows and funds of relevant processes taking place in the society and at the interface with
ecological systems, linking them with processes both at the same level and across levels.
The WP3 of the MAGIC project was aimed at developing tools and protocols to formalize the
implementation of the MuSIASEM societal metabolism analysis, to deploy the NIS and feed with
results the Nexus Knowledge Hub. These goals implied both the engineering of modelling and decision
support tools and the deployment of open source databases organizing data previously held and used
in a variety of ad hoc formats.
By operationalizing MuSIASEM 2.0, it was possible to concurrently analyze the nexus across scales
(geographical or hierarchical/functional) in order to highlight relevant relationships (e.g., contrasts
and key externalization effects and dependencies that may undermine long-term security) and
perform assessments against a set of criteria adopted to check sustainability constraints. Therefore,
the lesson learned during the course of the project by experiencing with the successive software
releases and with different workflows adopted by analysts, suggested to shift the importance from
13
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data to the specification of key relationships and the process for discovering the emergent ones. This
deflated the need for accumulating huge bases of data and moved the focus to means for declaring
and highlighting relationships. In parallel, the quest for the quality and transparency of data put more
accent on the efforts for providing proper metadata – as clearly stated in the project Data
Management Plan – and the need for following apt guidelines during the whole cycle of data in the
different stages of the work, that were structured in the form of checklists included in a document,
prepared by the UniNA team, titled: ‘SLIM approach for MAGIC – guidelines for Data repository and
datasets handling’, (see the Annex 1 to this deliverable, originally made available to all the partners
on month 31 as a companion document of the first update of the DMP, Del. 3.4).

1.1.1 Tools for the specification of MuSIASEM grammars as a computer model
The model’s basic components consist of some classes of processors representing metabolic
functional units and interfaces attached to them as ports for binding funds and flows to them.
Processors related to the functional elements of the social-ecological system can be either scaled up
to describe the metabolic pattern of the system as a whole or scaled down by considering the
characteristics of its lower-level parts — i.e., the different processors associated with the structural
elements linked to different patterns or technologies required to express the specific function. An
analysis of functional elements provides insight in the socio-economic factors that pose internal
constraints on the development of the system, i.e. the viability with regard to its economy. An analysis
of structural elements makes it possible to study the compatibility of the system with external
constraints, i.e., its feasibility with regard to availability of natural resources and ecological services
which supply favorable gradients and suitable sink capacity to receive waste and pollution. A set of
customizable dashboards eventually sustain the dialogue among stakeholders that can search for
consensus about social desirability through meaningful indicators of metabolic patterns.

In order to support the specification and handling of MuSIASEM computer models it was recognized
the need for a set of software tools capable of:
• guaranteeing the freedom for each analyst to build or refine a model template and qualify input
data for the analysis;
• supplying knowledge useful for informing the nexus security of EU in a reusable fashion;
• sustaining a tailored and iterative approach, i.e., enabling to explore the relationships that emerge
from the analysis (diagnosis) by means of a set of indicators chosen a la carte and to exploit the model
also for checking scenarios (simulation).
To meet the project philosophy, these tools were conceived as to embed some particular MuSIASEM
features aimed at:
• capturing the multi-dimensional concept of nexus at multiple scales;
• coping with complexity at the interfaces of integrated social-ecological systems;
• framing the modeling approach with the basic concepts of hierarchy theory and relational analysis
in order to make the analyst fully aware of the holon nature of systems at hand (in the search for
emergent properties, i.e., relationships useful to capture the nexus).

14
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Therefore, the software toolkit was designed:
• taking into account that the whole analysis process is multifaceted and has to serve modelling
approached from different perspectives (in order to allow stakeholders to achieve consensus by
interaction in the Dialog Space);
• with the aim of reusing information in order to iterate analyses and refine modeling by the insights
gained.

1.1.2 General architecture of the tool-kit
The software tools envisioned for the MAGIC project have been conceived as a set of modules –
interacting through a common backend hosted on a dedicated server – and accessed by intended
users through a web frontend – conceived as a standalone page, see the following figure.

Figure 3: The software modules and entities of the MAGIC tool-kit.
The high-level goal of the main software module developed in the context of MAGIC is building and
solving models of case studies and analyzing results, using MuSIASEM concepts – mainly the previously
mentioned processors and their interfaces – in conjunction with different kinds of relationships, and
suitable datasets. The software has been designed for openness by choosing open file formats and
source code, reproducibility and readability of commands and versatility; on one side, the use of a
standard worksheet format allows the elaboration of a case study model using a worksheet software
directly or a common computer language interfaced to the frontend; on the other, the REST interface
of the backend – that is materialized through ad hoc Application Programming Interfaces, APIs – allows
submitting commands directly.
The current release of the code allows the definition of MuSIASEM models by following a declarative
path: any case study model is composed by means of a sequence of commands, currently encoded in
an ".xlsx" file that, once executed, results in an object-oriented model of the case study. Once the
model is prepared and the analysis elaborated (in diagnosis mode) or the additional constraints solved
(for scenario simulation), a set of indicators is obtained for later analysis and the outcome is exposed
by suitable APIs to be consumed by external modules in charge of exploration, visualization and other
interactions with it.
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Commands are mainly statements about structure and quantification, declaring how to gradually build
the model of the case study under analysis.
To sustain the iterative process of specification of the case studies required by the MAGIC project,
persistence of case study models has been considered by means of a central repository; it is realized
with a relational database, dealing with versioning and decomposition of each version in sessions. The
current version of the code (written in Python with supporting Javascript/Angular technologies for the
web frontend, see Annex 2) generates and keeps in memory the object model and produces a graph
structure representing the case study. Some tests regarding scaling are in progress: processing
submissions requiring the deployment of graphs of millions of nodes have been considered for later
implementation.

1.1.3 Injection of data into a MuSIASEM model
Since the approach to case studies in MAGIC posed a design constraint as regards to the free choice
of model and data for quantitative specification of a case study, the solution adopted was the
decoupling of observables (interfaces attached to the processors in the metabolic network) from
observations (their quantification, either coming top-down – from statistical sources – or bottom-up
– e.g., from technical knowledge) by explicitly modeling the role of an observer. Therefore, the process
Observables-Observer-Observations has been designed through a suitable class diagram and dubbed
(O-O-O => O3 =>) ‘Ozone’, and it involves undertaking the following steps:
Attaching observables – interfaces: It entails the implementation of the data structure
focused on representing the bare network of processors, and then attaching Observables (in the most
general meaning of “items, nouns, something” on which hypotheses can be issued) by declaring
interfaces. Since the interfaces suitable for representing links between processors, this data structure
has demonstrated itself apt to model the holonic nature of the metabolic network for capturing the
nexus.
Qualifying Observation – data: Data for quantification are to be considered from the
perspectives of QST, which include an explicit acknowledgement of uncertainty (known and
unknown). Therefore, uncertainty has to be considered by embodying support in the software tools
for:
• no prejudice/assumption, free thinking, critical assessment (implicit in the model);
• integration of multiple hypotheses, approaches, viewpoints;
• implementation of the NUSAP (Number, Unit, Spread, Assessment and Pedigree) system and
provenance tracking.
Choosing an Observer – model specification: First a common ground as regard to the subjects
of quantitative analysis has to be specified (i.e. that “observables”, as accounting units, have been
singled out with an unambiguous, agreed definition – a core part of a grammar in the MuSIASEM
parlance).
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Then an Observer, an agent producing Observations on Observables, could be instantiated.
To guarantee the freedom of choice for analysis, each Observable can be observed by different
Observers.

1.1.4 Handling of Data
The units of work identified in MAGIC are case studies (see Data Management Plan of the MAGIC
project, see: https://www.magic-nexus.eu/documents/d31-data-management-plan) intended as
specific analysis problems approached by modeling through MuSIASEM a socio-ecological system’s
metabolism to explore relationships, patterns and benchmarks.
Guidelines dictated that each case study should be self-contained, i.e. people accessing information
related to a specific case do not need to know about other; datasets could be attached to a paper and
published as single unit with relevant documentation in a Zip archive with an attached DOI; once
publicly disclosed data are re-usable for contributing to global knowledge sharing.
The Data Management Plan has been designed to define also the guidelines for the structured
metadata repository maintained by the consortium, the various methods of formalization used in the
case studies worked out in WP4, WP5, WP6, and the management of the data generated during the
project. Its key purposes aimed at the practices adopted within the consortium addressed:
·

the common understanding of data management and disclosure;

·

that all partners can work easily with the data processed and generated within the project.

Regarding the digital research data generated in the action – since the project was in the scope of the
Open Research Data Pilot of the European Commission -– the DMP, along with its updates, tutorials
and companion documents, guided the partners to cope with the obligations to:
(a) deposit in a research data repository and take measures to make it possible for third parties to
access, mine, exploit, reproduce and disseminate — free of charge for any user — the following:
(i) the data, including associated metadata, needed to validate the results presented in
scientific publications as soon as possible;
(ii) other data, including associated metadata;
(b) provide information — via the repository — about tools and instruments at the disposal of the
beneficiaries and necessary for validating the results (and — where possible — provide the tools
and instruments themselves).
Clearly these duties do not overridden the obligation to protect results falling in the scope of Article
27 of G.A., the confidentiality obligations stated in Article 36 about any data, documents or other
material that is identified as confidential at the time it is disclosed (‘confidential information’) or the
obligations to protect personal data considered in Article 39, all of which have been duly applied.

The need for assuring that the practices about data comply with the FAIR principles required that:
To be Findable:
F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and eternally persistent identifier.
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F2. data are described with rich metadata.
F3. (meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource.
F4. metadata specify the data identifier.
To be Accessible:
A1. (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a standardized communications
protocol.
A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and universally implementable.
A1.2 the protocol allows for an authentication and authorization procedure, where necessary.
A2. metadata are accessible, even when the data are no longer available.
To be Interoperable:
I1.

(meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language for
knowledge representation.

I2.

(meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles.

I3.

(meta)data include qualified references to other (meta)data.

To be Re-usable:
R1. meta(data) have a plurality of accurate and relevant attributes.
R1.1. (meta)data are released with a clear and accessible data usage license.
R1.2. (meta)data are associated with their provenance.
R1.3. (meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards.
All the above points have been addressed in the DMP, and the choice of setting up an internal
repository for the preliminary phases of sharing, curating and documenting the data during the work
and then upload a final version on the Zenodo repository, is fully compliant with the FAIR philosophy
and requirements.

The steps to ensure quality of data and obtain a DOI for any produced dataset have been explained in
the plan:
·

structuration of the case study:
adopt the folder tree structure and file template prescribed in the DMP also on local
storage;

·

qualification of data:
complete the analysis following the agreed approaches and the recommended
guidelines;

·

documentation:
add proper metadata following the template supplied into the DMP;

·

use of the internal repositories:
18
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access the NextCloud, Geonetwork and share the data for peer reviewing of data and
metadata;
·

proper packaging:
deploy a ZENODO dataset, specify a proper licensing scheme and ensure to respect any
embargo period for data related to publications on green open access journals.

The plan (released as version 1.0 by November 2016) has been monitored and updated during the
lifespan of the project.

2

Data and Metadata

Basically, metadata records are “data + structures” that describe and represent various features of
digital objects, including their content, context, and structures (Gill, et al. 1998).
The semantics of metadata derives from multiple sources, depending on the applicable knowledge
domains; nonetheless, a pillar is the metadata standard. A metadata standard is based on consensus
of how a specific type of digital objects should be described structurally and it provides a schema that
specifies the metadata’s namespaces, formats, required elements and allowable attributes, etc.
It is in the responsibility of the metadata creator, interpreting the content of the resource to be
described and selects terms most appropriate for each entry of the metadata record. Clearly this
process requires application of careful judgement in selecting the most significant semantic
associations to connect metadata records to the content.
Guidelines have been shared with the consortium and assistance offered during the course of the
project, to promote the adoption of a controlled vocabulary for creating basic metadata records; the
semantic relationships established within the controlled vocabulary enriched the semantics of
metadata significantly (for instance, see the box about AGROVOC6 at the bottom of this page).
Toward “semantic metadata” it is critical to properly supply a context (Haase, 2004) and this has been
done by pooling the data in the same community of Zenodo where papers and other publications are
being uploaded and disclosed once accepted by scientific journals.

2.1

Metadata for Semantic and Social Applications

The need to cope also with non-structured data reflecting the semantic stages of the QST cycles asked
for how to incorporate multiple semantic sources to enhance metadata creation.
Current DMP basic metadata list consist of a set of well documented fields such as title, abstract,
keywords, and subject headings – complying with a simple Dublin Core metadata scheme. The subject
headings are not to be chosen in a formally defined thesaurus, but a set of loosely developed category
terms has been provided. The solution to extend this set to encompass also non-structured data
consisted in building additional semantic relations among keywords, subject headings, topics and
digital resources (Web pages) to enhance the related metadata.
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2.2

Opportunities and issues with official statistics

The categorization behind national and super-national statistical institutes stems from many
stratifications of practices for the collection of official data that are hard to be changed in a short time.
During the development of case studies, parallel approaches for the formalization of grammars and
the gathering of data to make an operational modelling of the nexus for QST, coexist: theory-driven
approaches have been described as “top-down”, while data-driven approaches are sometimes
described as “bottom-up”. The two approaches are complementary and the way to manage them in
the NIS software system was to operationalize an explicit policy for sorting out ‘data conflicts’ (in
analogy of what is called the mosaic effect in the MuSIASEM accounting) – see Annex 2 for details:
1)

to help analysts to reconstruct some missing data and

2) to go further by demonstrating that sometimes the need arises for a refinement of the
theoretical categorization (e.g., based on a fixed taxonomy) when different 'structures' emerge.
Missing data - technical approach
Missing data issue occurs when no data value is stored for one or more observations or measurements
of a given variable. There are several reasons why an attribute value is missing. For example, in official
statistics some values are not provided by countries, or, in the emerging Internet of Things
architectures, missing values for a variable can occur because of connectivity problems of the
corresponding sensor. The common problem faced by analyst with missing data in tables has been
discussed early in the project. Since a general-purpose solution does not exist, being indispensable to
reconstruct the kind of missingness case by case, a tool based on advanced machine learning
techniques capable of addressing the missing-at-random case has been operationalized as a web
accessible service, see section 3.5.3. Data missing in the MuSIASEM accounting can also be
approached in the same way adopted for ‘data conflicts’ when using the NIS software system.

2.3

From Statistics to Policies

Today abundance of data could suggest to many stakeholders and policy-makers the idea that
sustainability could be easily captured in a set of indicators and available computational power that
complex model set up, tuned and run to control nexus issues.
The lesson learned in the MAGIC project is that such a golden set of indicators for monitoring the
nexus does not exist and that one has to focus on governing in complexity rather than of complexity.
A Post Normal Science approach is called in by the huge and multifaceted uncertainty faced, the high
values at stake and the urgent need for decisions in the current state of affairs. Moreover, it is easy
to recognize that there is no plain agreement on the values to be endorsed to steer them. Therefore,
it is easy to realize that not only overall quality of chosen indicators or a general model is a concern,
but also it is crucial to address how these data and assessments are chosen in a political process of
deliberation over political action.
Since the compilation of statistical indicators for sustainability implies a selection of ‘facts’, and the
hypotheses and choices involved in the process are tied to societal interests and implicit values, when
using data form statistical offices, one cannot ignore the role that values play in the generation of
accurate data sets.
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Different pieces of information toward sustainability indicators may be seen as different fragments of
a bigger picture that needs to be understood by combining them, see Figure 4 and compare pane A to
B; in the latter it is depicted how precision may be low and uncertainty may increase temporarily, but
a better sense of the whole could be obtained – the painting used for the example is Nature Morte
Vivante by Salvador Dalí.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4: Capturing the nexus: (A) Excellent disciplinary work promise precise pictures of parts;
(B) a generalist perspective offers a glimpse of the whole.
[adapted from (Carpenter et al., 2009)]
A simple test could give the idea of how this concept works in practice: let us considers the relevance
of results of an internet search by image – as made possible by bing and google search engines; see
Figures 5 and 6 in the following. The search based on the image with details tends to reinforce the key
features it embeds (even if not relevant, as in a formal model), while starting the search by the blurred
image enables one to hit and explore more semantically relevant relationships.
This AI experiment parallels what could happen also with analyses aimed at informing policies for the
governance of nexus; a key lesson form the MAGIC project is that focusing on very detailed domain
expertise without avoiding silo effects in the approach would increase the risk of producing
hypocognition other than fostering the knowledge of the related issues, while aiming at discovering
and highlighting significant relationships could provide insights useful in the decision making process.
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Figure 5: Results of visual searches by image 4.A: (top) bing succeeds in finding the same image
embedded in a document, but never mentions Dalí; (bottom) google does not spot any relevant hit.
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Figure 6: Results of visual searches by image 4.B: (top) bing serves as the most relevant result a page
related to the original painting of Dalì; (bottom) google hits and highlights the painting.

2.4

NUSAP and Data Annotations

The guidelines structured in the SLIM approach borrowed some of the key concepts of NUSAP
(Number, Units, Spread, Assessment, Pedigree) in order to provide the basics for a Knowledge Quality
Assessment Scoring of any data set included in the Data Repository.
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In the NUSAP system the Assessment and Pedigree phases are ideally to be performed by a panel of
experts. The aim of the structured documentation and reporting duties envisioned in MAGIC NIS is
also directed at supplying this prospective panel with complete information about the lineage and the
quality of the elaboration processes each data set has undergone, along with the procedures followed
to select and work out any analysis toward QST. By the SLIM approach was proposed to the consortium
considering the reporting in the NIS as a preliminary self-assessment activity for quality assurance
(therefore in the scope of NIS we propose to use the word Advocacy for “A” instead of Assessment
and to read the “P” as Peer review of pedigree) that promotes the awareness of teams and the
continuous collaboration in reviewing the data and models. Both A and P annotations are made
possible by the feature of the internal repository allowing to attach comments to files that are visible
to all users able to access those files, as well as enabling text and video chat between users and
message broadcast to a group of users.

2.5

SLIM approach

This Slim approach was conceived to enable a knowledge discovery process and applying the statistical
learning paradigm with a full concern to the quality of the data used and generated.
It draws on two fundamental ideas:
·

the path for gaining value from data is well represented by a knowledge discovery
pyramid, that is a mean to emphasize the key steps to provide an added value of the
statistical learning process starting from the problem definition (see Figure 7);

·

the statistical learning process is framed within the total quality management, thus
identifying three cycles for the start up of statistical analysis with their distinct activities
(see Figure 8).

Figure 7: The Knowledge Discovery Pyramid.
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Figure 8: The three phases of statistical learning process in Total Quality.
The SLIM approach is fully described in the Annex 1.

2.6

The internal repository

The internal repository has served as a mean for sharing datasets and document related to case study
during the initial phases of development; it enabled also the peer reviewing of contents and metadata.
It has been originally deployed as an OwnCloud instance, then migrated to a NextCloud instance,
running in house on the MAGIC server hosted and managed by UniNA, and has been maintained and
updated until version 11. The operational availability has been of more than 90% during the second
and third year of the project, than the use by partners gradually phased out when finalized datasets
where moved on Zenodo. It has suffered minor offline time for planned maintenance, mainly software
updates for security or intervention causing temporary unavailability of the server (when the system
has been upgraded with the addition of more physical storage for redundancy or the OS upgraded to
a newer version) or occasional loss of connectivity due to the interruption of the internet network.
During the COVD-19 pandemic emergency, a longer period of unavailability of the server was
experienced: this mainly depended on the hardened security policies established on the UniNA
network infrastructure and the recovery to put all the services back online took more time than
expected since the impossibility of physically accessing the server room during the lockdown imposed
in Italy. By joint efforts exerted by UniNA and ITC personnel, a toolchain for remotely recovering all
the server functionalities was successfully set up and all the services have been restored up and
running before the end of restrictions.
The contents of the internal repository comply with the folder structure, naming convention and
metadata template and vocabulary defined in the project DMP.
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In Figure 9 is presented a partial view of the metadata catalog about the contents on the NIS repository
to date; the complete catalog is made accessible in an interactive and fully searchable format by the
NIS case study explorer (see the related subsection under Tools in the following).
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Figure 9: Partial view of the metadata catalog related to datasets and documents stored in the MAGIC internal repository
(available to registered users at: https://data.nextcluod.magic-nexus.eu/).
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2.7

Data made available via Zenodo

Finalized datasets produced during the course of the work are to be uploaded to Zenodo, the chosen
long-term repository for the MAGIC project, also to receive a unique DOI.
The progressive disclosure of datasets, usually tied to article published in scientific journals, will grant
the dissemination of project results and since the choice to keep all the submissions under the same
community https://zenodo.org/communities/magic/ ensures context for fostering their reusability.

3

Tools

3.1

The Nexus Information Space

In order to exemplify the MAGIC operations as around NIS it is useful to refer to Figure 10 describing
the QST processes in the perspective of NIS and follow the kind of storyboard in the following.
The involved actors work out scenarios of interest by joining the NEXUS dialogue space; by sharing
some common guidelines and the MUSIASEM approach basics they are able to participatively build up
suitable grammars to represent the balances and interlinkages to assess in an integrated way the
scenario at hand.
Then a MuSIASEM engine (i.e. a piece of software developed to elaborate the accounting on a suitable
formalization of grammars) is fed by the NIS accordingly to those grammars (the data pooled and
managed into the NIS should be ‘transparent’ in the sense that are fully documented by metadata
accordingly to NUSAP scheme, are auditable and quality checked);
this enables to derive the QST and build the different dashboards that sprang at the cross of the
grammars and the actor views;
•

so actors complete the assessment of each scenario and could iterate by perturbing some
of its parameters.

The dotted box in Figure 10 highlights the scope of WP3 specific activities, which involved task for
interfacing the NISys to data sources as well as to the input and outcomes from domain expertise
related to the quantitative analysis performed in the other work packages, and the serving of results
in an effective format for QST. The main purpose of MAGIC tool-kit is enabling analysis of scenarios in
a participative manner, and NIS was aimed at sustaining this kind of process. The formal part of the
process (recall the QST cycle in Figure 1) involves:
•

Iterative cycles of semantic and formal analyses

•

Formalization and quantification

•

Interpretation/discussion

•

Some partners are involved in identifying narratives surrounding the Water-Energy-Food
Nexus; we have been working in multiple iterations to design the engine behind the wheel
and the tools have been conceived with the two interface points (highlighted by the sparks
in the picture)
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Figure 10: The MAGIC approach to QST in the perspective of NIS.

3.2

NIS ecosystem

The NIS ecosystem is composed of the following modules:
NIS backend-frontend
A backend (written in Python) capable of elaborating case study prepared according to the prescribed
format and made accessible via RESTful APIs as well as an experimental frontend (based on Angular):
https://one.nis.magic-nexus.eu/nis_client/ (best experienced via Chrome/Chromium browsers).
NextCloud instance
Intended for the project internal data repository (see section 2.6) accessible with personal credentials:
https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/login
Geonetwork node
Envisioned for handling geographical data and metadata, accessible here:
https://gn.data.magic-nexus.eu/
Jupyter lab and hub instance for data science
(Python and R), accessible with personal credentials at:
https://jupyter.data.magic-nexus.eu/hub/login
An instance of TAIGA
Used for the internal management of the development of NIS source code:
https://taiga.nis.magic-nexus.eu
NIS-EDA
A collection of Shiny applications designed to guide the user in a first exploration of the data that will
allow to check the reliability of results (explore phase) and to create and visualize indicators and
benchmarks (add information phase). Accessible at: https://aware.nis.magic-nexus.eu/
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3.3

Infrastructure

A dedicated server for the MAGIC project was acquired by UniNA, at whose premises an equipped
server room was made available and staff for maintenance ensured during the course of the project.
All the core services developed in the NIS run on the MAGIC server; its key characteristics are
summarized in Table 1, while in Table 2 information related to the operation are reported.

Table 1: Features of the MAGIC server
PowerEdge T630 for Intel v4 CPUs
Configuration
Chassis with up to 32, 2.5" Hard Drives, Tower Configuration
Processor
Intel Xeon E5-2640 v4 2.4GHz 25M Cache 8.0GT/s QPI Turbo HT 10C/20T (90W)
Max Mem 2133MHz
Processor Thermal Configuration
1 CPU up to 105W
Memory configuration
Performance Optimized
Total Memory in GB
Operating system:
Storage:
300GB 10K RPM SAS 12Gbps 2.5in Hot-plug Hard Drive
1TB 7.2K RPM NLSAS 6Gbps 2.5in Hot-plug Hard Drive,13G,CusKit
RADI1 configuration on both system and data storage (logical volumes)

1
1
1
32
CentOS 7.0

2
2

Table 2: Relevant operational data and events
Set in operation: since June 2017
Overall operational readiness: 90%
1 event: services off-line for 8 hours because of scheduled maintenance (security updates)
1 major OS upgrade
1 event of services disruption: during lockdown for COVID-19 emergency in Italy: 14 days then system
has been recovered thanks to the combined efforts of UniNa and ITC staff members

3.4

Reusability of NIS models

The way the MuSIASEM approach is enacted is through multi-purpose grammars, so it actually
produces meta-models to be represented as computable models and suitably operationalized.
MuSIASEM approach has demonstrated apt to model the metabolism of whole societies framed in
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their environmental contexts, suitably taking into account the primary sources and sinks required by
the societal metabolism along with the secondary ones exploited from abroad by means of trade (i.e.,
considering the degree of openness of modern societies).
In the spirit of the project, this quantitative information should stem from a social economic analysis
instead of preceding and driving it. Hence, the very new challenge is to avoid any tendency to neglect
the non-quantifiable aspects and blindly resort on already established models. Conversely, in the
pursue about what really matters to stakeholders, any analysis should be performed by considering a
wide range of perspectives, keeping transparency regarding conflicting viewpoints, encompassing a
diversity of data sources and models into the picture and managing for the emergence of new
syntheses that reorganize fragmentary knowledge. Furthermore, the changes among current and
envisioned scenarios are to be analyzed at different spatial and temporal scales.
These needs ask for a novel approach and require a rich model representation for the nexus, as well
as flexible analysis tools and expressive visualization of complex data structures.
Once a MuSIASEM model is built, through a declarative approach presented in (Staiano & Nebot, 2019)
that relies on the conceptual device of processor borrowed from relational analysis as the basic
building block, it could be exploited for analyses of sustainability. These are mainly framed as checks
against internal constraints (i.e. technical and economic – viability), external limits (i.e. environmental
– feasibility), and social criteria (i.e. normative and ethical – desirability).
The goal of the further modeling steps addressed was to operationalize the first two checks about
viability and feasibility as the existence of plausible solutions of a custom kind of constrained network
flow problem.
Addressing the desirability check is a more complex and somehow questionable process; in principle
it could be approached via a deliberative participative approach copying with a rich set of indicators
that the involved stakeholder can explore and pool in tailored dashboards to back-up discussions
toward consensus. The model could be used to support also these stages of analysis by enabling the
calculation of the quantitative information behind each chosen indicator.
From the practical point of view, MAGIC project raised the need for software tools suitable to:
• capture the system representation (modeling stage 0)
• operationalize the grammars (modeling stage 1)
• attach quantitative information from selected data sources (modeling stage 2)
• solve the model (modeling stage 3), and
• exploit it for scenario simulation and sensitivity analyses (modeling stage 4)
• eventually, render useful interactive views (modeling stage 5).
The aim of this section is to address the modeling stages 1, 2 and 3 grounding on the design and
engineering choices made for modeling stage 0 described in (Staiano & Nebot, 2019).
Modeling a MuSIASEM grammar as interdependent network flows
The strategy to capture the representation of a MuSIASEM model for checking feasibility and viability
constraints (modeling stage 3, so called diagnostic mode) as well as for enabling scenario simulation
(modeling stage 4 for anticipation mode), is to frame the problem as a kind of Multi-Commodity
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Network Flow and then specialize a model with regard to each perspective of interest, then solve a
balance problem through a suitable algorithm.
The MuSIASEM meta-model expressed by a grammar is customarily sketched through a graph
structure; entities in a grammar include funds (viz., human labour, land, infrastructures and
machinery) as well as relevant flows (e.g. of food, energy carriers, feedstock) that could be
represented as commodities attached to the edges (as simply done in the common Sankey diagrams).
In order to cope with the multi-scale nature of the approach and the complex kind of entities in the
meta-model, the nodes in the graph are intended as processors, that belongs to a notional class (called
functional processors, used to represent a specific metabolic function in the SES) or represent an
actual realization of those functions (structural processors). The latter could be specified as extensive
(scaled) or intensive (unitary) processors. Processors are organized in hierarchies to encompass the
different scales used to describe and interface the irreducible domains needed to aptly capture the
complex system nature of any social-ecological system, SES.
So, a network approach seems straight to operationalize the obtained model, granted that it could
also accommodate the non-standard interfaces between hierarchical levels.
The simplest network representation of the model is based on just two primal nodes:
The two nodes condense the whole supply capacity and end use demand of the system at hand (a
specific SES), respectively; both are suitable to be expanded to evaluate the total funds and flows
entangled in the SES' metabolism: from the modelling point of view A and B represent the roots of a
supply and an end uses tree of MuSIASEM processors. Practically, by specializing the top-level
functional processors into the structural ones that stand as the leaves of both trees, it is possible to
model a full supply chain through sequential pathways and disaggregate the total end uses. Then,
once each tree has been expanded conforming to its hierarchy, and the actual supplying capacities
identified (including the contribution attached to one or more fictitious nodes representing external
societies, in order to take into account openness) the supply nodes have to be paired to related end
uses, according to the MuSIASEM grammar. This generative approach will produce an adjacency
matrix for the whole network and so enable the solver to check for the required balance; details about
network model refinement are addressed in the following sub-section. A specific mention deserves
the way to cope with environmental constraints of the local context as well as the external one(s)
impacted through international trade flows. In a parsimonious approach, just two dummy nodes are
to be added to the network to represent local and external environment; relationships and constraints
related to the local environment are attached to the former and, grounding on those, reflected to the
latter in a security perspective (i.e. modelling the case of potential internalization of the trade, when
applicable, or substituting those flows which are not domestically feasible).
The standard edge (see the arc A-B in Figure 11) represent the channel for a vector of commodities
flowing from A to B (the commodities are the flows deemed relevant in the pre-analytical stage of
modelling).
Above all, the modelling is enhanced by capturing the production capacity in the A node, by means of
the red looping edge. Therefore, the balance could be solved as a network flow problem, by defining
the requirement of each commodity at end-use node and at supply node (given losses and dissipation
in A itself) along with the production capacity at supply node as the looping arc carrying capacity. The
quite novel approach originally dubbed Generalized Multi-Commodity Network Flow model allows to
accommodate the modelling of loops and also to account for losses along the edges, indeed. Even if
the approach is customary set as an optimization problem (suitable to include binary variables for
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controlling extra capacity in nodes as well as additional nodes to be included into the network with
their edges to allocate the required flows – the binary variables just requiring to switch form Linear
Programming to a Mixed Integer Programming solver) by flattening the objective function to be
minimized (i.e. assuming all zero cost coefficients) we could exploit optimization libraries just for
searching admissible solutions.
Modeling details of the network flows.
In this section, we proceed to comment the network constraints to interpret their semantics and the
way to assign the related coefficients. For the sake of simplicity, only linear interfaces are considered
here, as first-order solutions, given that the way the network is exploited by the solver is capable of
non-linear relationships letting emerge.
The simplest network model requires four column vectors to represent the commodity flows: two for
each arc (the I, incoming, and O, out-going flows, respectively) as in the following figure:

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: The basic network (a) and the attached quantities (b).
The vectors xOAB and xIAB are related by a BOAB matrix bound to each non-looping A-B arc, that
expresses the loss (or gain and even scale transformation, in some cases) relations:
O
I
BO
A j ⋅ xA j = x A j , j ∈ {A, B}

(1)

At each node there is a balance constraint driven by a vector of amounts b (with positive components
for productive capacities, negative for consumption; nodes with components equal to 0 in the b vector
are kind of transshipment locations for those commodities). Similarly, a matrix BOAA can be defined to
bind the vectors xOAA and xIAA, along the arc A-A.
There are two classes of constraints to be set on the network. Constraint for nodes in A (a supply node,
with the looping edge representing production capacity) defined through AOAj, AIAA and bA:

∑j

O
I
I
AO
A j ⋅ xA j − AA A ⋅ x A A ≤ bA , j ∈ {A, B}

(2)

Constraint for nodes in B (a terminal node, representing just consumption or end uses):

−AIAB ⋅ x IAB ≤ bB

(3)

The modeling task at the interface between stages 0 and 1 is intended as a model-to-model translation
and would be semantically driven according to entities and relationships declared in the MuSIASEM
grammar.
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Translating the grammar relationships into constraints on the network flows.
Relationships relevant of the MuSIASEM model could be specified in a number of manners:
●
●
●

through technical coefficients (as in input/output analysis) known by given benchmarks – this
requires identifying typologies – estimated as nominal values or bounded to intervals;
by more complex functions of funds/flows under control (typically for the emissions) again
with reference to suitable technologies;
through well estimated metabolic ratios.
The figures derived as above are then attached to the model entities by quantifying the
three matrixes and the balance and constraints vectors, as explained in the following.

Representing the production capacity. Through the A matrix bound to looping edges we can
represent production functions. For example, the typical path (following the unit – or intensive –
processor modeling approach) for characterizing a supply node is to scale all the funds and flows
attached to the node A (mapping the production processor) by a fund F0.
Representing some extra capacity. The required amount at a (functional) supply node A could actually
exceed its (local) production capacity: in case some extra flows will come in the node A from outside
– i.e., from another dummy node E (that would be incorporated into the A nodes set) representing
trade from an external SES, and this extra flow could be constrained by the carrying edge capacity bEA.
Therefore, multiple roles are connected to the vector b, that could represent openness
[import/export] or even stock depletion.
Representing the losses and concurrency constraints. Transmission losses are considered through the
the B matrix, as already introduced: to these matrices are also bound transformations of flow scale
(e.g., from food categories to food commodities) required to specify the interfaces between the nonidentical metrics adopted at the different hierarchical levels. Concurrency constraints are simply
expressed, via a matrix COAj, as:
O
CO
A j ⋅ xA j ≤ 0

(4)

This kind of constraint is not customary set in MuSIASEM models for basic cases, but it could capture
a constrained ratio between flowing commodities when required at some nodes about inflows or
outflows, by setting:
l b ≤ xA j /xA j ≤ u b ⇔ CA j =
1

3

1 0 −u b 0 . . .
[−1 0 l b 0 . . . ]

(5)

Hence this feature is useful to handle additional constraints aimed at bounding linear responses of
unitary processors to suitable functioning intervals and, further, for checking the option space (this
reasonably may be the case of some desirability checking set at inflow but could be also useful to
represent viability constraints once set at outflow of production nodes).
The model-to-model translation task, as well as the solving of the network flow model, has been
implemented by Python scripts that can generate Linear Programming and (Mixed) Integer
Programming definitions from a network description derived from the MuSIASEM model, e.g., an
Object Oriented model of the network (therefore exploiting the full programming power of a modern
language and the already well-developed NIS software backend).
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3.5

Analysis and visualization tools

In this section are discussed the tools developed for sustaining the analytical processes involved in
QST; some of them involve also features for visual interaction with the analysis model. The ones
expressly aimed at visualization of the results are instead in the scope of Deliverable 3.2, already
referenced above.

3.5.1

NIS case study explorer

In the quest for sharing the process of performing case study analyses, and specifically defining
MuSIASEM grammars, by building on the legacies of the experience had with the wiki experiment
made during the first year of the project, a non-linear wiki approach has been elicited as the best
suited one for allowing the interactive exploration of case studies and, in general, of the knowledge
base produced in MAGIC. The tool – based on the open source technology TiddlyWiki (see
https://tiddlywiki.com/) distributed under an open source BSD license – works in almost every modern
browser and does not require any installation; it has been called NIS case study explorer and offers a
way to freely navigate through the definition of a MAGIC case study and the analysis results, by
allowing the user to choose a tailored path and the level of detail she is interested to.
The logic is based on the simple concept of a card, the ‘tiddler’, that allows modularity and ensures a
high level of customization since the ability to include in any tiddler HTML contents, macro and
markdown code.
By integrating a linked graphical representation of the entities in the model, it makes it possible to
navigate a map of the concepts by clicking on nodes and edges. Besides, it includes a full text search
and a tagging system of the contents, so boosting the process of knowledge discovering.
The NIS case study explorer is a single html file, so that it is really easy to serve it over internet and
make it the available to web browsers by spreading a simple URL. The prototype application is
accessible by the following link: http://www.stad.unina.it/MAGIC/NIS_cs_explorer1.html .

3.5.2

VisualJFML for desirability check

Facing the complex construct of desirability as framed in the QST, the need for empowering different
analysts/stakeholders with flexible means to formalize this check on the base of the wealth of
indicators that can be obtained by the MuSIASEM accounting become evident. In order to avoid a
black box approach grounded in multicriteria decision support systems, a fuzzy modelling approach
that allows to express inference rules in a natural language fashion, was selected. In order to make
accessible also to non-technical users, a full visual interface has been developed in Java and ported
into the Swing framework as a self-standing app in order to make it easily accessible. The application
of this approach in MAGIC aiming at making it possible to check desirability of different scenarios
related to nexus case studies has been addresses and documented in section 6.2.5 of the Del. 3.2.
Here is motivated the choice of a visual environment for designing fuzzy systems has an interface
called VisualJFML, visual Java fuzzy modelling language, aimed at modeling fuzzy systems apt to
represent the incidence of different set of indicators on a series of desirability criteria.
The VisualJFML interface is useful for supporting analysts during all stages of the whole modeling
process: definition, simulation and synthesis. Another important feature of VisualJFML is its feature
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of dealing with different kinds of fuzzy systems, leaving high degree of freedom in choosing the
analysis system.
Although the challenging task of operationalizing the desirability check motivated the choice of a soft
computing approach grounded on fuzzy systems, the applicability of the tool is not limited to it but
also flexible and powerful enough to define feasibility and viability checks too. The basic steps to
exploit VisualJFML are described in the following.
A. Fuzzy System Definition
VisualJFML offers a graphical view to make simple the creation of a fuzzy system under development.
The aim is to enable every user, also those with a little expertise in fuzzy logic and the standard for
the definition language of fuzzy systems (the IEEE Std 1855 specifications) and, above all, without
programming skills, to model fuzzy systems. The definition of a fuzzy system involves the creation of
a knowledge base, composed by a set of linguistic variables, and the definition of a rule base
expressing the relationships among these variables. To ensure flexibility, VisualJFML allows the
creation of five different kinds of linguistic variables – the interested reader is pointed to (Acampora
et al., 2019). After choosing the kind of variable to be created, a related set of attributes is required
to be set. For example, for an input fuzzy variable, it is necessary to indicate its name, its scale, its sign
(i.e, if it is an input or an output fuzzy variable), its universe of discourse (the domain left and the
domain right) and the number and the structure (in terms of membership functions) of its terms.
VisualJFML provides a wide set of membership functions including the traditional ones such as
triangular, trapezoidal, rectangular, singleton, gaussian and linear partitions. Furthermore, VisualJFML
provides also two ways to specify more flexible shapes to define linguistic terms, as an example see
Figure 12. The graphical interface of VisualJFML allows to display the membership functions in order
to ease their definition. Moreover, a VisualJFML functionality allows to save the graphical
representation as a file in jpeg format. All the variables, once created, can be modified in all attributes
except for their sign.

Figure 12: The shapes of three linguistic variables describing levels of compliance
with respect to a given benchmark.
A critical step in the definition of a fuzzy system is to build the rules expressing the relationships among
the system variables. VisualJFML allows generating different kinds of rule bases depending on the
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implemented fuzzy systems. The graphical interface for supporting users in the definition of a rule
base is divided into three zones: at the top there are the fields to introduce the name and the
activation method; the central zone is devoted to display the contents of the rules under definition;
at the bottom, there are all components necessary to build a new rule. In particular, all kinds of rules
follow the structure IF-THEN-ELSE as specified in the IEEE Std 1855.

B. Fuzzy System Simulation
The simulation stage consists in running the fuzzy system under development and studying its
behavior, see for instance Figure 13. VisualJFML covers the simulation stage with three functionalities.
The first one allows to execute the fuzzy system under development by setting an instance for the
input vector. After execution, the graphical interface of VisualJFML shows the crisp output of the fuzzy
inference process. The second functionality allows to execute the fuzzy system under development
starting from given values for the input variables, but, different from the previous functionality,
VisualJFML GUI graphically shows the fuzzy output for each rule. In this way, it is possible to
understand if a rule is fired by considering a given instance for the input vector. Finally, the third
functionality consists of displaying a three-dimensional (3D) graphical representation of the behavior
of the fuzzy system under development. In detail, in order to determine the representation resolution
of the 3D plot, it is possible to specify the number of points of the surface. This parameter must be
chosen carefully because in case that it is too low, important details of the system behavior could be
ignored. On the other hand, a high value could make difficult the understanding and the computation
of the represented surface. As for fuzzy variables, VisualJFML allows to save the produced 3D graphical
representation of a control surface as a file with extension .jpeg.

Figure 13: A fuzzy system defined to represent the impact of different input variables (the indicators
sketched in the lower part of the central panel) on selected criteria, e.g., resource efficiency.
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C. Fuzzy System Sharing and Synthesis
The developed fuzzy systems can be easily shared as an IEEE Std 1855 document instance. Indeed,
VisualJFML allows to export the developed fuzzy system in a file containing the IEEE Std 1855
specifications for it, see Figure 14. Vice versa, in order to load a previously generated fuzzy system in
the graphical interface, VisualJFML provides the import functionality. Therefore, by means of the
export/import functionality and the power of using IEEE Std 1855 specifications, VisualJFML enables
de- signers of fuzzy systems to easily share their implementations. However, an IEEE Std 1855
document instance is not some- thing that can be run. Therefore, the main aim of fuzzy system
synthesis is to generate a system representation in a high-level programming language. Currently,
VisualJFML provides the synthesis stage only for Java language (under development). The synthesis is
implemented thanks to Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLTs) modules. Indeed,
XSLT is able to convert IEEE Std 1855 document instances in a general purpose computer language
using an XSL file containing the translation description. Therefore, briefly, VisualJFML executes
synthesis in Java language thanks to a defined XSL file.

Figure 14: The definition of a fuzzy system exported in XML format.
To summarize about suitability of VisualJFML, also in comparison with the state-of-the-art, it is worth
to consider that, in the last few years, most software has been developed in order to facilitate the use
of fuzzy systems (Alcalá-Fdez and Alonso, 2016). Although the most known software is commercially
distributed, such as the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox for Matlab3, the need for developing free and open source
software encounters a new trend in this field that is spreading to foster the adoption of fuzzy systems
in real applications. Moreover, the open source policy offers many advantages such as the quicker
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detection of errors and bugs in the code through the community of developers, so allowing to achieve
software maturity and effectiveness in a shorter time window.

3.5.3

MIDA

The missing data problem is arguably the most widespread data issue in the MAGIC project when
setting up analyses and is commonly encountered by practitioners when analyzing real-world data
(Bertsimas et al., 2017). The goodness of data analysis does depend on the way missing data are
treated in data pre-processing. Imputation is the replacement of a missing or incorrectly reported item
using logical edits or statistical procedures [1] [5]. In other words, imputation replaces a missing or
incorrect data item with an educated guess. Missing data mechanisms are categorized in three types:
(i) Missing Completely At Random (MCAR) where the probability that an observation is missing is
unrelated to the value of the variable or to the value of any other variables (in this case missing values
cannot predicted any better with all information observed or not); (ii) Missing At Random (MAR)
where data meet the requirement that missing-ness does not depend on the value of the variable
after controlling for another variable; (iii) Not Missing At Random (NMAR) where the reason for
observations being missing still depends on the unseen observations themselves and, as a
consequence, cannot be imputed. Starting from this analysis, the proposed missing data imputation
aimed at addressing MAR scenario where machine learning techniques can catch on thanks to the fact
the missing-ness only depends on the complete part of the dataset and not on the missing values
themselves. In other words, missing at random condition reflects a pattern of missing data related to
the observed data in the data set. Thus, in this scenario, missing data imputation can be treated as a
supervised learning process. In particular, the lower is the generalization error provided by the
learning machine in imputing missing data, the better is the method used to solve the problem and
the better is the solution achieved. In detail, as it will describe in the next section, MIDA implements
a boosting algorithm where any supervised methods can be used as weak learners.
MIDA is a web-based tool that permits 1) to perform a missing data imputation procedure on a given
dataset by using a set of user’s inputs, 2) to obtain the corresponding imputed dataset; 3) to display
the quality of the imputed dataset by considering different supervised learning methods; 4) to
compare the obtained quality with two conventional approaches. MIDA implements the Generalized
BINPI algorithm (G-BINPI) as imputation data mechanism. The variables of the data set to be imputed
can be both numerical and categorical and the task to be accomplished can be both regression and
classification according to the kind of the target variable. MIDA is accessible by means of any web
browser and it manages the requests of users thanks to the architecture displayed in Fig. 1 similar to
that proposed in [6]. In detail, the web browser contacts the web server using the HTTP connection
over Internet. The web server receives the request and calls a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) script.
In turn, the CGI script performs the imputation data mechanism on the given dataset by using all user’s
input parameters. Then, it builds a HTML page that will be displayed to the user with results
dynamically produced. Moreover, the CGI script uses other hardware resources of the web server such
as the server email SMTP in order to send results to user’s email address, too. Hereafter, a description
of the main architecture tiers of MIDA will be given.
Front-end
tier:
The
web
tool
is
http://quasar.unina.it/missingDataImputation.html

accessible

at

the

following

URL:
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Figure 15: The graphical web interface that allows users to input all information useful to run
the proposed data imputation procedure implemented on server-side.
In detail, this information includes:
• the path of the file containing the dataset to be imputed. Thanks to this information, the file is
uploaded and processed on server-side. The file should have an extension.txt or .csv. The value used
for representing missing data can be one of the most typical ones, namely: “null”, “?”, “NaN”;
• the choice of the task between classification and regression. Indeed, MIDA manages datasets whose
the target variable can be both numerical (in the case of regression) and categorical (in the case of
classification). This information is necessary to run different supervised methods according to the task
and show preliminary results on the imputed datasets;
• the list of categorical variables. This information is useful to select between classifiers or regressor
methods when missing values of the variable are to be imputed. If this list is empty, all variables will
be considered as numerical ones;
• the number of the estimators to be used in the boosting procedure implemented in the proposed
missing data imputation mechanism;
• the estimator to be used in the boosting procedure of the implemented missing data imputation
mechanism. It is possible to select among five methods (Linear approach, K-nearest neighbors,
Support Vector Machine, Multi-layer Perceptron and Decision Tree). MIDA runs the version of these
algorithms for classification or regression according to the nature of the variable to be imputed;
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• hyper-parameters of the selected estimator. In detail, foreach estimator, it is possible to insert
information as follows:
–
–
–

–

–

Linear approach: Linear Discriminant Analysis will be executed for categorical variables
and Linear regression for numerical ones without setting specific parameters;
K-nearest neighbors: the K value (from 1 to 11) both in the classification and regression
case;
Multi-layer perceptron: the number of hidden layers(from 1 to 5), the number of neurons
for the hidden layers (from 1 to 100), the tolerance error(from 10−7 to 0.1), the maximum
number of iterations (from 1 to 104) and the learning rate (from 10−6 to 104) both in the
classification and regression case;
Support Vector Machine: the C value (from10−6 to 105), the tolerance error (from 10−7 to
0.1), the maximum number of iterations (from 1 to 104) and information about the kernel
both in the classification and regression case. Among kernels, it is possible to select a
linear, polynomial or Gaussian one. Then, for the polynomial kernel it is possible to set the
degree (ranging from 1 to 10), whereas, for the Gaussian one it is possible to set the
gamma value (ranging from10−6 to 105);
Decision Tree: the maximum depth (from 1 to 500) and the criterion to measure the
quality of a split (Gini or entropy in the classification case and Mean Squared Error (MSE)
or Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in the regression case).

• the user email that permits MIDA to send results to the user in an asynchronous way.
Once submitted the form in Figure 15, MIDA web server handles the request and computes a response
in the form of a web page. The displayed web page contains a report of the imputation data
mechanism procedure. Figure 16 shows this webpage useful to download the imputed dataset and to
visualize some preliminary results related to its quality. Moreover, since the imputation data
imputation procedure could work also for several seconds, MIDA exploits the content of the email
field of the submitted form to send users the results of the computation via email. So, it is not
necessary that users wait for the results appear on web page. Figures 17 and 18 show an example of
application to datasets used in MAGIC, specifically extracted from the Farm Accountancy Data
Network (FADN).
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Figure 16: The report web page of MIDA.

Back-end tier: The web server receives the request by the web client and handles it by calling a CGI
script written in Python. The CGI script computes the imputed dataset by applying the G-BINPI
algorithm, a variant of the work proposed in (D’Ambrosio et al., 2012). This work is based on two main
concepts: an incremental approach based on a lexicographic order and a boosting algorithm. In detail,
the incremental approach consists of using a lexicographic ordering where each column presenting
missing values, at turn, plays the role of target variable to be imputed by the complete set of variables
playing the role of predictors. After imputation it concurs to form the complete set of predictors used
for the subsequent imputation (Siciliano & Conversano, 2002; D’Ambrosio et al., 2007; Conversano &
Siciliano, 2009). The incremental imputation of each variable at time (instead of each single data at
time) allows a more efficient algorithm, thus reducing the computational cost of the overall
incremental procedure. Moreover, the boosting algorithm is used to perform the super-vised learning
process described in Section II. As estimator, FAST tree partitioning (Mola & Siciliano, 1997) is used.
The choice fell on this method because boosting works better than other ensembles (i.e. bagging)
since, while reducing the variance it does not increase the complexity of the space of the learning
process. MIDA generalizes this algorithm to include any supervised machine learning algorithm as
estimator. In particular, MIDA makes available five supervised machine learning algorithms: Support
Vector Machine, K-nearest neighbors, Multi-layer perceptron, Decision Tree and linear approaches.
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Figure 17: A small chunk of data (from the FADN dataset) including missing data in the red cells.

Figure 18: The same data chunk from above, including values obtained
by automatic imputation in the green cells.
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4

Conclusions

Data and tools developed in the scope of MAGIC have the aim of enabling a modelling of complexity
in complexity.
The datasets shared in the internal repository and the software tools made available through the
dedicated server allowed the consortium partners to experiment and engage in a mutual learning
process. The lessons learned have reduced the importance of big datasets in favor of a richer
representation of the structure and relationships relevant for analysing the nexus, and the required
high level of interaction with analysts for adapting to new discovered use cases has been met thanks
to the ‘agile programming’ approach for developing apt computer code.
All the tools that constitute the NIS software system toolkit are based on open source technologies,
and the source code has been made available under open licenses in public repositories. This will allow
ample exploitation of them, since all are accessible over internet, and further development steps of
the code toward mature software that possibly can benefit from contributions by the open source
community.
One of the biggest contributions in this perspective has been formalizing MuSIASEM via a Domain
Specific Language, and supplying a code for automating the formalization process – i.e., allowing
lexical, syntactic and semantic consistency validation. This enactment opens the possibility to add
further language elements – relations, quantifications, constraints, etc. – and computation/inference
methods on the represented models.
NIS software system toolkit is envisioned also as a way to ease the learning curve of MuSIASEM and
integrate it with other approaches for quantitative analyses of sustainability, and this enabling factor
will be also exploited after the end of MAGIC: the adoption of some components of the toolkit in
another H2020 project (SENTINEL, Grant Agreement No 837089, started in June 2019) is already
ongoing and there are plans to further develop the core code for applications in the scope of future
research and innovation projects financed by other agencies too. Therefore, the possibilities for
further adoption of tools stemming from MAGIC legacy are concrete, since Sentinel could offer a
context where NIS as a software may be stabilized (by resolving currently unidentified use cases) and
improved in the details, which is a necessary stage to achieve software maturity.
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Abstract. In the perspective of Quantitative Story-Telling that the
MAGIC project addresses for informing nexus security, data related
activities ought to be framed in a conceptual model that encompasses both
a set of designated processes and a checklist driven protocol for
application. This report aims at introducing the rationale for agreeing
practical guidelines about the way to populate the Data Repository as well
as integrate the contributions from statistics and modelling sides into the
MAGIC workflow. The basics for a Knowledge Quality Assessment
Scoring on data and information will be also introduced. Roles and
responsibilities will be congruous with the template recently set up for the
WP5 QST workflow.
PART I:

A tailored statistical paradigm for MAGIC

1. Introduction
Nowadays, data can be easily collected from various and
heterogeneous sources. However, their selection and processing to provide
fruitful information for knowledge discovery and accurate predictions for
decision-making can be rather complex and costly. This process is well
known as Knowledge Discovery from Databases. Nevertheless, it does not
constitute a sufficient and necessary basis of informational statistics for
policy makers and deliberate decisions by all players and stakeholders.
This is due, at least, to two main reasons: (i) the focus is usually limited to
the data collection and not to the statistical information, as in fact there is
not always adequate dissemination of the results of data analysis and, when
it occurs, it can be fallacious and untimely for decision-making; (ii) the
informational statistics is not always exhaustive and relevant for the
knowledge extraction, mainly for lack of integration and standardization
processes oriented to data sharing.
1

A new approach to handling statistical data in Knowledge Era should
be worked out Moving Towards Adaptive Governance in Complexity.
When performing real world case studies in MAGIC by means of the
MuSIASEM approach, it becomes fundamental to assure reproducible and
collaborative statistical data science. In the efforts for supplying policy
making with quantitative knowledge about Nexus, the MAGIC project
should not only cope with the process of value creation from data but also
guarantee transparency about them, indeed.
This technical report addresses the guidelines to populate the Meta
data and Data Repositories taking care of the Data Management Plan. As
explained in the Deliverable 3.1, Nexus Information System (NIS) and the
repository components will keep a full history of each dataset about
provenance of raw data, Extraction Transformation and Load operations
along with versioning. In addition, we introduce a conceptual model that
encompasses both a set of designated processes and a checklist driven
protocol for application. These will be based on the definition of the
Knowledge Discovery Pyramid and the Statistical Learning Process,
respectively. We aim at introducing the rationale for agreeing practical
guidelines about the way to populate the Data Repository as well as to
integrate contributions from statistics and modelling sides into the
MAGIC’s team workflow. We also borrow some of the key concepts of
NUSAP (Number, Units, Spread, Assessment, Pedigree) in order to provide
the basics for a Knowledge Quality Assessment Scoring of any data set
included in the Data Repository. A final section is devoted to the
identification of roles and responsibilities in a way that is congruous with
the template recently released for the WP5 QST workflow.
2. A new approach: Why Statistics is useful for MAGIC?
Modern statistics is inspired to the scientific paradigm introduced in
the milestone book “Statistical Learning: Data Mining, Inference and
Prediction” of Hastie, Tibshirani, Friedman (2009), referring to the
pioneer work of Vapnik in 1998, “Introduction to Statistical Learning”
and to Intelligent Data Analysis (2003) of Michael Berthold and David
Hand.
Data storage and meta-disciplinary approach are two key factors for a
suitable combination of statistical methodology and technology in order to
get from data useful information with added value in the knowledge
extraction oriented to assessment and scenario analyses1.
1
The usual decision and prediction targets of statistical analyses are differently framed in the
post-normal science approach MAGIC relies upon.
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In the Knowledge Era, Statistics is often used for Monitoring. Latin word
Monitoris, from monere, has the following meanings: admonish, advise,
inform, advise, which are keywords for policy makers and decisionmakers. In Moving Towards Adaptive Governance in Complexity statistical
monitoring may refer to a topic of interest such as energy, food and water
and their relationships into the nexus; these are investigated within a
territory at local, regional, national and international level. Thus, data are
expected to be collected regularly allowing for space and/or time
comparisons and benchmarking analysis. Two are the perspectives: inside
the territory, by comparing statistical figures across the different systems,
as well as outside the territory, by suitable comparisons with respect to
other territories, even included the more general one to which the territory
belongs to. Space and time statistical comparisons can be jointly
performed.
Bearing in mind that any dataset handled within MAGIC can be used
to satisfy a quantitative knowledge discovery about the Nexus and need to
be shared with all partners and stakeholders, it becomes fundamental to
guarantee reproducible and collaborative statistical data science. In
compliance to the general principles included into the Data Management
Plan we recommend populating the Data Repository according to the
rationale expressed by the Knowledge Discovery Pyramid and the protocol
defined in the Statistical Learning Process, since:
- The Knowledge Discovery Pyramid (KDP), introduced in the next
section, allows to emphasize the key steps to provide an added value in
decision-making starting from the real problem definition;
- The Statistical Learning Process (SLP), described in section 4, is
structured into three Deming cycles of Total Quality Management to
help in identifying the start up of statistical analysis and which cycle of
distinct activities needs to be followed up.
By binding the proposed approach with the NUSAP (Number, Units,
Spread, Assessment, Pedigree) system, the Knowledge Quality Assessment
on data and information will be self-rated during the production of
quantitative information, so allowing also for transparency.
The complexity of the Nexus issue along with the open, participatory
and interdisciplinary nature of MAGIC calls for a responsible use of
quantitative information that challenges also the more careful approaches
toward quantification activities within computational statistics. Therefore,
we committed ourselves to defining a protocol for the applied Statistics in
3

MAGIC that could be more apt and shareable than any current one, and
designed it from the conceptual to the practical points of view by
specifically tailoring best suited and well established paradigms.
As a result, Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
concepts conveyed through the Database Management Plan in combination
with KDP and SLP yields the definition of a new conceptual model to
collect data and access to informational statistics providing knowledge for
decision-making and scenario analyses about Nexus. This will be called
MAGIC’s Statistical Learning & Information Management (SLIM)
aiming to reduce the gap between theory and practice in working out case
studies and to tear down the wall that separates domain experts and
analysts from data scientist2, thus ensuring quantitative knowledge
discovery from databases and collaborative quantitative story-telling.
In Dutch “Slim” means “Smart”, the idea is just providing solutions as in
the meta-disciplinary framework of Intelligent Data Analysis. We envision
a Nexus Information System & Space for Digital Accessible Statistical
Information about Nexus as the final outcome in MAGIC project. This
model will represent a necessary condition in the globalization time, the
so-called “flat world”, for all players and stakeholders (inside and outside
the production chain) for an integrated, reproducible and collaborative
statistical data science.
2
Some useful suggestions came from Michele Staiano after attending the webinar Democratize
Your Data: 3 Steps to Self-service Analytics for Business delivered by Continuum Analytics.

The gap does not depend only on the tools but also on approaches – Slide extracted from: www.
slideshare.net/continuumio/democratize-your-data-3-steps-to-selfservice-analytics-for-business
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3. The Knowledge Discovery Pyramid: what is Statistics about?
The comprehension of a real problem, its translation into a statistical
one, the way to collect data, the choice of the statistical method to process
them is not so obvious. Government policy requires official data collection
and statistics production, sharing information with a number of players,
knowledge discovery from various sources of data, methodological
statistics and new technologies for decision-making and prediction.
These are all stages from data to information and from information to
knowledge that can be structured in an inedited view through the
Knowledge Discovery Pyramid sketched in Figure 1. It outlines how the
KDP is organized in the following 10 stages:
1. Real problem
2. Brainstorming
3. Data sharing
4. Data accessibility
5. Filtering
6. Research
7. Processing
8. Analysis
9. Results exploitation
10. Value
These stages of the KDP can be viewed as a set of functional actions
whose main targets are moving upward the pyramid of knowledge. The
way some of these actions can be processed will be described in structural
terms in the next section about the Statistical Learning Process, along with
the practical guidelines to enact them.
In literature, it is well known the process of Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD) whose emphasis is to outline which statistical approach
rules the path from Data to Information and from Information to
Knowledge. Typically, there is a Data Mining approach to reduce
dimensionality in the data to provide fruitful information and a modelling
approach to identify patterns, decision-making rules and predictions.
As a matter of fact, the quantitative knowledge discovery in MAGIC
cannot be understood as an automated process to select a statistical
approach or method in the domain of data science. There are fundamental
actions involving the beneficiary of the quantitative knowledge discovery.
Moreover, it is usual to had to recognize that “the client will always
require more than is specified at the design stage” (Fuller, 1999). The set
of polices proposed to enact KDP is broader and involve more domains
due to the open, participatory and interdisciplinary nature of MAGIC.
5

It is worth noting that the start-up of the KDP is due to all actors
involved in the Nexus Dialogue Space being interested in quantitative
story-telling about some narratives. The payoff from the KDP is a valid
outcome for all End-Users as beneficiaries of the quantitative knowledge
discovery, namely the policy maker, the stakeholder, etc.
The policies envisioned in the KDP rationale involve two key roles:
-

The Domain expert and/or Analyst, namely the beneficiary of the
quantitative knowledge discovery (included the policy maker, the
stakeholder, etc.);
The Data Scientist, namely the researcher in statistical
methodology and computer science with experience in specific or
general application contexts.

The figure of Data Scientist is increasing in popularity in private and
public sectors and this profile is quite blurred in the currently euphoric job
market segment. As a matter of fact, a true Data Scientist is a statistical
advisor able to thoroughly adopt the SLIM approach being in possess of
three main skills:
- Data management (i.e., collection, access, pre-process),
- Information management (i.e., data selection and application of
statistical methods),
- Knowledge discovery (i.e., interpretation and analysis, storytelling,
exploitation).
This is a mix of skills which can be formed only by doing applications of
statistical methodology in various contexts.
In the following, all stages toward the outcome of the quantitative
knowledge discovery are structured into a list of 3 levels of actions, viz.
DATA->INFORMATION->KNOWLEDGE, to outperform the MAGIC
solutions. At each level a report with documental description of the
outcomes is provided.
1st level DATA including the stages: Real problem -> Brainstorming ->
Data sharing -> Data accessibility -> Filtering
This involves Data Scientist and Analyst both in providing new entries
for the data ecosystem aimed at the Nexus. It is conceived to overcome the
potential clash between a ‘question driven’ (i.e. narrative/grammar based)
and a ‘data driven’ (i.e. a priori framed) approach to ignite the Quantitative
Story-Telling for MAGIC.
The Analyst defines the real problem using any prior qualitative
6

information and constraints, theory and research hypotheses.
The Data Scientist acts in brainstorming with the Analyst to transform the
real problem into a statistical one such to be faced quantitatively.
They both act for data sharing when data are already available, data
accessibility when they need to be collected directly (field analysis) or
indirectly (official statistics or other statistics producers), filtering to select
datasets to be processed.
The result of the stages in this level is a documental description of the
qualitative aspects of the real problem, one or more statements pointing out
key question marks, the potential output of the statistical analysis (i.e.,
descriptive or exploratory statistics, inferential statistics, modelling, etc.),
the expected results and outcome (i.e., impact measurement, action plans,
qualitative control, benchmarking, space-time comparison, scenario design,
etc.), the data matrix or more data matrices, completed of suitable
description of units and variables along with full metadata information.
For the practical implementation of this stage in MAGIC, any partner
willing to populate the Data Repository has to upload this kind of report (in
order to make it easy, a document template will be available through the
Data Repository itself, into an expressly created specimens’ folder) along
with the useful data sets. We could identify the Author as the person taking
the role of the Data Sherpa in the WP5 team matrix.
2nd level INFORMATION including the stages:
Processing -> Analysis

Research

->

Moving from the closing report about the previous level, the Data
Scientist applies the research in statistical methodology for processing
available data, sometimes requiring a strategy of analysis with the
complementary use of standard methods, pre-processing of data, the use of
nonstandard methods, new methodological development to match specific
requests. The analysis of the final output and the interpretative issues is
handled by the Data Scientist and the Domain expert or Analyst together.
The result of the iterations on the above stages is a documental
description of the quantitative aspects of the final output of statistical
analysis with all reporting in terms of indicators, tables, graphs, and the
interpretative comments. Any partner willing to analyse the data sets in the
Data Repository should upload this document and the results of the
statistical analysis. We can identify in the Data Scientist the person
responsible for it and propose to label his role in the WP5 team matrix as
Data Harvester.
7

3rd level KNOWLEDGE

including the stages: Results exploitation ->
Value

The Data Scientist and Analyst together provide the results exploitation,
by outlining the answers to question marks, simplifying the output of the
statistical analysis, summarizing the results, formalizing a quantitative
story-telling and the way to visualize and publish the results.
The result of the overall discovery process is knowledge, which can be
fruitfully used to provide an added value to the beneficiaries, which can be
in terms of either monetary/utility/satisfaction impact or simply decisionmaking and accurate scenario prediction. The beneficiaries are the
stakeholders, the policy makers and eventually the general public.
Dissemination can be performed publishing papers, attending
conferences and round tables, spreading knowledge through media
networks (video, web, social network, etc.) and will enrich the MAGIC
Knowledge Hub. All material of this kind can be uploaded by any partner
on the Data Repository to be made accessible through Web portal of the
MAGIC project.

Figure 1 – the Knowledge Discovery Pyramid
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4. Statistical Learning Process: how to apply Statistics?
The previous section sketched the functional stages in the KDP rationale
as what we are expected to do in the aims we care about (why). In
describing the Statistical Learning Process, here we address how to enact
the practical steps that enable the MAGIC teams to ascend the KDP.
One of the main results of brainstorming activity involving the Analyst
and the Data Scientist is to understand which sort of data are necessary to
face the real problem with statistical learning. Three are three possible
scenarios:
1st. Data are not available and need to be produced,
2nd. Data are available (i.e., from databases, data warehousing, etc.)
and need to be extracted,
3rd. Data are available and complete but need to be analysed.
Each scenario requires activities that can be structured within the 4-steps
PLAN-DO-CHECK-ACT Deming cycle in order to face the Statistical
Learning Process in Total Quality Management3.
Figure 2 and Table 1 show the 4 Steps of the 3 Cycles of the Statistical
Learning Process that we call respectively:
I.
Data Production, to provide directly the data set,
II. Data Extraction, to filter units and variables of interest,
III. Data Analysis, to find the results.
The first cycle Data production includes the following four steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Survey Sampling for planning the way to collect data,
Data Collection for doing the operative part of field analysis,
Data Validation for assuring the quality of collected data,
Data Imputation for replacing missing data.

The second cycle Data Extraction includes the following four steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Data Selection for filtering units and variables of interest,
Data Transformation for recoding and normalization,
Data Organization for assuring the coherence of data of interest,
Pre-Processing for preliminary descriptive statistics.

3
This is a revised and more extended version of the validation procedure discussed in
Siciliano et al. (2004).
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The third cycle Data Analysis includes the following four steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Method Selection for choosing the statistical methodology,
Data Processing for providing the output of statistical reports,
Statistical Analysis for interpreting the output,
Dissemination for sharing the results.

Any cycle can be repeated to improve and provide additional results.

Figure 2 – Statistical Learning Process within Total Quality Management

Cycle
Step
1
PLAN
2
DO
3
CHECK
4
ACT

I. Data Production

II. Data Extraction

III. Data Analysis

Survey Sampling
Data Collection
Data Validation
Data Imputation

Data Selection
Data Transformation
Data Organization
Pre-Processing

Method Selection
Data Processing
Statistical Analysis
Dissemination

Table 1 – 4 Steps of the 3 Cycles of the Statistical Learning Process
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5. Statistical Learning & Information Management: when it takes place?
The obvious question here is how to combine the Knowledge Discovery
Pyramid (KDP) with the 3 levels of actions and the 4 Steps of the 3 Cycles
of the Statistical Learning Process (SLP) to put in place SLIM approach.
As already mentioned, we could say that the actions related to the KDP are
functional stages of the value creation process and the steps in the SLP
conversely single out structural activities within the procedures we
propose to follow as a self-control checklist. As an outcome, the KDP
provides at least three reports with documental description of the results
achieved in each level following the recommended stages.
Figure 3 sketches the conceptual model of Statistical Learning &
Information Management in order to shows how to relate the 3 levels of
actions of the KDP with the 3 Cycles of the SLP:
• Within the first block DATA there are actions concerning data
production and/or data extraction. In order to assure the quality of these
actions the first and/or second cycle of the SLP can be adopted.
• Within the second block INFORMATION there are actions concerning
data extraction and/or data analysis. In order to assure the quality of
these actions the second and/or third cycle of the SLP can be adopted.
• The block concerning KNOWLEDGE is a summary view of the overall
discovery process considering all cycles of the SLP.

KNOWLEDGE
INFORMATION

DATA
DATA
PRODUCTION

DATA
EXTRACTION

DATA
ANALYSIS

Figure 3 – Statistical Learning & Information Management
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6. Knowledge Quality Assessment Scoring through NUSAP
In the NUSAP system the Assessment and Pedigree phases are ideally to
be performed by a panel of experts. The aim of the structured
documentation and reporting duties envisioned in MAGIC NIS is also
directed at supplying this prospective panel with complete information
about the lineage and the quality of the elaboration processes each data set
has undergone along with the procedures followed to select and work out
any analysis toward QST. We could consider the reporting in the NIS as a
preliminary self-assessment activity for quality assurance (therefore in the
scope of NIS we propose to use the word Advocacy for “A” instead of
Assessment and to read the “P” as Peer review of pedigree) that promotes
the awareness of teams and the continuous collaboration in reviewing the
data and models.
Practically, the NIS will sustain with an apt internal representation the
NUSAP about facts (i.e. any quantitative information attached by the
MuSIASEM approach to each case study for QST). In order to enable Data
Sherpas and Data harvesters to suitably express their Advocacy and Peer
review of pedigree, some NUSAP matrixes for scoring assessment and
pedigree will be prepared and made available through the Data Repository.
Specifically, the formers will be based on the checklist about the
compliance with the steps in the SLP and the second will cope also with a
MAGIC peers’ review process acted internally by means of the comments
that could be attached to any data set.

PART II: Design

choices and guidelines

7. Some guidelines toward the Nexus Information System & Space
implementation
The STAD team at UniNA is in charge to lead the deployment of a
dedicated information system, tagged NIS, to the MAGIC consortium. The
acronym NIS stands for Nexus Information System / Space and refers to the
core backend (System) and the wider framework for exploitation (Space)
envisioned in the project.

12

According to the definitions into the G.A.:
✧ Nexus Information System: is the supporting technology that
provides the data on flow and fund, implements grammars (the
expected relationships between components of the system in a
particular context);
✧ Nexus Information Space: handles the technical information
system, the databases, the GIS, the visualisation, the infographics,
and the video aspects of MAGIC.
The release of the components has been early coordinated with the ITC
partner whose Scientific Computation Department is tightly involved in the
task and co-lead some of the computer science tasks. According to the joint
analysis of the specifications and use cases for the NIS and following the
agile philosophy agreed with ITC, the set of components will be released
by means of iterative cycles, moving from simpler prototypes with
minimal functionality to complete final tools, as suggested by the Scrum
approach.
The NIS aims at contributing some of the targets about capacity building
within MAGIC; the identifiable key capacities are:
• Reusable Datasets and entities about the associated knowledge (for
example the grammars);
• Software Tools released as web-apps integrated into the project website.
Both these outputs have the potential to be reused by direct stakeholders,
policy makers and advisers.
7.1 NIS components
The first component released at M12 as MS15 of the MAGIC project is a
basic data repository to be exploited as a platform to share datasets among
the partners and to test approaches and tools for MuSIASEM analyses.
In the definition of MAGIC project’s Data Management Plan some design
choices have been already made and spread (through the ver.1.3 of the
DMP available here).
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Specifically we agreed upon three key points:
• Unit of information (to be persisted): MuSIASEM case study
• Curator: Responsible person/contact person -> see DMP section 2.1
• Metadata standards: DC minimal set4 -> see DMP section 2.3 and
tutorial;
The complementing tools, announced during the 1st progress meeting are
still to be deployed: some are briefly introduced by the present report. The
others will be discussed by direct interviews with individual team members
and are to be summarized in a separate NIS vision living document, which
technically addresses the dimensions, components and entities of the
Nexus Information Space; they are expected to be tested and spread by
means of a task force meeting scheduled in early October 2017.
7.2 How to handle the NIS repository
In the NIS repository perspective, a case study is a:

Combination of processor network (see the class
hierarchy presented during the 1st progress
meeting), data sources (tables – or cubes in general
– and mappings) and user views (indicators, graphs
and complete dashboards).

So, in concept, a case study is a tuple (i.e. a record with the following
fields):
[processors, data, views]
and has attached a required metadata record about it.
4

Standard metadata vocabularies and thesauri (Dublin Core, ISO 19115 and ISO 19139) will be
used to deploy an internal metadata system.
Its implementation will be updated with any custom entry required by the project along with a
suitable mapping to common ontologies. [from DMP, section 2.3]
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The metadata are handled by means of a dedicated system (a GeoNetwork
instance soon complemented by CKAN) that will provide indexing and
search capabilities for the whole knowledge base of the project. Each
metadata record is linked to the related dataset: it will be updated on
occasion of any data revision and should include fields to expose relevant
connections to other case studies/project documents (e.g.: when a case
study is eventually addressed as the subject of a paper).
The data entity should be abstracted and interfaced as to encompass also
dynamically generated tables/cubes, regardless they stem from official
databases, the project's internal repository or any kind of suitable model
engine (from the query of a database to the running of scripts invoking R /
GIS or other sw output). This would not address only the case of tables
supplied on demand by an external engine, but also the specific
calculations required by any processor 'special' method (see below), so that
the general 'set-up' of the model resource is declared at the top level of the
case study and instances are called by the processors when requested by
the parser (i.e., the specific sw component that 'reads' the case study and
elaborates it within the NIS backend).
7.2.1 High level description of the components
● PROCESSORS
The processors part is a structure that aims to:
- declare the hierarchy of processors and also handle inheritance from
processor sub-classes (in the pursuit of building a library for MuSIAESM
processors);
- hold the network of links among processors, structured accordingly to the
Flow/Funds, and also encapsulate the Flow/Funds hierarchies;
- expose the tokens for feeding facts in and retrieving/imputing the
parameters for standard methods (i.e.: scaling) and any other special one
(e.g.: calculation requiring GIS).
● DATA
The data side is a set of tables (that could be arranged into cubes) with
some structured metadata, which includes:
- status and source along with all the basic info for
attribution/lineage/versioning/quality check;
- the declaration of formal structure of each table (f.i., see the DSD files of
EUROSTAT) and
- the mappings assumed toward the semantic categories relevant for the
accounting.
15

Comments could be attached to the status section of the main
documentation; these would include request of changes, challenges or
endorsement of the source, etc. so enabling a peer review about the data
fitness for use and quality.
● VIEWS
Finally the views should be arranged in the form of links to suitable
renderers, i.e. standard as well as some custom web apps to be deployed in
the path toward the full visualization of QST. This could be accomplished
by means of a stepwise process:
- collect and structure the indicators relevant for the stakeholders;
- set up different visualizations and
- compose summary tables, graphs and controls for interactive dashboards
(e.g. through Shiny dashboards as well as other web apps driven via
suitable js libraries).https://github.com/radiant-rstats/docker-radiant
PART III: Roles

and responsibilities

8. Who, what and how to populate the data repository
The main aim of the MAGIC data repository is to share basic datasets and
grammar components to enable the production of Quantitative Story
Telling (QST) about Nexus. To this end it will assure (only for the internal
use for project partners) the availability and reusability of data produced
inside the project (see the section 2 about Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable and Reusable – FAIR data into the DMP) whereas the final
dissemination will be enacted by publishing selected datasets on the
Zenodo platform.
To this aim each analyst should be able to follow a self-service analytic
process and once explored the potential of the datasets could ask for
particular support in order to deploy:
● specifically tailored statistical analyses (including visualizations);
● enhancements of tools and additional software components (except
what is already envisioned under the DCP plans).
For the formers UniNA partner is the responsible whereas the latter duties
are in the scope of ITC–computing department.
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8.1 Who: intermediate and final reports and NUSAP responsible person
Data Sherpa is responsible to supply a full reporting after KDP Stage 1
about DATA; to this end:
● a document template will be available through the Data Repository
itself, into an expressly created specimen’s folder;
● the documentation will include a NUSAP section – the Assessment in
the form of a self-administered assurance of quality (i.e. Advocacy)
and Peer review of pedigree will be made by the whole team through
Comments in replying to the ratings attributed to the provenance and
lineage along with the semi-automatic scoring that springs from the
SLP checklist;
● a set of structured metadata should be included on the
GeoNetwork/CKAN instance to make the data sets discoverable.
Data Harvester is responsible to supply a full reporting after KDP Stage 2
about INFORMATION
● a case study folder subtree devoted to the structured reporting;
● the documentation will include a NUSAP section – the Assessment in
the form of a self-administered assurance of quality (i.e. Advocacy)
and Peer review of pedigree will be made by the whole team through
Comments in replying to the rating self attributed to the Data-input
(following what in the Data section above) the Model structure and
Testing;
● a set of structured metadata should be included on the
GeoNetwork/CKAN instance to make the information discoverable.
any member will finally report after KDP Stage 3 about KNOWLEDGE
● a case study folder subtree devoted to the structured media for
DISSEMINATION (papers, posters, infographics, conference
presentations, video…) that could be accessible from the website;
● the documentation will include a NUSAP section deployed
accordingly to suitably defined matrices since it should include the
Assessment and Pedigree components from both the cognitive and
social perspectives to express an agreed overall Knowledge Quality
Assessment Scoring about any dissemination item;
● a set of structured metadata should be included on the
GeoNetwork/CKAN instance to make the dissemination media fully
discoverable.
17

8.2 Wrap up: what, where and how store on the metadata/data repository
As practical clues that could steer the process according to the general rules
and advices in the SLIM approach, try to focus on two key principles:
1) consider data moving through stages of improvement and enhancement
(as in the Knowledge Discovery Pyramid)
2) cope with them in full compliance with DMP, especially about metadata
(i.e. add from the very beginning the companion metadata about
provenance and maintainer responsibility).
Consequently, view the data related activities in MAGIC as an evolution of
the data structuring during the collaborative work of mixed teams.
8.2.1 What to store and share
I. Primary tables à pre-analitycal stage (these are the 'raw data');
II. Secondary tables à MuSIASEM analyses input (these are the selected,
curated, transformed data, i.e. 'information' suitably arranged; e.g. as one
table per sheet into Excel files, R dataframes, GIS layer folders);
III. Processors, data, views à MuSIASEM analyses output as building
blocks for QST (these are the numbers for enhancing/spreading
'knowledge').
8.2.2 Where and How to store data/metadata:
A) store the 'raw data' (generic documents Excel, pdf, ...) into the
subfolders named preanalytical, along with some general info about
provenance (note: metadata could be attached directly in the property of
each document) and version;
B) store the data chunks (tables for relevant datasets) into the input
subfolder, along with full info about provenance (original sources of raw
data, responsible person(s), motivation and assumptions, data structure and
mapping to semantic categories, any context relevant information, rating
about the technical quality [derived by the Statistical Learning Process’
checklist, see Table 1]) and version + policies for updates;
C) store the resulting data in compliance with the format under definition,
completed with NUSAP fields.
In analogy, also metadata should gain quality and expressiveness during the
process, making the final dissemination easy to manage according to the
post-normal science approach.
18
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About this document
The purpose of this document is to describe the technical aspects of the software components
of NIsys (Nexus Information System). The design, development, and deployment of NIsys have
received many of the efforts of WP3 allocated resources in the QST part (although they do
some visualizations, in the same way there is processing in visualization components). NIsys in
MAGIC is part of NIS, Nexus Information Space, a broader concept encompassing people
collaborating to analyze a case study; a cooperative approach is the recommended way to
utilize NIsys in the future, made possible by off-the-shelf online collaboration tools (this kind of
tools are not covered in the present document).
NIsys is made of several elements and it can be integrated or linked with many more. The
components described in the document are: nis-backend
, the cornerstone of the NIsys
ecosystem since it is a MuSIASEM model builder and solver engine, nis-frontend
,
nis-client and nis-eda
, supplied to provide the link to nis-backend for users, without
(nis-frontend, nis-eda) or with programming skills (nis-client).
The central perspective of this technical document is to faithfully document the system built. A
more instructional approach to the use of NIsys could be found in the How-to manual for the
nis-frontend, so that the two documents complete each other, being practical to use the latter as
a tutorial and this as a reference guide. The intent of the NIsys documentation is also to
encourage not only the continuation of the work on the source code to expand the system, but
hopefully helping users to discover some aspects of MuSIASEM, brought by the computer
science perspective, not present in other documents and deliverables.
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Introduction
The NIsys is a software system, made of different subsystems, which has been designed and
programmed to support MuSIASEM concepts and methodology. Therefore, before attempting
an analysis with NIsys, at least a minimal knowledge of MuSIASEM key concepts – viz.,
Processor, NIS, Indicator, Interface, Relationship, Flow/Fund, Scalar indicator, Matrix indicators
is required – it is recommended to read Part II of the project Deliverable 4.1
(http://magic-nexus.eu/sites/default/files/files_documents_repository/magic-ga689669-d4.1-revis
ion.pdf) for an introduction to MuSIASEM concepts and Deliverable 4.4 for last development
and applications, and also refer to the document Format for specification of NIS case studies,
made available as Annex 3 to Deliverable 3.4 - Data Management Plan update).
NIsys tools assist in drafting, formalizing, and resolving case studies, then providing output data
structures and allowing to interpret what the model implies. In the scope of NIsys, case studies
are related to bioeconomic systems represented using a network of processors interconnected
with different kinds of relationships. These relationships allow representing multiple
interconnected systems, processors with multiple functions, multiple scales and domains (for
instance water, energy, food), etc. It supports the crucial considerations of MuSIASEM
regarding the openness of systems – by keeping a separate account of local and external flows
– and pressure over the environment.
From the software engineering point of view, NIsys is mostly an open source project (the code is
made available in this repository: https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-backend), designed to be
also open in different areas:
1. the input datasets, which can be provided for quantification follow the typical statistical
dataset schema so data from different sources can be assimilated;
2. the access to NIsys functionality (via a RESTful interface);
3. the variety of output datasets that can be used for further processing and visualizations,
either by another NIsys component or outside of NIsys.
The application of the MuSIASEM approach normally starts with a representation of multiscalar
structures and data, articulated around (or converging into) the aforementioned network of
processors (embodied functions). In other words, a set of interconnected processor-functions
which may have a material-physical realization although types and virtual functions can also be
represented. Each processor can be connected to other processors with multiple relation types:
●

●

(functionally) part-of. To construct multi-(functional, scale, domain, system) hierarchies
of processors. The difference with spatially part-of (or contained) is that the first focuses
on functional dependency (parent depends on children) while the second would be
“inside” spatially speaking.
Exchange of a biophysical substance, either flow or fund. All four combinations are
possible: flow used as flow, fund used as flow, flow used as fund, fund used as fund.
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●

●

Scaling: determine the size of a processor relative to the size of consumption or
production of another processor, and possibly in a cascade from end-use level to the
structural production level.
Scale conversion: allowing to express an exchange encompassing different scales.

Data can be accompanied by provenance metadata, can be multitemporal, and can be provided
by multiple sources.

MuSIASEM, NIS, NIsys
Before proceeding to other sections, it is important to clarify the distinction between NIS and
NIsys and how MuSIASEM appears in them.
As stated in the project proposal, NIS is the Nexus Information Space, while NIsys stands for
Nexus Information System. The idea is for NIS to be a virtual place where people can debate
about Nexus QST (Quantitative Story Telling) related issues with the approach of MuSIASEM,
and with the help of collaboration tools and other person-to-person or person-to-group tools.
NIsys is a toolset (also called an ecosystem) made of different software components supporting
MuSIASEM as a technique and as a methodology. NIS and NIsys are related but it is possible
either to have NIS embedding NIsys, or to have NIsys without NIS. Although NIsys can also be
used alone (no dialogue, just a toolset for modeling), it does not have much sense to have a
single person working on case studies (except maybe for learning), the natural setting is to be
part of a thought or discussion group of at least two-three people.

Goals of NIsys
The following high-level goals summarize what has been pursued in the development of NIsys:
●

●

●

●

Capture (embed) or align (integrate) with concepts and steps of MuSIASEM formalizing
NISys both as a language for modeling and as an accounting technique, and consider
related methodological aspects.
Construct a versatile software system, open for its integration in analytical workflows
– using it as a black box, via an API – and to incorporate new functionality thanks to the
open source code.
Support a wide spectrum of users. MuSIASEM analysts and learners, experts in different
nexus, socioeconomic, environmental, technological areas; decision and policy -makers,
and even public in general, with or without programming skills.
Ease constructing MuSIASEM case studies as FAIR1 datasets.

1

FAIR stands for: Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (see the project DMP, D3.1, and its
updates).
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Methods and concepts in which NIsys is based
The inception and definition of the structure of NIsys as a set of tools that aims to contribute to
advanced analysis have been influenced by ideas, methodologies and concepts (apart from the
trivial, the use of software engineering methodologies) coming from fields or concepts
enumerated below.

MuSIASEM
MuSIASEM is MAGIC’s core QST technique and methodology, used to analyze the biophysical
sustainability of economies by representing the metabolism of functions producing and
consuming flows or investing in available funds, assimilating and integrating ideas from
knowledge bodies like CAS (Complex Adaptive Systems), Relational analysis, Rosen’s
Relational Biology (where “complex” is defined to focus on the issue of making assertions about
systems having “closed to efficient causation” cycles) and Georgescu Roegen’s Bioeconomy
(accounting not only for flows but also funds, which in relational biology terms could be
connected to the material and efficient causes, respectively). More details can be found in the
deliverables of WP4.
The design of NIsys has pursued to implement MuSIASEM’s principles, although sometimes it
has been a difficult goal to follow due to the evolution of the approach itself during the project. At
the same time, because of the formalization needed when building software, some design
choices have been made regarding how MuSIASEM concepts are represented, which in the
current implementation may only partially reflect the intended meanings.
NIsys aims to be a MuSIASEM machine, i.e., a computational mechanism (which encompasses
processing quantities but also other types of information) capable of enacting/executing a formal
MuSIASEM specification, transforming it so it can be analyzed.

Post Normal Science (PNS)
PNS acknowledges the limitations of what can be observed or measured about complex
systems to obtain useful diagnostics and forecasts, so proposes methods and techniques to
palliate
this
fact.
These
ideas
and
techniques
(see
for
example
http://www.nusap.net/downloads/toolcatalogue.pdf) have a considerable influence on
MuSIASEM methodology which assumes the feebleness of quantities (when considered as
symbols or proxies of truth then used to perform algebraic processes and to extract probably
inexact conclusions) and the need to consider and integrate the multiplicity of viewpoints around
sustainability (in a way similar to ensemble models, but with potentially much more semantic
complexity).
Details where the design of NIsys has considered the contribution of PNS are:
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●

●
●

●

NUSAP in “Interfaces” command. Fields: Value, Unit, Uncertainty, Assessment,
PedigreeMatrix (a reference to a matrix in a “Pedigree” command), Pedigree, which
roughly correspond to the concepts in the NUSAP concept.
Command “Pedigree”, to specify pedigree matrices.
Pattern OOO (see below), which allows the coexistence in the NIsys file of different
quantifications about the same Interface, obtained by different experts and/or estimation
processes.
Openness of the source code and of the model and use of collaborative tools, enabling
the participation of plural teams in the preparation QST models using NIs. It is important
to emphasize that although the information resolver included in NIsys is capable of using
observations ordering them by observer, much more could be done, for instance using
“Uncertainty” to perform some kind of Monte-Carlo scenario analysis or Sensitivity
Analysis with regard to one or more variables. And that is what openness enables, for
instance by exporting the structures in the model, or the symbolic expressions to find the
value of one of the Interfaces which has been determined by relations, not by direct
values.

UML (Unified Modeling Language)
UML is what it stands for: a modeling language, predominantly graphical, created to enable the
analysis and design of large, complex software systems (which has been enriched to model
other kinds of systems, too) at different levels of detail (from high level architecture, draft stage
to detail). It is based on the assumption that software systems are complex; UML results from
the unification of the modeling languages evolved by the “Three Amigos”: “Booch Method”
(Grady Booch), “OMT - Object Modeling Technique” (James Rumbaugh) and “Objectory” (Ivar
Jacobson).
The core concepts around which UML diagrams are built are Class and Object (Object Oriented
System). Processors in MuSIASEM could be seen as singletons of Classes with a single
method, its purpose; although MuSIASEM hierarchies could be easily represented in UML,
relations between Interfaces of Processors (not Interfaces in an Object Oriented Modeling
sense) do not have a match in UML (although UML is declarative, object oriented languages are
procedural). The partial views painted in the different diagram types (Use Case, Class, Object,
Sequence, Communication, …) can show aspects of the functionality (use cases) relevant for
the structures and dynamics of the information and the software as something tangible.
The graphical editor of MuSIASEM which can be used in “nis-frontend” is also inspired by UML
tools which allow the creation of many diagrams to model, show or explain a detail of the
software, forming together a potentially congruent -formally controlled- explanation of the whole
system. Similarly, with the editor multiple InterfaceType and Processor diagrams can be
created, gradually constructing a representation that is rendered into several commands in the
spreadsheet (it is important to underline that the language currently cannot be completely
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specified graphically, due to features like cloning, dataset expansion, analysis commands -the
later are supported by “nis-eda”-).

Dynamic systems simulation
Engineering nowadays makes a heavy use of simulation software to simulate how mechanical,
electrical, aeronautic, chemical, etc. systems (or multi domain systems) may behave under
certain conditions.
Tools for dynamic simulation normally make use of block oriented graphical representations (like
Mathworks’ Simulink) for ODE (Ordinary Differential Equation) modelable system parts. This
idea has been adopted to think about MuSIASEM processors and what in MuSIASEM are called
“sequential pathways”, that would be the exchange of biophysical substances to cause changes
in the outputs of processors downstream. There are also important differences: relations in
MuSIASEM do not imply causality regarding the information flow (the solving process), the
dynamics of systems is currently not stated -although it could be added as a new feature, just to
be used as another information chunk as “expected rate of change”-, processors in MuSIASEM
can have a body (implied by the three non-functional aristotelian causes, while simulation is
about the fourth cause, the function), and somehow the resources invested to produce this body
are reflected with processor funds.
Continuing with simulation, assimilation of information produced by simulations has been
considered, not only for ODE based systems but also for “spatial temporal” fields related to
long-range meteorology and climatology. No concept of NIsys directly reflects the connection of
simulation outputs into a MuSIASEM model. But indirectly, because Processors have a spatial
geolocation and Interface quantities have a period of observation, outcomes of this kind of
models may be assimilated directly or by some intermediate estimation (for instance, if
precipitation is lower, more energy needs to be produced to feed desalination plants). Feedback
in the other direction (from MuSIASEM analysis to simulation models) would be to estimate the
presence or need of something to force conditions in a simulation (for instance, if the amount of
GHG emitted is estimated, a climate model could provide the increase in temperature, and so
on). Other models like hydrologic, ecological, etc. would follow the same approach.

Prototype Based Programming
In prototype based programming, there is no separation between classes and instances
(objects), there are just prototypes. Although prototypes would be more like instances, the term
emphasizes that any entity could be appointed as the base for new instances. Somehow,
classifications in biology follow this approach, because a species is represented by one or more
individuals, and individuals are clustered around these representatives.
NIsys adopts this approach for Processors: processors are prototypes, which can be cloned and
adapted to be in different systems or subsystems.
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LCA
Life Cycle Analysis is a methodology to quantify and assess the impacts in the production of a
good or a service, by using procedures in a standard (ISO 14040:2006), data from certified
databases and any of the available software tools.
LCA structures and methodologies have some parallelisms with MuSIASEM. Because both use
processors with flows and exchanges between them, and processors can be scaled with regard
to some of the connectors (total product in LCA, end uses in MuSIASEM), it was planned to
prepare “nis-backend” to import data from LCA (LCI database), and the availability of an open
source package specialized in LCA related processing (Brightway2) made it technically feasible.
Unfortunately, the lack of expertise and access to data made implementing this feature
unfeasible.
NIsys has lessons to learn from LCA tools. Mostly the annotation of metadata (although NIsys
incorporates the possibility of referring to Provenance files), the processing of uncertain data
(NIsys allows specifying uncertainty -NUSAP- but it was not possible to implement operations
due to the limitations in project resources), and the standardization of impact assessment
indicators (NIsys has a start in this, with ScalarIndicators and the possibility to import already
defined ones -”ImportCommands” command-).

The story of the blind men
This is not properly a method, but is an interesting tale used by oriental philosophical traditions,
as a metaphor to explain the limitations of human cognitive capabilities and some issues this
fact can cause. Briefly it is about how the limited cognitive power of human minds forces having
partial views of whatever aspect of reality it is being analyzed: a group of blind men, wandering
together encounters an elephant, an animal none of them was familiar with, and each perceives
different parts of the animal, with seem to be apparently incompatible. These people would be
experts in different knowledge areas (it could be the parts of the elephant) using different
techniques/approaches (maybe their senses) to formalize and advance knowledge.
In modelling, MuSIASEM and the specific way in which NIsys format allows supplying
information from different perspectives and techniques: structures, quantities (and their
uncertainties) about the same factor (flow or fund) coming from different domains (water,
energy, food) and observation techniques (like surveys, certified datasets, handbook formulas,
ad-hoc simulation, etc.), metadata about bibliography, provenance or geolocation.
Once the specification is executed, the different outputs would allow experts to use their
preferred piece of information for direct visualization or further processes, maybe again specific
to their expertise.
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Workflow/scientific workflow
Nowadays, reproducibility and replicability are concepts used to support scientific/technical work
in publications, by which a third party would be able to repeat critically the published results and
to adapt the methods to new models or data.
“Nis-backend” aligns with this idea in two ways: by standardizing and formalizing how
MuSIASEM models are represented and resolved, and by allowing its integration into scripts or
specific scientific workflow tools using “nis-client”.

Data lift
A metaphora shaping NIsys is understanding it as a data lift, which could be seen as decoding
or clarifying matrices of just numbers (maybe as data, i.e., accompanied with metadata) to make
them understandable by attaching them to a context consisting of the structure of the economy
and environment located in space and time.

Semantic model (not only quantitative)
A semantic model is based on a set of classes and their instantiations (what could be nouns in
normal language), which can have attributes (qualities and adjectives) and relations
(subject-object relations).
NIsys format allows specifying a case study as a knowledge base made of the previous
elements. The key idea is that if at a moment the knowledge base can be exploited by using a
set of techniques, embedded or not in NIs, in a future moment new or evolved techniques could
be prepared to obtain other conclusions about the same knowledge base. The exploitation is not
limited to deterministic quantitative operation. Operations considering structures, uncertainty,
variable parts of the model, etc. could be imagined and carried out.

OOO pattern
The Observable-Observer-Observation (OOO) pattern should not be confused with the
observable-observer pattern normally used in software engineering, where observers subscribe
to a source of events to carry out some processing, but to a custom development aiming
somehow the opposite, to have a passive observable about which observers pose observations
(in the broadest sense a hypothesis, and in the narrowest, a measurement) acknowledging that
they all are inaccurate.
It refers to a simple ontology of the observation process, considering the fact that different
observers can yield different observations about the same measurable (observable) attribute. It
is useful to articulate how observations may be represented so there is a place for multiple ways
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of observing the same thing by different observers using one or more observation methods, and
producing observations, all for the same observable thing.
This pattern has been used for Interfaces in the modeling. Each Interface is an Observable (in
fact Processors are also Observable, but indirectly through their interfaces). The tangible
consequence is that multiple observations (values in the Interfaces command) may be provided
for the same Interface, as long as a different Observer is specified. Observers can be specified
in RefBibliographic or RefProvenance commands.

Flow graph
A signal-flow graph is a graph in which nodes are dynamic variables of a system, and directed
edges are functions transforming a source variable to contribute to the value of a target variable,
and the sum of inputs and outputs of a node is the variation of the variable. A simpler version of
the graph, in which instead of a general function a linear transformation of the source variable is
placed in the edge, is a flow graph.
These two representations valid (respectively) for systems and for linear systems of equations,
seemed to be a good starting point for an adaption to MuSIASEM, to exploit the information
once specified. In our case, nodes would be each of the interfaces, which are around
processors. Interfaces can be directly quantified or their value can be defined by relations of
different kinds with other interfaces in the same or different processors. The embedded solver
uses this approach, assuming that no loops will be present (because MuSIASEM models do not
represent the dynamics, and impredicative loops are avoided).

MDA (Model Driven Architecture)
In MDA, the architecture of a software is defined in a way independent of the technology that
will be finally used. For instance, if a persistence mechanism is known to be needed, the logic
can be specified in a technology neutral language, and once the technology is known, software
to use the specific database is automatically generated. This idea is similar to the distinction
made in MuSIASEM between functionals and structurals. But in MuSIASEM the causality
direction is not specified: whether the function requests the structure or the structure produces
the function, it is not known, existence is used as a fact.
NIsys uses this pattern when the object-oriented model is translated into another type of model
which may be exploited by an external tool. From plain datasets (almost devoid of model
structure, except for the list of concepts in them), to other renderings of the model (JSON or
ontology). New model translations may be incorporated either externally or internally
(nis-backend being an open source tool) by the elaboration of scripts combining structure
outputs with data outputs.
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DSL (Domain Specific Language)
Behind this complicated name it is a relatively simple concept, by which a formal language,
adapted to the problem to be modeled by a software, is designed. It normally involves
identifying the concepts in the domain of the problem and how they are interrelated. Another
aspect of the language design is the implementation of grammatical rules at the lexical,
syntactic and semantic levels, which are adapted so there is a balance between aspects like
briefness (compression), ambiguity avoidance, ease of reading, etc.
In this sense, NIsys format would be the DSL of “nis-backend”. The grammar is relatively
simple: it is a spreadsheet containing an ordered list of commands (the worksheets) read from
left to right, and then each command is made of many “microcommands”, which are the rows,
processed from the first to the last. Each row could be understood as a block (“block based
language”) processed in batch, with fields following a syntactic rule varying from one field to
another.

Features. Language, solver, system
NIsys has been equipped with a number of features with the purpose of easing the process of
building and analyzing case studies for the analysis of societal metabolism using the
MuSIASEM approach. Follows an enumeration by area: first high level, then detail areas:
model, language, resolver and more technical, ending with envisioned -not implementedfeatures.

High level features
●

●

●

Standard and Formalized case study representation. Before a file containing the
representation of a MuSIASEM case study enters NIs, it is validated lexically,
syntactically and semantically according to the “NIsys format” document (<<LINK<<<),
ensuring that every case study is written in an unified way, following a set of formal rules
and structures, ensuring Consistency.
Reproducibility.
“nis-backend”
is
an
open
source
project
(https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-backend). It can be installed with relative ease. A
local MuSIASEM-NIsys shack can be deployed using an average computer. Already
available case studies or parts of them (like structural processors or hierarchies of
functional processors) could be submitted to obtain the same result somebody obtained
to publish.
Replicability. The concept refers to the application of the methods to other contexts,
namely having the possibility of applying the toolset to new case studies or modifications
of existing ones. Once NIsys is deployed, any MuSIASEM model can be constructed
using a spreadsheet, which can be submitted to “nis-backend” to evaluate the
correctness and the analytical results.
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●

●

Reusability. Regards the possibility of having parts of models in repositories and to refer
to them instead of writing everything inline in a single NIsys format file. This enables the
use of processor libraries, common hierarchies and indicators, helping in the
standardization of analyses.
Versatility. The resulting system is capable of reading from important data sources or
custom ones, from powerful storage systems (Google Drive -which allows collaborative
elaboration-, WebDAV, open URLs -Zenodo-), and from local storage, and can export to
many data types (datasets, graphs, geolayers, …) and formats (JSON, XLSX, GML, …).
Also it can be used in different ways: nis-frontend, nis-eda, nis-client (Python,
RStudio/Shiny, Jupyter, ArcGIS, …), RESTful API; and deployed according to target
infrastructure.

MuSIASEM model
One of the most important parts of NIsys is the domain model (in software engineering terms).
Every operation is about reading or modifying the model. To start, the parsing process
translates what is specified in a spreadsheet in NIsys format into a network of instances of the
classes in the domain model. Afterwards, the solver reads it and infers new information.
Following is an enumeration of features of the model. The specific structure is described in
another section of the document (see “Domain Model”).
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

Core entities. The model is composed by a set of entities which together represent the
central information in a case study. Commands: BareProcessors, InterfaceTypes,
Interfaces, Relationships.
Formal to semantic transformation. Supports processing an external dataset, using its
information to be placed in Interfaces, performing a mapping operation. Commands:
DatasetQry, DatasetDef, DatasetData, CodeHierarchies, CodeHierarchiesMapping.
Multiscale. Multiple scales can be modelled by hierarchies of processors or interface
types and also by enabling the connection of interfaces of different types if there is a
conversion factor. Commands: BareProcessor, InterfaceTypes, ScaleChangeMap.
Multiple systems and compartments. Crucial to the analysis in MuSiASEM is the
capability of accounting flows from other systems (such as countries or regions) as
external, to assess openness, and discerning what is coming or going to the
environment, for pressure evaluation. Command: BareProcessors.
Scenarios. To gain knowledge, experiment or play with effects of different settings of
patterns of consumption or of production mixes, scenarios can be prepared by grouping
specific parameter values under names. Command: ProblemStatement.
Different times. Considering how a model evolves during time is also crucial to analyze
real or expected trends. Command: Interfaces.
Multifunctional Processors. Although not very common, it is possible for some
technologies to perform multiple functions with regard to the WEF nexus, like production
of energy and water or water and food. Command: BareProcessors.
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●

●

●

●

●

●

Nexus, several domains. Being a nexus project, it is of course important to ease the
representation of processors from multiple domains in the same model. Separate
hierarchies of processors can represent the different production systems, which may be
interconnected at structural or higher levels, as desired. Commands: BareProcessors,
InterfaceTypes, Interfaces, Relationships.
Multiple sources for the same amount can be annotated, allowing the integration of
different evaluations for Interfaces. Also, numbers obtained from direct calculation
(bottom-up) may differ from those coming from statistical agencies (top-down).
Commands:
BareProcessors,
Interfaces,
Relationships,
RefProvenance,
RefBibliography.
○ Top-down, bottom-up. When information is provided by a statistical agency it
flows top-down, splitting through the structurals. When the information is at the
structurals (bottom) level, it flows up. Two amounts may be present
simultaneously at the same interface. One of the two amounts is taken at each
bifurcation according to a “policy” parameter specified by the analyst.
○ Multiple estimation methods (called internally “Observers”) to obtain a single
quantity. The Observer is an agent capable of quantifying (including uncertainty):
estimation, survey, simulation, human expert, rule of thumb formula, etc. are
possible forms an Observer may take.
○ Filter of observers. The analyst decides from which observers to consider
amounts, for each scenario.
Indicators. To ease analysis of the model, indicators (local or global, scalar or matricial)
can be elaborated. Commands: ScalarBenchmarks, ScalarIndicators, MatrixIndicators.
○ Scalar at processor level. Metabolic Ratios (a flow divided by a fund) is the
typical indicator.
○ Scalar at system level. Systemic indicators, like Bioeconomic Pressure (BEP).
○ Matrices. End use and Environment Pressure, both Local and External.
Relationship types. Four different relationship types can interconnect entities in the
model. Each of them adds an important aspect (part-of -accounting-, scale
-optimization-, scale change -multiple scales-, exchange -causality, simulation-).
Commands: BareProcessors, Relationships, ProcessorScalings.
○ Part-of . Aggregation in functional hierarchies.
○ Scale. Mix of contributions.
○ Scale change. Multiple scales.
○ Exchange. How biophysical substances are used/invested.
Metadata, accompanying model structures and quantities. Commands: Metadata,
RefProvenance, RefBibliographic, RefGeographical; also “Attributes” field in almost
every command.
Reusability, preparing well defined libraries of model parts, like intensive processors,
hierarchies, template case studies (maybe needing only completing parameters or
technology mixes), conversion between categories. Command: ImportCommands.
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●

●

●
●

Non-linear scaling of intensive processors, to represent (when available) how the value
of an interface changes in relation (non-linear) to one or more interfaces in the
processor. Command: Interfaces.
BehaveAs. A processor can carry out multiple functions and be connected consequently
to different hierarchies. “Behave as” allows seeing a processor as another, regarding its
interfaces, as a polymorphic element. Command: BareProcessors.
Interface “Range”, an information usable for diagnostic mode or to specify optimization
or constraint programming problems. Command: Interfaces
Complex systems patterns can be expressed (although not all can be solved).
○ Emergence: a parent feeding its children with an unexplained (emergent) output.
○ Function Composition: part-of hierarchies.
○ Multifunctionality/polymorphism: multiple parents and behave as.
○ Multiple scales, automatic conversion: exchanges between different (but scale
convertible) interface types.
○ Self-consumption, cycles: specifying a child processor receiving part of the
output.

Language-modeling features
To cross the gap from the analyst mind to the computer, a formal language is needed in
general. In the case of NIs, designing a DSL was planned from the beginning. The result has
the following characteristics:
●

●

●

●

●

Formalization of MuSIASEM. The process of designing the language involved deciding
and crisply defining the meaning of concepts that were not explicitly defined (in
mathematical or computer terms) in the extensive bibliography and examples, trying to
encompass the diversity of meanings of concepts depending on the way they were used.
This is expected to relieve and accelerate part of the learning process required by
MuSIASEM, to focus on the analysis of the problem, while making results reproducible.
Block-tabular oriented. Simple structure, matching “Data frame” structures, used both
in R and Python (two of the most used languages in scientific analysis nowadays),
enabling the generation of models programmatically (for instance, mapping the
accounting -accumulates- of a dynamic simulation model to a MuSIASEM model).
Syntax to expand datasets. To allow keeping external datasets (either from statistical
agencies or custom elaborated) external, a syntax to expand them as sets of model
elements was designed (see “Dataset expansion” section).
Import of NIsys workbooks. Related to the previous “reusability”, this one focuses on
the form of reusability: a library of spreadsheets and datasets can be elaborated, having
NIsys format and dataset format (respectively).
Versatile naming of processors. Processors are named using the “part-of” hierarchical
organization. A processor P2 which is part of processor P1 is named “P1.P2”. “P2” can
also be used if it is unique. This allows using both simple and full names depending on
the context, to uniquely identify the desired processor.
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●

Quantities can be expressions. Many of the quantities, especially those in Interfaces,
can be expressions depending on parameters. Expressions in interface values can
depend on other Interfaces of the same processor (loops are not allowed).

Solver features
NIsys backend incorporates an algorithm capable of exploiting structures and information to
expand it. These are its main features:
●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●

Consideration of relationships. It considers each relationship as a formula or part of a
formula relating one or more interfaces. The meaning of the relationship varies the
formula. The relationships are:
○ Exchange, back-exchange (flow, flowback). Either the destination is the weight
times the origin or the origin is the destination divided by the exchange weight.
Also a payback which can change depending on the context is considered.
○ Scale between processors. Two interfaces are connected one of the interfaces is
S times the other. In this case the origin always has to be defined.
○ Internal scaling of processors. An interface is transformed as a nonlinear function
of one or more interfaces.
○ Part-of. Interfaces of children of a processor contribute (sum) to the total value of
a parent processor at an accounting level.
○ Scale changes. An additional scale transformation may be applied in exchanges
if both ends are of different interface types but a scale change applies to both.
Multiple times. Quantities are separated by time interval, i.e., per year or per month. If
more information is available for a time interval, more expansion of information will be
possible. Each time interval yields a separate solution.
Multiple scenarios. The different scenarios are applied iteratively and registered
separately to elaborate the output datasets.
Simultaneous multi system. Processors can be members of different systems, but the
solver considers all processors simultaneously. When accounting exchanges or
aggregations, the consideration of internal or external is considered.
Separation of local and external exchanges. If an incoming exchange comes from a
local processor it adds to the “local” bin of the Interface, while if it comes from a
processor which is external in relation to the current one, it adds to the “external” bin.
Complex expressions with parameters. Expressions are evaluated at solve time
considering parameters and Interface values when needed.
Both numeric and symbolic output. Numeric output for direct analytical or
visualization use, symbolic output to set up advanced analytical post processes
(sensitivity analysis, optimization of mixes, etc.).
Calculation of scalar indicators both local and global. Scalar indicators are calculated
once the parsing and solving processes have finished, operating with interface values.
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●

Elaboration of matrices. Matrices are constructed once scalar indicators have been
calculated, selecting a set of processors for rows, and the desired values (interfaces
and/or indicators) in columns.

System features
Closing this section dedicated to enumerating features, a list of those related to systems
administration and operation:
●

●
●

●

●
●

Use of XLSX format. Because it is an open format, many tools can be used to manually
edit or automatically build spreadsheets. Examples:
○ Google Sheets
○ LibreOffice Calc
○ Python
○ R
○ MS Excel
Backend independent of user interface. “nis-backend” functions in isolation from the
provided ways in which it can be used (API, frontend or client).
Easy to deploy frontend. The frontend is embedded in the backend package, so there
is no need to configure things for users. Additionally:
○ Embedded spreadsheet. No need to install a spreadsheet software. With empty
command generation, help, and syntax checking of fields.
○ Direct use of Google Sheets. No need to continuously exchange files. This
potentially enables agile collaboration.
○ Embedded simple dashboard. For a first stage examination, no need for
additional tools (because it is very simple and incomplete, other tools
recommended once this initial phase is completed).
○ Embedded graphical editor. To learn and experiment with the specification
language: how easy-to-understand graphical elements in diagrams translate into
NIsys format elements. Also “nis-eda” is capable of automatically generating
analytical commands, which have some complicated fields.
Deployment. It should be quite easy to deploy: directly use the source code, or use the
setuptools “setup.py” file, or the Dockerfile or the prepackaged Docker Hub image. Also
the configuration file allows to configure a simple SQLite database or a PostgreSQL (or
other), and the use of REDIS or file system to cache serialized session data.
Open source “nis-backend”, using Python 3. To implement new features.
Integrable into workflows using API. It is intended to be also infrastructure for
advanced processing workflows in which a MuSIASEM analysis is just one of the steps,
using also “nis-client”.

Contributing - backlog
In spite of the currently available features of NIs, many ideas did not make it into the tools. Also,
new ideas or variations of current ones should appear as more people use the system. This
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document tries to open for contributions by explaining technical details of the system. Also, a list
of annotated possible features in the different areas -see the list below- is in the “Annex:
backlog”:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Importers. New external dataset types.
Exports. New output structures or datasets.
New commands or changes to existing ones. Enrichment of the language.
New capabilities for client and e
 da. Enhancement of visualizations and functions.
Refactoring frontend to make it open source. Substitution of the commercial
components by others, enabling publication of the package.
Additional solvers. Adding new analytical possibilities to be exploited by integrating
external solvers into “nis-backend”.
Refactoring. Improvement of the source code itself for maintainability and readability.
General features. Job execution, user authentication and authorization. Non functional
features to allow more versatility (for instance larger models or control of collaboration).

NIsys applications
It is envisioned that NIsys ecosystem may have the following applications:
● Ease the process of standardization, traceability, replicability and reproducibility. By
having a NIsys format, formally defined, checked by a tool and entailing a set of outputs.
● Exploration, Visualization. The complex model and outputs can be examined and
understood by these techniques.
● Qualitative data analysis. Although the story is complete when all the numbers are
specified, having only the structure of functions and structures or maybe also putting
rough quantities, could serve to identify which datasets may need to be gathered or
elaborated and in case of impossibility recognize the need either to simplify the model or
even the real system, to enable governability.
● Not only quantitative analysis. Useful to compile whatever factual knowledge there is
about the system.
● Engagement and Dialogue. Collaboration between experts (shared and common
tangible model), dissemination (visualization and interaction from a ground model to gain
awareness of outcomes).
● Sensitivity analysis. From analytical expressions differential calculus may be applied to
identify sources of instability or risk for the assessment or the real system.
● Integration with technical simulations. Dynamic simulations, for instance those
simulating the causal dynamics of networks of subsystems, are used in many science
and engineering domains. Outcomes from them would be useful to characterize the
behavior of processors, to be later integrated in MuSISAEM analysis. The reverse is also
thinkable: use a NIsys model to create a dynamic model that could be launched to a
dynamic simulator. This would be a way to link with projects like Sim4Nexus.
● Optimization of mixes. MuSIASEM usually abstracts the consumption of a good from
its production by introducing a virtual middle level, which allows thinking about the
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●

●

●

●

●
●

●

combined use of different technologies to produce it. This setting is the typical pattern for
an optimization process, ranging from classical methods to global optimization ones plus
those with several criteria, ending in a hypersurface of equally valid solutions.
Decision making. Be it manually (by directly specifying scenarios) or by multiple criteria
optimization methods, production processes need making trade off choices probably
after the consideration by a group of experts.
Policymaking (prognosis). Choices coming from a decision making process may result
in the design of specific policies, which should extensively be analyzed. For instance, if
an increase by a 10% in renewable energies penetration and a reduction of 5% of the
consumption is advisable, in a time of 5 years, and if subsidies are proposed for the
generation, the expected impacts at different levels should be considered. Also, at this
point critical parameters to observe (to gather statistics for tracking) should be identified.
Policy tracking (diagnosis). Once a policy is active, expected vs measured performance
should be evaluated by comparing previous steps with the same model fed with survey
statistics.
Data Lift. Data from statistical agencies, in spite of providing metadata, is difficult to put
in a wider context (because it has been intentionally reduced). MuSIASEM enables
reversing a bit the process, by integrating these data into economic processes so
exchanges and other relations can be visualized. Also because of this reengineering of
the calculation, important differences between top-down and bottom-up aggregations
could point to an unidentified problem in the survey chain.
Comparison of expertise viewpoints. To compare different performances in outputs
when different estimative values for interfaces are used.
Teaching and learning MuSIASEM. Using already prepared simple examples, or full
case studies, plus the interactive diagram editor, can ease learning, hence teaching
MuSIASEM.
Data science tools integration. Because it is open, nis-backend can be part in general
of whatever application may come where a procedure may be applied.

The process of NIsys development
“It is only teleologically that function determines structure, and only mechanically that structure
determines function. In neither case is function or structure the sole cause of the other”, Abbot.
“There is no favorable wind for the sailor who doesn’t know where to go”, Séneca.
Software engineering methodologies emphasize the continuous effort to identify what is wanted
of the software to then build it. This many sided question often implies not only explicitly stated
goals but also unknown “whats”, i.e, what would the stakeholders implicitly (tacitly, still without
conscious identification) want the software to do. In the case of MAGIC, the process involved
much of the last, mostly because it was about a methodology -MuSIASEM- at the same time
with years of elaboration and practise (so concepts were initially known by practise) but which
was under a major renewal process, with new concepts being introduced and even sometimes
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receiving feedback from what was being done in the software development itself. It has been
mentioned before that UML inspired in part the design of the tool. UML relies very much on the
availability of UML design tools, because of the complex representations (each concept can be
enriched with hundreds of information items, controlled or not) and how elements are
intertwined, something very difficult to carry out if no tool were available. In a similar way,
knowing that in the end there would exist a tool, some of the concepts of MuSIASEM were
expanded to take advantage of the new materialization of the methodology, formerly carried out
in paper-pencil and custom spreadsheets.
Regarding MAGIC as a group of experts -people- embodying different approaches to solve
Nexus using MuSIASEM, the central approach was knowing what was considered MuSIASEM
to be or would be, considering them as a federation forming a virtual MuSIASEM -theoretical
and practical processor- from which originated concepts and ideas that had to be put together.
And from which the analytical (mostly from the cognitive point of view, capable of integrating
disparate data) tool of MuSIASEM emerged, thanks to each having their own contributions.
Apart from the group, a set of materials was gathered, formed by:
●
●
●

Bibliography. Books, papers and PhD thesis.
Example case studies in worksheets.
MuSIASEM 2.0 deliverables inside the project.

From the previous background, the process was a set of iterations around the software, and
three elements: “MuSIASEM”, “NIsys vision” and “NIsys software”. “MuSIASEM” would be
mostly a source, but as has been said, sometimes receiving feedback; “NIsys vision” would
direct the software elaboration; and “NIsys software” elaboration, which from time to time led to
changing “NIsys vision”. Iterations took months to be carried out, and after two years and a half,
a quite clear vision emerged from the shared efforts, shaping the software as it is now, in its
current architecture.

NIsys architecture
The current system is made of the modules shown in the following figure:
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Figure 1. T
 echnical architecture of NIsys.

●

nis-backend. The core of the system; parses, executes and resolves NIsys files,
providing a set of outputs accessible to external tools thanks to the RESTful API or the
“nis-client” component. In the summary figure below, it would be in charge of the “NIS”
box (details of “File” and “Model” boxes are shown also). Technologically, “nis-backend”
is a Python 3 application using Flask to process API calls, and many other packages
(see requirements.txt for the full list). The source code is available at
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-backend.

Figure 2. General architecture of NIsys.

●

nis-frontend. It is an online Interactive NIsys Environment, allowing the edition and
execution (parse+resolve) of NIsys files, and download of outputs. It has been
implemented using Angular (v8 currently) and many components both open source and
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●
●

commercial. These ones are the reason the source code cannot be freely shared, only
by request of people willing to develop it.
nis-client. It is a Python package allowing the submission of NIsys files for their
execution and the download of outputs for processing inside R or Python scripts.
nis-eda. A Shiny app for exploration of outputs and generation of NIsys format “Analysis
commands”.

Both “nis-client” and “nis-frontend” call “nis-backend” to whatever purpose is intended.
“nis-backend” receives requests, stores information in a local database and uses
serialization/deserialization mechanisms to keep state between API calls.
Another way in which the architecture can be seen is shown below:

Figure 3. D
 ata flows in NIsys.

“nis-backend” is prepared to receive a NIsys file either from “nis-frontend” (the Web application)
or from “nis-client” (through a data analysis tool like “nis-eda” -Shiny based- or a script running
in Jupyter, in the figure). During execution, datasets from one or more of the shown statistics
agencies may be incorporated into the model. Two of the possible ways in which data and
metadata can be stored are PostgreSQL and REDIS (transparent to users).
Additionally NIsys components can be seen as layers of increasing abstraction:
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Figure 4. S
 tack of the modules in NIsys.

In this case the important detail is that “nis-backend” supports the modeling semantics and its
enactment (“execution”), “nis-frontend” is modeling tool for end users, but nothing can be
stacked on top of it, while “nis-client” can be considered a bridge open to develop applications of
any kind: visualization, data processing, analysis, decision making, optimization, etc. and
specifically “nis-eda” is a good example and thanks to it being open can be augmented or used
to prepare other dashboards using R language.

Technologies used by the different components
nis-backend
It can be seen mostly as a RESTful API service, using Python 3 and Flask, benefiting from a
good number of excellent packages shown in the following table (the full list is in
requirements.txt):
Table 1. Technologies used for nis-backend

Function

Structural

Algorithms execution

Python 3

Web and REST support

Flask

Memory to Database and viceversa

SQLAlchemy, psycopg2, [sqlite3]

Stateless persistence

Redis, Flask Session, JSONpickle

Datasets processing

Pandas, Numpy
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SDMX

PandaSDMX

Graphs

NetworkX

Syntax analysis

PyParsing

Symbolic Math

Sympy

Units

Pint

XLSX reading, writing

OpenPyxl, XlsxWriter

nis-frontend
It is a web application, so the specific technologies used for its construction differ completely
from nis-backend. They are enumerated in the next table:
Table 2. Technologies used for nis-frontend

Function

Structural

Algorithms execution

Typescript (some Javascript)

Web framework

Angular 8 (some CSS3 and HTML)

REST (frontend-backend comms)

HttpClient

Base graphical design

Material Design, Flex layout, Kendo UI*

Spreadsheet

Kendo UI*

Dashboard

Gridster2

PivotGrid

Pivottable.js

Graphs & diagrams

VisJS, mxgraph

Charts

[ngx-charts - finally not used]

Geo-layers

[mangol - OpenLayers 4]

Sankey

[d3-sankey-diagram - finally not used]

Gauges

Kendo UI*
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nis-client
It is a bridge component, abstracting the RESTful API provided by “nis-backend” into a Python
class. As such, it is a very simple component. The following table summarizes key technologies:
Table 3. Technologies used for nis-client

Function

Structural

Algorithms execution

Python 3

REST client

requests

Datasets processing

Pandas, Numpy

WebDAV

webdavclient

XLSX reading

xlrd

nis-eda
It is a Shiny dashboard accessing “nis-backend” through “nis-client”. The following is a summary
of important packages used by it:
Table 4. Technologies used for nis-eda

Function

Structural

Algorithms execution

R

Server framework

Shiny

Connection to Python

reticulate

Connection to “nis-backend”

nis-client

XLSX reading

readxl

Spreadsheet visualization

excelR, DT, data.table

R extension for data manipulation

dplyr,stringr,rlist,tydyr

Data visualization

ggplot2,collapsibleTree,flexdashboard
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Deployments
NIsys modules can be deployed into different computers or in a single laptop, according to
needs and available resources:
● nis-backend
○ Server. Can be deployed in a server shared by an analysis or research group.
○ Personal computer. It can also be deployed in a personal computer, for
personal learning, experimentation or analysis.
● nis-frontend
○ Included in “nis-backend”, it always runs on a browser opened in a personal
computer (desktop or laptop).
● nis-client is intended to be executed as part of an analytical workflow, which may be:
○ in a shared server, for instance a Jupyter server or ArcGIS server.
○ in a personal computer, for instance running a Shiny dashboard.
● nis-eda as an interactive tool is not part of a script, but it is an awareness (insight on
what entails what has been modelled) tool, to check datasets modeled or calculated by
NIs.
○ needs a Shiny server to be executed. Just copy the “nis-eda” directory in the
directory where Shiny Server expects, and refresh the Shiny server root web
page.
Although not mandatory, because of the usually big number of relations and size of datasets, it
is recommended to use a display large enough to accomodate a substantial amount of
information at once (best tested on a large screen >24”). Tablets may be used for simpler
cases, display in mobile phones is quite unusable and is not supported.

Figure 5. E
 xample of deployment using NIsys components.
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Ecosystem of NIS software components
Previous to digging into the details of the central component of NIsys, nis-backend, it is
important to take a look at the bigger picture of how NIsys can be used to perform a task
included into complete analysis workflows, since it can be used as a server which can be
automated using nis-client.
The pair nis-backend / nis-client has been designed so that NIsys can be used as a task which
can be integrated in a procedure (like a script or another kind of software) or a formal workflow
tool (please refer to nis-backend section). This task (or function in the case of a script) would
receive as input a NIsys format file (an XLSX file), which potentially would access external
datasets (from Eurostat to custom datasets), execute and produce both a list of issues (some of
which would be errors, meaning almost no output would be available) and a set of outputs
(graphs, datasets, geolayer, ontology, etc.) which may be exploited by the following tasks types
or instructions. Examples of processes before and after are:
●

Before (MuSIASEM structures and qualified quantities preparation):
○ Data preparation: cleaning, filtering, filling, interpolation, etc.
○ Estimation or Simulation: obtain quantities for the processors from some model
from rule of thumb to detailed dynamic simulation of submodel.
○ Injection of structurals: Dynamically build models injecting structurals into the
MuSIASEM accounting system provided by “nis-backend”. The important detail
here is the possibility of defining the model at runtime, by constructing the NIsys
file using “nis-client” before submission.

●

After (exploitation of the output information):
○ Visualizations.
○ Sensitivity analysis.
○ Optimization of mixes. From the model and quantities, generate a model
representation valid for solvers like GAMS or MiniZinc.
○ LCA. Generate one or more LCA (Life Cycle Analysis) models to detail impacts.
○ Simulation. From the model, elaborate partial or global simulation models (for
instance, simulate the behavior of a structural, like an electrical system, given
some end-use demand, available resources, etc.).
○ Analysis of risks. Estimate the risk of funds or flows to fail, for each of the
functions, then assess overall risk of function chains (both hierarchical and
sequential pathways).
○ Game theory. Maybe applied to detect tradeoff strategies, to enrich the space of
solutions.
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The list is open. The output datasets which may be used to evaluate the potential are described
in the section Exploiting available outputs. An schematic of the architecture and the ideas is
shown before can be appreciated in the figure, where External Components can be connected
for input preparation and for outputs processing:

Figure 6. H
 igh level diagram of the architecture of the NIS software components.

nis-backend
“nis-backend” is the NIsys component in charge of enforcing and processing the representation
of a MuSIASEM model in a NIsys formatted file to obtain a set of results which can be exported
for the use of external tools. In this section, the internal technical details are stated and
explained.

Evolution
Although when MAGIC started MuSIASEM had already an ample list of papers, PhD thesis and
books, based on its well settled principles (conceptually difficult to understand, taking months to
learn), two main challenges were found for the elaboration of the software: the available
publications did not define formally (in the detail needed by information models) the entities
(concepts) and their relations, and MuSIASEM itself had recently evolved significantly
(incorporating relational biology analysis ideas) and continued to evolve during the project. To
cope with this, an iterative and agile based software engineering process was adopted and has
been followed during the project, in which gradual identification of requirements and
improvements in the architecture have been undertaken. The section details the final result,
which could be considered the fifth big iteration. In brief, the first four were:
●

Starting from ideas presented during the kickoff meeting, drafts were elaborated using a
wiki, an editor prototype, some model and solve prototypes, and other documentation
tools, representing graphically, symbolically and numerically the models and processes
that
could
be
integrated.
For
instance
see:
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-backend/tree/c6f6c730505b257dd2b9a5bcb8e8fe3
eb07e6065/NIsys or <<<repositorio con prototipo de Ignacio>>>
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●

●

●

Magic-box. A first web application prototype, consisting of a simple web page in which a
NIsys formatted XLSX file (still with very basic capabilities) could be dropped into a
drop-box, to be transformed into another XLSX file with the result of the process.
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-backend/tree/bdfe89809c369cc07e8b34f8b55056ff
c88712a3
“nis-backend” first iterations. Although the use of “git” promotes continuous improvement
and testing (~400 commits until the writing of this document), evolution towards the
current state involved i) a start from scratch (a first realization of the “NIsys vision”
document) with the current technological structure for the component (starting at
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-backend/tree/624eda4739d146d7d870879d319f31
2d1361c7ed) and
ii) the process of definition of the current “identity” of the tool, with ideas that did not
prosper (because they had no sense, like the storage of case studies and their versions
and caching of all datasets in an internal database) and others that continued to be
developed (like the basic syntactic/semantic analyzer, which started being a bit rigid and
currently provides the flexibility to quickly modify or add new commands or fields).
Starting
at
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-backend/tree/69b90d57aff3ecb5200629851957e0b
eb5d42f81

The current “identity” of “nis-backend” could be considered to start from
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-backend/tree/13973d1511d377196d444e9d033d0d8e7085
91be commit and on.

nis-backend seen as a function call
After this maturation process, “nis-backend” was finally shaped around the concept of a
function: the module can be abstracted as a function, operating on inputs to elaborate some
outputs:
● Inputs: the main input is a NIsys format file (XLSX file). Secondary inputs are datasets
referenced by the NIsys format file, gathered during the Process step. Other NIsys
format files can be also mentioned, in a way similar to “imports” or “includes” of
procedural languages.
● Process: analyze lexically, syntactically and semantically the inputs, process them and
obtain a set of outputs.
● Outputs: resulting from the process, a set of outputs of different structure which can be
used in other processes, either to elaborate or to improve the NIsys format file, by
visualizations or other kinds of computations (numeric, logical or symbolic).
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Figure 7. H
 igh level diagram of the backend workflow as a function call.

“nis-backend” seen as “ETL”
Another pattern which has shaped “nis-backend” is considering it as an ETL step. ETL is
Extract, Transform, Load, and is a concept implemented normally by Business Intelligence
tools, to transform transactional structures into analytical ones. In our case, the pattern is
adopted in the sense that a normalized representation of the model can be built from external
datasets to elaborate MuSIASEM structures, and after the processing of information a wealth of
datasets can be obtained to perform different analytical processes.

Figure 8. H
 igh level diagram of the backend workflow as ETL.

Structure of the source code
“nis-backend” is a Python project, organized almost entirely inside a package named
“nexinfosys”. Following is a description of the subpackages and modules:
● nexinfosys.
○ __init__.py. Declaration of global variables, singletons.
○ command_definitions.py. Definition of variable “commands”, with a list of the
commands supported by the parsing and execution functionality.
○ command_field_definitions.py. Definition of the fields in each of the commands.
○ command_descriptions.py. Help text for each of the commands.
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command_field_descriptions.py. Help text for each of the fields, for each of the
commands.
ie_imports: modules to process and read statistical datasets. Also, code to read a file
from Google Drive.
○ data_source_manager.py. Definition of the interface IDataSourceManager, which
all data source providers implement. Also, general data source manager and
helper functions.
○ data_sources
■ ad_hoc_dataset.py. Dataset provider enabling the use of in-memory
datasets in DatasetQry commands. In memory datasets can come from
other DatasetQry commands or from DatasetDef+DatasetData
commands.
■ eurostat_bulk.py. Dataset provider for Eurostat datasets, which obtains
the metadata using SDMX but the data from the bulk download facility of
Eurostat.
■ eurostats_comext.py. Dataset provider for 4 important Eurostat datasets,
containing information on interchange of products (imports and exports)
between countries.
■ fadn.py. Dataset provider for FADN datasets.
■ faostat.py. Dataset provider for FAO datasets.
■ oecd.py. Dataset provider for OECD datasets.
■ Incomplete. Essays were made to include other datasets but they were
discarded due to unavailability of the dataset itself: “ssp.py” (climate
change sociological scenarios), “UNcomTrade.py” (paid dataset).
○ google_drive.py. Access to files in Google Drive. Used to read NIsys formatted
workbooks directly from Google Drive, increasing enormously submission speed
and enabling collaboration between remotely located analysts. It needs the
obtention of a “credentials.json” file, not provided with the source code because
it must be personal. Instructions to obtain it are in section “nis-backend
configuration”.
command_generators: the name of the package is because it is assumed that a NIsys
file is made of commands and that in abstract we could have not only XLSX format but
others like JSON (which in fact is the internal -native- format understood by
“command_executors”). The term “generator” comes from Python, is a concept over
which a loop can iterate, producing items to be processed in sequence. The XLSX
commands generator provides an iterator of already parsed commands wrapped in a
Command instance, ready to be executed.
○ __init__.py. Definition of Issue class (to contain an error, warning or information
issued during the compilation or processing of a NIsys file, and the location of it
inside the file). Also variables “global_functions” and “global_functions_extended”
are defined, which declare functions that may be used in expressions (the
definitions are mostly in “parser_ast_evaluators.py” (in this package, see below).
○

●

●
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parsers_factory.py. Obtains the appropriate parser depending on the content
type of the NIsys file. XLSX and JSON are supported.
○ parser_spreadsheet.py.
Module
containing
the
generator
function
“commands_generator_from_ooxml_file”, responsible for parsing each of the
worksheets of an XLSX file to obtain Commands ready to be executed (but not
executed).
○ parser_spreadsheet_utils.py. Helper functions for the spreadsheet parsing
process.
○ parser_json.py.
Trivial
parser
generator
function
“commands_generator_from_native_json” for JSON content.
○ spreadsheet_command_parsers,
spreadsheet_command_parsers_v2.
Packages containing the modules to lexically and syntactically analyze
commands from the first and second version of the commands, respectively.
○ parser_field_parsers.py. Declaration of all lexical and syntactical (PyParsing)
rules used by fields in commands. It also contains the function “string_to_ast”
used to build an AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) from a string expected to follow a
specific syntactic rule.
○ parser_field_examples.py. Examples and help text for syntactic rules used by
command fields. Used to elaborate the online help.
○ parser_ast_evaluators.py. Functions for the evaluation of ASTs: “ast_evaluator”
(numerically evaluate expression), “ast_to_string” (reverse of “string_to_ast”) and
“check_parameter_value” (if input value falls in the domain defined for the
parameter), plus functions from expressions (see “global_functions”,
“global_functions_extended” variables in __init__.py)
command_executors: this package contains the classes executing each of the
Commands generated by the functions in the parsing (previous) module. Commands of
the first version are organized in packages (analysis, external_data, misc, read_query,
solving, specification) while commands of the second and last version are all in package
“version2”. Some commands did not change from one version to the other, so not all
version 2 commands are in the “version2” package. The declaration of the currently
supported commands is in variable “commands” of module “command_definitions.py”.
Command execution can produce the following effects:
○ Generate Issues of semantical origin. Parsing produces issues of lexical and
syntactical nature, while execution considers the congruence of new model
elements as themselves and as new parts of the model in construction.
○ Download an external file, which can be a SDMX dataset of some source, or
NIsys format file (always XLSX format). SDMX sources have been mentioned:
Eurostat, FAO, OECD, … For custom datasets and for NIsys files, URLs are
supported. Special sources are Google Drive and the Nextcloud instance
prepared specially for MAGIC. Zenodo is also supported because URLs are (i.e.,
no special functionality needed to be prepared) and custom extension to URLs to
support addressing files inside a ZIP file (according to the DMP, case studies are
packaged into Zip files in order to upload them to Zenodo).
○

●
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○

●

●

●

Modify the object model. Once a model element is built, an instance of a class is
created in memory, representing it following object-oriented programming. Which
by the way is the chosen alternative because it is the most versatile
representation to enable implementing processing algorithms using Python
(others considered were ontologies, json, flat structures like dictionaries, etc. that
would have required the use of some DSL, like SparQL or writing less
maintainable code). Nevertheless, generating output structures such as JSON,
graphs, ontologies, … opens for those other programming paradigms.
○ Generate datasets or hierarchies. Some of the commands produce datasets
and/or hierarchies, two specially complex structures managed by the system due
to its importance regarding the import of external data into internally managed
structures and categories.
○ Register Objects in the general registry. To ease retrieving sets of objects, a
special structure called PartialRetrievalRegistry has been developed to index
every object that may need to be recovered later for a specific processing.
models. Contains modules to manage different aspects of information models of
“nis-backend”.
○ musiasem_concepts.py. Declares classes for all the MuSIASEM concepts that
later will be instantiated to model a case study. The module is divided in two
parts, the first contains the declaration of auxiliary classes behaving as traits (a
feature like “Identifiable” or “Qualifiable” which can be adopted by other classes),
and the classes to model MuSIASEM concepts:
■ Processor, FactorType (internal name of InterfaceTypes), Factor
(Interfaces). These three represent the core concepts.
■ FactorQuantitativeObservation,
RelationObservation.
Representing
quantities and relations between processors, between interface types or
between interfaces.
■ MDataset, MConcept: in-memory dataset.
○ musiasem_concepts_helper.py. Auxiliary functions easing the construction of the
object model.
○ musiasem_methodology_support.py. ORM classes to support persistence,
versioning and authorizations of case studies. Not used.
○ statistical_datasets.py. ORM classes to support persistence of datasets. Limited
use.
model_services. Features supporting organized management of the model.
○ __init__.py. Classes to manage state of variables, possibly nested in scopes
(scope feature was finally not used; it was prepared in case the DSL had a more
procedural orientation, with nested functions and naming scopes).
○ workspace.py. InteractiveSession and ReproducibleSession, which are the
classes keeping state and potentially persisting case studies in the database.
solving. Modules related to exploiting the information in the object model. The solver is
described in detail in section “Algorithm for information exploitation”.
○ solver_one.py. A first draft for a solver. Not used.
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__init__.py. Helper functions for the solver in module “flow_graph_solver.py”.
flow_graph_solver.py. The single solver for now, function “flow_graph_solver”.
graph. Contains three modules used by “flow_graph_solver” to elaborate
structures used during the computations.
■ __init__.py
■ computation_graph.py
■ flow_graph.py
restful_service. Package containing the modules related to the RESTful service and the
nature of “nis-backend” as a Flask Application.
○ __init__.py. Declaration of “app” (main Flask variable), initialization of
configuration, default commands (injected into every NIsys file to declare system
parameters) and registration of Data Sources (Eurostat, Comext, FAO, OECD
and FADN).
○ serialization.py. Contains the functions to serialize and deserialize the state.
These functions are needed because RESTful is stateless. Every time a RESTful
call is processed, state is recovered using “flask_session” (stored in REDIS or in
the file system), a process executed and if it is a modifying operation, state is
serialized again.
○ service_main.py. The RESTful API module. It is the largest module in
“nis-backend” subproject, because it is in charge of receiving and processing all
API calls (refactoring advised to simplify it). It also contains a “main” to launch
“nis-backend” in case of simple server launch (a local deployment).
Common. Package for utility functions.
○ helper.py, helper_accel.pyx. Container of many functions and classes to aid
functions in modules all around “nis-backend”.
■ JSON management.
■ Case sensitiveness.
■ Class PartialRetrievalDictionary. It is the registry of objects of a model.
■ Datasets.
■ Dataset mapping.
■ Remote dataset retrieval (WebDAV).
■ Assorted decorators.
■ Units (pint) conversion.
■ Types conversion.
■ Default configuration.
■ ...
ie_exports. Package for modules with output dataset generation functions.
○ back_to_nis_format.py. Idempotent generation of a spreadsheet file in NIsys
format, that may be imported to generate the same model, valid for resubmission.
Useful to trace what the interpreter has understood from the input file (useful
when ImportCommands and datasets expansions are used).
○ flows_graph.py. Generate “interfaces_graph” graph.
○ geolayer.py. Produce the output “processors_geojson”.
○
○
○

●

●

●
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○
○
○
○
○

json.py. Prepare the model as JSON.
jupyter_notebook.py. Generate example code to use “nis_client”, in Python and
in R.
processors_graph.py. Generate “processors_graph” graph.
rdf.py. Construct a RDF file with the ontology of the model.
xml_export.py. Build an XML document with the model. Used also by indicators
elaboration to select a subset of the processors with an XPath expression.
Table 5. Key modules and functions in the source code.

Description

Location

Main file processing function

REST API: POST "/isession/rsession/generator"
workspace.py
->
execute_command_container_file(...)

Spreadsheet processing

parser_spreadsheet.py

Commands dictionary (where functions for the
parsing and the execution of all commands are
enumerated)

command_definitions.py

Fields per command dictionary (where fields for all
commands are enumerated)

command_field_definitions.py

Lexical and syntactical rules used when parsing
fields

parser_field_parsers.py

MuSIASEM concepts (object model, memory)

musiasem_concepts.py

Functions to ease creating the object model

musiasem_concepts_helper.py

Datasets structure

statistical_datasets.py
musiasem_concepts.py (MDataset)

Dataset imports

ie_imports.data_source_manager
ie_imports.data_sources.*
NOTE: Dataset sources are registered at startup
time in "restful_service.__init__.py" (function
"register_external_datasources")

MuSIASEM methodology (versioning, and aspects
of reproducibility)

workspace.py (interactive session, reproducible
session)
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musiasem_methodology_support.py
objects)
Main (REST API)

(persistent

service_main.py

Parsing: Lexical and Syntactic analysis of “NIsys format XLSX files”
The process of translation of the input workbook (XLSX) into a list of JSON documents is
performed the following way:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

An XLSX decoder is used (OpenPyXL) to read each of the worksheets in the file.
Each worksheet is considered, reading from left to right.
From the name of the worksheet, the type of command is determined. A worksheet
whose name starts with “BareProcessors” would cause the selection of the parser to
read that command.
The specific parser for the command is invoked.
Parsers for commands process the worksheet row by row, considering each of the fields
in the row.
Each field is checked against the corresponding lexical/syntactic rule (for this a powerful
library is used, PyParsing).
The output of parsers is a JSON document, which is passed to the execution of the
command, ensuring no syntactic errors.

Complex expressions
Some fields support expressions of considerable complexity. The most complex case is the
support for expressions where a cascade of “IF <condition> THEN <val_expression> ELSE IF
<val_expression>” can be written. For instance:
?p1>3 -> 'T1', p1<=3 -> 'T2'?
means “if parameter ‘p1’ is greater than 3, the expression is ‘T1’, if not, if the parameter ‘p1’ is
less than or equal 3, the expression is ‘T2’”
<val_expression> could be a boolean, a number or a string, while <condition> would be an
expression resulting in a boolean.
“nis-frontend” provides an online help for the syntax of each of the fields, with an explanation
and examples.

Generic lexical-syntactic parser for Commands
The variable “commands” is a list of Command, instantiating all the supported commands. To
organize parsing, the structure Command has a “parse_function” field, which can point to a
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parser specific to a command. If the “parse_function” field is not specified, which is true for most
of the commands, a generic “parse_command_in_worksheet” function is applied following the
next pattern in their structure and syntax, a spreadsheet with:
●
●
●
●

A header with standardized field names.
Each field has a specific syntax.
One or more rows.
Fields may contain a dataset expansion expression, so the row represents the insertion
of all the rows from an already in-memory dataset.

To that purpose, this standard function reads how each field needs to be validated (the syntax)
from the variable “command_fields”.
With this approach of a general parse function, adding new fields to commands, or modifying
their syntax is just a matter of declaring a new field and changing the declaration of the syntactic
rule (using PyParsing). Even adding a new Command would be a matter of declaring it, with its
fields, and implementing a new Command Executor (which is an unavoidable task).
There are commands not following this pattern, either because they were developed before the
mechanism existed or because they really cannot follow the needed structure. The currently
active commands are: Metadata (instead of a header line, the fields are in rows),
PedigreeMatrix (it is an open list of lists, with a changing header -the name- for each list),
DatasetData (header row needs to change every time, with the names of the Concepts
-Dimensions or Measures-) and DatasetQry (with a special syntax in which all the parameter to
execute the download, filtering and aggregation plus naming of columns of a dataset into an
in-memory one can be specified).

Model construction by the execution of commands
Immediately after a command is parsed, it is executed by receiving as input the output of the
parse process, a JSON document (a string) with all the rows of the spreadsheet, executing them
in a batch.
The execution is always done by a class inheriting from IExecutorCommand, and there is one
for each of the commands. To uniformize the execution process a class BasicCommand
descending from IExecutorCommand provides a series of services (like dataset expansion) that
makes it very easy to implement new Commands, probably simply implementing a
“process_row” method (see for instance “InterfaceTypesCommand”).
What commands do is to modify the state kept in memory, as it is shown in the figure. Each of
the clouds can be considered the same State object, evolving as commands are executed:
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Figure 9. A
 bstract diagram for the elaboration of a MuSIASEM case study.

Following is a table summarizing what kind of modification of the state is performed by each of
the commands.
Table 6. List of the classes for commands to elaborate case studies.

Command - Class

Effects

“Metadata”
MetadataCommand

Modifies metadata in “_case_study” variable, instance of
CaseStudy class.

“Pedigree”
PedigreeMatrixCommand

Creates a PedigreeMatrix instance with a name (in the
worksheet) structured in phases with a list of codes in it.

“CodeHierarchiesMapping”
Creates one or more named Mapping instances, with
HierarchyMappingCommand information on how to map categories in a source dataset to
categories in a target dataset. The mapping can be many to
many (not only many to one or one to one).
“CodeHierarchies”
HierarchyCategoriesComma
nd

Creates one or more Hierarchies.

“Parameters”
ParametersCommand

Creates one or more Parameters, optionally with a default
value.

“DatasetDef”
DatasetDefCommand

Creates the metadata for one or more in-memory Datasets.
Also, if a reference for external data is given (a URL) instead of
a DatasetData command, data is incorporated (using
“load_dataset(url)” from “helper.py”) immediately.

“InterfaceTypes”
InterfaceTypesCommand

Create one or
InterfaceTypes).

“BareProcessors”

Create one or more Processors, and “part-of” relationships if

more

FactorTypes

(internal

name

for
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ProcessorsCommand

specified. Also ProcessorGroups if needed.

“Interfaces”
InterfacesAndQualifiedQuan
titiesCommand

Create one or more Factors (internal name for Interfaces) and
zero or more qualified quantities associated with each of the
Factors.

“Relationships”
RelationshipsCommand

Create one or more Relationships associating pairs of
Processors or pairs of Factors (Interfaces).

“ProcessorScalings”
ProcessorScalingsComman
d

Create one or more Scale relationships. If “clone” is used,
create a full copy of a processor and its children before the
creation of the Scale relationship.

“ScaleChangeMap”
ScaleConversionV2Comma
nd

Create one or more scale change relations between
FactorTypes (InterfaceTypes) from different hierarchies of
FactorTypes.

“ProblemStatement”
ProblemStatementComman
d

Create “the” ProblemStatement, only one will exist, consisting
of one or more Scenarios (which are just dictionaries
parameter: value).

“ScalarIndicatorBenchmarks
”
ScalarIndicatorBenchmarks
Command

Create one or more Benchmarks, where each benchmark has
a list of ranges-categories and can have a list of stakeholders
(people framing aspects of their diagnostic using this
benchmark).

“ScalarIndicators”
ScalarIndicatorsCommand

Create one or more ScalarIndicator definitions, including the
list of benchmarks by which they should be framed once
calculated (first calculate the indicator, then the related
benchmarks). It is important to recall that scalar indicators can
be local (using values from a single Processor) or global
(potentially using values from all the model).

“MatrixIndicators”
MatrixIndicatorsCommand

Create one or more MatrixIndicator definitions.

“DatasetQry”
DatasetQryCommand

Execute a dataset query, reading an input dataset, filtering by
native or joined (using code hierarchy mappings) dimensions,
group using the output dimensions and finally aggregate the
measures using the specified aggregation functions. Place the
output in an in-memory dataset.

“ProvenanceReferences”
ProvenanceReferencesCom
mand

Create one or more ProvenanceReference definitions.

“GeographicReferences”
GeographicReferencesCom

Create one or more GeographicReference definitions.
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mand
“BibliographicReferences”
BibliographicReferencesCo
mmand

Create one or more BibliographicReference definitions.

“ListOfCommands” and “ImportCommands” are special commands which do not inherit from
IExecutableCommand, because they affect the processing loop itself. They are executed
directly inside the spreadsheet function “commands_generator_from_ooxml_file”.

Dataset expansion
The generic command syntactic analyzer provides a feature called “dataset expansion” which
may be useful to indirectly include the rows of a dataset into a command.
If the parser detects one or more consecutive (not nested) arithmetic-boolean expressions
between curly braces ‘{}’ in one or more of the fields of a row, it is signaled as an “expandable”
row, and the functionality in the class “BasicCommand”, method “_init_and_process_row”
considers this to insert the specified dataset generating as many rows as the dataset has, and
to evaluate them as if they were literally written in the NIsys file.
The commands supporting dataset expansion currently are:
● BareProcessors
● InterfaceTypes
● Interfaces
● ProcessorScalings
● Relationships
● ScalarBenchmarks
● ScalarIndicators
● ScaleChangeMap
The dataset expansion syntactic rule is enforced both by “parse_command_in_worksheet” (the
generic parser) and its nested function, “check_expandable”. As part of the expression inside
the curly braces, it is allowed to call three special functions which aim to add flexibility to custom
datasets defined in external Excel files. Specifically the functions are “InterfaceType”,
“Processor” and “NISName”:
●

{InterfaceType(“<attribute name in InterfaceType>”, <code dimension in the dataset>)}.
For instance: {InterfaceType(“fcl”, ds1.fcl_code)} would find the name of the
InterfaceType by looking for an InterfaceType whose “fcl” attribute equals the current
“ds1.fcl_code”. Internally, the function “get_interface_type” function in module
“parser_ast_evaluators.py” is called.
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●

●

{Processor(“<attribute name in BareProcessor>”, <code dimension in the dataset>)}.
Very similar to the previous, but looking in the set of Processors for one matching the
code with the specified ad-hoc attribute. The function invoked is “get_processor” also in
“parser_ast_evaluators.py”.
{NISName(original_name)}. It is a function capable of transforming a code into a valid
NIsys name, adding an “id_” prefix if it does not start with an alphabet character, and
replacing non alphanumeric characters with “_”.

Importing NIsys files from NIsys files
The command “ImportCommands” enables importing other NIsys files. The spreadsheet
generator function (commands_generator_from_ooxml_file) recognises the command and
recursively calls itself (and this second file can also include another, in a third level of recursion).
The effect is as if the commands were present in the target file. Once a file has been processed,
using the export capabilities of “nis-frontend” or “nis-client” it would be possible to precisely
know which elements are in the model, using export “Model” with “XLSX” extension.

Registry of objects
The execution of commands causes the creation of many instances of the classes defined in the
module “musiasem_concepts.py” . To check semantic congruence and to obtain objects meeting
some kind of criteria, an in-memory key-object registry has been developed. An important
feature of this registry (called PartialRetrievalDictionary) is that each key can be composed of
a set of pairs (key,value), both of string type, and the value being always an object. With this
capability, the structure is similar to a database with multiple tables, each with its own composite
key. But with the advantage that, at retrieval time, a dictionary with only some of the keys can
be used to retrieve objects whose associated dictionary matches with those keys, regardless of
the shape of the composite key. With this mechanism, any of the required sets of objects can be
obtained: objects of a type, an object with a specific id, relations associated with some interface,
etc. providing flexibility, for instance, when elaborating model transformations (exports).
At instantiation time it can be defined whether keys are case sensitive or insensitive. When case
insensitive, keys starting in “__” (double underscore) are considered case sensitive, those would
be keys used to store internal IDs.
The class defines two methods:
● Set, receiving the key (a dictionary as stated before) and the object to register.
● Get, receiving the partial key of the objects to obtain.
Classes in “musiasem_concepts.py” module define two methods to unify the generation of
composite keys:
● Partial_key: a class method to generate part of the key of objects of this class.
● Key: an instance method to obtain its own key.
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Tests
Testing software is an interesting and non-trivial task, frequently involving the elaboration of
code, using as a black box (test code is the “what” or expected behavior) the part of the code
which is under test (the “how” or functional). Depending on the composition of the black box, a
typical categorization separates them into unit tests (single class), integration tests (several
classes or packages), functional tests, end-to-end and acceptance (different aspects and detail
levels of the whole system).
In the first stages of development, the infrastructure of “nis-backend” was unit tested to some
extent, following normal practise. Once the main use case was ready, i.e., 1) submit case study,
2) process it, 3) obtain output datasets, it was found that the development of a functional test
was a matter of collecting one input worksheet either showcasing new DSL capabilities and
model patterns, or containing something that provoked an unexpected behavior in the software,
to be fixed. Checking outputs in code can be done relatively easy, so new functional tests have
been added when significant changes have appeared. These tests are in the module
“test_command_container_files_execution.py”. In the same package (“backend_tests”),
modules containing unit tests can be found.

Other files
requirements.txt
A file present in Python projects to enumerate the third-party packages required to execute the
project.
It currently enumerates around 60 packages, which could serve as an indicator of the
complexity of “nis-backend” as a software system.
The file has been used to generate the Docker image (see Dockerfile below), commenting two
packages (redislite and psycopg2, installed explicitly) and has been used also to try building the
pip package (read the clarification in the “setup.py” subsection below).

README.md
The short introduction to “nis-backend” displayed by Github as an introduction. It has been
elaborated following common practise in other open source projects.

Dockerfile
The file used to prepare a Docker image which once instantiated (a “container”) would be
capable of running “nis-backend”.
The image uploaded to Docker Hub was generated using this file.
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It is based on a Python 3.7 image, and after the installation of the required packages (both
system level and Python) copies the code inside and instructs Docker to run “gunicorn” as the
server.

setup.py
A file used to prepare a project to be uploaded to “pip” a repository so it can be installed later.
Although the package can in theory be built locally, it has not been possible to build a
multiplatform package because some of the modules use Cython, which requires platform
dependent compilation.

supervisord.conf
Ideally Docker containers run a single process. But in some situations it is desirable to have
more than one process running inside. This was the case for “nis-backend” when it was
considered to embed a subsystem to execute very large case studies in an asynchronous way:
submit your study, ask for it from time to time or be notified when the execution has finished or
even cancel it if for some reason is taking a long time to execute.
To have this kind of service, a separate process is needed. A candidate package is called
Celery, and it is capable of receiving work to be executed and ordering the execution when
some of the execution agents are free. And this goes back to explain why “supervisord” was
used: although “nis-backend” would still be a single service, it would be made of two separate
processes, the RESTful server and the job server (hidden to external use).
To concentrate efforts, this major feature was dismissed prioritizing the elaboration of a core
system, whereas this one would be in the backlog of “improvements without modifying
behavior”: faster execution, less storage required, execution of very large cases, etc.

installer_cmd_maker.py
A utility script to generate a script (“meta script”) to generate an executable of “nis-backend”
using “pyinstaller”. It has been tested for Windows, Linux and Mac, with still not satisfactory
results.

Input datasets (and SDMX)
Statistical agencies produce datasets which contain information specially interesting for its
application to MuSIASEM. These agencies normally produce information using SDMX
standards, which formally define the production of statistical datasets. These datasets are
hyperdimensional cubes, formed by cells which can have one or more measures and attributes
each. Dimensions normally are hierarchies (or lists, flat hierarchies) of well defined codifications
(Time is normally a dimension, which is formally defined but open). Dimensions, Measures and
Attributes are called “Concepts” in SDMX.
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“nis-backend” is capable of reading datasets from statistical agencies if they publish in a
standard way their datasets. Adaptors have been implemented for Eurostat (and Eurostat
Comext), FAO, OECD and FADN (see “ie_imports” package in the source code).
It is also capable of reading custom defined datasets. SDMX structure ideas are adopted
internally, so custom datasets are defined in two steps: first the structure, with command
“DatasetDef”, second the data, which can be in a external file (the reference defined in the
DatasetDef command) or embedded in the NIsys format file, command DatasetData.
Once a dataset is in memory, it is stored as an instance of the Dataset class. According to the
definition of this class, it can have a set of Concepts (although the class is called Dimension the
meaning is that of concept), which is the metadata. The dataset has an attribute “data” which
can point to a Pandas DataFrame.

Figure 10. Entities involved in the elaboration of case studies.

Special NIsys files and dataset stores: Nextcloud, Google Drive, Zenodo
Although input files (datasets and NIsys file) can be read from local disk or in the case of
“nis-frontend” from the embedded spreadsheet, the context of MAGIC has brought three
interesting stores:
●

Nextcloud. It is an open source file store, used along MAGIC project timespan, similar in
functionality to Dropbox. Either NIsys files or datasets can be read from it, and when the
NIsys file is read from Nextcloud, outputs can be exported directly to the same folder
where that file was read. The functions to operate with Nextcloud are in the “helper.py”,
and start with the prefix “wv_” because WebDAV is the protocol used by Nextcloud to
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●

●

manage files. The file must be accessible to the user defined in the configuration (see
README, variables FS_TYPE, FS_SERVER, FS_USER, FS_PASSWORD).
Google Drive. Using the API provided by Google to access their Drive service, the
function “download_xlsx_file_id” in module “google_drive.py” enables downloading an
XLSX file stored there. The files must be read-only accessible to the users enabled using
the “credentials.json” (see instructions on how to obtain this file in section “nis-backend
configuration”).
Zenodo. Zenodo publications have a URL which directly provides the requested file. So,
a file which has been uploaded to the public storage platform can be accessed directly,
no special credentials or authentication protocol is needed. The important change has
been to add a special URL syntax to address a file inside a Zip file, because the DMP
recommends packaging a case study into a Zip file. So the NIsys file would be either
assumed (no “#” and file name after it) or explicitly written (“#<fname inside the zip
file>”).

Because files stored in all three platforms are named using URLs, there is a single function in
charge of downloading files which recognizes the protocol to use. The function is called
“download_file”, module “helper.py”.
The following figure (a UML sequence diagram) tries to clarify why using a Google Sheet or
Nextcloud stored spreadsheet is more convenient than the spreadsheet embedded in NIsys
frontend. The first sequence shows when the embedded spreadsheet is submitted. The
important detail is that because it is a Javascript component, the elaboration of the XLSX file
takes some time. In the second, just the location (URL) of the file is sent to “nis-backend”, which
requests the XLSX file to the appropriate service (Google, Nextcloud, Zenodo or another
readable URL), a step quickly resolved. Also “nis-backend” could be running on a server with
good bandwidth and that would increase the speed.
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Figure 11. Diagram of the sequence for the elaboration of a case study via the frontend.

Expanding the available information (data and model) with the internal
solver
The NIsys format language in the end enables specifying a complex model potentially made of
several intertwined networks of functions accompanied with quantifications (and metadata)
where available.
Considering that the different relations can be understood as transfer functions modeled as
simple algebraic formulas, information on quantities can be transferred between adjacent
interfaces (“adjacent” meaning directly joined by a relation). The algorithm is based on building
a graph where nodes are all the Interfaces in the model, and edges are relations between them,
and edges are given the type of the relation they represent. Iteratively, each edge type is
applied, until no new changes appear. When an Interface has a value and a relation provides an
alternative value, a decision is made on which one to take for further expansion of the
information (both values are registered but only one keeps expanding). Also, separate
accounting compartments are kept for flows coming from processors of the own system or from
an external system, to account for the openness of each of the processors. The process is
repeated for each combination of scenario (a named set of parameters, see command
“ProblemStatement”) and time period where information is available.
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A detailed description of the algorithm is provided in section “Algorithm for Information
Exploitation”.

Sessions
Prior to opening functionality to clients of the RESTful API, two classes, InteractiveSession and
ReproducibleSession are used to organize the work logics as follows (see the figure below):
●

●

●

●

●
●

First, the user has to identify itself, using “identify” (class InteractiveSession). The idea is
to use the concept of Identity (decoupled from authentication mechanisms) but this
functionality area was not completed, so the user has to be “test_user”.
After login, an “interactive session” (again class InteractiveSession) can be opened.
InteractiveSession is the class keeping the state in a State instance. The idea of
interactive session plus session comes from environments like Jupyter which keep a
global variables space.
When the interactive session is opened, a reproducible session (class
ReproducibleSession) can be opened into it. Because the interactive session can only
have one reproducible session at a time (by design), to open a second reproducible
session the current reproducible session must be closed.
Commands processing is finally done inside a reproducible session. The name
“reproducible” comes from the possibility of registering (and saving) commands (single
or in bundles like spreadsheets) and their outputs, again like Jupyter (but in the
database instead of a notebook).
Once work is done, the interactive session can be closed.
Once the interactive session is closed, the user can logout.
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Figure 12. Diagram of the sequence for the elaboration of multiple case studies.

The possibility of submitting several commands in a reproducible session, and of saving
commands is not of much use currently, because the case study is intended to be fully
contained
inside
a
NIsys
file,
using
InteractiveSession
method
“register_andor_execute_command_generator”. Anyway, it is an available possibility for future
development. In the initial conception, commands could be in different languages and file
formats, so a case study could be prepared and composed by different agents submitting
commands in sequence, but in practise this was an overly complex mechanism compared to the
current “case study in a file” solution, or, using the full potential of “nis-client”, “case study built
by a script”.

Serialization/deserialization
The subsection following this one describes RESTful API functions. The fact that the
implementation of RESTful is based on HTTP, which means stateless (state is cleared out after
the request), although advantageous, added a difficulty to the construction of “nis-backend”,
namely, to avoid the state disappearing the need to serialize a complex in-memory model
(composed of a network of instances of many classes – the case study model and all the
outputs), so it may be exactly recovered when the next HTTP request.
To achieve this, the following elements were used:
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●

●

●

Sessions management, using the “Flask-Session” package. A token is generated when a
session is started and passed as a cookie with a temporary id to the browser, which
returns it back to the server so it can track the context of the session.
A key-value store. During most of the project's time, REDIS has been used. Recently it
was found that a simple file system storage may be used when the technical knowledge
needed to prepare a deployment is not available, and with decent performance for the
case studies considered until the moment of writing this document.
Serialization / deserialization functions, in module “serialization.py”. Although the
package “jsonpickle” does almost everything, they are mostly necessary because
SQLAlchemy objects and Pandas Dataframes need to be tweaked to be properly
serialized and recovered later.

RESTful API
“nis-backend” is made accessible to external components through its RESTful API. It is
implemented using Flask, which is very lightweight but powerful enough for what it is intended
for (asynchronous systems are much more efficient but they are intended for thousands of
simultaneous lightweight calls, while “nis-backend” is for a few heavy calls). All API calls are
implemented in the module “service_main.py”, together with other helper functions. Follows an
enumeration of the available calls with a brief description of their purpose and parameters.
Many are wrapped by “nis-client”:
POST /isession. Start an interactive session. Should be the first call.
GET /isession. Check if an interactive session is open.
DELETE /isession/state. Reset state in open interactive session.
PUT /isession/identity. Login as user:
● PUT /isession/identity?user=...&password=... The only user is “test_user”
● Add headers “token” and “service” for OAuth0 authentication.
GET /isession/identity. Get who is logged in.
DELETE /isession/identity. Logout.
POST /isession/generator.json. Convert input file to JSON.
POST /isession/generator.to_dc.xml. Obtain a simple Dublin Core XML record of the
metadata.
POST /isession/rsession. Start a reproducible session.
● uuid. Of previously existing case study or case study version.
● read_version_state. True or False. Retrieve the state (or recalculate).
● create_new: “case_study”, “version”, “no”.
● allow_saving. If true, allow saving when closing the reproducible session.
GET /isession/rsession. Check if there is an open reproducible session.
POST /isession/rsession/command. Submit a single command.
POST /isession/rsession/generator. Submit and execute (parse and solve) a generator file (a
NIsys workbook) with multiple commands. The main call.
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GET /isession/rsession/command_generators/<order>. Obtain one of the command
generators registered in the reproducible session.
PUT /isession/rsession/state. Save the state directly to a file at “CASE_STUDIES_DIR”
(configuration file).
● code. Name to assign to the state file. Should be unique (if repeated, it is overwritten).
GET /isession/rsession/state. Load the state directly from a file at “CASE_STUDIES_DIR”
(configuration file).
● code. Name of the assumed existing state file.
GET /isession/rsession/state.pickled. Obtain a string with the serialized state.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/issues. List of issues after execution.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/everything_executed. True if all commands of current
submission have been executed (useful to check the status of execution).
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/outputs. List of outputs available after an execution.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/parameters. List of parameters, available after an
execution to change them dynamically.
PUT /isession/rsession/state_query/parameters. Modify parameters and solve a dynamic
scenario, generating special outputs.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/geolayer.<format>. If execution was successful,
generate the geolayer with location and attributes for Processors annotated with geographic
information.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/ontology.<format>. If execution was successful,
generate an “.owl” file with an ontology representation of model and results.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/python_script.<format>. If execution was successful,
generate a Python or Jupyter notebook script.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/r_script.<format>. If execution was successful, generate
an R or Jupyter notebook script.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/model.<format>. If execution was successful, generate
the model in JSON or idempotent (NIsys workbook) format.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/flow_graph.<format>. If execution was successful,
generate a flow graph in VisJS or GML format.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/processors_graph.visjs. If execution was successful,
generate a processors graph in VisJS format.
GET /isession/rsession/state_query/sankey_graph.json. If execution was successful,
generate a JSON file which can be used to create a Sankey graph.
GET
/isession/rsession/state_query/datasets/<name>.<format>.
If
execution
was
successful, prepare the specified dataset (name) in CSV or XLSX format.
DELETE /isession/rsession. Save and close a reproducible session.
● save_before_close. If true and “allow_saving” was true when opening the reproducible
session, save.
● cs_uuid. If defined, save inside an existing case study.
● cs_name. If defined, assign it as the name of the case study version.
GET /sources/. External datasets. A list of sources (Eurostat, FAO, FADN, …)
GET /sources/<source>. External datasets. A list of databases of a source.
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GET /sources/<source>/databases/<database>. External datasets. A list of datasets of a
database in a source. If no database specified, all datasets of a source.
GET /sources/<source>/databases/<database>/datasets/<dataset>. External datasets. A
JSON with metadata of a dataset in a database of a source.
PUT /isession/external_xslx. Retrieve, rewrite and download an Excel workbook from a URL.
POST /isession/regenerate_xlsx. Rewrite and download an Excel workbook passed as binary
parameter.
GET /commands_and_fields. Help. Obtain a list of available commands and their fields.
GET /commands_reference.json. Help. Obtain all the commands for the list .
POST /command_reference.json. Help. Obtain help for one or more commands.
POST /command_fields_reference.json. Help. Obtain help for one or more fields in
commands.
POST /validate_command_record. Lexically and syntactically validate one or more fields of a
record in a command. Syntax validation.

Domain Model
The parsing process extracts the information conveyed in the spreadsheet and instantiates
classes composing the domain model which represents the concepts in MuSIASEM and those
needed to connect to external representations of information (coming as input or going as
output).
In the following subsections, views emphasizing aspects of the domain model are shown. The
main entities of diagrams are yellow colored.
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Central concepts

Figure 13. Diagram of classes for MuSIASEM statements.

The most important concepts of the whole domain model appear in this diagram. Just with them
it is possible to build networks of processors of any complexity, including hierarchies and other
relationships, plus conveniently annotated time dependent quantities or variable expressions
(NUSAP, provenance, etc.), currently representing the accumulation in a period, but open to
representing other time varying expressions.
“Processor” and “Interface” are both “Observables”. A processor can contain any number of
Interfaces. All Interfaces have an “InterfaceType”. Then there are “relationships” connecting
pairs of:
● Processors.
○ PartOf allows defining hierarchies of processors. It allows defining processors
with multiple parents (multifunctional processors).
● Interfaces.
○ Exchange represents the connection between two interfaces, an origin and a
destination, to transfer something.
○ Scale is a special relationship defining the value in an interface as a function of
the value in another interface, in another processor, normally used to size a
structural processor in relation to an end use processor.
● InterfaceTypes.
○ ScaleChange allows converting proportionally a value from an Interface to a
value in another. This would be the relationship to use when converting between
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food and macronutrients (or other components) or between goods and their
prices, including possible adaptation depending on who is the seller and/or buyer
(context).
Finally, Interfaces contain “QualifiedQuantities” which are “Observations” produced by
“Observers” (it can be appreciated in the diagram that “Relationships” are also Observations;
to limit the complication of the specification of models, variations in the interconnections
between Processors, Interfaces or InterfaceTypes do not depend currently on Observers).
Observers can be either ProvenanceReferences or BibliographicReference, the second
being a simplification of the provenance for when the information has been extracted from a
bibliographic reference without additional (non reproducible) processing.
Some of the names used in the implementation differ from those in the diagram. The following
table shows the equivalences for those:
Table 7. Correspondent of diagram names in the current implementation (part 1).

Diagram name

Implementation name

Interface

Factor

InterfaceType

FactorType

QualifiedQuantity

FactorQuantitativeObservation

PartOf

ProcessorsRelationPartOfObservation

ScaleChange

FactorTypesRelationUnidirectionalLinearTransformObservation

Exchange

FactorsRelationDirectedFlowObservation

Scale

FactorsRelationScaleObservation
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Datasets

Figure 14. Diagram of classes for handling datasets.

“Datasets” represent multidimensional arrays of data, and they are structured basically as a set
of “Concepts”, where “Dimensions” define each of the dimensions of the array (normally called
“cube”), and “Measures” are values (one or more) at the intersection defined by specific tuples
of dimension values. The domain of concepts can be constrained to be a code in a “Hierarchy”
(hierarchies can be flat), like european countries, product codes, etc. Concepts can also be
“Attributes” and serve to qualify measures (mostly) and dimensions. Dataset level attributes are
stored in the Dataset entity.
Some of the names used in the implementation differ from those in the diagram. The following
table shows the equivalences for those:
Table 8. Correspondent of diagram names in the current implementation (part 2).

Diagram name

Implementation name

Concept

Dimension

Dimension

Dimension. is_measure==False

Measure

Dimension. is_measure==True

Hierarchy

CodeList

Hierarchies
Hierarchies connected to the formerly described dataset model are organized in three entities:
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●
●
●

CodeList. Represents the hierarchy.
CodeListLevel. Each of the levels of a hierarchy. A flat code list has a default level.
Code. All the codes, grouped by level. They point to a code list and to a level.

These are sufficient to model hierarchies in the currently supported external datasets.

Hierarchies (II)
A second representation of hierarchies is implemented, taking into account the Information
Model of SDMX, specifically how it models Code Lists and Hierarchical Code Lists, synthesized
in the following classes:
●
●
●
●

Hierarchy
HierarchyNode
HierarchyGroup
HierarchyLevel

These classes serve to model both Code Lists and Hierarchical Code Lists. Code Lists are
represented with a Hierarchy and HierarchyNodes whose property “referred_node” is empty.
Hierarchical Code Lists are also represented by a Hierarchy but made of HierarchyNodes
referring to a previously declared HierarchyNode (of a CodeList).
CodeHierarchies command uses these classes.

Analysis

Figure 15. D
 iagram of classes for MuSIASEM analysis.
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The objects created to drive the elaboration of indicators once the solving process has finished,
are structured as follows: “ScalarIndicators” can be local, called “ProcessorIndicator” (really
ScalarIndicators with a flag) meaning the calculation is done with interface values and maybe
parameters, and “SystemWideIndicator” (again a ScalarIndicator with another flag value),
where the expression operates on interface values from any processor in the system.
Benchmarks are attached to ScalarIndicators to qualitatively frame them. Stakeholders are
attached to Benchmarks to represent their interest in one or more of the declared Benchmarks,
every time they are used in framing a ScalarIndicator. MatrixIndicators refer to both a set of
Interfaces and a set of ProcessorIndicators. They also refer to a set of Processors but using an
XPath expression, which is not presented in the diagram.

Trait classes
Taking advantage of multiple inheritance in Python, some of the classes are provided with a trait
by simply declaring as parent one or more of the following:
● Identifiable: a class providing a unique identifier property “ident”.
● Nameable: a class providing “name” property.
● Encodable: an abstract class signaling classes which should be serialized into JSON.
● Qualifiable: adds the possibility of having attributes, dynamically added, using a
key-value dictionary.
● Taggable: adds the possibility of tagging instances of a class, into a property “tags”. (not
used).
● Automatable: adds a flag to those concepts (classes) that may be generated by an
automatic process instead of by direct specification.
Most of the classes add two or more of the previous, incorporating standard behavior which
permeates to parsing and execution, like naming or the possibility of adding custom attributes to
entities.

Ontology
A next level after structuring an information model using object orientation is specifying it as an
ontology (in computer science terms, not the wider philosophical meaning) so it was included in
the roadmap of the WP3 as an academic challenge (maybe ontologies would open NIsys to
mathematical logics) that may have a return into what could be done with MuSIASEM.
Very briefly, an ontology represents a network (graph) of interrelated concepts, having
properties and categories (or classes). Ontologies are a way to move from information to
knowledge. They are represented using RDF (where the network is defined one edge at a time,
using triples: Subject-Predicate-Object, and Predicates can be also Subjects) and OWL (which
on top of RDF and RDFS adds classes, individuals and properties to the language). Ontologies
enable several aspects: a formal representation, platform independent (UML is also platform
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independent but object oriented language implementations like Python are not), which makes it
open to analyze for anyone capable of interpreting the file (different formats like .owl, Turtle or
N3); it is enactable because OWL is defined using logics (OWL2 EL profile has been used) so it
can be the input to an automatic reasoner which can infer new relationships and perform
operations in the logics realm; and by the much more formal language it could serve to identify
flaws in semantics and benefit the domain model and MuSIASEM models. Also it would in
theory be an enabler for opening case studies, it is one of the base technologies of Semantic
Web (and the implementation with Linked Data), although no practical application for this was
identified.
Using Protégé (tool to define OWL ontologies) and based on the domain model, an OWL2 EL
ontology was defined. After the initial effort in which both the ontology (file “musiasem.owl” in
package “ie_exports” of “nis-backend” component) and a conference presentation (emphasizing
the use of a pattern for the integration of multiple viewpoints, called Ozone because of the triple
O
in
Observable-Observer-Observation)
were
prepared
(https://www.iiis.org/CDs2019/CD2019Spring/papers/ZA021XQ.pdf) and the presentation
carried out at IMCIC’2019!, the ontology has not received much attention, with the exception of
the preparation of the function to export part of the elements of the object model into an
ontology, to complete the experiment (see function “generate_rdf_from_object_model” in
module “rdf.py”). Further work was identified to adopt existing ontologies for datasets and
maybe other concepts, but would have required unavailable expertise in Ontology Mediation
techniques like merging, alignment and mapping.

Figure 16. Diagram of an ontology rendered via WebVOWL.

(see: http://www.visualdataweb.de/webvowl/)
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nis-frontend
“Nis-frontend” is an Angular (8 currently) application, built “ad-hoc” (meaning it is not the central
part of the development) to have a basic mean to interact with “nis-backend”, but which has
resulted in a relatively user friendly way to perform that task, providing some interesting
features:
● It has the layout of a Design Environment: a central area where the model can be
operated (edited and corrected and the results exported or visualized), with aids, like the
language helpers (empty commands, querying of datasets, examples) and the online
help.
● It is connected with “nis-backend” through the RESTful API, user actions in the frontend
are directly performed by the backend, from the simple help and checking of syntax in
fields to the submission of a NIsys file.
● The NIsys file can originate from:
○ Local computer into the online spreadsheet.
○ Direct edition with the online spreadsheet.
○ Direct edition with the diagrams editor.
○ URL to NIsys file in Google Sheets or Nextcloud.
● All the outputs can be exported.
● Some of the outputs can be visualized directly with a simple experimental dashboard.
Details of interest of the application are explained below.

Layout
Angular applications are SPA (Single Page Applications), where all the code is loaded at once
(maybe on demand to speed up loading) and user actions (or events in general) modify the
state of the application and the visual aspect page.
An application in Angular starts with an HTML which invokes one or more visual components.
Because the process ends up with an HTML/CSS3 page (really its internal DOM equivalent),
how components are placed in the screen is important due to the wide variety of screen
resolutions. To this end, the selected layout technology was Flex (angular-flex), because it
enables designing complex user interfaces while being able to adapt to this variety (tested for
computers where the results are quite good; tablets also work, but mobile phones are too small
to be able to fit elements in a good manner).
The layout of the application is defined in “app.component.html”. Its aspect can be appreciated
in the next capture:
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Figure 17. T
 he nis-frontend basic screen.

The screen area is divided in the following parts:
● Top area. The component “app-top-area”, composed of: the project logo, a menu, for file
actions (to clear the spreadsheet, “newAction” method; to import a local spreadsheet,
“importFromFile”, to save the spreadsheet to a file, “exportToFile”), the submit button
(calling functions “submitSpreadsheetAction” and “newInternalSubmitSpreadsheet”) and
the URL field.
● Tools, where three aids are available:
○ Commands. To obtain help about commands, and to insert empty templates or
examples of them into the spreadsheet. The list is obtained using
“prepareCommandsFromServiceResult”;
the
help
text
using
“obtainCommandHelp”; the template sheet is inserted calling “onClick” callback
from “commands-browser.component.ts”.
○ Datasets. Shows a list of external datasets, combining the initial calls to
“obtainAllDatasets” and “prepareDatasetsFromServiceResult”, then the paging
function
“loadDatasetsSlice”.
Double
clicking
calls
“insertDatasetIntoSpreadsheet”,
which
obtains the metadata (calling
“obtainDatasetMetadata”) and elaborates a template worksheet for a DatasetQry
command.
○ NIsys files. Shows a list of NIsys files (which can be parts of case studies, toy
case
studies
or
full case studies) using “obtainNISFiles” and
“prepareNISFilesFromServiceResult”. Double clicking puts the URL into the URL
field of the Top Area.
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●

Analysis-stages area, where up to four tabs (corresponding to different moments in the
modeling -graphically draft model, detailed textual model, detailed outputs, draft view
outputs-) are shown:
○ Graphical specification. See next section “Graphical diagrams editor”.
○ Spreadsheet and issues list. This embedded spreadsheet can be seen as an
editor of NIsys files (or just a viewer when the NIsys file comes from a URL), for
modeling. After submission, issues in the spreadsheet are enumerated in the list
below the grid, showing errors and warnings, to ease solving problems (lexical,
syntactic, semantic, of the solving process and unexpected conditions) with the
specification in the spreadsheet. When an issue is clicked, the position in the
spreadsheet where the issue occurs is automatically selected, with the function
“issueRowSelected”. Clicking on a field of the header line calls the online help
function “loadContent” and “obtainCommandFieldHelp”. When a cell is edited its
syntax is checked once focus is lost, calling “onCellChange” and
“validateCellSyntax”.
○ Output datasets export. Where a list of available datasets shown when
submission finishes, for possible download. The list of datasets is obtained by the
function “loadStateDatasets” when submission is completed. The button “Export”
calls “onClick”, while the button “Export to Nextcloud” calls “onClickNextcloud”,
both in the module “export-state-elements.components.ts”.
○ Dashboard. Prototype of an embedded dashboard, with the following views:
■ “Pivot Table”. An interactive pivot grid loading the dataset
“flow_graph_solution”, when available (when the solving process ends
successfully).
■ “Processors network (vis-network)”. Visualization of the output graph
“processors_graph”.
■ “Interfaces graph”. Visualization of the output graph “interfaces_graph”.
■ “Geographic Layer”. Simple GIS viewer showing a base “OpenStreetMap”
layer and when “processors_geolayer” output is available (when the
geolocation of processors has been specified) a “Processors” layer.
■ There are other test views which did not succeed in their implementation:
Processors Network (echarts) pretended to use “e-charts” visualization
library; “Chart” was an early capabilities test, but no specific output was
directly of interest (an elaboration is needed before); “Gauge” was also a
test for scalar indicators, mostly global (a configuration dialog would be
needed to select the indicator to show).

To aid in the layout, tab components and splitter components have also been used.
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Components
The majority of views in the interface are instances of commercial components: starting from the
spreadsheet component, which tries to imitate spreadsheet software, to data grids (the datasets
browser, issues viewer, outputs for export, etc.), and the dynamic splitter between areas.
Custom components have been mentioned in the layout, and have been programmed to contain
parts of the interface:
● Dashboard. It is based on angular-gridster2. Then, each of the views in the dashboard
is also a component:
○ Pivotgrid viewer. Based on “pivottablejs” (jQuery).
○ Graph viewers (processors and interfaces). Based on “VisJS” (jQuery).
○ Geolayer viewer. Based on “Open Layers 4”.
● Export datasets. View with a grid where output datasets are shown together with a
control allowing to select the dataset by selecting an extension. Once datasets have
been selected an Export button can be used to download (or put into Nextcloud) the
selection.
● Commands browser. Shows the list of commands, and when one is clicked the online
help is displayed in the area below. If double click is actioned, the command is inserted
in the online workbook, adding a worksheet with just a header line with the fields of the
selected command.
● Datasets browser. Shows the list of external datasets available for online query using
DatasetQry command. On double click the template of a DatasetQry command using the
dataset is generated.
● NIsys files browser. Displays a list of NIsys files that may be used, either for direct
submission (double clicking puts the URL of the file in the URL field at the top area) or
for use in an ImportCommands command (cut the URL from the URL field and paste it in
an ImportCommand).
● Spreadsheet and issues list. Instantiates the spreadsheet registering the appropriate
events to manage it.

Services
In Angular, services are singleton classes (classes instantiated once). “nis-frontend” has two
important and two secondary:
● global-state. A class which is mostly a container for all the information, be it internal or
displayed by some visual component:
○ Content (a string) of URL field.
○ Contents of command help.
○ Selected tabs.
○ Pointers to components, used in functions.
○ Status of the application: submission ongoing, session id, changes saved, show
or not the graphical editor or the dashboard, etc.
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○

●
●
●

Address of “nis-backend”, to properly call the RESTful API (mission of service
“backend”).
○ List of datasets, list of commands, list of NIsys files (for the respective tools).
○ List of issues.
○ List of views (and their state) currently displayed by the dashboard.
○ Interfaces graph, processor graph, VisJS information.
○ Cached GeoJSON output to enable displaying the layer in the dashboard view.
○ List of output datasets.
backend. A class with methods to call “nis-backend” RESTful API (it could be
considered a TypeScript version of “nis-client”, or at least a start).
edit. Helper service used just by the grid showing the output datasets.
action-state-manager. Used to manage session state with the backend: login, logout,
open interactive session, etc.

Graphical diagrams editor
Experience with users during the project has made it clear that learning the NIsys format
commands is not easy, even for people familiar with MuSIASEM.
To help with this, some specific efforts have been carried out (see D3.2). From the gathered
experience, having stabilized many of the contributed ideas into the DSL (the language in NIsys
format), and mostly the possibility of having an internship student doing his work on the project,
a graphical diagrams editor has been designed, developed and integrated into “nis-frontend”,
enabling drafting basic MuSIASEM models and generating the corresponding NIsys format
workbook in the embedded worksheet, which has supposed an important leap towards the
understandability of the specification of models in NIsys format.
To ease the integration the technologies used for the development have been based on Angular
8. Then the core component has been mxGraph, an open source diagrams editor component,
which has been largely customised to the desired purposes. Accompanying this component,
other two important components have been a treeview (angular-tree-component) and a package
of Angular components used to build the forms (ng-zorro-antd) by which properties of
Processors and Interfaces can be edited.
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Figure 18. T
 he diagram editor: interface types.

Inside the project (source code at “https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-graph-diagrams”), the
following details may be of interest:
●

●

●
●
●

Class “ModelManager” is in charge of receiving requests to manage (create, update,
read, delete, list) all the elements of a NIsys model that appear in diagrams. The class is
capable of providing views adapted to the different components (treeview, export to
spreadsheet -NIsys format- and mxgraph).
The diagram editor itself (see previous figure) is a component integrating the rest of
components of the subproject. It provides a layout, where the treeview is directly
managed, and placed to the left. A splitter separates it from the diagram tabs area,
where any number of InterfaceTypes and Processors diagrams can be present, with
buttons to create new diagrams and for the export (to the embedded spreadsheet) and
import (from the embedded spreadsheet, not implemented) operations.
InterfaceTypes diagram component (an example is visible in the previous figure). Based
on “mxGraph”, it manages events related to editing an InterfaceTypes diagram.
Processors diagram component (an instance is shown in the following figure). It is also
based on “mxGraph”, managing events related to editing a Processors diagram.
InterfaceList component (not shown in the figures, is used when double clicking over one
of the interfaces). A component created to manage the list of values which can be
associated with an Interface.
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Figure 19. T
 he diagram editor: processors.

Integrating “nis-backend” in Python and R scripts via nis-client
The module nis-client is a Python package consisting of a wrapper around the RESTful API, in a
class called NISClient. Although nis-frontend enables users to access nis-backend where files
are directly written by them either using the embedded spreadsheet editor or an external one
(the recommended option once commands are learned), the programmatic integration provided
by nis-client opens the door to devising more complicated ways of constructing the model,
incorporating nis-backend into whatever processing workflow may be desirable without
limitations from the technological side.
The steps (sequence of methods to call) to work with it are:
●
●

Import the package. import nexinfosys
Instantiate NISClient with the URL of the NIsys backend endpoint: client =
NISClient(“http:....”)

●
●
●

Login. Fixed, user “test_user”: client.login(“test_user”)
Open session, no parameters: client.open_session()
Build the list of commands
○ Append
a
Pandas DataFrame representing a single command.
client.append_command(“BareProcessors”, df), where df would be a
Pandas DataFrame with a BareProcessors worksheet.
○ Load a NIsys file, a spreadsheet. client.load_workbook(name), where name is
the name of a local file or a URL. It can be a file in a WebDAV server, in which
case, two additional parameters can be specified for user and password.
○ Reset commands (to restart the list of commands to be submitted).
client.reset_commands()
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●

●

●

Submit, elaborates an XLSX file with the commands elaborated previously, sends it to
nis-backend and returns the list of issues. issues = client.submit()
○ Check if there are error issues, and check warning issues for if they are
important.
Query available datasets, returning a JSON with a list of all datasets. Each element of
the list is a dictionary with the name, type, description and available formats for the
dataset. ds = client.query_available_datasets()
Download one or more datasets for processing and visualization, specifying the datasets
code and the desired format and obtaining a list with the requested datasets (if the
content is CSV, it is automatically converted into a Dataframe). ds_list =
client.download_results(dataset_list)

●

Dynamic scenarios
○ Query parameters to obtain a JSON with a list of parameters in the case study,
which may be tweaked later. Each parameter has a name, a type, a range and a
default value. p
 arams = client.query_parameters()
○ Query scenarios to have the list of scenarios. It returns a JSON with a list of
scenarios, and for each scenario its name plus the list of parameters. s
 cenarios
= client.query_scenarios()

○

Recalculate with new parameters, to calculate a dynamic scenario passing a
dictionary with parameter values (not the structures of the model) and
recalculating to have a set of new datasets for the special (dynamic) scenario.
Because it is similar to “submit”, a list of issues is returned. issues =
client.recalculate(params)

○

●

Again, query available datasets and download. New datasets may appear
following the submission of a dynamic scenario (and each resubmission
overwrites the previous dynamic datasets).
Close session. c
 lient.close_session()

Although it is natively usable in Python, thanks to R system’s “reticulate” package, it can also be
used from R scripts, opening for advanced uses like those demonstrated in the project (see
nis-eda and the advanced dashboards in Shiny):
●

Import nexinfosys and reticulate
○
○

●
●
●
●
●
●

library("reticulate")
nexinfosys <- import("nexinfosys")
Instantiate NISClient: c <- nexinfosys$NISClient("<NIsys backend RESTful API
endpoint>")
Login. c$login("test_user")

Open session. c$open_session()
Load a workbook. c$load_workbook(fname)
Submit. issues <- c$submit()
Query datasets. ds <- c$query_available_datasets()
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●

As a special case if a data frame is returned, to convert it to R data frame, use “py_to_r”.
For instance if “ds” contains the list of datasets and the first is a dataframe, use df <py_to_r(ds[[1]][[3]])

“nis-client” provides a utility function, out of NISClient class, display_visjs_jupyterlab,
which can be used to quickly display a graph in Jupyterlab using VisJS, at the same time
demonstrating how other visualizations may be incorporated into that tool. An example (and a
figure with possible output):
from nexinfosys import NISClient, display_visjs_jupyterlab
… <instantiate NISClient, login, load and submit file> …
r = client.query_available_datasets()
results = {}
for ds in r:
results[ds["name"]] = {d["format"].lower(): d["url"] for d in ds["formats"]}
r = client.download_results([(results["interfaces_graph"]["visjs"])])
visjs_data = r[0].decode("utf-8")
unique_name = None
unique_name = display_visjs_jupyterlab(visjs_data, 800, unique_name)

Figure 20. A
 processor network rendered via VisJs Python library.

Fresh information about technical details of the component may be available at
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-python-client.
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Installing “nis-client”
Just execute:
pip install nexinfosys-client

Please check https://pypi.org/project/nexinfosys-client/

Updating “nexinfosys-client” package as developer
The file “setup.py” (https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-python-client/blob/develop/setup.py)
details in its comments the commands to execute which briefly are:
●
●
●

Clone git repository: https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-python-client
Develop whatever change is wanted
Follow instructions in comments of “setup.py”:
○ Install setuptools
○ Create a PyPI account
○ Build as package
○ Upload package to PyPI

NIS-EDA
Nexus Information System Exploratory Data Analysis (NIS-EDA) is part of the set of tools
created to support MuSIASEM studies within the context of the H2020 MAGIC project.
The module nis-eda is a web application written in R and using the Shiny package, which
automatically generates the HTML, CSS and JavaScript code. It is a convenient and attractive
application for the user to make first general analyses of the data.

Purpose
NIS-EDA is the NIsys toolset component for post analytical tasks. The goal of this application is
to explore results of executing nis-backend and, by departing from this first exploration, making
the analyst able to create indicators, benchmarks and visualizations of them. In addition, these
sets of indicators, created from a first analysis, can be automatically translated into NIsys
format.
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Figure 21. C
 ycle for analyses with NIS-EDA module.

Technologies in NIS-EDA
R
R is a programming language and environment oriented to the statistical study of data. R
language provides a wide range of statistics and graphics techniques which makes it particularly
suitable for data analysis. R is a free software, that is available under the terms of the Free
Software Foundation’s GNU General Public License in source code form.
One of the great advantages of R, exploited by NIsys EDA, is the variety of packages oriented
to data visualization that are available in official repositories, providing high quality graphical
representations.

Shiny
Shiny is one of the many packages supported in R. Its main advantage is that it allows the
construction of web applications in a simple way, without requiring HTML, CSS or JavaScript
knowledge, just using the RStudio environment. This makes it a perfect tool for designing small
web applications for data analysis and visualization. In addition, its UI theme is based on
Bootstrap which makes it particularly attractive and user friendly, and suitable for being aptly
displayed on the screen of different devices (desktop, tablet and even mobile phones).
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Reactive Programming
One of the things that makes Shiny simple and easy to handle user interaction with data is that
it uses an approach called reactive programming, that eliminates the need for specialized event
handling code.
Reactive programming is a style of programming especially focused on values that change over
time and coherently updates calculations and values that depend on others. This is especially
important for the type of application envisioned in NIs-EDA, because it needs to be very
interactive as the user will be operating a large number of controls to explore and verify the
results. The reactive programming approach, in general, allows to manage two aspects that are
totally necessary when building interactive applications:
●
●

graphics and expressions should be updated with changing input values to ensure they
are always in sync.
these graphs and expressions should change value only when their input values change,
to ensure that the application responds as quickly as possible and without wasting
memory.

Shiny applications deal with three different types of reactive objects: reactive sources, reactive
conductors, and reactive endpoints, which are represented with these symbols:

Figure 22. S
 ymbols for entities in Shiny Reactivity graph.

“Reactives log” is a feature of Shiny that allows to explore the relationships between reactive
elements. The figure below shows a reactive log as an example, where the reactive elements
can be appreciated. During the description of the application these schemes will be shown
taking as a reactive endpoint the respective visualizations for a better understanding of the
system.

Figure 23. Reactivity graph for the Plot tab.
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General Structure
The general structure of a Shiny web app requires three key components:
●

●
●

Server.R. Server is actually a single function in which all the functionalities of the
application and also the reactive elements are defined. These reactive elements are
essentially objects such as dataframes or lists that interact according to the user's
choices.
Global.R. This is a file that declares variables, global functions and carries out requests
for packages.
UI.R. The UI, user interface, is another function in which the user interface is defined
through specific Shiny package functions that are responsible for building the CSS,
HTML and JavaScript.

In the case of the NIs-EDA application, apart from the just mentioned documents, a series of
documents are used where the modules are described. These modules are small pieces of
application that help the code to be better organized and promotes cooperation.
The application is organized as follows:
nis-EDA
- Library.R
- global.R
- Server.R
- README.md
- nisbackend.R
- ui.R
- Modules
- barPlots.R
- EUM.R
- tree.R
- plots.R
- indicators.R
- Choices.R
- NiSInput.R

Modules Organization
●
●
●

barPlots.R: Contains all the modules related to the bar graphs.
Choices.R : Modules that build the selectors such as scope, period, scenario, etc. that
are repeated throughout the application to perform the filterings.
EUM.R: Modules that build the necessary reactives datasets to create the EUM matrix
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●
●
●
●

indicators.R: Inputs and outputs necessary to create the scalarBenchmark, Scalar
indicator and gauge graph output.
tree.R: Modules to create the hierarchy visualization
plots.R: Functions to create the different charts such as bar charts and gauge plot
NISInput.R Function that calls NIsys Client and generates Flow Graph Solution and
Issues Data frames.

Flowchart
The following graph explains the logic of the application. As shown, the application uses a NIsys
format XLSX file as input and from a call to “nis-backend” (using “nis-client”), it receives the
Flow Graph Solution output that after a series of transformations derives to three main datasets
from which the visualizations are made:
●
●
●

dfAbs: A dataset in which the values of the interfaces per processor are represented in
absolute values (input-output).
dfIO: A dataset that represents Inputs as positives and outputs as negatives.
EUM: A dataset with indicators chosen by the user.

Figure 24. Flow chart of the NIsys application.
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Interface Structure
User Workflow
The application is designed to guide the user in a first exploration of the data that will allow him
to check the reliability of his results and to get a general idea of his system (explore phase).
In a second step the user will be able to create indicators and benchmarks (add information
phase) and translate them into NIsys format. In this way the user will be able to complete his
model.
The following figure explains the user's path graphically, emphasizing how the creation of new
indicators and benchmarks complement the case study that served as input.

Figure 25. Phases and expected path of analysis with NIsys tools.

Interface General Design
Shiny includes a number of facilities for laying out the components of an application. These
features were implemented using the layout features available in Bootstrap 2.
The configuration used in the application is the sidebar Layout which contains a sidebar for the
controls and a central panel to place the outputs as shown in the figure below. Inside the
sidebar several columns can be placed using the fluidRow() statement that is based on the
Bootstrap 12-wide grid system.
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Figure 26. Screenshot of the Nis-EDA tabs.

Input file
This tab displays a field for retrieving an XLSX document in NIsys format. Once the user has
chosen this file, the system calls "nis-client" which submits the document to “nis-backend”, and
receives the list of outputs.
This same window shows the flow graph solution result and the errors and warnings derived
from the submitted case study.
On this same tab the user can choose whether to study the interfaces in an absolute way
(balanced values) or as inputs and outputs for each processor. This option is only applicable for
bar charts representing values of interface types.
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Figure 27. T
 ab for the exploration of the case study solution.

Figure 28. R
 eactivity graph for the Flow graph solution tab.

System Study
This tab allowsto compare between different systems and study the externalization of the
interface type chosen. The user has the possibility to choose the scenario, period and Interface
to visualize:

Figure 29. T
 ab for the exploration of scenarios.
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Figure 30. R
 eactivity graph for the System tab.

Level Exploration
For another level of study, there is another specific window for the study by hierarchy levels. In
this window, the user must choose System, Period, level and the set of interface types with the
same unit to be compared.
For a more thorough study the bar chart shows stacked interfaces types values by scope
displaying in transparent colour the quantity externalized.

Figure 31. T
 ab for the exploration of levels.
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Figure 32. R
 eactivity graph for the End Use Matrix tab.

Processors Exploration
For a more customized study, this tab allows the user to freely choose which processors to
study with a multi select input of interfaces and processors.

Figure 33. T
 ab related to Processors.
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Figure 34. R
 eactivity graph for the Processors tab.

EUM/EPM matrix
End Use Matrix (EUM) and Environmental Pressure Matrix (EPM) are matrices of indicators
that play an important role in the MuSIASEM framework for analysis of case studies.
In order to be able to approach the construction of these matrices, normally the analyst should
be allowed to explore and select some of the results of her/his study and analysis. A way of
creating these indicators in a dynamic way has been implemented, through a series of controls
for selections.
Usually these kinds of indicators will be created by choosing a flow interface type and a fund
interface to build an indicator equal to their ratio. The user chooses the types of interfaces
he/she wants to study by means of multiple selection and the fund on which he/she will base its
indicator, in addition the population of the system can be entered if the user wants to carry out a
study per capita.
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Figure 35. T
 ab related to End Use Matrix.

Figure 36. Reactivity graph for the End Use Matrix tab.

Indicator Bar Chart
After creating the indicators the following screen allows a study of these by level and period,
visualizing the scope by means of a stacked bar chart.
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Figure 37. Tab for BarPlot.

Figure 38. R
 eactivity graph for the BarPlot tab.

Benchmarks Creation
Once the indicators to be used have been defined in the Matrix EUM/EPM window, in the
Indicators window it is possible to see the behavior of the processors in a gauge type diagram
with three customizable zones.
These benchmarks and indicators defined interactively by means of the interface can be
translated into NIsys format to enhance the case study and meet the conditions of replicability
and reproducibility.
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Figure 39. T
 ab related to indicators and benchmarks.

Figure 40. R
 eactivity graph for the TreeInterface tab.
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Hierarchy Viewer
This view of the results allows the user to relate quantities to processors according to hierarchy
for a scenario, period and scope. The visualization provides an interactive display of the results
by hovering over the processors.

Figure 41. Collapsible graph of a tree of processors.

Figure 42. Reactivity graph for the interaction with the tree of processors.
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Design and Evolution
Target user
The target user of NIs-EDA is an analyst with access to NIS-formatted case studies who wants
to perform an initial exploration of its data. It is required to have some prior knowledge of
MuSIASEM and NIsys concepts such as processor and interface.

Visualizations selection
User feedback collection
Some of the MuSIASEM analysts who are currently participating in MAGIC project were
involved in a round of test sessions, in order to check that the application achieved the goal of
offering a first useful approach to case study for other users.
In order to achieve a satisfactory and general design, capable of bringing value to any case
study, a first version of the application was made using the basic knowledge of data
visualization. After this first iteration, this beta version was made public and some users were
encouraged to make use of it.
Then, personal meetings were held with the users in which they were accompanied along the
application's user journey and all the opinions and suggestions focused on improving the
application were collected.

Surveys with Open Data Kit
As a totally separate work, it is worth mentioning an experience, framed in WP3 and also in NIs,
but in data gathering from surveys. The development of D6.6 involved, to a great extent, a
participative methodology process. One of the actions was to gather data from farmers in the
Canary Islands, with on-site interviews. To help in the task, an ad-hoc Open Data Kit – ODK,
https://opendatakit.org/ – deployment was prepared, involving the informatization of the
interview, a task performed by one of the internship students, preparing an XLSform formatted
XLSX file (a special DSL, similar in structure to the one developed for NIS), and the use of the
mobile phone application “ODK Collect” (client) and “ODK Aggregate” for the server (backend)
where the form was deployed for the interviewers to download it via their phones, and then their
field work was uploaded for later processing by analysts working to elaborate the same D6.6.

Technical details of the DSL
Until the current state of the DSL many questions and considerations have been dealt with. The
creation process has been tough, involving several temptative implementations, contrasting
them with the viewpoints of different people, to always come with good ideas for improvement.
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From the form itself of the file to the last syntactic rule, every detail has required a design effort,
and making choices. Finally, the form of the DSL has the following details:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

The model is written in a spreadsheet file, XLSX format. The module in charge of
reading
the
file
is
“parser_spreadsheet.py”,
function
“commands_generator_from_ooxml_file”.
Each worksheet is a command, made of “micro-commands” (except DatasetQry, which
is a single command specifying how to perform a simplified ETL of a dataset), a
command could be considered a batch of commands. The declaration of commands is
centralized in the variable “commands” module “command_definitions.py”. The generic
command parser is “parse_command_in_worksheet” and the execution is in a class for
each. Help text for commands is in module “command_descriptions.py”.
Each field of a command has a syntax. The map assigning fields to rules is in the
variable “command_fields”, module “command_field_definitions.py”. Help text for fields is
in module “command_field_descriptions.py”
Naming of things. A name must be assigned to each of the elements of the model in
order to refer to them later. Things which can have a name are: Parameters, Processors,
InterfacesTypes and Interfaces. Also, although relatively less important (in number),
Hierarchies (or Hierarchical Code Lists) and Datasets. The strategy for naming is having
a separate namespace for each of the objects (so a Dataset can have the same name
an Interface has), and hierarchical names for Processors, because they can be in
“part-of” hierarchies, and naming adopts the hierarchy to specify full names. For
instance, if processor P2 is a child of P1, its warranted to be unique name will be
“P1.P2”, not “P2”, although “P2” will be admitted given it is unique. Also different name
spaces apply: processor names must be unique, but there could be same named
Interfaces, or InterfaceTypes. Simple naming is managed by the trait class “Nameable”.
Hierarchical naming is materialized by the method “full_hierarchy_names” of class
Processor, which needs the registry of all objects (a PartialRetrievalDictionary instance)
to look for “part-of” relations.
Names are case insensitive. This choice has been taken to reduce errors due to writing
the same interface type or processor using different cases. Given this, the case adopted
for a specific entity is the one appearing the first time. A global variable “case_sensitive”
and two functions, “strcmp” and “create_dictionary” centralize considerations of case
sensitiveness.
Dataset expansion, using an escape syntax, consisting in writing between curly braces
‘{}’ the name of a dimension or measure of an in-memory dataset or some of the
supported functions (InterfaceType, Processor, NISName). The syntactic detection is in
the subfunction “check_expandable” of function “parse_command_in_worksheet”. The
execution is in method “_init_and_process_row” of class “BasicCommand” (module
“__init__.py” of package “nexinfosys.command_executors”).
Fields are lexically and syntactically parsed according to what has been mentioned in
subsections “Parsing…” and “Generic lexical-syntactic…” in section nis-backend.
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Using a spreadsheet is an unusual way of representing a model. The choice resulted by
discarding, in a decision process, in which two other alternatives were considered: text files and
graphical languages. Using a textual language (like procedural languages, e.g., Java or Julia)
was discarded because of the much steeper learning curve required for end users, and because
of the evolving structures and syntax. The use of a visual language was also discarded because
of the difficulty of developing a GUI about a continuously changing and growing language, and
because no adequate graphical representation has been identified for some of the language
capabilities (like cloning, dataset expansion, and others). On the other hand, spreadsheet
software is commonplace, a tool used daily by analysts, and the structure matches that of
DataFrames in R and Python languages which are the most commonly used in data science
nowadays. The specific binary format, XLSX, can be read and written by many packages
programmatically. Nevertheless, now there exists a graphical editor (embedded in
“nis-frontend”) for concepts in the core part of the language (see “Graphical diagrams editor”),
and “nis-eda” is capable of generating analysis commands.
Regarding seeing worksheets as commands (which implies verb or action) instead of
declarations, is mostly to leave “nis-backend” open to future improvements. Currently most
commands are declarative. To read them as commands just add “let …”, to convert the
declaration into a verb. Anyway, when “Clone” is used in command ProcessorScalings, an
action is executed by which a copy of a processor (and its descendants) is performed, to put it
inside the processor requesting the clone operation. Expansion of datasets is a mixture of action
(expand this dataset) and declaration (because in the end, it is just a compressed way of
specifying the rows of a command).

Algorithm for Information exploitation
The so-called “Graph Solver” (GS from now on) is an algorithm implemented in “nis-backend”
whose purpose is to give the user an insight of how a specified NIsys model performs under
the given observations and different types of constraints. This is done by exploiting NIsys
model structures and information to expand it.
Specifically, the input of the algorithm is made of:
● Structures: processors and their interfaces.
● Observations: quantitative data for the interfaces.
● Relationships between processors and between interfaces: they can be of different
types.
● User defined parameters: global or per scenario values.
● Configuration parameters: parameters that change the algorithm behaviour.
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The output is a dataset with values for all computable interfaces, whose value was previously
unknown, from all participating processors.
Also, it has to be taken into account that there can be many different sets of results since the
input observations and other model definitions can be specified according to:
- Different periods of time: months or years.
- Different scenarios: where global values and other algorithm parameters can be
specified.

Implementation
The algorithm has been implemented using the construction of a graph for the inference of
quantities based on given quantities and interface relationships defined in the NIsys model. This
is why this solver can be referred to as a Graph Solver. Another important type of structure used
by this solver is the tree, which has been employed for the aggregation of values from the
parent-child relationships defined in the NIsys model.
The main Python source code files implementing the GS are:
● nexinfosys/solving/flow_graph_solver.py
● nexinfosys/solving/graph/flow_graph.py
● nexinfosys/solving/graph/computation_graph.py

Input
In this section, the NIsys model entities and significant properties used as the input of the GS
are shortly described.

Structures
The basic structures that are used as input are processors and interfaces. Both of them have
properties that guide the computation.
Furthermore, there are hierarchies of processors, where processors can be included in a
hierarchy by having processors as part of some other processors (part-of relationships). This is
important since the final results can include aggregated values computed from these
hierarchies.
Example: the processors “Agriculture” and “Tourism” are part of the processor “Country”.
It should be noted that a processor is allowed to be multifunctional, this is, a processor can be
part of multiple processors. Also, a weight can be specified for this relationship.
Example: the processor “Cereals” is part of the processor “Food” with a weight of 0.7 and is part
of the processor “Bioethanol” with a weight of 0.3.
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An important property of the interfaces is their type which clearly distinguishes one interface
from another. All interfaces should have one interface type, for instance Tomatoes, which is
measured in kilograms. And similarly to processors there can be hierarchies of interface
types, which means that there can also exist aggregated values for these hierarchies in the final
results.
Example: interface types “Green water” and “Blue water” are part of the interface type “Water”.

Observations
The GS algorithm works by computing values for all defined interfaces given a set of starting
numeric values. These starting values are the observations which directly quantify interfaces
present in the model. Normally, the given observations only cover a subset of the specified
model interfaces, and this is where GS comes into play: based on these observations it
computes the rest of interfaces without an observation, if there is a path of one or more relations
bridging unknown and known interfaces. So, if the NIsys model does not include observations
the GS cannot work. On the contrary, if all the interfaces of the model already have an
observation, the GS can only compute missing aggregated values for any existing processor or
interface type hierarchy.
GS also takes into account that the same interface can have several observations. Since an
observation also has properties, there are two properties that help differentiate observations of
the same interface.
● Source: indicates where the value comes from. In the algorithm, this is also referred to
as an observer. When an interface has different observations coming from different
observers it chooses one based on a configuration parameter called
NISSolverObserversPriority.
● Time: indicates the specific month or year of the observation. This means that for the
same interface there can be a different value for each different month or year. The
algorithm makes the computation separating observations by their time, so the final
results have as many sets of results as different times are specified.
Not all observations define a literal value like 16 or 32453.92. Some of them can be specified as
relative to another interface with the RelativeTo property, while others can be defined with a
formula.
●

●

RelativeTo: when this property is defined means that the observation’s final value is
equal to the defined value, which works as a factor, multiplied by the value of the related
interface whose name is defined in the “RelativeTo” field. In practice, this makes an
interface linearly dependent on another one.
Formula: when the value of an observation is defined as an arithmetic expression, the
algorithm tries to evaluate it. The formula can be composed of:
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○
○
○

Globally defined parameters.
Scenario defined parameters.
Other interfaces from the same processor. This means that an interface can be
non-linearly dependent on one or more different interfaces.

Relationships
The NIsys model can include the definition of different relationships between the processors
and interfaces that helps GS compute the final results, which is done by using graph edges in
the internal representation. These relationships can be of different types.
● Flow: define that a value given at an output interface is partially or entirely used,
depending on a weight, as the value of an input interface in another processor. Also
known as exchange.
● Scale: define that the value of an interface should be computed based on the value of
another interface from a different processor, multiplied by a defined weight. Note that
the weight can be a concrete value or a f ormula.
● Scale change: the flow relationships above described can be between interfaces of
different interface types, that can possibly also be measured in different units. In those
cases the computations should take into account a scale change between the two
interface types, that is specified with a weight.
● Flowback: allows to account back to the origin processor the amount exchanged in a
flow r elationship with change of scale. It is intended for expressing the accounting of
money obtained in exchange for some good.
There are other types of relationships that have been included in other forms of input:
● Part-of: these are the relationships between processors where a processor is part of
another processor. These are the processor hierarchies already included in the section
Structures.
● RelativeTo or linear local scale: the value of an interface can be linearly d
 ependent on
the value of another interface of the same processor by defining a dependency factor.
This has been already described in the Observations section.
● Non-linear local scale: the value of an interface can non-linearly depend on the value
of one or more interfaces of the same processor through the definition of an arithmetic
expression that includes the name of interfaces. This has been already described in the
Observations section.

User defined parameters
In the NIsys model, the user can define its own parameters with specific values.
The algorithm accesses the parameters because they can be found when evaluating
observation values or relationships weights that are defined as formulas.
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The parameters can be defined at a global level or at a scenario level. Global means they are
defined by default for all scenarios, but with the possibility of scenarios overriding them.

Configuration parameters
There are some existing parameters whose value can be defined at global or scenario level that
the GS already takes into account for the computation. These are:
● NISSolverObserversPriority: this is a comma separated list of observers used when
selecting one observation for an interface having multiple available observations. The
observers coming first have higher priority.
● NISSolverConflictingDataResolutionPolicy: define a resolution policy to use when the
algorithm finds a conflict while aggregating data. The options are:
○ TakeUpper: on conflict, the parent value is chosen instead of the aggregated
value from the children. This is the default.
○ TakeLowerAggregation: on conflict, the aggregated value from the children is
chosen instead of the parent value.
● NISSolverMissingValueResolutionPolicy: define a resolution policy to use when a
value is missing when aggregating data from children. The options are:
○ UseZero: a zero value is used in place of the missing value. This is the default.
○ Invalidate: the entire children aggregation is invalidated.

Output
The output of the GS is a dataset (“flow_graph_solution” in the outputs) where each record is
the value of an interface. There is a different value for each tuple of:
● Scenario: as defined in the NIsys case. If none the “_default” name is used.
● Period: the time specified in the observations.
● Scope: Internal, External or Total as the sum.
● Processor: the name of the processor.
● Interface: the name of the interface.
Important columns of the output are:
● Value: the numerical value, given by an observation or that has been computed.
● Expression: the symbolic value, which is a formula indicating how the numerical value
has been computed during the algorithm computation steps.
There are also two columns that indicate that an interface value had a conflict with another
value during aggregation. These columns are: conflict_partof and conflict_itype.
The rest of the columns just reproduce the properties of the involved processor, like System, or
the properties of the involved interface, like InterfaceType.
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Graphs
The graph is the structure that has been chosen for the representation and inference of values
from the interface relationships. This section explains how a graph is created from a set of
interfaces, and how the value of a node is computed.

Representation
The Solver represents the different types of relationships b
 etween interfaces with a graph: it
may be a flow, a scale, scale change or flowback relationship. In this section, the creation of a
graph from a set of relationships is explained with an example.
Below, an example NIsys model is shown with flow r elationships from processors. The simple
NIsys model describes the production of tomatoes in Spain and Italy and the percentage of this
production that is consumed by Norway and Sweden. There are 4 processors, which are the
countries, and only one interface, which is the Tomato. When translating this model to a graph
each node represents a specific interface, which is denoted by the processor name together
with the interface name. So, in the example graph there are 4 nodes connected with edges with
a weight equal to the percentage of product exchange.

Figure 43. Processors modeled via a graph with weighted edges.

In the example above, if the same processors were involved in the production and consumption
of another interface, for instance Cucumber, this would imply the creation of another
independent flow graph whose nodes would be: Spain:Cucumber, Italy:Cucumber,
Norway:Cucumber a
 nd Sweden:Cucumber.
As it has been shown, the graphs that are used for the representation are directed graphs.
When dealing with flow relationships the created graphs can be also called flow graphs.
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For other kinds of relationships the graphs are created in the same way, where the nodes still
represent a specific interface of a processor and edges still have a weight. However, the edges
mean something different. In scale, scale change and flowback r elationships: an edge means
that an interface value is proportional to another interface value, and does not imply a product
exchange.

Resolution
The idea of the GS is to try to compute the value for as many nodes of the graphs as possible
given input values for a reduced set of nodes.
For instance, in the NIsys case previously shown if the values for interfaces Italy:Tomato and
Spain:Tomato are known, the GS computes the values for the remaining unknown nodes:
Norway:Tomato and Sweden:Tomato. Example with values:
● Given these values
○ Italy:Tomato = 23000 kg
○ Spain:Tomato = 42000 kg
● The GS computes
○ Norway:Tomato = 42000 * 0,04 = 1680 kg
○ Sweden:Tomato = 42000 * 0,05 + 23000 * 0,07 = 2100 + 1610 = 3710 kg
General rule
As a general rule, when the value of a starting interface node is known the value of a connected
ending node can be inferred by multiplying the starting node’s value by a weight located in the
edge connecting both nodes. This way the definition of the computation of the value of a
node is:
The value of an interface node is computed as the sum of the values of all incoming interface
nodes multiplied by the weight of the edges connecting these incoming nodes.
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Figure 44. G
 raph with weighted edges for the calculation of interface values.

As an example of this calculation a simple graph is shown above. The value of the interface
node 4, without a value yet, can be computed knowing the value of nodes 1, 2 and 3 and the
weights connecting such nodes to node 4. So, following the previous definition the value of node
4 can be computed as:
V4 = V1 * W14 + V2 * W24 + V3 * W34 = 20 * 0,6 + 12 * 0,5 + 7 * 0,9 = 12 + 6 + 6,3 = 24,3

Flowback relationships
The construction of a graph from a flowback r elationship is not as straightforward as with other
types of relationship. Therefore, this special case is explained here.
A flowback relationship can appear with the previous definition of a scale change relationship. In
the picture below an example is shown: Spain produces tomatoes consumed by Norway (not
shown), and there is a payment for the exchange of these tomatoes, from Norway to Spain. This
is modeled in a NIsys case as a scale change relationship between Spain’s Tomato and
Norway’s Money together with a flowback r elationship to Spain’s Money.
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Figure 45. Processors exchanging flows in a Flowback relationship.

Next, the equivalent graph is shown. For the model to be represented as a graph, an artificial
node has to be created, this is Spain-Norway:Tomato. In this way, a percentage of the Spanish
tomatoes are exported to Norway, given by W1. Then Norway pays for the tomatoes a fixed
price per kilogram of tomatoes, given by W2. In this case, the direction of the edges doesn’t
show an exchange because a flow r elationship is not depicted. Instead, the direction of the
edges only shows how a node is computed proportionally to another one.

Figure 46. Graph representation about the solution of Flowback relationship.

The creation of these scale change and flowback relationships has been implemented in the
function
create_scale_change_relations_and_update_flow_relations()
located in the file nexinfosys/solving/flow_graph_solver.py

Assumed weights in flow (exchange) relationships
Some abbreviation can be done for Flow relationships to infer the value of missing weights.
These assumptions can be applied only to Flow r elationships because, unlike to the other types
of relationships, the meaning of the relationship is the exchange of product from one processor
to another one. Therefore, the weights mean parts of the production and can have a value from
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0 to 1, this is, from no product at all (0%) to all the product (100%). Weights bigger than 1 would
mean that the product increases during the exchange which is not likely to occur.
Under these circumstances, the assumptions are the following.
Case 1: a node has only one output edge without a weight. In this case a value of 1 is inferred.
This is, 100% of the output of an interface goes to the input of another interface. See the
example below, where the inferred value for the weight W12 has been highlighted in bold.

Figure 47. S
 implest case of flow exchange.

Case 2: a node has several output edges but only one edge doesn’t have the weight. In this
case the missing weight is inferred as one less the sum of other weights, supposing the sum of
other weights is less than one. This is, the missing weight is set as the percentage needed to
achieve the 100% of the product. In the example below it can be seen how the missing W14 is
computed.

Figure 48. G
 raph of a flow exchange with multiple target processors (output edges).

Assumed weights in backwards flows
In this assumption, a copy of the graph is maintained with all edges going in the opposite
direction and having a reverse weight. As can be seen in the following example, there are
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some cases where a node value can be inferred backwards, if the value of the ending node is
known but the value of the starting node is not. This backward computation is possible because
the reverse weight from a starting node to an ending node can be computed when the ending
node of the graph has only one input edge. In this case its reverse weight is one divided by the
direct weight.
The case can be better seen with the diagram below. The value of interface node 2 can be
computed when the value for interface node 1 is known, but node 2 has a value and value for
node 1 is unknown. Node 2 has only one input edge, meaning that the reverse weight of its
output edge for the backward graph can be computed as: W21 = 1 / W12 = 1 / 0,5 = 2. Finally, the
value of node 1 can be computed as: V1 = V2 * W21 = 36

Figure 49. Graph for calculation of a flowback exchange.

Implementation
All the graphs used by the GS have been implemented using the class ComputationGraph. For
the creation of the ComputationGraph from flow relationships the class FlowGraph is used
first. Both graph based classes use the DiGraph class from the Python package NetworkX as
the internal representation.
The class DiGraph
Base class for directed graphs
●
●
●

A DiGraph stores nodes and directed e
 dges.
Nodes can be arbitrary (hashable) Python objects with optional key/value attributes.
Edges are represented as links between nodes with optional key/value attributes.

The implementation comes from the Python package NetworkX.
The class ComputationGraph
A ComputationGraph is a class that represents variables and the dependencies between them
with a graph. Nodes represent Interfaces as variables which can have a value or not, linked by
directed edges with a weight. The class helps in computing those nodes without values based
on the nodes with a value and following the graph.
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A Computation Graph is a directed graph where:
● Nodes store a hashable object that represents a variable, but they don’t store the value
of the variable.
● Directed edges, which represent the computation dependence between variables, have
an associated direct weight, used when the edge is traversed according to its direction,
and a reverse weight, used when the edge is traversed in the opposite direction.
● Computations can be done in 'direct' order using the direct weight, and in the 'reverse'
order using the reverse weight.
● Nodes have a property called split w
 ith two boolean values which tell if the node value is
split entirely into the successors nodes by means of the weights in the connecting edges.
One boolean is for the normal direction and one for the reverse direction.
Node values are calculated following two rules:
● General rule: Summing up the weighted input values. This is, the selected node value is
the sum of each incoming (predecessor) node value multiplied by the "weight" attribute
associated with the edge from the incoming node.
● Split rule: If the node value is split entirely (100%) into the successors nodes, its value
can be computed in the opposite direction (from successors) only by computing one of
the input nodes.
Located in the file nexinfosys/solving/graph/computation_graph.py
Important methods of the class ComputationGraph are described next.
Table 9.  First method of the class ComputationGraph.

Method

compute_conflicts

Description

Search which of the newly computed nodes have a conflict with the
previously computed nodes.
The definition of conflict between two nodes, already with value, is: if node A
has a conflict with node B, means that B can be entirely or partially
computed from node A, so both nodes cannot have input values at the
same time (unless these values are consistent).
The usage of this method is for the cases where a graph starts with a
subset of its nodes with a known value, and over time a value is discovered
for other nodes of the graph from an external algorithm and not from the
graph computing algorithm. In these cases it may exist a conflict from the
existing computed nodes and the new computed nodes.

Parameter

new_computed_nodes: Set[Node]
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New nodes of the graph whose value has been given or discovered by an
external algorithm, and not from the graph computing algorithm.
Parameter

prev_computed_nodes: Set[Node]
Nodes of the graph whose value has been already given or discovered.

Returns

Dict[Node, Set[Node]]
A dictionary of new computed nodes with conflicts and a set of nodes in
conflict with each of them from those previously computed.

Algorithm

For each node of the previously computed nodes, check if some of their
descendants is a newly computed node.
For each node of the newly computed nodes, check if some of their
descendants is a newly or previously computed node.
Table 9.
Table 10.  Second method of the class ComputationGraph.

Method

compute_values

Description

Tries to find or compute a list of given nodes of the computation graph.

Parameter

nodes: List[Node]
A list of unknown nodes whose value should be found or computed

Parameter

params: Dict[Node, Value]
A dictionary of nodes with their known value

Returns

Tuple[Dict[Node, Optional[Value]], Dict[Node,
Optional[Value]]]
A tuple with 1) the computed values for the desired nodes 2) the computed
values for other nodes during the process

Algorithm

Iterates over the list of unknown nodes and for each node find/compute its
value by traversing the graph with two nested functions that:
● Check if the value has been previously computed.
● Check if the value is in the input dictionary of known values.
● Otherwise, the node is attempted to be solved as the sum of the
input nodes in the direct order.
● If no solution has been found, the node is attempted to be solved as
the sum of the input nodes in the reverse order.
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When computing the sum of input nodes the split property of the node is
checked for the opposite direction. If true one input node is enough for
computing the value of the node.

The class FlowGraph
A FlowGraph is a class that represents variables and the dependences between them with a
graph. Nodes represent variables, linked by directed edges with a weight.
The word “flow” means that the variable value flows between nodes, so the normal operation is
to split the entire node value between the output edges by means of the edges weight that
should normally sum up 1.0, this is, 100%. This split p
 roperty is used by the class for inferring
possible missing weights.
Finally, a ComputationGraph representation can be obtained from a FlowGraph after all
possible missing weights have been inferred.
Located in the file nexinfosys/solving/graph/flow_graph.py
Important methods of the class FlowGraph are described next.
Table 11. First method of the class FlowGraph.

Method

get_computation_graph

Description

Get a Computation Graph out of the Flow Graph, after inferring missing
weights and compute other node attributes by calling the function
analyze_and_complete().

Parameter

structural_graph: Optional[nx.DiGraph] = None
Another graph which is not of flow type that is used for the analysis.

Returns

Tuple[Optional[ComputationGraph], List[Issue]]
The Computation Graph if no errors occurs and a list of messages given by
the analysis.

Algorithm

Calls the function analyze_and_complete(). On errors return,
otherwise create an empty ComputationGraph and set its properties based
on the FlowGraph ones.
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Table 12. Second method of the class FlowGraph.

Method

analyze_and_complete

Description

Completes the flow graph with inferrable weights.

Parameter

structural_graph: Optional[nx.DiGraph] = None
Another graph which is not of flow type that is used for the analysis.
Inferring weights for edges of the flow graph is avoided if there is the same
edge in the structural graph.

Returns

List[Issue]
A list of messages given by the analysis and completion of type INFO,
WARNING or ERROR.

Algorithm

Iterates over all the nodes of the FlowGraph in a depth-first-search
pre-ordering twice, first as a direct graph and then as a reverse graph.
For each node checks: how many output edges without weight has the
node?
● More than 1: missing weights (WARNING)
● Only 1: how many output edges in total?
○ Only 1: is there an opposite weight?
■ Yes: weight can be inferred as (1.0 / opposite weight)
(INFO)
■ No: does a structural edge exist?
● Yes: weight is not inferred (WARNING)
● No: weight can be inferred as 1.0 (INFO)
○ More than 1: compute sum of other edges with weight
■ sum > 1: weight cannot be inferred (WARNING)
■ sum <= 1: weight can be inferred as (1 - sum) (INFO)
● None: how many output edges in total has the node?
○ More than 1: mark node as a split node if the sum of all
weights of the output edges is equal to 1.0

Interfaces
Interface identifier
The graph internally used by the GS algorithm stores an object on each node. This object is of
type InterfaceNode and completely i dentifies an interface.
The class InterfaceNode holds all the information of an interface, except its value. Some of its
properties are: interface_name, processor_name, orientation.
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The representation of an InterfaceNode object is given by the key:
● “ProcessorName:InterfaceName” when an Interface object exists.
○ E.g. “Spain:ConsumptionWater”
● “ProcessorName:InterfaceTypeName:Orientation” when an Interface object doesn’t
exist.
○ E.g. “Spain:BlueWater:Input”

Interface value
The output dataset obtained at the end by the GS shows the values of the interfaces, in two
different forms: there is a numerical value and there is a symbolic value. The numerical value is
just a floating point number obtained directly from an observation or computed by the GS. The
symbolic value is the arithmetic expression used to obtain or compute the associated numerical
value.
Both forms of an interface value are stored by the GS, when resolving graphs, using a newly
created class called FloatExp which allows operating with objects of its class as they were
regular numbers, while internally keeps track of the operations applied to compute the symbolic
value.
The interface value shown in the output has also other properties: computed, which tells if the
value comes from an observation or has been computed by the GS, and observer, which tells
from which observer the value comes from when it is an observation.
So, in order to have both properties, the GS generally works with an extended version of the
value given by a named tuple called FloatComputedTuple that includes the FloatExp v alue but
also the computed a
 nd observer p
 roperties.

Implementation
The class InterfaceNode
Identifies an interface whose value should be computed by the GS.
An interface can be identified in two different ways:
1. In the common case there is an interface declared in the Interfaces command. The
interface is identified with “<ProcessorName>:<InterfaceName>”.
2. When aggregating by the interface type and there isn't a declared interface. The
interface is identified with “<ProcessorName>:<InterfaceTypeName>:<Orientation>"
The InterfaceNode class stores all the information of an interface, except its value:
● interface: Optional[Factor]: a reference to the interface object
● processor: Optional[Processor]: a reference to the processor object
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

interface_type: Optional[Factor]: a reference to the interface type object
orientation: Optional[str]: the value “Input” or “Output”
interface_name: str: the name of the interface
processor_name: str: the name of the processor
type: str: the name of the interface type
key: Tuple[str, str]: the tuple (processor_name, interface_name)
key_labels: List[str]: the list ["Processor", "Interface"]
alternate_key: Tuple[str, str, str]: the tuple (processor_name, type,
orientation)
full_key: Tuple[str, str, str, str]: the tuple (processor_name,
interface_name, type, orientation)
full_key_labels: List[str]: the list ["Processor", "Interface", "InterfaceType",
"Orientation"]
name: str: the identifying string of the object, which can be processor_name + “:” +
interface_name or processor_name + “:” + type + “:” orientation
Other accessible properties of string type: unit, roegen_type, sphere,
system, subsystem

Located in the file nexinfosys/solving/flow_graph_solver.py
The class FloatExp
Wrapper of the float data type which includes a name and a string expression that will grow
when operating with other objects.
Class attributes:
● val: float: stores the numerical value.
● exp: str: stores the symbolic expression. It can be equal to the string representation
of val.
● name: str: stores the name which will be used when creating expressions on
operations on this object. It can be equal to exp.
This class has implemented many Python special methods in order to operate with objects of
this class as if they were regular numbers (sum, substract, multiply, divide, etc.) and at the same
time to update the internal symbolic expression.
Located in the file nexinfosys/common/helper.py
The class FloatComputedTuple
Tuple combining a FloatExp value w
 ith two properties: computed and observer.
Class attributes:
● value: FloatExp: the object holding the numerical and symbolic values.
● computed: Computed: an enum object which value can be “Yes” or “No”.
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●

observer: str = None: the source of this value, if any.

Located in the file nexinfosys/solving/flow_graph_solver.py

Algorithm
The main method implementing the GS is the procedure flow_graph_solver() in the file
flow_graph_solver.py.
The input parameters of the procedure are:
● Global defined parameters.
● Scenario definitions.
● Global state: this is where all objects defined in the NIsys model can be found.
The algorithm follows the steps described below.

Step 1: Capture of observations and structures
Before starting the computations, where the algorithm iterates over different scenarios and
periods of time, a collection of all possible common data is done, this is, the data shared among
all iterations.
The common data collected is:
● Absolute observations: these are the observations with a defined value, either a
numeric value or formula.
● Relative observations: these are the observations whose value depends on the value
of another interface through the RelativeTo property.
● Processor hierarchies and weights: a dictionary representing the existing processor
hierarchies, also called part-of hierarchies, if any, that are used for value aggregations.
Also a list of weights that can exist on each parent-child relationship.
● Interface type hierarchies: a dictionary representing the existing interface type
hierarchies, if any, that are used for value aggregations.
● Flow, Scale and Scale change relations: a graph representation of relations between
processor interfaces defined by flow, s cale, scale change and flowback relations.
The main methods used in this step are:
● get_evaluated_observations_by_time()
● split_observations_by_relativeness()
● compute_partof_hierarchies()
● compute_interfacetype_hierarchies()
● compute_flow_and_scale_relation_graphs()
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Step 2: Iterating over all scenarios
Iterations are done over all scenarios defined in the NIsys case. If no scenario has been
defined by the user, the algorithm operates on the a _default scenario previously created.
The tasks done in this step are:
● Compute the scenario state: this is the set of parameters defined in the scenario
together with the global parameters.
● Resolve weights for part-of hierarchies: the weights of processor hierarchies can
include formulas so the algorithm tries to compute a final value for all these formulas.
● Get the configuration parameters: the value of the three configuration parameters are
retrieved from the already computed scenario state.
The main methods used in this step are:
● evaluate_parameters_for_scenario()
● resolve_partof_weight_expressions()

Step 3: Iterating over all periods of time
Iterations are done over all different time periods f ound in the defined observations.
A pair defined by a time period and a scenario most likely means different values to use as
input for the algorithm, thus entailing different results. The input values for each pair can be
different because it can define a different set of observations to use or different values for the
same observations having formulas using scenario parameters.
The tasks done in this step are:
● Initialization of variables used in the computation.
● Create computation graphs with the graphs of flows, scales and scale changes
relations previously computed. Also:
○ The relative observations, coming from observations with a RelativeTo property,
are added to the scale computation graphs.
○ All weights defined as formulas resolved.
● Take the absolute observations, select one observation for an interface when multiple
exist from different observers, calculate the values of absolute observations when
they are specified as formulas and add all observations to a dictionary of known
results.
● At the same time, get the list of unresolved observations with interfaces, this is, the
observations with formulas that depend on other interfaces which will be resolved as
soon as the dependent interfaces are resolved.
The main methods used in this step are:
● compute_flow_and_scale_computation_graphs()
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●

resolve_observations_with_parameters()

Step 4: Iterating over missing value policies
In this step iterations are done over one or both existing missing value policies. First, the
computation of all results using the Invalidate policy is applied, which will avoid creating results
for aggregations where some of the children are missing. Second, and only if the global
parameter has been set to UseZero, potential missing values are resolved using this policy.

Step 5: Solving iterations
In this step the main solving operations are repeatedly executed as long as the number of
results is increasing. If the number of results does not increase after a pass through all solving
operations this means the work is finished.
The solving operations work by taking as input the dictionary of already known results to try to
compute new results, which are finally added to the same input dictionary, increasing step by
step the number of interfaces with known values.
These solving operations are:
● Resolve computation graphs: all computation graphs previously created are resolved.
The algorithm used for graph computation is explained in the next section. The
computation graphs are:
○ Computation graph of the flow relations
○ Computation graph of the scale relations
○ Computation graph of the scale change relations
● Compute hierarchies aggregations: the previously created hierarchies are resolved.
The algorithm used for hierarchies aggregations is explained in the next section. The
hierarchies are:
○ Interface types hierarchies
○ Processors (part-of) hierarchies
● Resolve observations depending on other interfaces: observations that have a
formula including other interfaces (non-linear dependent observations) are resolved here
as soon as all interfaces on which it depends are found in the already computed results.
The algorithm here is very simple: it just iterates on the observations and tries to resolve
the formula with the results known until that moment.
The main methods used in this step are:
● compute_graph_results()
● compute_hierarchy_aggregate_results()
● resolve_observations_with_interfaces()
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Step 6: Compute Scope-based results
The results computed until now are those that in the output are marked with the scope Total. In
this step the results are separated into those considered as Internal and those considered as
External.
The algorithm below is followed to differentiate between Internal and External scope results.
● The given observations are considered to be Internal.
● In flow relations, the Total value of the source processor is assigned to:
○ The External value of the destination processor when the Systems or the
Subsystems are different. Note that for Subsystems values considered to be
equivalent are “Local” and “Environment” on one side, and "External" and
"ExternalEnvironment" on the other.
○ The Internal value of the destination processor otherwise.
● In hierarchy aggregations:
○ The Total value of the child processor is assigned to the External value of the
parent processor when the Systems or the Subsystems are different.
○ Otherwise, the Internal value of the child processor is assigned to the Internal
value of the parent processor, and the External value of the child processor is
assigned to the External value of the parent processor.
The main methods used in this step are:
● mark_observations_as_internal_results()
● compute_flow_graph_internal_external_results()
● compute_hierarchy_aggregate_internal_external_results()

Step 7: Output generation
After all computation the final step of the GS is to take all computed results and produce an
output dataset, as described in a previous section.
This dataset is used to produce an output CSV file called flow_graph_solution.csv.
The main method used in this step is:
● export_solver_data()

Solving operations
Graph computation
This solving operation is implemented in the function compute_graph_results() located in
the file nexinfosys/solving/flow_graph_solver.py
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The input data for the algorithm are:
● A computation graph to resolve.
● A dictionary of already resolved interfaces.
● A set of previously known nodes of the graph.
The steps taken by this function are:
● Check if there still are pending nodes of the graph to compute. If none, return.
● Call the method compute_conflicts() on the ComputationGraph object to
check for conflicting nodes, this is, two nodes of the graph with a value where one can
be computed from the other but values do not match.
● Call the method compute_values() on the ComputationGraph object to finally
compute the value of pending interfaces.

Hierarchies aggregations
This solving operation is implemented in the function
compute_hierarchy_aggregate_results() located in the file
nexinfosys/solving/flow_graph_solver.py
The input data for the algorithm are:
● A structure that defines a hierarchy as a tree represented with dictionaries.
● A dictionary of already resolved interfaces.
The algorithm for data aggregation is quite easy. It traverses all nodes in the tree and calls a
recursive sub-procedure where:
● If the node has been previously computed, return its value.
● Otherwise, try to compute it as the sum of its children, by calling the sub-procedure for
each child and sum the returned values.
● If no sum has been computed, check if the value exists in the dictionary of resolved
interfaces, and return the value if found, otherwise return nothing.
● if the sum has been computed, take the sum as the value for this node, and returns its
value.

NIsys format
“Nis-backend” is capable of generating an HTML file with a fresh reference of all the available
commands as they are understood by itself. This would be a read first reference, to be
complemented with the already existing document “NIsys format”.
To obtain the reference, just press the Submit button on the “nis-frontend”, no need to have a
case study, then go to the “Exportable datasets” tab and select “Commands reference” (should
be the last one), and the extension HTML (click elsewhere in the grid before clicking the
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“Export” button). An up-to-date export is included as another annex to the main deliverable
(D3.3).

Available Outputs
The process executed when an NIsys formatted XLSX file is submitted into “nis-backend” ends
with the production of a set of datasets which is kept at the backend side. Because the protocol
is HTTP, which is stateless, these datasets are stored in a temporary external store. Then, a
client can issue a new request to obtain an enumeration of the available datasets, and
download those needed by its current operation needs. It is also important to note that some are
explicitly extracted from the in-memory object model, and some are elaborated on demand
because they can be elaborated very quickly and because they can be extracted from one or
more of the available ones.

Output Types
Datasets can be of different types, depending on the kind of information conveyed inside them:
●

Datasets are multidimensional arrays, where each of the dimensions can have a value
from a list or a hierarchy constraining values for the dimension. For instance, “Country”
may be “ES” or “IT”. Cells in the array can be addressed by a tuple formed by a value
per dimension. Tuples with missing values address a dataset slice (which may be also
multidimensional). Cells contain one or more measures (also attributes). In “nis-backend”
datasets are stored in memory using the “Dataset” class, described previously in this
document. Their data can be exported as CSV or XLSX; in both cases each row defines
a cell, where the first columns define dimension values, followed by the measures and
ending with dimension labels. The metadata (definition of dimensions) can be exported
as a JSON similar (but not equal) to SDMX JSON. Datasets are elaborated during the
process of execution and solving, and are stored in the “_datasets” variable of the
session State. The function implementing the export of datasets is
“reproducible_session_query_state_get_dataset”, where the specific functions are:
○ CSV: Pandas “to_csv”, because the data of a Dataset is a Pandas DataFrame.
○ XLSX: Pandas “to_excel”, idem.
○ SDMX.JSON: “nexinfosys.ie_exports.sdmx.py” -> get_dataset_metadata.
○ Other formats (JSON, JSON2, Kendo Pivot Grid) are implemented but not
explicitly exposed to the RESTful API, no counterpart (a software, a script using
them) is available.
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Figure 50. Example of pivoting on a data matrix.

●

●

Matrices. They are simplified Datasets elaborated always from the MatrixIndicators
command: a row in MatrixIndicators serves to generate one matrix Dataset, it is the
command to build End Use and Environmental Pressure matrices. The structure of these
matrices is always the same:
○ Rows: one and only one row per selected Processor.
○ Columns: one per selected Interface or Local Indicator. If the processor does not
have the selected quantity, the cell is left empty.
Graphs. Graphs are sets of nodes connected by relations, called edges or arcs. In
nis-backend, networkx package has been used to elaborate the proposed outputs in this
form. Because of this, it has been possible to provide as outputs GraphML and GML,
plus the specific support to VisJS (a JSON directly injectable as data for the online
display of a graph using VisJS library). Two outputs can be obtained: in one, nodes are
processors, connected by “part-of” and “scale” arcs; the other considers interfaces as the
nodes, so it is a lower level, and edges are exchanges and scales.
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Figure 51. A
 processor network rendered via VisJS.

●

Geographic layer. A geographical layer is a data structure in which planar geometrical
shapes like lines, or sets of lines are defined using standard geographical projections.
There are two types: raster and vector. Processors can be attached to an external
geographical layer plus a code in it that may address a set of graphical primitives.
“nis-backend” allows synthesizing a new geographical layer from this information, using
a vectorial format called GeoJSON. For each entity, some attributes are added, like the
processor and its interfaces. In the picture, the borders of countries stated in the “NIsys
files” (nis-frontend) called “Geolayer” (using NUTS codes):

Figure 52. A
 geographical layer rendered via GeoJSON.
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●

(transformed) Model. The model in memory: processors, interfaces, quantities,
relations, interface types, references, etc. represented (transformed) in one of three
ways:
○ JSON. Enumerates each of the entities in the model in different sections.

○

●

NIsys format. The model is returned to the NIsys format. This can be used to
check what has been specified (because of ImportCommands, dataset
expansions or unintended typos).
○ XML. Enumerates processors as XML entities, nesting them if they are part of
another. Additionally interfaces and their attributes can be obtained.
IMPORTANT: this file can be used to prepare XPath expressions for global
ScalarIndicators and MatrixIndicators, to select a subset of the Processors (for
instance, export to a XPath testing site, there exist free online tools with this
purpose).
Ontology. An OWL representation of the model, based on the ontology in the file
musiasem.owl. Ontologies in general can be used for querying, reasoning,
transformation, etc. The result can be visualized using VisualVOWL. Although it is an
interesting path, due to the complexity of the work and limitation of resources, no further
work was done in this sense. It can be observed that this could be considered another
transformation of the model, but due to the leap (information to knowledge) in the
approach it has been listed separately.
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Figure 53. R
 epresentation of the model ontology rendered via WebVOWL.

●

●

Scripts. Simple example source code in Python and R, plain or as Jupyter notebook,
showing how to use “nis-client” to call “nis-backend”. It can be observed that in this case
the output data is code (the duality source code <-> data could be somehow compared
to how in relational biology the output of a process-agent can be another process-agent,
or a part of it).
Commands reference. Not exactly an output, it is a text description of all the commands
which can be obtained as output, really not depending on the input. The supported
format is HTML. The texts are the same as those shown in the interactive help of
“nis-frontend”.

Specific Outputs
Once the currently possible forms have been reviewed, the specific outputs which can be
obtained from the execution of a specific model:
●

●

“Params”, a dataset compiling all Parameters and their values per scenario
(ProblemStatement), elaborated by the function “obtain_parameters_dataset”
(“workspace.py”). The dimensions are:
○ Scenario. Scenario according to ProblemStatement command.
○ Parameter. The name of the parameter.
○ Value. Literal value (number or string) for the parameter.
A dataset per “DatasetQry” command. The dimensions and measures are defined in the
command itself. It is elaborated by the “execute” method of DatasetQryCommand class.
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●

●

●

Each dataset defined in “DatasetDef” commands. The dimensions and measures are
defined in the command itself. The method “execute” in DatasetDefCommand class
builds them.
A dataset called “flow_graph_solution”, with the values of interfaces obtained by the
algorithm exploiting the information, if there is some quantity to process (not only
Processors, but also values in Interfaces command). It is the most comprehensive
dataset provided by the system, and many posterior processes -quantitative or not- or
visualizations are enabled by its existence. In fact, indicator datasets are -internallyobtained from it. The function “export_solver_data” in flow_graph_solver.py is
responsible for building it. The dimensions of the dataset are:
○ Scenario. Scenario according to ProblemStatement command.
○ Period. Time period with regard to the Time field in Interfaces command.
○ Scope. Local, External or Total, to study the openness of each system.
○ Processor. The specific processor, full hierarchical name.
○ Interface. Which interface in the processor.
○ Conflict_IType. No, Dismissed, Taken. To know how, if there was a conflict, the
value was calculated or not from a particular InterfaceType hierarchy. If “No”,
there was no conflict. “Dismissed” means there was a conflict and the value in
the row was dismissed, while “Taken” means the value was considered. The
column “Computed” permits knowing if the value was directly specified
“Computed=No” or calculated “Computed=Yes” from the hierarchy.
○ Conflict_PartOf. It works like “Conflict_IType” but for hierarchical (“part-of”)
aggregation.
Measures are:
○ System. Attribute of the Processor.
○ Subsystem. Attribute of the Processor.
○ Level. Attribute of the Processor.
○ Orientation. Attribute of the Interface.
○ RoegenType. Attribute of the Interface.
○ Sphere. Attribute of the Interface.
○ Expression. Symbolic value of the Interface.
○ Value. Numeric value of the Interface.
○ Unit. Unit in which the value (numeric and symbolic) is expressed.
○ Observer. Attribute of the quantity if it was directly specified (Computed=No).
A dataset called “flow_graph_solution_edges”, that contains information in the edges
of the graph, and intended as a source to elaborate Sankey style diagrams (planar,
circular, etc.). The dimensions are:
○ Scenario. Scenario according to ProblemStatement command.
○ Period. Time period with regard to the Time field in Interfaces command.
○ OriginProcessor. The specific processor, full hierarchical name.
○ OriginInterface. Which interface in the processor.
○ DestinationProcessor.
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○
○

●

●

●

DestinationInterface.
RelationType. Exchange, part-of, scale.

Measures are:
○ Value. Numeric value of the arc.
○ Expression. Symbolic expression of the arc.
○ Unit. Unit in which the value (numeric and symbolic) is expressed.
A dataset called “flow_graph_solution_indicators”, containing the local indicators for
every processor matching all variables in each ScalarIndicator of type Local=Yes. The
dataset is built by function “calculate_local_scalar_indicators”. The dimensions in it are:
○ Scenario. Scenario according to ProblemStatement command.
○ Period. Time period with regard to the Time field in Interfaces command.
○ Scope. Local, External or Total, to study the openness of each system.
○ Processor. The specific processor, full hierarchical name.
○ Indicator. The name of the indicator for the processor.
Measures are:
○ Value. Numeric value of the Indicator.
○ Unit. Unit in which the value is expressed.
A dataset called “flow_graph_solution_global_indicators”, containing global indicators
for
the
whole
model.
The
dataset
is
built
by
the
function
“calculate_global_scalar_indicators”. The dimensions in it are:
○ Scenario. Scenario according to ProblemStatement command.
○ Period. Time period with regard to the Time field in Interfaces command.
○ Indicator. The name of the global indicator.
Measures are:
○ Value. Numeric value of the Indicator.
○ Unit. Unit in which the value is expressed.
A dataset called “flow_graph_solution_benchmarks”, applying benchmarks as they
were declared by commands ScalarBenchmarks and ScalarIndicators (of type
Local=Yes). The function “calculate_local_benchmarks” builds the dataset. The
dimensions are:
○ Scenario. Scenario according to ProblemStatement command.
○ Period. Time period with regard to the Time field in Interfaces command.
○ Scope. Local, External or Total, to study the openness of each system.
○ Processor. The specific processor, full hierarchical name.
○ Indicator. The name of the indicator for the processor.
Measures are:
○ Value. Numeric value of the Indicator.
○ Benchmark. N
 ame of the benchmark as it was declared in ScalarBenchmarks.
○ Category. Category of the benchmark in which “Value” falls.
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●

●

A dataset called “flow_graph_solution_global_benchmarks”, applying benchmarks as
they were declared by commands ScalarBenchmarks and ScalarIndicators (of type
Local=No). The function “calculate_global_benchmarks” builds the dataset. The
dimensions are:
○ Scenario. Scenario according to ProblemStatement command.
○ Period. Time period with regard to the Time field in Interfaces command.
○ Indicator. The name of the global indicator.
Measures are:
○ Value. Numeric value of the Indicator.
○ Benchmark. N
 ame of the benchmark as it was declared in ScalarBenchmarks.
○ Category. Category of the benchmark in which “Value” falls.
A dataset per line in the command MatrixIndicator. These datasets are elaborated by the
function “prepare_matrix_indicators”. The dimensions are always:
○ Scenario. Scenario according to ProblemStatement command.
○ Period. Time period with regard to the Time field in Interfaces command.
○ Scope. Local, External or Total, to study the openness of each system.
○ Processor. The specific processor, full hierarchical name.
Measures depend on what was specified in the fields “Interfaces” and “Indicators” of the
command MatrixIndicators.

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

A graph called “interfaces_graph”, in which the structure (only direct quantities are
showed) of Interfaces with their exchange and scale relations is shown (Interfaces are
nodes, relations are edges). If no Interface is defined, the result is empty. The function
elaborating this output is “construct_flow_graph_2”.
A graph called “processors_graph”, in which the structure of processors and their
part-of and scale relations is shown. Accounted and not-accounted processors are
exported. The function to elaborate the output is “construct_processors_graph_2”.
The geolayer, called “processors_geolayer”, whose content was described before.
Function: “generate_geojson”
The “Model” transformations, whose content was described before. Functions:
○ JSON: export_model_to_json
○ NIsys format: nis_format_spreadsheet
○ XML: export_model_to_xml
The
“Ontology”,
whose
content
was
described
before.
Function:
“generate_rdf_from_object_model”
“Python
script”,
whose
content
was
described
before.
Function:
“generate_jupyter_notebook_python”
“R
script”,
whose
content
was
described
before.
Function:
“generate_jupyter_notebook_r”
“Commands reference”. Function: obtain_commands_help
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Exploiting available outputs
The list of outputs is quite extensive and has potential to be further extended, either by
exploiting -externally to NIs- the provided outputs, or by adding new functions to “nis-backend”.
Anyway, the current set of outputs has its source in the many ideas that have been debated
along the timespan of MAGIC project. From the application of operations research solvers to all
kinds of visualization possibilities, step by step the outputs, their types and the information in
them, has been grown. In the following list, some of these ideas to exploit outputs are
enumerated:
●

●

●

Literal model vs model from import and expansion vs model generation.
○ A literal model is considered to be self contained and every amount is in the
corresponding command, not coming from a dataset expansion.
○ Model from import and expansion. NIsys format output allows debugging
specifications using ImportCommands and dataset expansions.
○ “Nis-client” permits generating parts of the model dynamically, to construct the
XLSX file from a script. It also allows cascading different submission processes.
For instance, calling an external simulation system to obtain coefficients for a
processor before building the model. Or aggregating thousands of processors
into one representing all of them. Outputs from a stage of the model can be used
to build the NIsys file for the next stage.
Diagnosis vs prognosis.
○ In diagnostic mode, the internal solver uses information from past years or
months and expands it using model relations, providing quantities separately for
the multiple times and scenarios. Output datasets then enable exploring this
input.
○ Prognosis. If the information provided comes from a forecast the same as before
can be applied, considering that additional uncertainty will be present in the
quantities.
Static and dynamic visualizations.
○ Exploratory tools can exploit datasets (multidimensional arrays, pivot tables),
graphs (literal and ontology) and the geolayer.
○ Charts of many kinds can be prepared to compare quantities between scenarios,
time periods, systems and/or sectors, etc.
○ Graphs showing relations in the structure and quantities.
○ Sankey diagrams showing compositions, with splits and joins, caused by
exchanges and hierarchies.
○ GIS layers showing where processors at different systems and levels are located.
○ Dashboards combining several of the previous views.
○ Storyboards combining dashboards to tell a possibly interactive story.
○ Interaction with scenarios and parameters. Visualizations could incorporate a
way to change parameters to check how they affect indicators.
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●

●

●

●

●

Simulation of parts
○ From a submission, a part of the model could be used to elaborate another for a
dynamic simulation and once the results are available, return the results to a new
“NIsys file, submission and analysis” cycle.
Structures
○ Fault tree analysis. Analyzing relations between processors, if the proposed
system is found to be complex to some degree, the likelihood of it failing is
obviously higher than that of a system with shorter dependency chains.
○ Qualitative sensitivity analysis. If something depends on a chain of other
variables, analyze a priori risk of deviation, regardless of the specific quantities.
Symbolic expressions
○ For the symbolic expressions, containing the directly related variables defining
the value of a specific Interface, two transformations may apply:
■ Elaborate systems of equations
■ Elaborate jacobian
Each of these structures may change from one scenario to the other, and
similarly for time. The structures are considered to be of application in sensitivity
analysis and may be also plausible an application to optimization of scale
parameters. “Ranges” can be incorporated to “Interfaces” so the input to
optimization solvers could be enriched with these ranges.
Models could be built completely automatically from a set of technologies and resources,
given desired levels of end-use of one or more materials. Techniques for global
optimization may be of application in this context.
It has been considered, but still not connected, the application of other techniques like
game theory (trade off between many processors which should coexist), constraint
programming, continuous classical and non-linear optimization solving systems, acting
on technology mixes (production), on end-use management (consumption), also
assuming models match certain patterns, for instance, the class of producers connect all
outputs to the class of consumers, or the same with a middle “products” level or having a
lattice
of
interconnected
systems,
each
with
the
same
high
level
“consumption-product-production-environment” structure, etc. (that would require
analyzing structure grammars or special tags to processors to ease the analysis of
structures). With this approach, even more complicated models could be posed (for
instance impredicative loops) to study aspects not always related to calculating amounts,
but stability, the order of growth or degrowth, etc.

Contributing and packaging
Most of the software* in NIsys is open source and published on Github, which is the current
de-facto place for publishing (and finding) open source code.
No contribution mechanisms have been established because until the moment of writing these
lines no people have been found with interest in continuing work in the development of the
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software. In any case, being Github projects, issues resolution and/or pull requests would be the
expected ways to take advantage of contributions.
Following is a table with parameters for contributing on the different components:
Table 13. Instructions about packaging.

Component

Languages

Prerequisites for
packaging

Packaging

nis-backend

Python 3

Python 3.7, virtualenv,
Docker

Pip package, using setuptools (see
“setup.py”; needs more elaboration,
.pyx files are not multiplatform),
Docker image (local, see Dockerfile),
Docker image push (Docker hub,
see Dockerfile)
Windows executable (module
“installer_cmd_maker.py”)

nis-frontend

TypeScript,
Javascript,
HTML,
CSS3

Node > 12
npm > 6
Angular CLI 8

See example script below, result is
copied inside “nis-backend” to part
of it

nis-client

Python 3,
Javascript

Python 3.7, virtualenv

Setuptools

nis-eda

R, Python

R system, RStudio

Just copy into Shiny server

Example script to compile and copy “nis-frontend” into “nis-backend”
# Variables
export NIS_FRONTEND_DIR=~/Dropbox/nis-frontend
export NIS_BACKEND_DIR=~/Dropbox/nis-backend
# Prepare
cd $NIS_FRONTEND_DIR
npm install
rm dist -fr
# Build compiled "nis-frontend"
node --max_old_space_size=8192 node_modules/@angular/cli/bin/ng build --prod --aot --base-href
/nis_client/
# Copy output into "nis-backend"
rm $NIS_BACKEND_DIR/nexinfosys/frontend/* -fr
cp -r $NIS_FRONTEND_DIR/dist/* $NIS_BACKEND_DIR/nexinfosys/frontend

(*) “nis-frontend” cannot be published online (unfortunately, due to the use of licensed
components) but can be provided for free to development groups interested in continuing
development.
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Installation and configuration
This section describes the different ways in which components can be installed and configured
as they are (no changes to the source code). “nis-backend” is the component offering more
options, first because it is Python (which allows different ways of installation) and second
because it is a server-side component (and this opens to other kind of possibilities). The other
components are quite easy to install. From “nis-frontend”, which is embedded (batteries
included) in “nis-backend”, to “nis-client” and “nis-eda”, which are quite simple to set up. Plus,
once installed, “nis-backend” can be configured.

nis-backend installation
●

●

●

From the source code at https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-backend. Clone the
repository then run the module “service_main.py”. Useful for a personal deployment, not
for workgroups or production.
From the source code, create a custom Docker image. Read “Dockerfile” in the root
directory (docker “build, create, run” sequence), then create a container and start it, also
following the instructions.
Use
an
already
packaged
Docker
image
at
Docker
Hub,
https://hub.docker.com/r/magicnexush2020/magic-nis-backend.

Two other possibilities were considered for packaging, because of their interest for possible
users, but it was not possible to achieve a good result. They would have a positive impact on
deployments:
●
●

A Windows executable. There is a module, “installer_cmd_maker.py” materializing
efforts in this sense.
Although it is a Python package, currently it has not been possible to elaborate a
package so it could be downloaded using “pip”, because some Cython packages are
used.

nis-backend configuration
nis-backend reads a configuration file at startup to define parameters of different resources. The
following details can/should be specified:
●

●
●
●

The two databases (one for metadata, the other for data) which are managed internally.
The connection strings to those databases. Defaults to SQLite (good for local
deployment). PostgreSQL supported.
Directory where precomputed case studies are stored, for read only exploration of them.
Directories where FAO and FADN datasets are placed.
Directories where SDMX (Eurostat and OECD) datasets are cached.
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●
●
●
●

How session state is kept. Either a local filesystem path or a REDIS server can be used
(and the REDIS server can be dedicated or embedded -easier configuration-).
Nextcloud server and nis-backend user (a user with permission to read and write).
Google Drive credentials and token
Location of example NIsys files

The configuration is defined in a plain text file, with the following form:
<variable_name_1>=<value_1>
…
<variable_name_n>=<value_n>

The
location
of
this
file
is
read
from
the
environment
variable
MAGIC_NIS_SERVICE_CONFIG_FILE. If the variable is not defined or the file is not found, a
default configuration file is created and placed in a system dependent default location (different
for Linux, Windows and Mac), currently it should be something like this:
DB_CONNECTION_STRING="sqlite:///{data_path}/nis_metadata.db"
DATA_CONNECTION_STRING="sqlite:///{data_path}/nis_cached_datasets.db"
CASE_STUDIES_DIR="{data_path}/data/cs/"
FAO_DATASETS_DIR="{data_path}/data/faostat/"
FADN_FILES_LOCATION="{data_path}/data/fadn"
CACHE_FILE_LOCATION="{tmp_path}/sdmx_datasets_cache"
REDIS_HOST_FILESYSTEM_DIR="{tmp_path}/sessions"
NIS_FILES_LIST=""
REDIS_HOST="filesystem:local_session"
TESTING="True"
SELF_SCHEMA=""
FS_TYPE="WebDAV"
FS_SERVER=""
FS_USER=""
FS_PASSWORD=""
# Google Drive API
GAPI_CREDENTIALS_FILE="{data_path}/credentials.json"
GAPI_TOKEN_FILE="{data_path}/token.pickle"

Where {data_path} and {tmp_path} are the OS dependent locations for “current user data”
and “temporary user data”, respectively.
To obtain the Google Drive “credentials” file, it is recommended to read something about
Google
API’s
documentation
(for
instance
https://developers.google.com/drive/api/v3/enable-drive-api),
and
some
development
experience is advised to understand the terms in those pages. In a nutshell, these should be the
steps (it may change depending on default language and existing account, etc.):
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●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Go to http://console.developers.google.com/apis/library .
Create a project.
Go to "Find APIs and services" box and type “Google Drive API”
Click the "Create credentials" button. A series of questions appears under “Add
credentials to project”:
○ “What API are you using?” → Google Drive API
○ “From where will you call the API?” → Another UI
○ “What data type will you access?” → User data
Download “credentials.json”.
Put the file where the configuration file says.
To authorize “nis-backend” in the name of the current user, open “nis-frontend” in a
browser, in the same computer where “nis-backend” is running. In “nis-frontend”, write
the URL of a spreadsheet stored in Google Drive and click the submit button. The OAuth
protocol will open Google authentication dialogs. Once the process is completed, there
will be a token file, and “nis-backend” will use this authorization (“read the spreadsheet in
the name of <user>”) to download a spreadsheet for interpretation and solving.

The complete list of configurable parameters is in the following table:
Table 14. Listing of configurable parameters.

Variable name

Value

Example

DB_CONNECTION_STRING

Metadata
database,
SQLAlchemy
compliant connection string

"sqlite:///nis_metadata.db"

DATA_CONNECTION_STRIN
G

Dataset cache database, SQLAlchemy
compliant connection string

"sqlite:///nis_cached_data.db"

CASE_STUDIES_DIR

Directory where case studies would be
stored

"/srv/nis_data/cs/"

FAO_DATASETS_DIR

Directory where FAO datasets are
downloaded and cached

"/srv/faostat/"

FADN_FILES_LOCATION

Directory where FADN datasets are
downloaded and cached

"/srv/fadn"

CACHE_FILE_LOCATION

Directory where SDMX datasets are
downloaded and cached

"/srv/sdmx_datasets_cache"
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REDIS_HOST_FILESYSTEM_
DIR

If
REDIS_HOST='filesystem:local_session
', directory where sessions are stored

"/srv/sessions"

NIS_FILES_LIST

A comma-separated list of URLs to CSV
files where NIsys case studies or parts
of them are enumerated. Each CSV file
starts with a header, with four columns:
name, url, description and example
(True if it is an example)

""

REDIS_HOST

"localhost" expects a REDIS server
available at localhost:6379; "redis-local"
creates a local REDIS instance;
"filesystem:local_session"
uses
filesystem to store sessions (a good
option for execution in PC/laptop)

""

TESTING

"True"

"True"

SELF_SCHEMA

Name of the host where Backend
RESTful service responds, preceded by
the protocol (http or https)

"https://one.nis.magic-nexus.
eu/"

FS_TYPE

"Webdav"

"Webdav"

FS_SERVER

Host name of the WebDAV server

"nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.
eu"

FS_USER

User name used. Files and folders must
be readable and writable by this user

""

FS_PASSWORD

Password for the previous user

""

GAPI_CREDENTIALS_FILE

Path to a file obtained from Google API
management web, to directly access a
NIsys workbook file in Google Sheets

"/srv/credentials.json"

GAPI_TOKEN_FILE

Path to a file
authorization token

"/srv/token.pickle"

used

to

stored
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nis-frontend
Embedded in “nis-backend” is, nothing to be done has.

nis-client
pip install nexinfosys-client

nis-eda
Clone the repository and copy the directory on a Shiny server.
The included Dockerfile provides a way to run a local Shiny server instance in which “nis-eda”
and other dashboards may run.

Related tools and custom Docker images
It has been mentioned that “nis-backend” can be integrated with tools used in other approaches
and methodologies, in complex processing and visualization workflows, using it as a function.
The main process of “nis-backend” can also require access to supported external repositories,
so integration is in both directions (but not symmetrically, because external-to-NIsys direction
considers NIsys as a function, while NIs-to-external considers external components as data
repositories).
As it can be observed in the following figure, nis-backend is accessed by the other NIsys
components: either analysts, through nis-eda and nis-frontend (i.e., person to computer) or
automatic processes implemented in a workflow or script language, inside or outside a
specialized application and calling one or more nis-client methods (i.e., computer to computer).
The possibility of incorporating nis-backend as part of complicated workflows opens to
applications in a wide variety of areas of processing and visualization (the border between both
is sometimes blurry), as example those enumerated in the upper left and right boxes of the
figure.
To test the concept, the development of NIsys toolset has evolved considering best-of-breed
tools for data processing. Jupyterlab, Shiny and RStudio-Shiny have been experimented as
good representatives, using Docker technology. “Dockerfiles” have been developed to aid in
deploying test environments to play with them.
Description and location of these Dockerfiles follows:
●

Jupyterlab. (development of Python and R notebooks, with separate workspaces for the
different users). An image loaded (to ease experimenting ~10GB) with Python and R
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●

●

kernels and many graphical components. It includes “nis-client” so notebooks using
“nis-backend” may be prepared. It integrates “hub”, an extension allowing multiple users
simultaneously (NOTE: “hub” is currently part of Jupyterlab, but the image was prepared
maybe two years before that feature was made available; NOTE: in general, because
Jupyter image was prepared at the beginning of the project, it can probably be
outdated).
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-python-client/tree/develop/jupyter_docker
RStudio-Shiny. (development and testing of Shiny dashboards). Prepared for local
development of dashboards or processing scripts, using R, and based on the official
image, it includes a Python interpreter (Anaconda) and “nis-client” package.
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-eda/tree/master/rstudio_docker
Shiny. (deployment of Shiny dashboards). A smaller image, to be used once
dashboards have been prepared (with the previous image), it also includes Python and
“nis-client”. https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/nis-eda

Figure 54. Tools internal and external to NIsys and their area of application.

Conclusions
●

●

Possibly the biggest contribution has been in formalizing MuSIASEM in a DSL, and
automating this formalization, i.e., lexical, syntactic and semantic consistency is
validated. This enactment opens to add other language elements -relations,
quantifications, etc.- and computation/inference methods from the represented models.
NIsys attempt to open a way to formalize the QST style of MuSIASEM, may have been
also a way to acknowledge that in MuSIASEM more than quantities are considered, the
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●
●
●
●

●

●

●

concept of something that could be called FBST (Fact Based StoryTelling) or similar,
where “Fact” would include not only quantities but formally representable logic or
algebraic structures (abstract data structures in general) including attributes describing
different aspects of uncertainty. In the end, NIsys DSL is in this path, allowing to state
qualified-quantities, and structures supporting these quantities.
NIsys toolset is envisioned as a way to ease the learning curve of MuSIASEM.
Also to enable maintainable (by a group of people), replicable and repeatable case
studies.
It is expected that MuSIASEM analysis has the possibility to benefit from the capabilities
of NIsys to elaborate more complicated analysis types.
NIsys has the potential of a long way to go. The more the vision has been
defined/clarified, the more possibilities for features have been found to add, mostly
related to integrating with existing analytical and visualization methods.
There is room for solvers capable of considering loops, non-linearities, optimizations,
and maybe even automatic reasoners (considering the system as a knowledge base).
Being a general purpose modeling language (in the sense that it is open to define any
system with the provided building blocks), NIsys format would allow different ways of
modeling (different system structures/architectures) that would be solvable for certain
solvers but not for others, similarly to solvers in operations research capable of attacking
linear, quasi-linear, sparse or dense, etc.
Similar to the deterministic/uncertain duality (where both can be calculated yielding
either crisp numbers or statistical parameters), when impredicativity is considered (and
wisely circumvented) in the project, the issue of non-computability refers to a quantitative
response in finite time. But if the definition is nuanced, other formal objects could be
entailed/inferred, mostly separating total and partial computability (for instance,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computability_theory), where the result could be, instead of
a number, for instance a parametric function or a dynamic one, or both. In this sense,
solving could consist in estimating if there is an ever growing series, or if there are
cycles, etc. It would be as if “chicken-egg” is the -trivial- response to itself, not one of
them can be chosen, they cannot be separated, it is a chain, but things like period (time
needed to complete a cycle), limitations (how many eggs and chickens could exist
simultaneously). Lambda calculus, proof theory could be places to look for hints.
MuSIASEM / NIsys enhances cognoscibility. The aperture problem (mind limitations),
limitations in perception and knowledge (observability limitations), plus different framings
for the same reality (semantic limitations) happen. On a common ground (processors
plus relations) each can contribute what knows about (including known uncertainties).
Afterwards, when all sources have contributed their data, the system validates and
resolves the available data, resulting in outputs which can be projected to what is of
interest to each expertise (vertical -domain: water, energy, sociology, ...- and horizontal
-statistics, logics, operations research, systems theory- area).
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Appendix: Backlog
This section is an enumeration of ideas that did not make it to the implementation because of
the limitations that every software development has and the resources available during the
course of the project. As with every backlog, they are an opportunity for continuation of
development, in this case of NIs, to increase the utility in accompanying the development of new
MuSIASEM case studies.
The section is a list of features to add, which may involve more or less effort to carry them out.
Each feature is commented explaining what is wanted, and may be accompanied with technical
hints to the solution (the what and the how). To ease reading, issues have been classified by
functionality area. Also the user type wanting the feature is mentioned.

Language / parsing
Features related to the language: commands, fields and how they are parsed and considered
(semantics) to build the in-memory model.
Table 15. Further features related to the language

Role

Description

Analyst

Sources like Eurostat have a repository not only for datasets but for the Codes,
Hierarchies, controlled vocabularies used in the concepts of its datasets (RAMON in the
case of Eurotstat). It would be ideal to incorporate a command similar to DatasetQry (or a
variant) to have this metadatasets in memory so they could be used in CodeHierarchies
command (maybe BareProcessors could be somehow also a candidate, because of the
pattern “Flow provided by notional Function”, where part of the flows could be wrapped
into auxiliary Processors).

Analyst

In “CodeHierarchiesMapping”, warn if an origin code is mapped for a total weight of more
than one to destination codes, so can help to prevent a wrong mapping of code
categories.

Analyst

Add the possibility to change scales with time to ProcessorScalings command. Hint:
process in a way similar to observations in general. It is not only a change in the parsing
process but also involving changes in the Solving process.

Analyst

Study how it would be possible to incorporate calls to external software (like a callback)
that would examine a model during construction, to add more interfaces. It would be
analogous to importing external datasets but with dynamic data, and the agent would be
able to examine all the processors, not just one.

Analyst

Specify probability in different ways: an interval, a parametric probability distribution.
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Analyst

In Metadata command, allow adding custom fields. A possibility would be freely adding a
field name in the first column and the list of values in the following columns. Another,
more complicated, could be supporting a set of ontologies from which these fields could
be selected, but that would imply caching these ontologies and checking valid URIRefs
and Literals.

Analyst

Explicitly add “comment” columns: a special prefix (like #) in the column title would tell the
parser to explicitly not warn about this column not being known.

Analyst

In BareProcessors, to be warned when a not-accounted processor has an accounted
Parent, or vice versa, to have a consistent model.

Analyst

When expanding datasets have the possibility of selecting part of this dataset. Currently,
multiple DatasetQry commands would be needed for this.

Analyst

Have support for Datetime columns when defining a custom dataset (DatasetDef)

Import
Bringing external datasets into NIs.
Table 16. F
 urther features related to the input

Role

Description

Analyst

Import WIOD dataset (http://www.wiod.org/home) a free dataset. According to the web
site: “World Input-Output Tables and underlying data, covering 43 countries, and a model
for the rest of the world for the period 2000-2014. Data for 56 sectors are classified
according to the International Standard Industrial Classification revision 4 (ISIC Rev. 4);
tables adhere to the 2008 version of SNA.

Analyst

Obtain a chart, network-graph showing processors, linked by: part-of relations, scale
relations, and a single relation if there is one or more relations linking them (labeled with
the one relation – if one exists – or with the number of relations if more than one exists).
Separate in different areas: imports, exports; external structurals, internal structurals,
notionals and functionals. No environment impact for now. Show upscale parameters
also.

Analyst

Import LCA data (Ecosplod or other database). Hint: Brightway2 (https://brightway.dev/)
supports LCA and specifically reading files.

Analyst

Handle missing data using one in three methods, for interpolation in temporal series:
interpolate, mean, 0. Implement in a transparent way.

Analyst

In DatasetQry, add a column “ResultDimensionsNames” to have the possibility of
specifying an alternative column name for dimensions.
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Export
Elaboration of views of the results of the parsing and solving, into files with standard formats for
processing by external tools.
Table 17. Further features related to the export.

Role

Description

Analyst

Obtain a dataset usable to prepare Sankey graphs. It would have columns to specify the
origin and destination of a relation, and the value for the relation, varying in time and
scenario, and also signaling transitions between systems (to pinpoint the
internal/external)

Analyst

Obtain a set of PNGs showing the external-internal structure of processors and
schematics of interfaces, in a fashion similar to the one defined by MuSIASEM

Analyst

Obtain a chart, network-graph showing processors, linked by: part-of relations, scale
relations, and a single relation if there is one or more relations linking them (labeled with
the one relation -if one exists- or with the number of relations if more than one exists).
Separate in different areas: imports, exports; external structurals, internal structurals,
notionals and functionals. No environment impact for now. Show upscale parameters
also.

Analyst

Incorporate datasets (DatasetQry, DatasetDef, DatasetData) to export in NIsys format

Analyst

Incorporate Indicator commands (Benchmarks, Scalar, Matrix) to export in NIsys format

Analyst

Incorporate metadata commands (Pedigree matrices, references – viz. bibliographic,
provenance, geographic) to export in NIsys format

Analyst

Export dataset as Excel file adding a PivotTable. How (maybe): use VBA macro to create
it if it does not already exist (use macro recording to capture how to create a PivotTable
and customise the generated code to generate a dynamic macro; OpenPyXL seems to
support .xlsm macro files -be careful with OpenPyXL version, updating may break some
existing functionality)

Analyst

Improve generation of Jupyter notebooks, ideally to generate an automatic change
parameters-submit-explore dashboard (minimal) as a base that could be modified by
analysts with programming skills. Hints: ipylab https://github.com/jtpio/ipylab,
MavenWorks https://github.com/Mavenomics/MavenWorks

Analyst

Improve generation of datasets in XLSX format, current implementation takes some time.

Analyst

Export mappings between hierarchies (Codes or InterfaceTypes) showing both
connections (PartOf and Scale), in two separate graphs (one for Codes another for
InterfaceTypes).

Analyst

Export Jupyter script assuming the presence of Dash dashboards package
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Analyst

Export bibliographic references as a BibTeX file

Analyst

Although “nis-eda” exists, maybe have the option of exporting a minimal Shiny
application, showing how to use “nis-client” to submit a workbook to the “nis-backend”

Asynchronous execution
Support for submission of case studies for parsing and execution in the background, thinking in
case studies that may surpass available memory or take a long time to solve. The concept of
“job” would be incorporated, so a submission would be a job, and it could be listed, cancelled,
its status checked and finally, if successfully finished, results explored as if they had just been
submitted.
Table 18. Further features related to the input
Role

Description

Analyst

Store submissions in the backend so the execution results, including Issues can be
analyzed when the analyst is ready to examine results.

Analyst

RESTful methods to execute submissions asynchronously. Hint: maybe pass as
parameters the serialized workbook and a place where to store results for analysis. A
JobID would be linked to the current user (this implies Identity management, which
implies Authentication).

Analyst

When a submission is performed store it as a Job in a queue. The initial state would be
“ScheduleExecution”. A job in the queue with this state would be sent to a job manager
(Celery is a candidate). Other states could be: “Executing”, “Finished”, “Cancelled”,
“Removed”.

Analyst

RESTful function to obtain a list of submissions, filtered per user. Also the list could be
additionally filtered per status and per date range. Candidate information to return per
job: JobID, description of case study (if available), status of the job, user submitting the
job, time of submission, time when execution began, place where the results are stored.

Analyst

RESTful function to recover the information of a “Finished” submission, including issues.

Analyst

“Nis-frontend” should have a new tab to show the list of asynchronous submissions, so
they could be managed. If it is wanted to examine a Finished one, load the spreadsheet
(as if it were in a URL) and the issues, and load the state in memory so datasets can be
exported.

Analyst

RESTful function to cancel an ongoing submission, given a JobID

Analyst

RESTful function to remove a submission already finished, given a JobID

Analyst

RESTful functions to set and get the permissions to access a submission

Analyst

Notify by e-mail when a submission starts execution (if it takes more than one minute to
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start) or is finished.

Backend
Features exclusive to “nis-backend”
Table 19. Further development of nis-backend

Role

Description

Developer

Refactor Issue, use a single Issue implementation (currently three are used, the
concept has evolved semantically and with the skills in Python).

Frontend
Features exclusive to “nis-frontend”
Table 20. Further development of nis-frontend

Role

Description

Developer

Replace Kendo with -maybe- IgniteUI components. Both are commercial, but
Kendo does not allow publishing open source using their components (even
when they can be downloaded freely). Ignite UI, after being asked, claims they
would allow publishing in Github with a note stating that further development
would imply subscribing with at least a license.

Analyst

Login using Firebase. It is already prototyped, but the implementation cannot be
considered completed. It needs a better user interface, and the corresponding
management of JWT tokens in the backend.

Analyst

Although currently the frontend shows a complete help and check the syntax, it
would be good having dropdowns in fields with a closed list of values.

Analyst

Have a live registry of names in the spreadsheet so names could be suggested
to complete fields in commands.

Analyst

Automatically prepare a dashboard after the submission of a case study

Analyst

Have a button to just load the external file, the one in the URL, similar to what the
submission button does, but without execution (also, in read-only mode). Ideally,
automatically do it when a change in the file is detected.
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Miscellaneous
Features not fitting in the other categories are summarized in the following table.
Table 21. Further development of miscellaneous NIsys features.

Role

Description

Analyst

Obtain new Processors from existing ones, analyzing the nearest siblings and
parents. It is an interesting proposal but needs more elaboration.

Developer

Rename “Factor” to “Interface” and “FactorType” to “InterfaceType”. Those are
the adopted names externally, it would be good to use the same terminology
internally.

Developer

Limit, or control the size of state when it is serialized. A very big state could be
problematic to manage.

Analyst

Check the feasibility of having a set of scripts for Google Sheets to add a
“Submit” button and a grid pane to see the issues (or at least see them in a
popup)

Analyst

Check the feasibility of developing an addin to Excel, adding characteristics of
the frontend: submission, checking issues, maybe insert commands, check
syntax, etc. Hint: there is a library called PyXLL which allows executing Python
packages from Excel. Then do actions in the backend with either “nis-client” or
direct access to RESTful API.

Analyst

Check the feasibility of developing an extension to LIbreOffice Calc, adding
characteristics of the frontend: submission, checking issues, maybe insert
commands, check syntax, etc. Hint: there is APSO extension. Then do actions in
the backend with either “nis-client” or direct access to RESTful API.

Developer

Prepare a Jupyterlab environment with Dash package incorporated

Analyst

Define a list of global scalar indicators: Virtual Supply System, Economic Energy
Intensity, Bioeconomic Pressure, etc. Put them in a file which could be imported
(ImportCommands)
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Loosely defined features
The last section enumerates ideas which were noted in a textual way, with less formality than
the previous sections of the Backlog.
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Language. Cloning. When a processor is cloned, only properties of the parent processor
can be defined. Properties of child processors are not accessible, so if the geographic
code or other attribute of a part processor may need to be defined, there is no such
possibility.
Time changing scales.
Time changing scale changes.
Language. It would be good to consider uncertainty. Although the S in NUSAP can be
written (field “Uncertainty”) it is not considered by the internal solver.
Model to model translations. Matching of structures (processors, interfaces, relations)
expected by target models.
Exploitation of knowledge. Use of logic reasoners to infer new information.
Establishment of a library of hierarchies, knowledgebase, database.
Dashboards management in nis-frontend. Save, Load, select dashboard.
Extend graphical editor for all entity types in nis-frontend.
Further use of OOO pattern: for relationships.
Chunked processing of the file, for very big analysis.
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1 Introduction
The present annex of the Data Management Plan of the MAGIC project (henceforth DMP) contains the
specification of the basic file format which NIS software can process to build and analyze MAGIC case
studies that are formalized according to the approach of quantitative story-telling to resource nexus [1].
The Nexus Information System, NIS, is a software system (a collection of integrated software modules,
[2]) developed in MAGIC, aiming to support aspects of MuSIASEM approach (iterative, and
collaborative) and MuSIASEM accounting method, plus requirements for open data stemming from the
Open Research Data Pilot in H2020. As such, processes taking place in the context of NIS, as well as
procedures to be enacted by users, should be compliant with the MAGIC DMP. This Annex
complements the DMP in the way it specializes and exemplifies the design of the file format related to
the msm folder in the tree of folders prescribed in the MAGIC data repository, along with some core
functions of the NIS. Live and/or recorded tutorials, along with a complete user manual, will further
support the spreading of the NIS and will be aligned to the still developing MuSIASEM approach for
Quantitative Story-Telling in MAGIC.
NIS key workflow consists in reading a special tabularly formatted file, which is the main subject of this
document, to construct a MuSIASEM model, then elaborate it (for different aspects of the model:
algebraically, structurally – i.e., checking constraints, logically – using simple rules, statistically – e.g.,
running sensitivity analysis) and finally extract the information obtained from the construction and
solving stages, potentially producing different kinds of output files.
The subject of this document refines the NIS vision [2] working draft and is fully compatible with the
general processes as envisioned into the Slim Internal Report [3] and the analytical stage as described
in the Guidelines for QST [4] released late October 2018 for internal circulation to the MAGIC
consortium.
As part of the DMP, this annex too should be intended as a living document, open also to internal
requests for purposeful changes and eventual integrations, so it will be kept on the cloud and any
update will be timely notified to the partners.
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2 Document structure
The content of the document is organized according to the logic of construction (through a declarative
process) of the analytical form of MAGIC case studies (henceforth simply ’case studies') sketched in
the following diagram:

Fig.1: relationships among the document sections (and the related items).
To contextualize a bit, the document starts with an “Overview” of the format (why the structure, file
format, organization, ...). “Entities”, which are the basic blocks enabling NIS to translate MuSIASEM
case studies into formally tractable models, are explained in a section following “Overview”. “Patterns”
section enumerates pieces of case studies which repeat in different case studies and are constructed
from Entities. There is a section dedicated to explaining that there are multiple “Approaches to
(specifying) case studies”. The boxes “Commands”, “Fields”, “Syntactic elements” depict the
hierarchical structure of the case study format: it is based on a sequence of commands (one command
per worksheet); commands are collections of fields (normally repeated each row), and fields have a
syntax defined by syntactic elements (many fields can share the same syntax). There are sections
dedicated to the “Syntactic elements”, followed by the reference of “Commands” mentioning each of
the “Fields”.
The document ends mentioning other formats which can result from NIS operations.
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3 Overview
For NIS, the structure of a case study (the processors and how they and their interfaces are
interconnected) is specified through a file containing a spreadsheet in .xlsx format, organized and
written in a precisely defined way, described in this section and demonstrated in the following section.

3.1 Why spreadsheet
Spreadsheet software calls each file a “workbook”, which for the purpose of this format is a sequence
of worksheets, treated as matrices (other elements like charts or macros are not considered). This
structure is used by NIS to build and pre-process case studies (NIS idea is wider in the sense that it is
open to later processes, by using products of this preprocessing; this potential is out of the scope of
this document; formats of products are briefly mentioned at the end), interpreting the information in the
worksheets reading them from left to right. Each worksheet contains a single “command”, with a
header specifying a set of fields (mandatory or optional), followed by one or more rows which are
interpreted to construct the case study model, according to MuSIASEM concepts and methods.
The choice of this particular way of organizing case studies using a workbook comes from the
following considerations:
●
●
●
●

Most MuSIASEM case studies preceding NIS have been elaborated using spreadsheet
software.
Spreadsheet software is a skill of many people, inside and outside MAGIC project so all
potential users are quite familiar with preparing and reading the tabular format.
Mainstream data processing languages Python and “R” use “data frame” structures, very
similar to the worksheets composing a workbook.
Other alternatives were considered:
○ Graphical diagrams: Although efforts in this sense were done at the beginning of the
project: Wiki draft diagrams, Processors editor prototype, a diagram language was
determined to be out of scope because:
■ MuSIASEM methods and case studies needs are in continuous expansive (both
semantical -complex models must be built- and analytical -complex questions
have to be answered-) evolution:
● The formal language should be stabilized before designing the visual
language.
■ Cost of developing a visual user interface. While programming a formal text
syntactic parser is relatively easy, designing and implementing a set of
integrated graphical diagrams is a quite time taking task.
■ Not so easy to read-reproduce, would need access to a working NIS
incorporating the graphical tool. A spreadsheet can be read and modified by
people understanding MuSIASEM concepts and a bit of the NIS format.
○ (External) Domain Specific Language (DSL): building a dedicated computer language
has also been considered. It has been discarded because:
■ MuSIASEM and case studies in continuous expansive evolution (same as
before). Changes in the syntax would break previous case studies and would
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force users to learn changes. On the contrary changes in the spreadsheet
format are local to fields, where the syntax is extended or modified.
● Although a DSL would not require investing so many resources
compared with the graphical language, users would have the steepest
learning curve between the three alternatives.
Implementing a text editor with syntax assistance (automatic completion) is quite
costly. The Spreadsheet approach requires learning the syntax for each field but
not for higher level elements.

■

Below, a table summarizing the decision criteria, marking in bold the best alternative, and in grey
options forcing not considering the alternative for further development.
Table 1: multiple criteria comparison of candidate approaches.
Spreadsheet

Graphical diagrams

Domain-specific
language

Analysis cost

Lowest

Highest

Middle

Development cost

Lowest

Highest

Middle

Learn curve for users

Middle

Lowest

Highest,
Middle
(if
automatic
completion
tools available)

Readability

Middle

Highest

Middle

Reproducibility (a
triple tie, all require
NIS)

Middle

Middle

Middle

Follow the evolution
of MuSIASEM

Highest

Lowest

Middle

Specific tools
required

No. Yes, if assisted Yes
validation is required

No. Yes, if automatic
completion is required

Integrate support
specification of
tables of data

Yes

Yes

No

3.2 Why .xlsx
●
●

“.xlsx” can be read by a wide range of applications: Excel, LibreOffice Calc, Python, R, Matlab,
…
No other format was identified so apt to containing a workbook which could be processed
directly by spreadsheet software. The alternatives considered were: NetCDF, Matlab’s “.mat”,
JSON, XML, OpenOffice/LibreOffice “.ods”. NetCDF is a quite powerful format for scientific
data but it would require installing third-party plugins to load/save using either Excel or
13
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●

LibreOffice Calc. Using “.mat” to read/write using Excel would require a Matlab license or a
specific development that would require maintenance. JSON and XML would also require a
specific way of formatting, adding no advantage either to programmatic access (machines) or
to readability (human). The main contender was “.ods”. Although it is supported both by Excel
and by open software packages, surprisingly reading/writing programmatically is not so easy as
it is using “.xlsx”.
Although it is a format created by Microsoft, the basic parts of it (the only ones used by NIS)
are an open standard (ISO/IEC 29500-1:2016 - https://www.iso.org/standard/71691.html).

3.3 Commands
The construction of a MuSIASEM model in NIS (which can be elaborated by a solver and analyzed in
some different ways by distinct modules, viz., for custom visualization, scenario simulation and
sensitivity analyses) can be achieved executing a sequence of commands. The current format can
contain a command per worksheet. Worksheet-commands are read and executed one by one, from
left to right. It includes the declaration of indicators to enable the diagnostic approach to case studies
via the construction of tailored dashboards.

3.4 General
MuSIASEM approach (and the MAGIC toolkit accordingly) encompasses different stages toward the
construction of suitable models and the quantitative analysis for QST about case studies:
1. Preanalytical stages for the categorization of relevant variables and selection of data sources.
2. (semantic-to-formal mapping) Specification, where MuSIASEM concepts are used to build a
model based on the decisions made in the previous stage.
3. Solving, where the data and constraints specified in the model are propagated as much as
possible.
4. Extraction, where indicators (scalar or matrix) are extracted from the information present in the
solved model.
5. Analysis of results. Visualization and interpretation of results.

Fig.2: stages toward the quantitative analysis.
With reference to the a.m. Guidelines for QST, the following ties could be recognized:
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Stage 1 is related to the quality check of issue definition;
Stages 2, 3 and 4 serve the quality check on integrated analysis;
Stages 5 is intended to sustain the quality check on deliberative process.
The iterative and collaborative nature of MuSIASEM methodology allows stepping back from any
stage to a previous one once a base model has been defined.
The set of commands identified currently serves for specification, and also encompasses basic solving
and extraction commands. During the pre-analytical stage, MAGIC analysts could frame the narrative
for QST about a case study by different not strictly formalized activities (viz., participating in meetings,
examining bibliography, drawing diagrams, surveying data sources, etc.) and would produce a set of
unstructured documents that report them. The specification stage is chiefly performed by MuSIASEM
architects who materialize grammars based on these documents.
Once the specification format is interpreted by NIS, the main module will apply a basic elaboration
scheme which uses a fixed realization of available parameters for each of the scenarios under
analysis (in the future other solving schemes may consider scenarios where not only quantities
change but also degree of openness of the system, technology mixes structuring some functional
processors and other processor relationships; or non-numeric solver may perform a sensitivity analysis
on the processors network structure itself – e.g., the length and redundancy of paths). For extraction of
results, the designed approach is based on first elaborating scalar indicators which, together with other
processor attributes (interfaces mainly) would compose a matrix. Moving from these constructs it is
suitable to cover the needs for scalar ratios and having different matrices – like the end-use,
environmental impact, or externalization matrices.

3.5 Methods for generation of case study files
It is important to understand that files following the format presented in this document can be
submitted to NIS, whose structure regarding the main process is shown in the following figure:

Fig.3: processes (green boxes) in NIS along with their input and output.
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It shows that once a case study file is submitted to NIS, it is analyzed (parsed) and executed
command by command, producing a model in memory. Once the model is prepared, it can be queried,
to elaborate a series of file types, depending on the purpose of post-submission steps.
With regard to the elaboration of a case study file in the Preanalytic step, NIS has planned the
possibility to help user tools of the following manners:
●

●

●

Manual production of case study files (Web frontend): a simple web user interface which
integrates a web spreadsheet is provided by NIS, such that, before submitting a file it can be
reviewed and modified, and once submitted, errors and warnings can be corrected. Also, if the
execution is successful, simple visualizations will be possible, and also requesting outputs in
the supported file formats.
Browser Wizards (Javascript client): for exploratory or communicative purposes, it is
interesting to develop simple wizard-like interfaces allowing casual users to examine the
behavior of systems changing some structures and parameters. It is expected to prepare a thin
API to mimic data-frames (available in Python and R), which are very similar to single
worksheets. The wizard would translate the inputs gathered by the user interface of the wizard
into the necessary workbook, submit, and ask for the results to visualize them appropriately.
An exploratory platform, e.g. JupyterLab (plain APIs for Python and R): for the construction
of live documents, Jupyter (and possible alternatives) allow mixing rich descriptions, with
visualizations. Because both Python and R can be used, an API for commands following the
format exposed in this document would enable the construction of case studies of any size,
and analysts would have the flexibility to iteratively add elements and explore results.

From another perspective, the availability of APIs enables scaling and exploitation of MuSIASEM
models by means of external frameworks, with opportunities to adopt even two potential advanced
approaches (both out of the scope of MAGIC):
●

●

Complex dynamic simulations: it is possible to think in the development of a process
embedding the simulation of a complex dynamic system (maybe combining integrated models
for energy, water, food, society, land, etc.), where the flows/funds interesting from the point of
view of MuSIASEM would be accumulated along the simulation time, such that when the
simulation has finished it would be capable of generating a case study file submittable to NIS to
obtain diagnostic or prognostic results back.
Multi-agent systems: integration of NIS as a service in a multi-agent system, where different
AI agents could cooperate to contribute information (quantities and relations) about
Processors.

3.6 Evolution of the format
MuSIASEM methodology and case studies elaborated using the methodology are in constant
evolution. Also, the previous considerations, where solving and elaboration of indicators is by default
open for the appearance of ideas. All this will for sure demand different kinds of change in the format:
new or enhanced commands, new or enhanced fields. Consequently, this annex is also open for
revisions.
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4 Entities
The following section defines entities, which are the building blocks when modeling a MuSIASEM case
study. Entities can be understood as a realization (in the model context) of grammar concepts –
through a mapping analogous to the structural-functional dichotomy in MuSIASEM. The concept
behind each of the entities come from MuSIASEM and SDMX, plus other instrumental concepts and
common ones, like parameters or references.

4.1 Processor (MuSIASEM)
Processor is the basic unit in the construction of a case study. It can be (functional or material) part of
a higher level processor (of more than one processor if needed, for function hierarchies) and at the
same time the container of lower level processors. Processors can be specified (and interpreted) to
have different purposes: functional or structural, instance (part of the accounting) or archetype (used
as a reference to build the model, but not part of the accounting), intensive or extensive.
Almost all other entities are related directly or indirectly to it: it is a container for interfaces, attributes,
and local indicators, and serves directly or indirectly as a hub for all the kinds of relationship.
Processors can be theoretically framed with regard to:
●

●
●

●

Holons, subsystems. A processor is a member of part-of hierarchies, where the context
(ancestors, descendants, and siblings, plus relationships between them) is also the definition of
the holon (a relative definition, as opposed to an absolute one).
Functionals / structurals. Functional processors would be “goal processors”, structural
processors represent the material systems that contribute to one or more of these goals.
Semiotic process and the 4 Aristotelian causes. MAGIC approach to QST embraces this
upper-level ontology for the explanation of objects of cognition, and the entity encompassing
them is the processor.
Relational Analysis frame for MuSIASEM 2.0. Processors would be functions or function
expressions. Although how a processor is constructed by another is not totally represented, it
can be specified that not only flows but also the funds defining a processor depend on others.

4.2 Interface (MuSIASEM)
Interfaces are the bindings loci for funds and flows that materialize processors, and it is where
quantitative accountability starts. Funds and flows are used in MuSIASEM according to the theory
proposed by Georgescu-Roegen.
Interfaces can be also considered ports, i.e. structural places of the model where they can be
connected to other processors (either siblings or parent/children), also through their interfaces. One or
more “qualified quantities” can be attached to interfaces. These two features (quantification and
relations), enable accounting using aggregation and splitting of flow relations.
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Interfaces have some attributes: a direction (input or output), a Roegen type (flow or fund), a realm or
sphere (technosphere or biosphere), and an opposite processor type (local, environment or external, a
shortcut to save the specification of non-local processors). Moreover, they are bound to an
InterfaceType (see the next section).

4.3 Interface Type (MuSIASEM)
InterfaceType is the first instrumental (not explicitly part of MuSIASEM) entity we find. All interfaces
must have one and only one InterfaceType. This is mainly to control, when specifying flows between
processors, that connections are established between interfaces of the same type.
InterfaceTypes can be organized in hierarchies (or flat lists). This is used when specifying how to
transform InterfaceTypes from a hierarchy to InterfaceTypes from another. It serves also to prepare
result datasets.
InterfaceTypes provide the convenience of collecting default values for Interface attributes which can
be saved from the specification of Interfaces.

4.4 Hierarchy (SDMX)
A Hierarchy definition starts with a collection of codes or labels, used to describe one of the features of
some information item (a Processor, an Interface, a Dimension in a Dataset, …). Codes in a Hierarchy
can have a parent and zero or more children. Also, codes in a Hierarchy can be organized in levels,
where each level has a set of member codes.
This entity is used both in MuSIASEM and in dataset definitions and is a simplified adaption of the
SDMX information model. It is versatile because it allows flat lists of codes (if no code has a parent),
and defining hierarchies rearranging codes from pre-existent hierarchies (in SDMX terms, the first are
called Hierarchy, the second Code List).

4.5 Hierarchy Group (SDMX)
A Hierarchy Group is a set of Hierarchies, similar to SDMX “Hierarchical Code Lists”.
Because Hierarchy and Code List are treated similarly, hierarchies conceptually being Code Lists are
also in a Hierarchy Group having a single Hierarchy, the Code List.

4.6 Hierarchies Mapping (SDMX)
When building MuSIASEM models it is quite common to use datasets from national statistical
agencies. Because these datasets use different classifications for concepts, a mechanism to relabel
data is needed. Hierarchies-Mapping serves this purpose, it lets defining, pair by pair, how codes of an
origin hierarchy are assigned to codes in a destination hierarchy.
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4.7 Dataset (SDMX)
A Dataset is a set of uniform tuples where elements at the same position in the different tuples are of
the same type, defined by a Concept (another SDMX term).
A Concept is one of three things: a Dimension, which is an attribute articulating the dataset (like
“Country”, “Year”), a Measure, which are the values in the dataset, or an Attribute, which are
information pieces accompanying Measures (like “Unit” or “Quality”). Concepts can be constrained by
a hierarchy.
The name and description of the dataset, the list of Concepts and the location of the data form the
Dataset definition.

4.8 Parameter
Parameters are literals or arithmetic/boolean expressions (trivially solvable, i.e., potentially referring to
other parameters) which can be used in expressions appearing elsewhere in the specification:
interface values, relationship weights, …
They add the potential for the development of solvers capable of trying multiple scenarios by modifying
values in different parameters.

4.9 Qualified Quantity (NUSAP)
A quantity attached to an interface. The number can be qualified with the other four standard (NUSAP)
attributes: unit, spread, assessment, pedigree (NUSAP attributes), time and source (an interface may
be measured-estimated differently according to multiple sources), plus a set of freely definable
attributes.

4.10 Binary Processors Relationship
Relations between pairs of processors. Currently, two types are implemented (more have been
considered for inclusion).

4.10.1 Part Of (MuSIASEM)
A relationship where one processor is considered part of another. The role of the first is child, the
second is parent. The “part-of” relationship serves to specify composition. Although it is not common, a
processor can be specified to be part of multiple containing processors, consequently can participate
in multiple hierarchies. Currently, there is no distinction between “functionally part of” or “materially part
of”, although the former is the one important for MuSIASEM.
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4.10.2 Is A
“Is-a” means one of the processors is regarded as a specific subtype of another processor. It is not the
same as “functionally part of”, it would be for a taxonomic classification of functions aside from
accounting semantics. NIS recognizes the relation type but there is no current application for it.

4.11 Binary Interfaces Relationship
Relationships between pairs of interfaces. Here there are also two well-defined relation types.

4.11.1 Flow (MuSIASEM)
A flow relation is used to specify that part or all of the magnitude of the origin interface goes to the
destination interface. For a split, several relations going out of the origin interface into the different
destinations are needed. The same applies for a join into a destination interface from several origins.

4.11.2 Scale (MuSIASEM)
Scale is a relation by which an interface in a processor is constrained to be equal to the value of the
interface in another, times a scale factor, specified as a parameter for the relation. This relation is used
when upscaling (upscaling implies also a “part-of” relation).

4.12 Interface-Types Scale-Changer (MuSIASEM)
A bundle of interfaces members of the same interface types hierarchy, connecting two processors, can
be converted into interfaces of another interface types hierarchy, changing scale. For instance, this
can be used to convert from food types to macronutrients or, from an amount of a good to money.
Scale factors can be made dependent on the origin and/or destination context.

4.13 Attribute Type
AttributeType permits constraining the value of attributes to a domain, be it generic or specific.

4.14 Reference
A reference is a record which can be used at a later moment to indirectly embed into a MuSIASEM
entity a piece of information of the following types:
●
●

Bibliographic reference. A set of fields used to define a document, based on BibTeX fields
(www.bibtex.org/Format/).
Geographic dataset references define metadata for spatial datasets, using part of the
elements defined by the European Commission Regulation (EC) No 1205/2008, that
implements the Directive 2007/2/EC (Inspire) of the European Parliament and of the Council
(https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32008R1205).
GeoJSON
format is expected to be supported (download must be publicly accessible from an URL), so
when assigned to Codes in Hierarchies or when used in “GeolocationRef” attribute in
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●

Processors, Interfaces or Flow Relations, plus an ID, a shape can be retrieved and potentially
used to prepare layers for geospatial viewers.
Provenance reference. Information on aspects – organizational, procedural, sources – of how
quantities are produced. A simplification of the ontology proposed by a WWW Consortium
(W3C) Recommendation (https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-dm/#core-structures).

References are expressed by lists of fields having a special “ID” field which can be used later in fields
of other entities where the use of references is allowed.

4.15 Pedigree Matrix (NUSAP)
Pedigree matrices codify, in scales of few (3 to 7) ordered categories, different levels of achievement
of aspects of human knowledge or technology related to the estimation (diagnosis or prognosis) of the
quantities attached to interfaces, which help to assess the plausibility of numbers.
A quantity can be adorned with a reference to a pedigree matrix and to a level per each of the aspects
(columns) in the matrix. For instance, one of the pedigree matrices defined in the NUSAP book has
four aspect columns: “Theoretical structure”, “Data input”, “Peer acceptance”, “Colleague consensus”.
And each of the columns has a scale of five levels, so a codification could be 4233: level 4 of column
“Theoretical structure” (“Established theory”, the highest), and so on.

4.16 Indicators
Indicators are the numeric – scalar or matrix – formulas used as proxies to evaluate some key
performance relevant for a case study; once combined could be used for assessment with regard to
the high-level criteria of feasibility, viability and desirability.
The most used are: metabolic ratios (scalar), end-use matrix (local/externalized), environmental impact
matrix (local/global), environmental pressure matrix (local/externalized). Since the set of potential
indicators is quite heterogeneous, the aim is to devise Indicator commands enabling the specification
of formulas to capture in a simple way the different stages to construct an indicator: selection of origin
data, grouping of origin data, aggregation formulas for the different groups, and organization of output
data.
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5 Patterns
Case studies in MuSIASEM commonly make use of higher-level concepts which can be modeled
using the entities already mentioned. The following subsections enumerate those identified until the
moment of elaboration of the document:

5.1 Local context - Environment context - External context
In general terms, the environment as a whole (Gaia?) can be considered a Processor. Although
society is materially contained by the environment, because modeling considers society (and its
metabolism-repair parts) functionally separate from the environment, the latter is modeled as a
separate processor at the same level as the “local” society processor.
From the previous, instance processors in a case study (those considered in the accounting) can be
inside one of the main containing processors (or “root contexts”):
●
●
●

Local. The societal system target of the study.
Environment. The environment containing (provisioning and affected by) the local context.
External. A context representing processes out of the system target of the case study, but also
considered in the scope of the accounting (openness of the system, impact, ...).

BareProcessors command has a field to specify the context of a Processor. Interfaces command has a
field to specify the context opposite to the Interface.

5.2 Intensive processor (~unit process)
An intensive processor is a processor in which the quantitative information about its dimension (size)
is relative to one of its Interfaces, for which maybe no information is available at initial definition time.
Scale and upscale relationships are the mechanisms allowing the conversion of intensive processors
into extensive, which are accountable.
The concept is analogous to “unit process” in LCA (Life Cycle Analysis).
Interfaces command has a RelativeTo field for the interface name relative to which the current
interface is being defined. If one of the Interfaces of a Processor specifies “RelativeTo”, the Processor
is considered intensive, because relative Interfaces cannot be accounted until they are scaled.

5.3 Extensive processor
An extensive processor has a contextualized quantification of all its interfaces. MuSIASEM accounting
is carried out from extensive processors, and analysis, i.e., elaboration of indicators also assumes
extensive processors only.
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Interfaces command has a RelativeTo field for the interface name relative to which the current
interface is being quantified. If all Interfaces of a Processor leave this field empty, the Processor is
extensive, and can be directly accounted.

5.4 Real processor vs average processor
A real processor corresponds to a physical system that has been modeled into the case study.
Examples could be a specific desalination plant or a natural gas power plant.
Average processors are processors representative of a class of processors which either cannot be
modeled because information is not available or because the case study would be unnecessarily
cluttered if included (like “all SWRO desalination plants” or “every house detached from the grid”).
For the modeling, there is no distinction, no dedicated attribute to make a distinction between both. For
accounting effects, they are equivalent. The only consideration is that quantities in an average
processor are expected to have rough precision and this should be accounted for sensitivity and the
eventual need for refinement of the processor (fanning out it into more structurals processors).

5.5 Stock
A stock is a processor whose output is not reproducible, i.e., once depleted, processors depending on
their outputs stop being feasible.
BareProcessors command includes a field to flag if the Processor is to be considered stock, or not.

5.6 Loss
This concept reflects the fact that all physical processes are imperfect – from a human perspective – in
the sense that a proportion of inputs cannot be transformed into the desired outputs.
Loss could be modeled or accounted by specifying a flow from the processors suffering the loss into
the environment processor, or creating a specific “Loss” processor (that should be inside environment)
receiving this flow.
Both approaches can be implemented using BareProcessors command.

5.7 Multifunctional processors
Multifunctional processors are processors having more than one parent (part-of) processor. Although
this relation can be understood either as functional (child is part of how parent achieves its function) or
material (child is physically contained inside parent), the second one is of not much interest for
MuSIASEM, more focused on sustainability than on how things are physically arranged.
The format permits specifying multifunctional processors adding “parent-child” pairs, using “part-of”
relationships in the Relationships command.
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5.8 Multiple values for interfaces
If there is more than one quantification for an interface, because there are multiple ways of estimating
it (alternative technological processes, different approaches to estimation or distinct references), it
should be possible to compile all of them into the case study.
Using Interfaces command, this can be achieved by repeating the Interface and writing several
qualified numbers, modifying the Source field (see “Interfaces v2” command).

5.9 Join - a processor to hide flow origins
Sometimes it is convenient or even necessary to join several flows, to provide a single out flow that
can then be split into others, avoiding the need to specify a lattice containing each combination of
origin-destination interfaces.
Join can be implemented using a Processor with one Input Interface for the join part, and one Output
Interface for the split part. Output would be connected to Input using “RelativeTo” in the Output
Interface, with a Value of “1” and no Unit (adimensional).

5.10 Scenarios
It is desirable to have the possibility of studying the performance of a case study in a range of
situations. For instance, climate change studies have emission scenarios; society functions can be
resolved using different technologies.
In a ProblemStatement command, different scenarios to be tried are specified. A scenario is
characterized by a set of parameters (and internal parameters controlling the solver for that particular
case).

5.11 Multiple values for parameters in scenarios
Parameters can also be specified to vary within a discrete set of values. A solver would need to be
developed to be able to consider this (NOTE: currently this is not on the agenda for new features).
Again, using ProblemStatement command would be the way to realize this pattern. The value property
of parameters will need to be extended to try several parameter values.

5.12 Spatial definition of processors and interfaces
Processors can be associated with a geometric shape on the surface of our planet. A geometry could
also be bound to Interfaces and some relations.
Processors, Interfaces and Relationships can be provided a georeferenced multi-polygon using the
GeolocationRef and GeolocationCode fields. These fields can be filled with a code of a hierarchy
having geographic information attached to it, or with a spatial dataset reference plus a code for the
feature of interest.
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5.13 Input end-use-matrix
An end-use-matrix is not only an output to analyze how society consumes different kinds of resources.
When known, a way to incorporate it into the model is needed.
The place for constraining the case study with a known end-use-matrix of interfaces in a set of
processors is the Interfaces command, where quantities with accompanying attributes can be
specified. Previously all related InterfaceTypes must be defined.

5.14 Scale change
Although flows between processors must be represented using compatible interface types, destination
processor may be interested in amounts in other scales.
This need can be expressed using mappings between two interface type hierarchies (see Interface
Types section under “Entities”).

5.15 Adaptive scale change factors
The scale factor by which InterfaceTypes in different Hierarchies are transformed (see
ScaleChangeMap command) may depend on the context.
Adaptive mapping (mapping depending on context) is specified also with the command designed for
this purpose, ScaleChangeMap. Context is characterized by the nearest ancestor processor for one or
both of origin and destination processors.
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6 Approaches to case studies
Evidently, with the set of available commands (section “Commands”) and entities they are related to,
there is more than a way to specify the same model. Specifically, because commands have been
subject to an evolution – thanks to contributions that spurred an improved design of the format – there
are two natural ways to specify case studies:
●

Using version 1 commands. Commands in version 1, allow specifying a MuSIASEM case
study without many declarations. Using just the Processors command, Processors,
InterfaceTypes, Hierarchies, Interfaces and Quantities are specified. Then, using Structure (the
predecessor of the version 2 command Relationships) Processor and Interfaces can be
interconnected.

●

Using version 2 commands. These commands bring a double structure. First, following a
pattern called “Observable, Observer, Observation”, the sequence of commands
InterfaceType, BareProcessor (i.e., indirect Observables), Interfaces (i.e., direct
Observables+Observations), Relationships can be a common pattern for the declaration of a
wide range of case studies. Second, each command has internally a refined design, gathered
from the experience of analysts working with case studies. Therefore commands in v2 should
lead to more organized, readable and evolvable case studies, maybe at the price of being
more verbose (this should not be considered an issue, because case study files are to be
written once and read many times).

Also, further experiencing with applications more ways/patterns may emerge to specify-build case
studies using commands. Specifically, it is expected that some case study parts are identified to be
repeated among case studies. Using the Import command, these reusable parts could be stored in a
common repository. Candidates are: MuSIASEM code hierarchies (semantic categories) for the
different dimensions of the nexus, function hierarchies, indicators, and benchmarks. Similarly, custom
input datasets may also be accepted sources for the quantification of part of the interfaces.
While this section talks about the form of the commands, expression approaches may be related to
what is commented in the section “Methods for generation of case studies”, which focuses on the
technologies.
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7 Syntactic elements
Patterns that are commonly repeated when defining the syntax of fields in commands are described
below.

7.1 Naming
A common issue in languages (also human languages) is how to address subjects/objects. Assuming
that cognitive constructs may be considered as collections of interrelated objects when describing
them, each object can have absolute and/or relative names, a description (adjectives or attributes) or a
combination of the previous to refer to them. In the case of this format (and the current enacting tool,
NIS), several mechanisms have been defined, from ideas of other computer languages solving this
same issue. The strategies are:
●

●

●

●
●

Simple names. Entities in the model (Datasets, Hierarchies, Processors, InterfaceTypes,
Interfaces, ...) have simple names, which could be comparable to the name of a person. For
some entity types this name (those with a high cardinality inside the model: Processors and
Interfaces) is not required to be unique (so it is not free of ambiguity, something happening also
with person names). Simple names must start in a letter which can be followed by a series of
numbers, letters, and underscores “_”. For instance, a Processor can be named “P1” or
“desalination_plant_1”.
Hierarchical names. Processors can be named by the chain of part-of ancestors and then
itself. For instance, the hierarchical name for a Processor named “P2” whose parent is “P1”
would be “P1.P2”. Processors participating in more than one hierarchy can have multiple
alternative names.
By characteristics. There is also another way to differentiate Processors and Interfaces,
which is through its characteristics. For Processors, the profile of Interfaces, descriptive
attributes, etc. should potentially enable recalling any of the Processors.
Full
interface
name.
To
fully
name
an
Interface,
the
syntax
<processor_name>:<interface_name> has been defined.
Alias. Although simple names are not required to be unique for Processors, due to their
importance it is allowed to specify an alternative name for particular Processor instances that in
this case should be unique (NIS enforces this checking no previously existing simple name or
alias).

An interesting feature to simplify naming processors is the use of dataset expansion variables which
are substituted by part of the name. This can be best understood with an example. Let us assume a
dataset, named “ds1”, having two dimensions “d1” and “d2”. The template name for a processor could
be “{ds1.d1}_{ds1.d2}” or “A{ds1.d1}_B{ds1.d2}”: what is between the curly braces declares to use
values of a dimension of a dataset. So, if a record of “ds1” is (d1: “DE”, d2: “EM”), the processor name
would be DE_EM in the first case, and ADE_BEM in the second.

7.2 Addressing processors
Once Processors have been named, there are two options for syntax in fields:
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●
●

One and only one Processor is needed.
Zero to many Processors can be used.

The first case is trivial, just use one of the names.
For the second, it would be a matter of designing syntax rules enabling stating a condition met by the
requested processors, using composite comparisons to processor name, relations and attributes.
Commands demanding this syntax are: Relationships, where many Processors can be related to
another; and Indicators, where aggregations and matrix structures demand advanced selection
expression (like those found in languages like MDX, CSS, XPath and JSONPath).
Currently, hierarchy wildcards can be used: “P1..P3”, means “all processors named P3 descending
from processor P1”. “..P3” would be “all P3 processors, at any level”. Another variant expected to be
supported is “P1.*.P3” meaning that a single hierarchical level is skipped, so “all P3 processors which
are ‘grandsons’ of processor P1”. And “*.P3”, “P3 processors which are children of root processors”.

7.3 Types and literal values. Boolean, string, float, code, URL, Time,
Time Range, Geo, Unit, Reference
Literals are constants, which are the contrary of variables or parameters. Through the case study, the
use of literals is predominant, although variables and expressions are also permitted. Several types of
literals are recognized. When a field allows multiple types of literal, they need special markers, as
follows next:
● Boolean: True or False, without quotes.
● String: A list of any characters. When used in expressions, strings must be single (‘) or double
(“) quoted.
● Float: Decimal number optionally in scientific notation.
● Code: An element from a Code Hierarchy. When used in expressions, codes must be written
between ‘#’ characters: #C10-C12#, precisely to allow the use of characters which are also
operators: “-”, “+”, … No whitespace allowed.
● URL: The address of an Internet resource following the standard URL syntax.
● Time, Time range: It allows the following:
○ “Year”. A typical year.
○ “Month”. A typical month.
○ YYYY. Four digits for a specific year.
○ MM/YYYY. A specific month of a year.
○ YYYY - YYYY. A range of years.
○ MM/YYYY - MM/YYYY. Range from month to month.
● Reference: The ID of a reference (Reference commands). For clarity or to avoid ambiguity, the
ID can be specified between square brackets, [ ].
● Geo: The ID of a geographic reference or a Code having a geographic definition property.
● Unit: A string member of the list of recognized unit names.
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7.4 Variables and variable
InterfaceType, Interface

types.

Parameter,

Processor,

Variables represent one of the entities in the model built with the case study file. Variables resolving to
quantities can be used in expressions (see next subsection). The syntax for variables is:
● Simple name: a letter followed by any number of letters or numbers or the character “_”. They
are used to name elements: Parameters, Processors, InterfaceTypes, Interfaces, Hierarchies,
etc.
○ Valid examples: p1, water, HH, desalination_plant.
○ Invalid examples: _p1, 5p, p-1, H H.
● Hierarchical names: a list of simple names (previous definition), separated by “.”. Used to
name Processors, InterfaceTypes and Codes (which can be part of a Hierarchy).
○ Examples: p1.p3, p3.p4.p1
● Absolute Interface name: a Processor name followed by an InterfaceType name. A “:” is used
to separate between them. If no Processor name is specified it is the name of an
InterfaceType:
○ Interface examples: p1.p3:LU, p3.p4.p1:HH
○ InterfaceType examples: :LU, :HH

7.5 Function
It is possible to specify the call to one of the predefined (all the elementary algebraic, trigonometric,
logarithmic and exponential) functions. The parameters to functions can be expressions.
Examples: sin(p1), sin(2*p3).

7.6 Expressions
Expressions are formulas combining literals and/or variables and/or function calls, using a series of
operators, assuming a precedence (priority when associating). Precedence order is listed below, from
more to less. Parenthesis can be used to change operator precedence:
● Arithmetic expression (A):
○ ○ *, /
○ +, ● Arithmetic-Boolean expression (AB):
○ NOT
○ AND, OR
○ <, <=, >, >=, ==, !=, <>
○ ○ *, /
○ +, -
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7.7 Conditional list
A conditional list allows to define a variable conditionally, using a comma-separated list of conditions,
where each condition in the list has the following form:
AB expression -> AB expression
The first AB (arithmetic-boolean) expression is the “if” part. If this part is true, the “then” part is
evaluated. When the first part is not present, the “then” expression is assumed. A list would be:
AB expression -> AB expression, AB expression -> AB expression, AB expression
The last expression could be considered the default expression, equivalent to the “else” in procedural
programming languages conditionals.
Conditional lists can be used when defining Parameters. This allows changing the value of a
Parameter depending on the value of other Parameters.

7.8 Domain definition
When defining the domain of an attribute (in “AttributeTypes” command) there are two ways:
●
●

For Hierarchy attributes, it is mandatory to write the name of the Hierarchy
For Number attributes, an interval can be specified, using “[“ or “(“ for left, closed or open
interval, and “]” or “)” for right, closed or open interval. Examples: [2, 5), (1, 5).

7.9 Attributes
Attributes are pairs key=value, where “key” is a string of letters and numbers (like a variable name)
and “value” is an arithmetic-boolean expression potentially using parameters. Attributes are attachable
to the following entity types:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Codes in hierarchies
Dataset definitions and concepts in dataset definitions
Parameters
InterfaceTypes
Processors
Interfaces
Quantities attached to Interfaces
Relationships

It is possible to specify several attributes under the column “Attributes” of the commands related to the
previous entities by comma separating them or using separate @ columns, i.e., columns with a header
label starting with “@”, like “@Country”. This syntactic flexibility is with the purpose of readability.
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7.10 Names using variables or parameters
When defining name fields (mainly for Processors) it is possible to define a variable template name
that changes according to the entity (Processor) attributes. An example:
Processor (name): p_{ctype}_{ncrops}
Attributes: ctype=”GH”, ncrops=”MCR1”
Resulting Processor name: p_GH_MCR1

7.11 Dataset expansion
The commands Bare Processors, Interfaces and Relationships can use the information of one dataset
(no more than one) to create a set of entities.
The way this can be done is by writing the name of a dataset dimension or measure when it is wanted
to use it. For instance, if a dataset “ds1” has a measure “value_sum”, it can be used to specify the
“Value” field in an Interfaces command using the syntax presented in the previous subsection:
{ds1.value_sum}. Each row of the dataset would generate a new Interface definition. Similarly,
assuming this same dataset has two additional dimensions, “geo” and “sector”, they could be used in a
“Bare Processors” command to define the name of the processors: {ds1.geo}_{ds1.sector}

7.12 Indicator definition
Indicators are numbers realizing the quantification of a performance measure of the model (case
study). Scalar indicators are formulas producing a single number resulting from combining
aggregations and operations.

7.13 Case insensitive
Currently, names are case-insensitive, which means that for instance a name “p1” is considered to the
same as the name “P1”.
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8 Case study format examples
There is a set of “.xlsx” files which can be used as examples accompanying this document. These files
have been used for the development of the format, based on examples, ideas and challenges by
persons involved in MAGIC project. Once prepared, they have been (and are) used to develop the
processing functions inside NIS. They are located in the NextCloud instance provided by the project
(therefore are accessible, only by registered users after logging in the repository, at the following link
https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/apps/files/?dir=/NIS_beta/CS_format_examples). These files
are in continuous evolution and growing in number.
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9 Commands
9.1 General syntax of commands (worksheet)
Defining a case study using a spreadsheet constraints the specification of entities to a matrix-like
structure organized in rows, columns or cells (at the intersection of rows and columns). The approach
taken for the majority of commands has been to define an entity (Processor, Interface, …) per row. So
a worksheet starts defining a header row, naming fields. The order of fields in the header can be
interchanged. Once defined, the header row can be followed by any number of rows, specifying
entities. Each cell in a row defines one of the fields of the entity. Fields have a syntax. For instance,
“Values” for an Interface can be arithmetic expressions with parameters.
The exceptions to the “entity per row” rule are,
●
●
●
●
●

the “metadata” command, which arranges header fields in the first column (instead of the first
row), and defines a single entity, the metadata values, using the remaining columns,
the ETL commands, which have a special syntax to specify in the same worksheet the source,
the filter, and the output dimensions and measures with the corresponding aggregations,
the upscale command which uses tables to define how two groups of processors are
instantiated, contained and upscaled,
the command “processors”,
the v1 hierarchy command which uses indentation to define a hierarchy.

9.2 Command versions
Commands in NIS have evolved in three iterations. Iteration 0 (internally called “Magic Box”) was an
initial prototype which proved to be useful to validate the approach. The commands in that version are
not mentioned anymore because they are not compatible, although some commands from newer
versions inherit from them. Versions 1 and 2 are prepared to render entities on the same semantic
model, so both can still be used. A table showing the equivalence follows:
Table 2: mapping of commands between version 1 and version 2.

Version 1

Version 2

Metadata (case study metadata)

Metadata (no change)

Processors (quantification and specification of processors
and their interfaces)

Interfaces (more fields)

Taxonomy (hierarchies of categories, interface types and
processors)

CodeHierarchies (reformat to flat, hierarchies similar to
SDMX) AND InterfaceTypes (reformatted to flat, special
attributes). Hierarchies of processors can be specified by
BareProcessors AND by Relationships

Upscale (clone and upscale of intensive processors into
parent processors)

Instantiations (reformat, open to add more ways for the
creation of Processors)
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Structure (weaving of processors to processors and
interfaces to interfaces)

Relationships (reformat to flat, more kinds of relationship)

Scale (linear change of a hierarchy of interface types into
another)

ScaleChangeMap (reformat to flat, incorporation of
Context idea)

PedigreeMatrices (declaration of pedigree matrices, which
can be referenced by “Processors” command)

PedigreeMatrices (no change)

No equivalent

RefBibliographic
RefGeographic
RefProvenance

Parameters (variables for easy modification of quantities)

Parameters (no change)

Dataset (bring filtered dataset into the state, ideally for
quantification of interfaces)

DatasetQry (more fields)

Mapping (f2s, f2f mapping)

CodeHierarchiesMapping (more fields)

No equivalent

ScalarIndicators
MatrixIndicators

No equivalent

Benchmarks

No equivalent

AttributeTypes (typing for attributes)

No equivalent

DatasetDef (custom dataset metadata)

No equivalent

DatasetData (small embedded dataset data)

No equivalent

BareProcessors (processor hierarchies without interfaces)

No equivalent

Imports (reuse of previously elaborated case studies)

No equivalent

ListOfCommands (list of worksheet names containing
commands, and the command in them; allows freely
naming worksheets)

No equivalent

ProblemStatement (one or more; allow specification of
many scenarios to try: changing parameters)

9.3 Classification of commands
Commands can be classified by its role regarding model operation. The categories are:
●
●
●
●

Core. Commands for the definition of primitive entities of MuSIASEM: Processors, Interfaces
and Relationships.
Support. Commands defining entities needed to define primitive entities directly or indirectly
(information used during solving).
Dataset. Defining datasets or importing them.
Convenience. Commands to compactly construct pieces of the model.
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●
●
●

Solve. How to resolve the model. Currently quantified solving, future other kinds of analysis
could be performed.
Analysis. Extraction of information.
Directives. Used for the case study interpretation.
Table 3: classification of commands in version 1 and version 2.

Command Type

Version 2

Version 1

Core

BareProcessors
Interfaces
Relationships

Processors
Structure

Support

Parameters
InterfaceTypes
CodeHierarchies
CodeHierarchiesMapping
ScaleChangeMap
AttributeTypes
PedigreeMatrices
References (biblio, geo and prov)

Parameters
Taxonomy
Scale
Mapping

Dataset

DatasetDef
DatasetData
DatasetQry

Dataset

Convenience

Instantiations

Upscale

Solve

ProblemStatement

Analysis

ScalarIndicators
MatrixIndicators
Benchmarks

Directives

Metadata
ListOfCommands
ImportCommands

Metadata

9.4 Version 2 commands
9.4.1 Metadata
A set of fields allowing the contextualization of a case study file with respect to other case studies, by
using fields of the Dublin Core schema, so a “metadata.xml” file, defined in the DMP, can be
produced, packaged and published along with the case study.

9.4.1.1 Worksheet name
“Metadata”
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9.4.1.2 Fields
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Case study name (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “title”
Case study code (string) (mandatory). The code must follow the convention of case study
coding specified in the DMP. Dublin Core field: “title”
Title (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “title”
Subject, topic and/or keywords (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “subject”
Description (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “description”
Geographical level (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “description”. Possible values are:
local, regional or region, country, Europe, sectoral or sector.
Dimensions (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “subject”. Possible values are: water,
energy, food, land, climate.
Reference documentation (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “source”.
Authors (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “creator”.
Date of elaboration (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “date”.
Temporal situation (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “coverage”.
Geographical location (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “coverage”.
DOI (string) (optional). Dublin Core field: “identifier”.
Language (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: “language”. Possible values are: English
Restriction level (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: -. Possible values are: internal,
confidential, public.
Version (string) (mandatory). Dublin Core field: -.

9.4.1.3 Semantics
The metadata record created by the Metadata command can be used to search for the case study
ones archived because it has the list of basic Dublin Core metadata fields.

9.4.2 Hierarchies
The purpose of Hierarchies command is the definition of hierarchies of codes, which can be used in
mappings or to constrain the definition of attributes in entities.
The format permits defining several (all) hierarchies in the same worksheet, although it is also possible
to split definitions at convenience.
External datasets bring into the case study hierarchies which do not need to appear explicitly in the
workbook.

9.4.2.1 Worksheet name
“CodeHierarchies” or “Hierarchies”

9.4.2.2 Fields
●
●

Source (simple name) (optional). Data producing source defining the hierarchy. For instance
“Eurostat” or “FAO”.
HierarchyGroup (simple name) (optional). Name of a group of hierarchies. Because
hierarchies must be members of a HierarchyGroup, when left blank, the Hierarchy name is
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●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

passed to the HierarchyGroup. At the same time, this means that the Hierarchy is a Code List
which is also a base hierarchy, whose codes can be rearranged/reorganized by Hierarchies
referring to them.
Hierarchy (simple name) (mandatory). Name of a hierarchy. The name must be unique inside
the group.
Level (alphanumeric string) (optional). Name of a level in a hierarchy. Codes in a Hierarchy
can be grouped in levels, this field allows specifying this.
ReferredHierarchy (hierarchical name) (optional when defining a base Hierarchy -Code List-,
mandatory when defining Hierarchical Code List). Name of the base Hierarchy -Code Listwhere the code is defined originally.
Code (code name) (mandatory). The formal name of a node in the hierarchy. This name can
be used later in different places: the creation of hierarchical code lists, values in attributes,
expressions...
ParentCode (code name) (mandatory). If the code being defined does not have parent the
value is empty, if not, specify the parent Code.
Label (string) (optional). A label that will be used when elaborating datasets or visualizations.
Description (string) (optional). A free description optionally used for readability.
GeolocationRef (geographic dataset reference) (optional). The ID of a “geographic dataset”
reference.
GeolocationCode (code) (optional). When “Code” does not identify a feature in the referred
dataset, this field can be used.
Expression (arithmetic expression) (optional). A simple arithmetic expression referring to
codes in the same hierarchy. No circular references allowed.
Attributes (key-value list) (optional). A list of freely definable attributes attached to the code.
Columns with a header starting in “@” are considered attribute columns that are appended to
the list of attributes.

9.4.2.3 Semantics
The command can be used to define Hierarchies, the Codes inside them, and HierarchyGroups
containing one or more Hierarchies. These concepts are borrowed from SDMX, with some
simplifications. For instance, SDMX uses Code Lists and Hierarchical Code Lists, the command uses
just Hierarchies which, depending on the values of certain fields (HierarchyGroup and
ReferredHierarchy) construct a Code List or a Hierarchical Code List. Hierarchies can be used to
define the domain of an attribute or a Concept in a Dataset; Codes in hierarchies can be used to
define values of attributes.

9.4.3 Hierarchies mapping
Once -at least- two hierarchies are defined, with this command it is possible to specify a
correspondence between codes of one of them, called origin, into codes of the second, called
destination. The mapping has a direction, from origin to destination. To define the reverse mapping, an
additional definition is needed. The correspondence can be one to one (simple relabeling), many to
one, or many to many.
The format permits defining several (all) mappings in the same worksheet, although it is also possible
to split definitions at convenience.
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9.4.3.1 Worksheet name
CodeHierarchiesMapping

9.4.3.2 Fields
●
●
●
●
●

●

OriginHierarchy (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the origin Hierarchy.
OriginCode (code) (mandatory). Name of a code in the origin Hierarchy.
DestinationHierarchy (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the destination Hierarchy.
DestinationCode (code) (mandatory). Name of a code in the destination Hierarchy.
Weight (expression with parameters) (optional). Weight permits splitting an origin code in more
than one destination codes, or simply change the scale of an origin code into the destination
code. If a code is split the sum should not be more than one. Expressions using parameters
are permitted. In case “weight” is left empty, it is equivalent to specifying “1”.
OriginDataset (simple name) (optional). Dataset containing the definition of the hierarchy (for
hierarchies defined through importing datasets).

9.4.3.3 Semantics
Considering formal codes those defined by external datasets and semantic codes those defined to
account inside MuSIASEM case studies, mappings of hierarchies can be applied in different situations:
● Formal to semantic bridging, and formal to formal. Mapping can be used to add
dimensions to external datasets having a dimension matching the origin hierarchy. Using
DatasetQuery the resulting dataset can have the destination hierarchy as a new dimension.
● Semantic to formal. Using the analytical tools, mappings can transform internal codification
schemes to others.
● Semantic to semantic. These mappings do not apply in this case. Relations between
processors and changes of scale for interface types are the mechanisms to achieve this.

9.4.4 Attribute Types
Defining attribute types with this command enables constraining the values which can be entered in:
dimensions in datasets, values of attributes (attributes are allowed in many of the entities) and values
of parameters.

9.4.4.1 Worksheet Name
“AttributeTypes”

9.4.4.2 Fields
●
●
●

●

AttributeType (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the attribute type.
Type (simple name) (mandatory). Basic type of the attribute. One of: "Number", "Boolean",
"URL", "UUID", "Datetime", "String", "UnitName", "Code", "Geo".
ElementTypes (list of simple names) (optional). To which element types does the attribute
type apply. If not specified, it may be applied to occurrences of all element types. If specified,
one of: "Parameter", "Processor", "InterfaceType", "Interface".
Domain (domain definition) (optional for “Number”, mandatory for “Code”, ignored for other
types). Reduce the default domain of the type. For numbers, an interval, e.g. “[0, 5)”, “(1, 4]”
can be specified. For “Code”, the name of a Hierarchy must be entered.
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9.4.4.3 Semantics
If an attribute type is defined, when attributes with the same name are defined for entities, the type is
enforced according to the specification.

9.4.5 Dataset definition
It is quite usual that people involved in elaborating case studies need to customize a dataset initially
provided by a statistical agency because either data are not available or they are considered incorrect.
Also, exists the possibility of integrating the information of multiple sources or even not having any
information at all. Whatever the case, this command allows defining the structure of a custom dataset
which can be integrated into different commands as a full-fledged dataset, by a specifying the
concepts (a term borrowed from SDMX) composing it, and the location of data.

9.4.5.1 Worksheet name
“DatasetDef”

9.4.5.2 Fields
●
●

●
●
●

●

●
●

Dataset (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the custom dataset.
DatasetDataLocation (URL) (mandatory the first appearance of the dataset, empty when
defining Concepts). Location of data of this dataset. If data is embedded in the same
spreadsheet (DatasetData command), “data://” must be used. If not, the location of a publicly
available CSV file must be provided, using a URL.
ConceptType (simple name) (mandatory when defining Concepts). One of the following:
"Dimension", "Measure", "Attribute"
Concept (simple name) (mandatory when defining Concepts). Name of the Concept being
defined.
ConceptDataType (simple name) (mandatory when defining Concepts). Data-type of the
Concept. One of: "Number", "Boolean", "URL", "UUID", "DateTime", "String", "UnitName",
"Code", "Geo"
ConceptDomain (domain definition) (mandatory if “ConceptDataType” is “Code”). Allows
constraining the values of a concept. Dimensions typically are “Code”, so a Hierarchy name
must be specified. Measures are normally “Numbers”, here an interval could be stated.
Description (string) (optional). Description of the dataset (first appearance of the dataset) or
Concept (following rows).
Attributes (key-value list) (optional). A list of freely definable attributes attached to the code.

9.4.5.3 Semantics
A Dataset Definition defines the structure of the Dataset making it usable in later commands.

9.4.6 Dataset data
Custom datasets need the means to specify the data contained in it. As it was mentioned in the
Dataset Definition command (DatasetDataLocation field), they can store its data in a CSV file, out of
the spreadsheet or in the same spreadsheet, using this command.
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It allows defining one dataset per worksheet.

9.4.6.1 Worksheet name
“DatasetData”

9.4.6.2 Fields
●
●

Dataset (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the dataset whose data is being defined
<Concept name> (simple name) (mandatory). One or more concept names as defined in the
Dataset Definition command

9.4.6.3 Semantics
Data in this command is attached to a dataset whose structure has been declared previously. The
completed dataset can now be used in different ways: Dataset Query command, Dataset Exports or
Dataset Expansion in core MuSIASEM commands (Processors, Interfaces mainly).

9.4.7 Dataset Query
Similar to the first version, this command takes a dataset and performs an operation similar to a
SELECT in SQL. This second version of the Dataset Query command is very similar to the first. There
are no changes in the way the filter is specified. The changes are mainly to move the dataset name
from the worksheet name into a new field inside the worksheet and in the columns of the resulting
dataset.

9.4.7.1 Worksheet name
DatasetQry

9.4.7.2 Fields
Columns are divided into five groups:
● Input dataset
○ InputDataset (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the dataset used as input (only one
dataset can be specified, the first in the column, others are ignored).
○ AvailableAtDateTime (date) (optional). Date and time of the version preceding the
specified date.
● Filter
○ Zero or more columns having as header a “<Dimension name>” (simple name) and
below it the list of codes to be kept under the dimension (or empty list to keep all
categories).
● Time interval. Datasets normally have a temporal dimension.
○ StartPeriod
○ EndPeriod
● Output concepts and Aggregation
○ Dimensions (mandatory). Below this column header, a series of dimension names can
be enumerated, which will not appear in the resulting data cube grouping values using
the aggregation function.
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○

●

Measures (mandatory). A list of measures to include in the resulting data cube. If not
specified, all measures are included.
○ AggFunc (mandatory). The functions recognized are: "sum", "avg", "count", "sumna"
(sum ignoring not available), "countav" (count only defined elements), "avgna", "pctna"
(percentage of not available with regard to the total number of elements -available or
not-). Measures and aggregation functions form pairs (measure- aggregation function).
○ MeasuresAs (optional). For each measure, an alias with the name of the output column
can be specified. If not, the output column is a composition of the measure name and
the aggregation function.
Output data set
○ ResultName (mandatory). Name of the dataset variable that will contain the result.

9.4.7.3 Semantics
The command can be considered to perform a simple SQL “Select” operation consisting in importing
an already available dataset, from one of the supported data sources (Eurostat, FAO, OECD, …) (the
FROM clause of the SQL Select), filtering it (the WHERE clause), then selecting both output
dimensions and aggregation function for measures that will be in the output (SELECT part of the
clause, with all the output dimensions plus measures affected by aggregation functions, and
accompanied with GROUP BY clause enumerating the output dimensions).

9.4.8 Parameters
Specify numeric values which can change. These values have a name which can be used in
expressions assigned to factors in processors.

9.4.8.1 Worksheet name
Parameters

9.4.8.2 Fields
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Parameter (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the parameter. Must be unique across the
case study.
Type (simple name) (mandatory). Type of the parameter. One of: "Number", "Code",
"Boolean".
Domain (domain specification) (mandatory for “Code”, optional for “Number”).
Value (conditions list expression referring to other parameters) (optional). Either a literal value
or a conditional list of expressions which can have other parameters (declared previously). An
empty value is permitted because “Solver” command can define -or redefine- parameters.
Group (simple name) (optional). Name of the group of parameters to which the current
parameter is a member of, just for readability.
Description (string) (optional). A description of the meaning and intent of the parameter.
Attributes (key-value list) (optional). A list of freely definable attributes attached to the
parameter. Columns with a header starting in “@” are considered attribute columns that are
appended to the list of attributes.
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9.4.8.3 Semantics
Each row defines a separate Parameter. When one of them is modified, expressions in where they are
used are updated.

9.4.9 Interface Types
Previous to the definition of Interfaces, a type has to be defined for each of them. The command
allows defining hierarchies of InterfaceTypes. Each row in the command defines an InterfaceType, a
group of rows can define a complete hierarchy. All hierarchies of InterfaceTypes (therefore all
InterfaceTypes) of the case study can be defined in a single worksheet.

9.4.9.1 Worksheet name
InterfaceTypes

9.4.9.2 Fields
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

InterfaceType (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the InterfaceType. Unique among all
Interface Types.
Sphere (optional). The default value of sphere, either “Technosphere” or “Biosphere”, for
Interfaces of this type (can be overridden by each Interface when it is declared). Indicates the
type of process originating the input flow. Or the destination for output flows.
RoegenType (optional). The default Either “Flow” or “Fund”, indicates the type of factor for the
interface in accordance with Roegen theory.
Unit (unit string) (optional). The default unit for quantities attached to the InterfaceType. A very
large list of units is recognized.
Orientation (optional). Default orientation, “Input” or “Output”, of Interfaces of this
InterfaceType, which can be overridden by each Interface.
OppositeProcessorType (optional). Which of the case study contexts, “Local”, “External” or
“Environment”, does the Processor opposite to where Interfaces of the InterfaceType pertain
to.
ParentInterfaceType (simple name) (optional). Name of the parent InterfaceType, if any.
InterfaceTypeHierarchy (simple name) (optional). Name of the hierarchy to which the
InterfaceType is a member.
Description (string) (optional). Description of the InterfaceType.
Attributes (key-value list) (optional). A list of freely definable attributes attached to an
InterfaceType. Columns with a header starting in “@” are considered attribute columns that are
appended to the list of attributes.

9.4.9.3 Semantics
InterfaceTypes, organized in Hierarchies, are declared by this command. Interfaces must address one
of them as their defining type. Hierarchies of InterfaceTypes can be used to specify scale changes
with the ScaleChangeMap command.
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9.4.10 Bare Processors
The first MuSIASEM primitive concept to be instantiated into a case study is the Processor. Bare
Processors command serves that purpose, bringing into the model unadorned Processors. Initially
without Interfaces, there are fields allowing to dress Processors with the same Interfaces the parent
Processor has. And also it is possible to completely copy already declared Processors.
Using previously defined Datasets, “Bare Processors” can use data in them by using the dataset
expansion notation, consisting in writing a dataset name and the name of a dimension in this dataset.
Please see “Dataset expansion” in the section “Syntactic elements”.

9.4.10.1 Worksheet name
BareProcessors

9.4.10.2 Fields
●
●
●
●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

Processor (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the Processor.
ProcessorGroup (simple name) (optional). A group to which the Processor will be a member
of.
ProcessorContextType (optional, “Local” by default). The main context of the Processor:
"Local", "Environment", "External", "ExternalEnvironment".
ParentProcessor (simple name) (optional). Name of the parent Processor regarding “part-of”
relation. It is a quick way of specifying a hierarchy of functional composition. Another way is
through the command “Relationships”.
FunctionalOrStructure (mandatory). One of two options must be specified: Functional or
Structural. “Functional” means the Processor is a function, which is the goal in the abstract,
opposed to “Structure” which is a Processor representing a materialized goal. Structural
Processors should be part-of functional Processors (but structural Processors can have other
structural Processors inside, and functional Processors can have functional Processors inside).
InstanceOrArchetype (mandatory). One of two options must be specified: Instance or
Archetype. “Instance” means the Processor will be incorporated in the accounting process,
while “Archetype” is used because the Processor will be just a template for other Processors
that will be copies of it (for instance intensive processors that will be copied and scaled up).
Stock (optional). Inform that the Processor is a stock (“Yes”) or a producer (“No”)
CopyInterfaces (optional, “No” by default). How the new Processor will be given a set of
Interfaces. The options are: “No”, no copy performed (the Processor will have no interfaces
initially), "FromParent", the new Processor will have the same Interfaces currently declared for
the parent (if the parent Processor declares after this new Interface, they will not be known to
the child Processor).
CloneProcessor (simple name) (optional). Name of a Processor that will be copied.
GeolocationRef (geographic dataset reference) (optional). The ID of a “geographic dataset”
reference.
GeolocationCode (code) (optional). Either a Code in a Hierarchy having a geographic object
attached to it, or the code of an object inside the spatial dataset specified in “GeolocationRef”.
Description (string) (optional). Description of the InterfaceType.
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●

Attributes (key-value list) (optional). A list of freely definable attributes attached to an
InterfaceType. Columns with a header starting in “@” are considered attribute columns that are
appended to the list of attributes.

9.4.10.3 Semantics
When the command finishes its execution, a set of Processors, potentially organized in hierarchies
and in different groups, can be decorated with Interfaces and connected to other Processors.

9.4.11 Interfaces
This command obeys two purposes, the definition of Interfaces, and attaching Quantities to these
Interfaces. Interfaces are at the border of Processors, bridging the exterior of the Processor with its
interior. These interfaces can be quantified directly or the magnitudes can be computed from other
interfaces connected through some kind of relation, especially “flow”.
Using previously defined Datasets, “Interfaces” can use data in them by using the dataset expansion
notation, consisting in writing a dataset name and the name of a dimension or measure in this dataset.
Please see “Dataset expansion” in the section “Syntactic elements”.

9.4.11.1 Worksheet name
Interfaces

9.4.11.2 Fields
Fields of the Interface command can be divided into two sets: Interface fields, which define the
Interface, and Quantity fields, defining a Quantity attached to the Interface.
Interface fields:
● Processor (simple name) (mandatory). Processor to which the Interface is added. Or the
quantity, if the Interface has been already added.
● InterfaceType (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the Interface Type to be used.
● Interface (simple name) (optional). Name of the Interface in case it is needed because by
default the InterfaceType name is used for the Interface (if two Interfaces with the same
InterfaceType are needed in the same Processor, they must have different names).
● Sphere (optional). The sphere, either “Technosphere” or “Biosphere”, for the Interface being
defined, potentially overriding the equivalent property of InterfaceType. Indicates the type of
process (artificial or natural) originating the input flow. Or the destination for output flows.
● RoegenType (optional). Either “Flow” or “Fund”, indicates the type of factor for the Interface in
accordance with Roegen’s theory. Overrides the RoegenType of the InterfaceType if it was
specified.
● Orientation (optional). Orientation, “Input” or “Output”, of the Interface. Overrides the
Orientation of the InterfaceType if it was specified.
● OppositeProcessorType (optional). Used to point which of the case study contexts, “Local”,
“External” or “Environment”, do Processors opposite to the Interface pertain to.
● GeolocationRef (geographic dataset reference) (optional). Reference to information on where
the Interface is located.
● GeolocationCode (code) (optional).
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●

InterfaceAttributes (key-value list) (optional). A list of freely definable attributes attached to an
Interface. Columns with a header starting in “I@” are considered attribute columns that are
appended to the list of attributes of the Interface. Quantities have a separate list of attributes,
see QuantityAttributes.
Quantity fields:
● Value (expression) (optional). An arithmetic-boolean expression with parameters.
● Unit (unit string) (optional). Unit for Value. A very large list of units is recognized. Overrides the
Unit of the InterfaceType, if it was specified.
● RelativeTo (simple name + unit name) (optional). If used, it would be the name of an Interface
defining the unit to scale the currently stated Value. For instance, if the Unit is “kg” and
“RelativeTo” is “LU” in hectares, once “LU” is quantified, lets assume in “10 ha”, the resulting
amount would be multiplied by 10, and the unit would remain to be “kg”.
● Uncertainty (string) (optional). Statistical characterization of the uncertainty of Value. This field
should be elaborated together with solvers capable of exploiting the uncertainty information:
sensitivity analysis, observability analysis (recognize the inherent strength-weakness of
assessment including this measure).
● Assessment (string) (optional). Assessment according to NUSAP. This should be elaborated
together with solvers capable of symbolically analyzing categorizations of assessment.
● PedigreeMatrix (simple name) (optional). Reference to a previously declared PedigreeMatrix.
● Pedigree (string) (optional). Codes in the PedigreeMatrix encoding qualities of the diagnostic
quantity.
● Time (time) (optional). To which time period the quantity corresponds to.
● Source (reference) (optional). Reference to a source defining how the quantity was obtained.
● QuantityAttributes (key-value list) (optional). A list of freely definable attributes attached to a
Quantity. Columns with a header starting in “N@” are considered attribute columns that are
appended to the list of attributes of the Interface.
● Comments (string) (optional). Free comments attached to the quantity.

9.4.11.3 Semantics
A set of Interfaces can be defined, optionally accompanied by quantification of these Interfaces. For
the same Time, more than one Quantity can be attached one Interface, by changing “Source”.

9.4.12 Relationships
This command is the new version of the Structure command, with additional fields and enhanced
expressive power in some the fields. Similarly to that command (also in this document), its purpose is
to specify relationships between processors or interfaces in processors to other processors or
interfaces (respectively), with relations of different meaning types (like structures, flows of goods or
waste, or flows of information).

9.4.12.1 Worksheet name
Relationships
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9.4.12.2 Fields
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

OriginProcessors (set of processors) (optional). An expression resolving to a set of
processors that will be in the origin part of the relations (one or more) to be specified. If “Origin”
field is not specified, this field is mandatory.
OriginInterface (simple name) (optional). The name of an Interface present in all the
Processors in the set of origin Processors. When connecting Processors it can be empty. Also,
when connecting Interfaces, if the destination Interface is specified, an equally named Interface
is assumed in the origin Processor.
DestinationProcessors (set of processors) (optional). An expression resolving to a set of
processors that will be in the destination part of the relations (one or more) to be specified. If
“Destination” field is not specified, this field is mandatory.
DestinationInterface (simple name) (optional). The name of an Interface present in all the
Processors in the set of destination Processors. When connecting Processors it can be empty.
Also, when connecting Interfaces, if the origin Interface is specified, an equally named Interface
is assumed in the destination Processor.
Origin (absolute Interface name) (optional). When a single Interface needs to be specified, an
absolute Interface name can be used, of the form <processor_name>”:”<interface_name>. In
this case, it can replace the fields OriginProcessors and OriginInterface.
Destination (absolute Interface name) (optional). When a single Interface needs to be
specified,
an
absolute
Interface
name
can
be
used,
of
the
form
<processor_name>”:”<interface_name>. In this case, it can replace the fields
DestinationProcessors and DestinationInterface.
RelationType (mandatory). One of:
○ PartOf or “|”. Origin Processor is “part-of” (child) Destination Processor (parent). No
assumptions on flows between child and parent. It is worth stressing it is “functionally
part-of” more than “materially part-of”, which is not so interesting for MuSIASEM
analysis.
○ Flow or “>” (“<” for reverse flow). A flow from an Interface in the Origin Processor to an
Interface in the Destination Processor. Both Interfaces must be of the same
InterfaceType. If the flow is between two Interfaces from Ancestor-Descendant
Processors, the Orientation of both must be the same and always from Output to
Output. If it is between siblings, Orientations must be the opposite, and always from
Output to Input.
○ Scale. An information flow from an Interface into another, meaning that the Destination
Interface is equal to the Origin Interface times the Weight.
○ IsA. State that origin “is-a” type of destination (equivalent function).
○ AsA. To declare that view (mask) origin can be viewed as destination (also equivalent
function; “is-a” is declared, “as-a” is dynamic).
○ Associate. State that Origin Processor is associated with Destination Processor. The
association has to be completed with Origin and Destination Cardinality fields. In
comments it is recommended to state the roles of both Origin and Destination
Processor. This relation can also be used to avoid flows between Processors not “partof” Processors involved in “associate” relations.
Weight (expression with parameters) (mandatory for Flow relations, blank for others).
Proportion of the magnitude of the Origin Interface that goes into the Destination Interface.
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●
●
●
●
●

OriginCardinality (optional). Only for “Associate” relations. Possible values are: "One", "Zero",
"ZeroOrOne", "ZeroOrMore", "OneOrMore".
DestinationCardinality (optional). Only for “Associate” relations. Possible values are: "One",
"Zero", "ZeroOrOne", "ZeroOrMore", "OneOrMore".
GeolocationRef (geographic dataset reference) (optional). The ID of a “geographic dataset”
reference.
GeolocationCode (code) (optional). Either a Code in a Hierarchy having a geographic object
attached to it, or the code of an object inside the spatial dataset specified in “GeolocationRef”.
Attributes (key-value list) (optional). A list of freely definable attributes attached to an
InterfaceType. Columns with a header starting in “@” are considered attribute columns that are
appended to the list of attributes.

9.4.12.3 Semantics
Relationships are considered by solvers first to let information flow (scale relation), and to aggregate
(bottom-up) or disaggregate (top-down). Because the relation concept can grow, solvers could be
prepared to study structural (not only quantitative) aspects of functions (resilience, diversity,
openness) exploiting “part-of”, “associate” may be used to control relations between structurals, and
so on.

9.4.13 Processor Scaling
As a convenience when specifying a case study, MuSIASEM defines the possibility to size processors
relative to one of its interfaces, and relate the size of these defining interfaces either in a part-of
hierarchy of processors or between sibling processors. It also defines how to clone unit processors to
quickly build hierarchies of processors, which later can take advantage of the hierarchical scaling.

9.4.13.1 Worksheet name
ProcessorScalings

9.4.13.2 Fields
●
●

●
●
●

InvokingProcessor (simple string) (mandatory). Parent processor for hierarchical scales,
origin sibling processor for sequential scales.
RequestedProcessor (simple string) (mandatory). Child processor for hierarchical scales,
destination processor for sequential scales. Depending on the ScalingType, this Processor will
exist previously or it will be created from a template processor (unit -or intensive- processor).
InvokingInterface (simple string) (mandatory). Interface to be used for the invoking processor.
RequestedInterface (simple string) (mandatory). Interface to be used for the requested
processor.
ScalingType (simple string) (mandatory). Defines the operations requested for the process of
scaling:
○ “CloneAndScale”. Clones “RequestedProcessor” as a child of “InvokingProcessor”;
second, constrains the value of “RequestedInterface” to the value of “InvokingInterface”,
scaled by “Scale”. “RequestedProcessor” must be an archetype (opposed to instance)
“unit processor”.
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○

●

“Scale”. Constrains the value of “RequestedInterface” to the value of
“InvokingInterface”, scaled by “Scale”. “RequestedProcessor” must be an instance
(opposed to archetype) “unit processor”.
○ “CloneScaled”. Clones “RequestedProcessor” as a child of “InvokingProcessor”;
second, scales the new processor using “Scale” as the value of “RequestedInterface”.
“RequestedProcessor” must be an archetype (opposed to instance) “unit processor”.
Scale (expression with parameters) (mandatory). Factor by which invoking interface is
multiplied to define the requested interface.

9.4.13.3 Semantics
“Processor scaling” enables conveniently constructing models from processor templates, and defining
interfaces relative to others, in cascade. This, combined with the “RelativeTo” field in “Interfaces”
command and the “InstanceOrArchetype” field in “BareProcessors” command, permits to define a
chain of scales which can be resolved once the end of a chain is quantified.

9.4.14 Scale Change Map
InterfaceTypes can be grouped and structured in Hierarchies. “Scale change map” enables the
specification of adaptive (depending on Context) linear transformations between two Hierarchies of
InterfaceTypes, as a materialization of the multiscaling concept in MuSIASEM.

9.4.14.1 Worksheet name
ScaleChangeMap

9.4.14.2 Fields
●

●
●

●
●
●
●

●

OriginHierarchy (simple name) (optional). Name of the origin InterfaceTypes Hierarchy. It is
optional if the origin InterfaceType name is unique among InterfaceTypes. Otherwise, it must
be specified.
OriginInterfaceType (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the InterfaceType in the origin
InterfaceTypes Hierarchy.
DestinationHierarchy (simple name) (optional). Name of the destination InterfaceTypes
Hierarchy. It is optional if the destination InterfaceType name is unique among InterfaceTypes.
Otherwise, it must be specified.
DestinationInterfaceType (simple name) (mandatory). Name of a code in the destination
InterfaceTypes Hierarchy.
OriginContext (processors) (optional). Specification of which Processors are to be used to
match the Origin part of the context.
DestinationContext (processors) (optional). Specification of which Processors are to be used
to match the Destination part of the context.
Scale (expression with parameters) (optional). Linear scale transform from origin to
destination. Both origin and destination can appear multiple times, so the multiplicity potentially
can be many to many.
OriginUnit (unit name) (optional). Specification of unit for which the scale factor is valid. If
quantities for Interfaces are expressed in other physically equivalent unit, automatic unit
conversion will be performed before the scaling.
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●

DestinationUnit (unit name) (optional). Specification of unit (destination) for which the scale
factor is valid. If quantities for Interfaces are expressed in other physically equivalent unit,
automatic unit conversion will be performed before the scaling.

9.4.14.3 Semantics
Scale changer maps are used, when solving, to cascade information expressed using InterfaceTypes
of a Hierarchy into InterfaceTypes of another. For instance, if food types were used for quantities and
a transform food type to macronutrients equivalence, the total macronutrient could be obtained. Also,
prices of input goods depending on contexts could be implicitly obtained, and the payback could be
accounted into the origin (“seller”) using a flow relationship.

9.4.15 Scalar Indicators
Indicators are quantities (scalar or matrix) designed to measure the performance of a case study using
formulas in which observations are aggregated and operated.
“Scalar indicators” command enables defining expressions operating on either local or global
quantities, and resolving to a single number.

9.4.15.1 Worksheet name
ScalarIndicators

9.4.15.2 Fields
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Indicator (simple name) (mandatory).
Local (boolean) (mandatory).
Formula (arithmetic expression using parameters and processor-interface names)
(mandatory).
Unit (unit) (optional). Unit of the result.
Processors (processors selector expression) (optional). To which processors a local indicator
is applied. If empty it is applied to processors having all the interfaces in the formula.
Benchmark (simple name) (optional). Name of benchmark under which the indicator is framed.
Description (string) (optional). Intent of the indicator.

9.4.15.3 Semantics
Each scalar indicator tries to match the variables mentioned in the formula. Local indicators look for
Interfaces in it, while formulas in global indicators can refer to a set of interfaces in a set of processors
(double set), which must be aggregated then operated with arithmetic operators. Local indicators are
attached to each processor, global indicators are kept in a separate global area.

9.4.16 Matrix Indicators
Indicators are quantities (scalar or matrix) designed to measure the performance of a case study using
formulas in which observations are aggregated and operated.
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“Matrix indicators” command enables building matrices gathering information from a set of processors.
The rows of the matrix are the processors, while in the columns both interfaces and indicators can be
arranged.

9.4.16.1 Worksheet name
MatrixIndicators

9.4.16.2 Fields
●
●
●
●
●

Indicator (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the matrix indicator.
Processors (processors selector expression) (optional). Set of processors for the rows of the
matrix.
Interfaces (interfaces selector expression) (optional). Interfaces to place in the columns of the
matrix.
Indicators (list of scalar indicators) (optional). Local scalar indicators to place in the columns of
the matrix.
Description (string) (optional). Intent of the indicator.

9.4.16.3 Semantics
Matrix indicators result in Datasets aimed at summarizing aspects of the case study, for human
analysis.

9.4.17 Benchmarks
Benchmarks are simple categorizations used to assess how fit are scalar indicators relative to
expected or normal values obtained from experience in preceding systems used as calibration or
reference.

9.4.17.1 Worksheet name
Benchmarks

9.4.17.2 Fields
●
●
●
●
●
●

Benchmark (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the benchmark.
Range (number interval) (mandatory). Numeric interval capturing one of the categories of the
benchmark.
Unit (unit) (optional). The unit under which the range is expressed.
Label (string) (mandatory). A short string sketching the level or category inside the benchmark.
Color (simple name) (mandatory). One of the following: “green”, “yellow”, “red”, “white”, “grey”,
“black”.
Description (string) (optional). Description of the category or the benchmark.

9.4.17.3 Semantics
The benchmark can be used multiple times for different scalar indicators or occurrences of the same
scalar local indicators for different processors, to qualitatively visualize performance.
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9.4.18 Bibliographic Reference
References are containers of information which can be cited in certain fields of commands, using a
special ID field.
Bibliographic references are one of the supported reference types, which can be used in “Source”
fields, when information has been gathered directly from the cited document.
The fields follow the names and conventions of BibTeX entries,
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX/Bibliography_Management.

9.4.18.1 Worksheet name
RefBibliographic

9.4.18.2 Fields
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

RefID (simple name) (mandatory). A unique name for the reference.
EntryType (simple name) (mandatory). The type of bibliographic reference. The values can be:
"article", "book", "booklet", "conference", "inbook", "incollection", "inproceedings", "manual",
"mastersthesis", "misc", "phdtesis", "proceedings", "techreport", "unpublished".
Author (string) (mandatory, except for entry types: “booklet”, “manual”, “misc” and
“proceedings”).
Address (string) (optional).
Annote (string) (optional).
BookTitle (string) (mandatory for entry types: “incollection” or “inproceedings”).
Chapter (string) (mandatory when entry type is “inbook”).
CrossRef (string) (optional).
Edition (string) (optional).
Editor (string) (mandatory for entry types: “book” or “inbook”).
HowPublished (string) (optional).
Institution (string) (mandatory when entry type is “techreport”).
Journal (string) (mandatory when entry type is “article”).
Key (string) (optional).
Month (simple name) (optional).
Note (string) (optional).
Number (string) (optional).
Organization (String) (optional).
Pages (string) (mandatory when entry type is “inbook”).
Publisher (string) (mandatory for entry types: “book”, “inbook” or “incollection”).
School (string) (mandatory for entry types: “mastersthesis” or “phdtesis”).
Series (string) (optional).
Title (string) (mandatory, except when entry type is “misc”).
Type (string) (optional).
URL (URL) (optional).
Volume (string) (mandatory when entry type is “article”).
Year (string) (mandatory for entry types: 'article', 'book', 'inbook', 'incollection', 'inproceedings',
'mastersthesis', 'phdthesis', 'proceedings', 'techreport').
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9.4.18.3 Semantics
Bibliographic references when cited in the “Source” field of “Interfaces” command are considered a
type of Observer, serving to put in context the quantification provided for a specific Interface.

9.4.19 Geographical Dataset Reference
References are containers of information which can be cited in certain fields of commands, using a
special ID field.
Geographical dataset references are one of the supported reference types, and can be used in
“GeolocationRef” fields of Code Hierarchies, Processors and Interfaces, to assign a spatial dataset to
each entity.
The fields simplify the available names and conventions of ISO 19115 profile defined by Inspire.

9.4.19.1 Worksheet name
RefGeographic

9.4.19.2 Fields
●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

RefID (simple name) (mandatory). A unique name for the reference.
Title (string) (mandatory).
Date (date) (mandatory).
BoundingBox (string) (optional). Extents of the dataset expressed in: west and east
longitudes, south and north latitudes (WGS84), using decimal degrees with at least two
decimals.
TopicCategory (string) (optional). It is a free string, although one or more of the following
should be used: "Farming", "Biota", "Boundaries", "Climatology", "Meteorology", "Atmosphere",
"Economy", "Elevation", "Environment", "GeoscientificInformation", "Health", "Imagery",
"BaseMaps", "EarthCover", "Intelligence", "Military", "InlandWaters", "Location", "Oceans",
"Planning", "Cadastre", "Society", "Structure", "Transportation", "Utilities", "Communication".
Description (string) (optional).
PointOfContact (string) (optional).
DataLocation (URL) (optional). Where the GeoJSON file containing the data can be
automatically retrieved.

9.4.19.3 Semantics
Geographical references define the metadata of a geographical dataset, plus maybe the data itself.
When cited in the “GeolocationRef” field of Code Hierarchies, the “Code” field automatically defines
the geometrical shape, because the code is assumed to be the key to access that information, or the
specific “GeolocationCode” can be specified if there is a change. For “BareProcessors”, “Interfaces”
and “Relationships” commands, this referencing (“GeolocationRef” field again) informs about the
dataset, and to determine which feature in corresponds to the MuSIASEM concept (Processor,
Interface, Relationship) a geometrical shape an ID has to be specified using the “GeolocationCode”
field.
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This information can later be used to prepare visualizations with geographical maps or processes
using this geographical information.

9.4.20 Provenance Reference
References are containers of information which can be cited in certain fields of commands, using a
special ID field.
Provenance references are one of the supported reference types, which can be used in “Source”
fields, when information has been gathered from the mentioned reference.
The fields are a simplification of the ontology W3C “Provenance Recommendation”, using the bare
starting point terms, https://www.w3.org/TR/2013/REC-prov-o-20130430/#description-starting-pointterms.

9.4.20.1 Worksheet name
RefProvenance

9.4.20.2 Fields
●
●
●
●
●

RefID (simple name) (mandatory). A unique name for the reference.
AgentType (simple name) (mandatory). One of: “Person”, “Software”, “Organization”.
Agent (string) (mandatory). A description of what is the agent (something able to perform
activities).
Activities (string) (mandatory). A description of the activities (processes) carried out.
Entities (string) (optional). A description of the entities (information objects) used to elaborate
the information.

9.4.20.3 Semantics
Provenance references when cited in the “Source” field of “Interfaces” command are considered a type
of Observer, serving to put in context the quantification provided for a specific Interface.

9.4.21 Problem Statement
The problem statement serves to specify one or more scenarios to solve in batch. Scenarios are
characterized by a name and a set of parameter values.
When this command is not specified, the solver assumes a single scenarios using the values of
parameters as they were defined in Parameters commands.

9.4.21.1 Worksheet name
ProblemStatement

9.4.21.2 Fields
●
●

Scenario (simple name) (mandatory). Name of the scenario.
Parameter (simple name) (mandatory). Name the parameter that is being modified.
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●
●

Value (expression with parameters) (mandatory).
Description (string) (optional). Explanation of the value or the intent of the scenario.

9.4.21.3 Semantics
If ProblemStatement defines one or more scenarios (characterized by a set of parameters), the solver
will repeat the calculations for each of the parameter values specified by them. The starting values for
parameters are those defined in the Parameters command. Each scenario then sets or overwrites
parameters with the specified values. If no ProblemStatement command exists, the solver will assume
a single scenario with the values of parameters in the Parameters command.

9.4.22 Import Commands
If a workbook contains commands building part of a case study which is recognized as base for the
expression of functions in the Nexus, using this command they do not need to be copied every time
but a reference will include them as if they were explicitly in the current workbook.

9.4.22.1 Worksheet name
ImportCommands

9.4.22.2 Fields
●
●

Workbook (URL) (mandatory). URL of the workbook containing the commands to be reused.
Worksheets (list of worksheet names) (optional). If not specified, all commands from the
specified Workbook will be imported.

9.4.22.3 Semantics
Similar to “include”, “import”, “package” statements of languages like C, Java, Python, R, it considers
the specified command worksheets as if they were in the current workbook. Circular references are
not allowed.

9.4.23 List of Commands
It has been explained that command worksheets must have a fixed “worksheet name” prefix, plus
parameters. The “list of commands” is a special command allowing to freely name commands which
do not have parameters in the name. Commands excluded from this are all from v1, except Pedigree
which has to be used also in v2 commands, and this command itself (“ListOfCommands”):
●
●
●
●
●
●

Processors (v1).
Upscale (v1).
Pedigree matrix (v1, v2).
Hierarchy (Taxonomy or Composition) (v1).
Dataset Query (v1).
Mapping (v1).

IMPORTANT: the order of execution cannot be changed, i.e., commands will be executed as the order
of worksheets in the workbook, not on the list.
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9.4.23.1 Worksheet name
ListOfCommands

9.4.23.2 Fields
●
●
●

Worksheet (string) (mandatory). Name of the worksheet.
Command (string) (mandatory). Name of one of the supported commands.
Description (string) (optional). Description of the content of the worksheet.

9.4.23.3 Semantics
Names of worksheets listed will be interpreted as the command specified.

9.5 Version 1 commands
9.5.1 Processors, interfaces, quantities
Allows specifying (creating) a set of processors, its interfaces (creating also interface types) and
quantities in one command, referring to processors by one or more codifications (hierarchies) and by
name. Using the optional field “Level” it allows defining how processors relate hierarchically. It can be
used also as an input end-use-matrix. It lacks the possibility of specifying relations between
processors at the same level and weights in hierarchical relations, which may be useful for top-down
definition.

9.5.1.1 Worksheet name
“Processors” <name>
Example: “Processors Crops”, “Processors Farms”

9.5.1.2 Fields
●
●

●
●

<taxonomy name>. Optional. Contains values of the taxonomy. There can be zero or more
columns of this type.
Name. Optional. Name for the processor, which can be hierarchical (this would create one or
more containing processors). The name must be unique among processors. Upscaling
operations create clones of processors (potentially changing values of processors). In this
case, the cloned processors are not accessible by this name, but they will be automatically
renamed to use a hierarchical name: if the parent processor is named “p1” and a processor
nested by upscaling is named “p2”, the name would be “p1.p2”.
Level. Optional. Can be “N+2”, “N+1”, “N”, “N-1”,... Allows not only defining the level at which a
processor can be found but also the realm to which it is a member of.
FF_type. Factor (flow or fund) type. Allowed values are:
○ Int_in_flow. Internal input flow.
○ Int_in_fund. Internal input Fund.
○ Env_in_flow. Environment input flow.
○ Env_out_flow. Environment output flow.
○ Int_out_flow. Internal output flow.
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●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

○ Ext_in_flow. External input flow.
○ Ext_out_flow. Output flow to external.
Var. Interface name. Can be hierarchical, i.e., “.” separated parts, like “HA” and “HA.elder”. If
not declared previously using a hierarchy command, it is created automatically.
Value. Optional. Number or algebraic expression referencing parameters. The “N” of NUSAP.
Unit. Mandatory if the value is specified. Some recognized unit name. The “U” of NUSAP.
Relative to. Optional. Factor name in the processor, which, if specified, makes the current
value intensive, and when a value is assigned to the factor allows performing a conversion to
extensive.
Uncertainty. Optional. The “S” of NUSAP
Assessment. Optional. The “A” of NUSAP
Pedigree template. Optional. The “P” of NUSAP. Refer to a pedigree template (see the
corresponding command).
Pedigree values. Optional. The “P” of NUSAP. Encode the diagnosis using the previous
pedigree template, using integer numbers.
Time. Optional. Time extent of the value.
Geo. Optional. Geographical region producing the value.
Scale. Optional. Description of the hierarchical level.
Source. Optional. Data source. It can be a text or a reference to some of the data cites. It is an
important field because it is the specification of an observer. It should be possible to assign
different values to the same factor if the source is different.
Comments. Optional.

Both “<taxonomy names>” and “name” are optional, but at least one of them has to be specified.
Otherwise, the processor is not determined, and the interface and maybe the value cannot be
assigned to it.
The command has two behaviors: the first is extensively enumerating values in the worksheet. The
second takes advantage of imported datasets to map them into MuSIASEM concepts (processor,
interface, quantity). To use this second behavior, a row is added using, in some of the columns, the
name of the dataset referring to its dimensions or measures, preceded by a “#” character (for instance:
“#ds1.value”).
In addition, using “Level” in a bottom-up definition allows for parent processors to only define a row (for
the processor, with no interfaces nor values) and leave empty the following fields, which are inherited
from children:
● FF_Type
● Var
● Value
● Unit
● Relative to
● Time
● Geo
● Source
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9.5.1.3 Semantics
Specification of Processors, Interfaces (InterfaceTypes) and Quantities, with Processors potentially
connected in a hierarchy.

9.5.2 Structure
Permits tieing processors or interfaces in processors to other processors or interfaces (respectively),
establishing constraints.
The relation from an Origin to a Destination can be:
● Composition: Origin contains Destination, and/or
● Connection: what is in interfaces is transferred from Origin to Destination.
Composition (part-of) does not necessarily imply connection (in the sense of transfer of flows or
funds).
When destinations are written, it is possible to specify a weight, meaning how much of the origin goes
to the destination. If the sum of weights is not one it is assumed those are losses. Anyway, it is
recommended to make this explicit, creating a “Losses” processor to account explicitly for this.
If no weights are specified they are left as unknowns. If bottom-up information is available they can be
computed.

9.5.2.1 Worksheet name
Structure

9.5.2.2 Fields
●
●
●

Origin Label. An extended label for the origin. The origin can be either a processor or a factor.
Origin Name. Name of the source processor or factor. Existing previously or not.
Destination. One or more. The content of this column has three components, which can be
separated by spaces:
○ Relation type:
■ “>”, “<”. “Flow” Connection (not in the sense of flow/fund, but as the provision of
something) left-to-right or right-to-left. By default (no relation written) left-to-right.
■ “|”. Composition. Origin processor embeds (part-of) Destination processor(s).
■ “|>”, “|<”. Connection AND composition. This type of relation combines the
previous two types. In MuSIASEM it is quite common, its intention is to
represent a border function-structure. For instance, the output of processors
inside does not go to some input of the function processor but goes to an
equivalent output of the processor.
■ “||>”, “||<”. Upscale. It is the semantically richest operation. It implies multiple
instantiations of the processor to the left (Source) inside the processor to the
right (Destination), so three operations:
● Instantiation (cloning, a copy of the original)
● Composition. The destination processor is part of the origin.
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●

●

Upscale flow. A factor of origin will be proportional to the same factor in
the destination.
○ Weight in the relation: a float number ranging from 0 to 1. How much of the origin goes
into the destination.
○ Destination processor or factor. It will be a string of the form “name”.”name” addressing
the right element.
Source. Relation source. It can be a text or a reference to some of the data cites. It is an
important field because it is the specification of an observer. Thanks to this, it is possible to
define relations which can be switched (filter into or out) assuming different sources.

9.5.2.3 Semantics
Once relationships have been stated, an algorithm analyzing the case study can exploit the formal
properties of relationships. For example, it can consider flow relations, which mean that part or all of
an interface is transferred to another, to make the proper accounting. Or scale relations, which are
used to materialize intensive processors into extensive, so a step would be required before any
accounting can be performed with that specific processor. Also, some relations may not be taken into
account by the algorithm, depending on what the algorithm aims to achieve, what kind of solving it
does (accounting, i.e., quantities, structure validation, analysis of multiple scenarios, etc.).

9.5.3 Upscale
The command allows cloning a whole processor set as children of each of the processors in another
processor set.
A matrix indicating with a factor [0, 1] how each pair parent-child has to be scaled. “0” means child
processor will not be cloned (then of course, not scaled) into the parent. The sum of all rows or of all
columns must be an all 1’s row or column.

9.5.3.1 Worksheet name
“Upscale” <child set> <parent set>
Example:
“Upscale Crop Farm”
“Upscale Farm AgrarianRegion”

9.5.3.2 Fields
The format of this command is special.
The center of the command is a rectangular matrix which can be placed in the middle of the
worksheet. Labels for rows and columns must allow identifying both child and parent processors
(Processors v1 command is recommended for this). Either processor names or taxonomy categories
allowing the identification of processors can be used.
The following table -extracted from “Almería Water-Food” case study- shows crop processors being
identified using both the row label (i.e. “Aubergine”) and the category “inside” (GH) / “outside” (OF).
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And farm processors use the previous dichotomy plus the number of crops per year (MCR1 / MCR2).
In this case, the sum of rows yields an all-ones row.

9.5.3.3 Semantics
The upscale command is used, not only to scale intensive processors into extensive ones, but also to
concisely specify how to embed copies of the child processors into parent processors using “part-of”
relation, and connecting (creating) the interfaces from the child into the parent creating the needed
flow relations.

9.5.4 Scale conversion
9.5.4.1 Worksheet name
“Scale”

9.5.4.2 Fields
The format of this command is special.
The center of the command is a rectangular matrix which can be placed in the middle of the
worksheet. Labels of rows identify origin Interface Types, from a hierarchy of Interface Types. The
same applies to columns, which enumerate the destination Interface Types, all being members of a
single hierarchy of Interface Types.

9.5.4.3 Semantics
A set of linear scale factors for interface types permits automating the conversion of information
available for an interface into information for another interface (another scale), not explicitly stated.

9.5.5 Pedigree Matrix
When specifying quantities for interfaces it is allowed to qualify them using NUSAP fields. The
PedigreeMatrix field references a Pedigree Matrix which contains the key to translate the encoded
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Pedigree. Elements in columns are referenced using an integer number starting from 0 and up to the
number of elements of that column. Each column of the matrix is assigned a label.

9.5.5.1 Worksheet name
“Pedigree” <name>

9.5.5.2 Fields
●
●

Code (mandatory). A sequence of integers, ranging from 0 (bottom) to the number of
categories (top).
<Aspect name> (at least one is mandatory). Below a list of categories. See the example
below.

9.5.5.3 Semantics
A Pedigree Matrix is just a record containing a set of aspects, each scaled with a list of levels. The
Pedigree Matrix can later be referenced (when specifying qualified quantities) to translate a code. For
instance, using the previous example table, the code “4233” would be:
●
●
●
●

TheoreticalStructures: EstablishedTheory.
DataInput: CalculatedData.
PeerAcceptance: High.
ColleagueConsensus: AllButRebels.

9.5.6 Hierarchy
With this command it is possible to specify labeled codes structured forming a -single- hierarchy,
meaning either that children are type-of (taxonomy) or part-of (composition). It is possible to specify
a formula referring to categories in the same hierarchy (as long as they are not parent or ancestor
codes; loops -circular references- are also not allowed).
Hierarchies can be either taxonomies (classifications) or compositions (part of). The name of the
hierarchy defines the type, using “Taxonomy” or “Composition”.
The nodes making a hierarchy can be of one of three possible types: factors (flows or funds),
processors or simply categories. The type is determined by a letter, which respectively is “F”, “P” or
“C”.
The parent-child relation is indicated by the indentation level of the column in which codes are written.
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9.5.6.1 Worksheet name
“Taxonomy” or “Composition”<type> <name>, where <type> can be “P” for processors, “I” for
interface types, “C” for codes. For instance: “Taxonomy_C C1”, “Composition_P AgrarianRegion”.
The allowed combinations are:
● Taxonomy_I
● Taxonomy_C
● Composition_P

9.5.6.2 Fields
●

●
●

“Code”, “Name”. Code or Name of the category (or processor or factor type), used in later
references. One or more occurrences of this field in the header is allowed, see example in the
table below.
“Description” (optional). A text optionally describing each code.
“Expression”/”Formula”. In the relation parent-children, a parent equals the sum of its
children. This column, optionally defined, allows specifying an algebraic relation involving other
categories of the taxonomy.

Nesting is expressed with additional pairs “Code”-”Description”. The following table shows an extract
of a fictional hierarchy with no descriptions.
Code

Code

Code

A1
A11
A111
A12
A2
A21

9.5.6.3 Semantics
The first version of the Hierarchy command allows the creation of hierarchies of three different entity
types. For Processors, a “part-of” hierarchy of basically defined processors is constructed (no
attributes). For Hierarchies of Codes, just Code Lists can be created, no Hierarchical Code Lists.
Finally, Hierarchies of Interface Types can be constructed, creating very basic Interface Types, of
Roegen type “flow”, and with no attributes.
The name of the hierarchy is in the worksheet name, after the command name.

9.5.7 Dataset query
It is possible to assimilate a dataset either from supported data sources (like Eurostat) or from
datasets stored in internal locations (accessible through an URL, see the previous command). The
available command will perform four steps in one:
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●
●
●
●

Import: Downloads the dataset from the data source, using a cache to speed up the operation.
Join new dimensions: Using previously defined category mappings, this part of the command
can create new dimensions with internal (case study) categories.
Filter: used to keep measures in cells matching any of the categories specified in the filter,
from native or new dimensions.
Aggregates: once the measures are obtained they can be aggregated grouping by one or
more dimensions, to elaborate a data cube having fewer dimensions. The aggregation can be
a sum or arithmetic average (other statistics of interest can be incorporated).

The result can be assimilated into values of interfaces (flows and funds) in processors using the “Set
of Processors” command (explained below in this document).

9.5.7.1 Worksheet name
Dataset [<data source>] <dataset>
Examples:
Dataset Eurostat nama_10_a64_e
Dataset nama_10_a64_e
Dataset FAO QC

9.5.7.2 Fields
Columns are divided into four groups:
● Filter
○ Zero or more columns having as header a “<Dimension name>” and below it the list of
codes to be kept under the dimension (or empty list to keep all categories).
● Time interval. Datasets normally have a temporal dimension.
○ StartPeriod
○ EndPeriod
● Output concepts and Aggregation
○ Dimensions (mandatory). Below this column header, a series of dimension names can
be enumerated, which will not appear in the resulting data cube grouping values using
the aggregation function.
○ Measures (mandatory). A list of measures to include in the resulting data cube. If not
specified, all measures are included.
○ AggFunc (mandatory). The functions recognized are: "sum", "avg", "count", "sumna"
(sum ignoring not available), "countav" (count only defined elements), "avgna", "pctna"
(percentage of not available with regard to the total number of elements -available or
not-). Measures and aggregation functions form pairs (measure- aggregation function).
○ MeasuresAs (optional). For each measure, an alias with the name of the output column
can be specified. If not, the output column is a composition of the measure name and
the aggregation function.
● Output data set
○ ResultName (mandatory). Name of the dataset variable that will contain the result.
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9.5.7.3 Semantics
The command can be considered to perform a simple SQL “Select” operation consisting in importing
an already available dataset, from one of the supported data sources (Eurostat, FAO, OECD, …) (the
FROM clause of the SQL Select), filtering it (the WHERE clause), then selecting both output
dimensions and aggregation function for measures that will be in the output (SELECT part of the
clause, with all the output dimensions plus measures affected by aggregation functions, and
accompanied with GROUP BY clause enumerating the output dimensions).

9.5.8 Mapping
Input datasets articulate data according to code hierarchies not corresponding to the ones used in the
case study (formal categories). A first step in incorporating case study vocabulary is to specify a
correspondence of external codes into internal codes. After this, a dataset using the “origin taxonomy”
as dimension could be augmented with the “target taxonomy” as a new dimension.
The command allows specifying a list of “Account this -external- category as this -internal- category”
with pairs Origin -> Destination.
If not existing previously, the target taxonomy will be created implicitly, assuming it is flat. A hierarchy
of this taxonomy can be declared not only before, but also after the mapping.

9.5.8.1 Worksheet name
Mapping <origin taxonomy> <destination taxonomy>
Example: Mapping T1 T2
Mapping (without T1 T2, specified inside the worksheet)

9.5.8.2 Fields
●
●

<Origin hierarchy name>. The first column in the header is the name of the Hierarchy with the
role of origin. Below, all codes will be members of this Hierarchy.
<Destination hierarchy name>. The second column is the name of the Hierarchy with the role
of destination. All codes below must be in the destination Hierarchy.

9.5.8.3 Semantics
Construction of one mapping object, from one Hierarchy (origin) to another Hierarchy (destination).
This mapping can be used to augment an imported dataset or to export a dataset back with formal (vs
semantic) categories.
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10 Other formats
NIS is expected to enable the transformation of the model used internally (resulting after processing a
file following the case study format exposed along this document) into several data structure types or
file formats, containing part or all of the information inside the model.

10.1 Datasets: idempotent spreadsheet
Similar to the import capabilities (Dataset Definition and Dataset Query commands), NIS will allow
exporting datasets in a spreadsheet file, using commands enabling reproducing it:
●
●
●
●

Hierarchies
HierarchiesMapping
DatasetDef
DatasetData

10.2 JSON of commands
NIS translates each of the commands into a JSON equivalent. It is possible to specify commands
directly in this format (for machine to machine communication) or to export it (as an alternative to the
“.xlsx” format). The result is a text file encoding commands using a different arrangement. Readability
and maintainability are worse compared to the original spreadsheet.

10.3 JSON of entities
A function of NIS will allow obtaining a simplified “rendering” in JSON format, containing the elements
appearing in the accounting (it is possible to define helper processors, which do not appear; or to
define upscaling structures which are also not in the output). The expected format is described briefly
below, as a dictionary with the following elements:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Parameters. List of the different parameters.
Code hierarchies. List of the different code hierarchies.
Observers. List of the sources (provenance references).
InterfaceTypes. List of Interface types, to which Interface definition refers to.
InterfaceTypeConverts. List of scale change maps. (only if not solved)
Processors. A dictionary with the following elements:
○ Interfaces. A list of interfaces. Each Interface is a dictionary with the following
elements:
■ InterfaceType
■ Observations. List of Qualified Quantities.
■ Attributes
○ Indicators (local)
○ Attributes
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●

Relationships. A list of each of the relationships, either processor-to-processor or interface-tointerface. Each relationship is a dictionary containing keys like relationship type, the origin and
destination element, weight of the relationship, etc.

10.4 OWL ontologies
Semantic web technologies arise from the integration of web technologies and knowledge
engineering. OWL (Web Ontology Language) is the most important standard in the Semantic Web
because it allows defining an ontology: concepts, relations, instances, and axioms. Once an ontology
is defined, different operations can be applied: automatic reasoning, to obtain new facts (instances), to
find incongruences; browsing tools, to explore the ontology, querying tools, to find structures or data of
interest, …
A function in NIS will allow obtaining an OWL file once a model has been built and optionally solved. A
very preliminary. OWL ontology file is located in NextCloud internal repository (requiring login) at
https://nextcloud.data.magicnexus.eu/remote.php/webdav/NIS_beta/KnowledgeEngineeringFirstSteps/musiasem.owl.

10.5 Jupyter notebooks
Jupyter is a web environment enabling the preparation of interactive (including visualizations and
interactions) narrative documents by mixing text and formulas with live calculations and visualizations.
It is expected to enable NIS to export case study commands as an equivalent Jupyter notebook for
Python and R languages, so users with access to this programming languages may have another way
of preparing NIS case study models.
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Please consider the environment before printing
(and that this document is subject to updates).
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About this manual
Introduction
The Nexus Information Space, NIS, as a whole is a set of tools and practices (processes and
people’s habits) enacted in order to sustain and foster certain stages of the Quantitative StoryTelling cycle adopted in the H2020 MAGIC project (www.magic-nexus.eu G.A.689669) as the
key path for tackling the nexus issue toward informed policymaking in EU.
As such it is not reducible to software tools, which actually constitute its comp-sci sub-system
we are used to call Nexus Information System, henceforth referred to as NIsys.
Currently, these tools are mainly a set of interacting modules running on the MAGIC server
established by UniNA team in Napoli; the NIS web front-end is accessible at:
https://one.nis.magic-nexus.eu/nis_client/

Purpose
This manual is intended to serve as a practical guide in conducting MuSIASEM-type analyses
of case studies.
The different sections are intended to guide the user along with the use of the application,
from the data entry to the display of results.
This guide is not intended to serve as a complete reference for commands and functionalities;
the interested user is referred to specific Annexes of Del. 3.3, i.e. Report on NIsys toolset
development, and of Del. 3.4, i.e. Format for specification of NIS case studies.

Usage
For the correct use of this guide, it is recommended to use the application's help resources
(see help section) and on need refer to full documentation such as the Nexus Information
System - Report on NIsys toolset development and the application's README on
https://github.com/MAGIC-nexus/ where, as a whole, a complete reference is provided to all
the commands and functionalities of the application.

The mouse symbol and this formatting highlight operational
instructions (e.g. a sequence: double click on filename -> Run URL)

The icon and this formatting are reserved for important guidelines that should be recalled
(e.g.: CodeHierarchies worksheet should precede on the left the related DatasetDef one).
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The NIS web front-end
NIS web front-end is a spreadsheet-like application conceived to declare the input data for a
MuSIASEM1 analysis and also offers the possibility to make some specifications in a graphical
way. Once the model is specified (semantic and data inputs) the application will solve the
problem providing a number of outputs.
The model is built using a series of commands: each command (think of it as a verb) is
specified by declaring its parameters (the nouns) and once executed (in an ordered sequence,
like in a long sentence) it allows the backend to build up an object-oriented model ready to be
solved.
Each command is, in effect, a single excel sheet in which the required parameters must be
entered following a specific format to declare the components of the whole case study. By
clicking on every parameter in the first row of the worksheet, a tooltip (in the form of a help
balloon) will be displayed. The first information highlights whether specifying the parameter is
requested (mandatory) or could be omitted (optional), then follows a brief text explaining the
meaning of every parameter and the required input format (Syntax), and in many cases also
a couple of examples are supplied.
Each time a cell is filled (and the user moves to another cell by hitting return or cursor or tab
keys) the application will show a warning message for each parameter that does not respect
the valid format, suggesting the corrective actions to be undertaken.

1

MuSIASEM: Multi-Scale Integrated Analysis of Societal and Ecosystem Metabolism, is the
accounting system adopted as a quantitative approach to the majority of MAGIC case studies – see
Part II of the project Deliverable 4.1 for an introduction, as well as Deliverables 4.3 and 4.4 for
applications, and section 2.1 of Del. 3.2.
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Graphical Specifications Tab
The first window to appear in the web application is the graphic specification tab (figure 1).
This allows the user to describe the processor hierarchy, the interface hierarchy, and some of
the relationships between them in a simple, graphical way.

spreadsh

new
tree of
the

Figure 1: Graphical specification Tab

Specifications Tab
The specifications tab is where the complete definition of the case study to be analyzed will
be carried out.
It consists of the main window in the form of a spreadsheet, which represents a single
command, where the data are entered. On the left-hand side, it sits a side window where the
user can find, in different tabs, the list of commands, the available datasets, and a series of
available examples ready to be executed or including some sample data about the most
common form of case studies.
In figure 2, the other details of the specifications tab are described. They will be discussed in
detail in the corresponding sections.
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import
Formatti

list of
paramet
comm
command

Figure 2: Spreadsheet specification tab

Exportable Datasets Tab
Once all the data have been aptly provided and the file elaborated with success, in the
exportable datasets tab (figure 3) the user will find the different results obtained from the
study. This will be explained in detail in the Outputs section.
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export to

downloa

out

export format

Ffigure 3: Outputs tab

Help
Commands with Examples
Point to the tab Commands on the left side -> by double-clicking on
an item with the checkmark in the E.g. column, some sample data will
be added in the new spreadsheet
Commands marked with a check symbol as highlighted in figure 6 are versions of the
commands that include some sample data too: you can use them as examples to specify your
own.
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Figure 4: Commands Tab

NIS files Tab
Point to the tab NIS files on the left -> double-clicking on an item
-> Run URL
These are either fully developed case studies (marked with check) or partially developed case
studies on common topics such as water, energy, or food (figure 5).
Once executed, it can be saved locally by clicking on export in the toolbar.

Figure 5: NIS files examples tab
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Commands Descriptions
Clicking on each command in the tab commands (figure 6) displays an explanation about
each of them.

Figure 6: Commands description

Help balloons
Each column in a spreadsheet represents a field of the related command; a detailed
explanation about every command field is displayed when clicking over the column header. It
will always inform users about the mandatory nature of the field (optional or mandatory) and
supply a brief explanation, the syntax, and one or more examples.

Figure 7: Help balloons on the spreadsheet columns
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Syntax checker
Most fields require that the text entries match a specific format, as explained in the help
balloons. If this syntax is not met, the program will give an automatic warning as soon as you
finish editing the cell.

Figure 8: Help balloons with syntax checker

Import/export data
The case study in NIS format can be imported as a local “.xlsx” file or by URL from Google
drive or a Nextcloud or retrieved from zip files uploaded on Zenodo (see: MAGIC H2020
Project | Zenodo).
While working on the frontend the case study can be exported as an xlsx file, to be stored or
edited locally or via other platforms. Once downloaded as a single workbook, the structuring
of the file by commands allows for reusing and adapting parts of the semantic declaration to
another case study.
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Import
From a local file:
On Specification Tab -> Click on Open icon -> Choose an excel file > Open

From a file stored on an enabled repository:
The interface enables the user to import the workbook using its URL from multiple platforms:
●

Nextcloud: Either NIS Files or dataset can be read from the Nextcloud repository. To
choose this option see README documentation in conjunction with Nexus Information
System - Report on NIsys toolset development documentation.

●

Google Drive: Google Drive can be used in the same way as the source of NIS Files
and datasets. To choose this option see README documentation in conjunction with
Nexus Information System - Report on NIsys toolset development documentation.

●

Zenodo: A file published on the public storage platform can be imported directly by its
URL. To import a file that is inside a Zip file paste the URL of the zip file in the run box
followed by ‘#’ and the name of the document (path inside the zip must be included. It
is also possible to omit the name of the document so the application will find the ‘.xlsx’
document that best fits the Nis format).

Copy file Url -> paste it in the space to the left of the run icon > Click on the right icon

Export
To a local file:
a. Export current working case study as a workbook:
On Specification Tab -> Click on Export Icon -> Choose an excel file
-> Open
b. Export Outputs:
On Exportable Datasets Tab -> Click on the desired Item (it must
change color) -> Open Choose an excel file -> Open the drop-down
menu and choose the output format -> Click on another item to
deselect -> Click on Export Selected
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To a file stored on an enabled repository:
On Exportable Datasets Tab -> Click on the desired Item (it must
change color) -> Open Choose an excel file -> Open the drop-down
menu and choose the output format -> Click on another item to
deselect -> Export Selected to Nextcloud
The interface enables the user to export the workbook using its url to Zenodo, Nextcloud and
Google following the same instructions explained for the import.

Recommended Structure for sharing Case studies
See the Data Management Plan of the project for guidelines, Del. 3.1 and successive updates,
made available in the project website under Knowledge Hub (http://magicnexus.eu/documents-repository).
Metadata
Each analysis performed by means of NIsys should be aptly documented through proper
metadata related to the case study; the command Metadata allows to create a worksheet
where the basic information about the analysis can be stored. There is also the possibility to
start from an example (selecting the command version with E.g. checkbox flagged to obtain a
worksheet filled with specimen data). The other commands available in the same category
(Type: Metadata) enable users to insert further documentation and are currently optional.

Public Datasets access
The NIsys (Nexus Information System) allows users to obtain data directly from the most
commonly used data sources (viz. Eurostat, OECD, FAO, FADN) to use it as model input. By
clicking in the Datasets tab on the left sidebar a list of datasets is displayed that allows
searching by code or description (see ).

Point to the tab Datasets on the left -> specify a Code or
Description to filter the list -> select the desired datasets and

click Insert dataset ETL
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Dataset Query (Extract, Transform, and Load external data):

Figure 9: Datasets Tab
By double-clicking on the desired dataset name in the list (highlighted in figure 9), a new
spreadsheet called Datasetqry_<dataset code> will appear (figure 11). This new sheet
works as a filter (or Query form that the execution will transform in an SDMX request to the
database) for the data and allows one to create a new worksheet containing just the requested
data (figure 10) from the selected dataset.

Figure 10: datasetQry command overview

Figure 11: Datasets: query data
The sheet is populated with all the features available in the source dataset: to prepare your
filter, simply remove all the data (to filter the rows), dimensions (to select the columns or fields)
and unwanted operations (aggregation function to transform the rows) from the list, and name
the new data set in the field OutputDataset (figure 12).
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Figure 12: datasetQry command usage

Once the specifications are ready, click on the run icon to obtain the results.
These data can be used later as input using the data expansion feature.

Define a new dataset
A couple of commands allows the creation of a custom dataset in NIsys, with the aim of making
it usable by later commands; in order to build a custom dataset, one can use two commands
in combination: DatasetDef and CodeHierarchies.
The purpose of the optional CodeHierarchies command is the definition of hierarchies of
codes, that will be used later on the custom data set. This way of defining codes is directly
borrowed from SMDX convention, with some simplifications. A graphical explanation of codes
hierarchies is shown in figure 13 and figure 14.

Figure 13: CodeHierarchies command example available in NIS Files tab

Figure 14: Code hierarchies creation graph

This code hierarchy is used in structuring the dataset defined as shown in figure 15.
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Figure 15: datasetData command example

Since the sequence of execution of commands goes from the leftmost worksheet to the last
on the right, in order to use any hierarchy for the definition of a custom dataset the
CodeHierarchies worksheet should precede on the left the related DatasetDef one.

DatasetDef Command:

Point to the tab Commands on the left -> select the DatasetDef
The command datasetDef defines a new dataset (it actually enables to name and locate the
dataset and build up the core of its Data Structure Definition). To declare the parameters of
this command the following fields are mandatory:
● DatasetName: Dataset Name repeated for every declaration row.
● DatasetDataLocation: Specify the data set location. The dataset location definition
can be diverse:
○ The same worksheet:
■ data:// The dataset to be defined is placed in the command
DatasetData;
■ data://#DatasetData <name> When the DatasetData command
sheet has been named as DatasetData <name>, its entire name
should appear in this field.
○ Dataset located in the MAGIC nextcloud repository:
■ https://nextcloud.data.magicnexus.eu/filename.xlsx#<sheet_name> being
filename.xls the name of the dataset file and <sheet_name> the
name of the sheet where the dataset is located;
■ https://nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/filename.csv
being filename.cvs the name of the dataset file in CSV format.
○ Locally located (option available only if the application is installed locally):
■ file:///path/filename.csv for CSV format;
■ file:///path/filename.xlsx#<sheet_name> for excel format.
● ConceptType: Specify the properties of the dataset; these ones could be:
Dimension, Measure or an Attribute.
● ConceptDatatype: Type of concept defined on conceptType field.
● Concept: Name of concept
17
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Optionally, one could add a specific domain (ConceptDomain) to refer the codes to an
available hierarchy, a free text description (Description, referring to the whole dataset in the
same row where it is named or to any specific concept belonging to it in the following ones)
and some additional information related to the row (Attributes, that could be also defined in
the form of simple computable expression, see an example in the following sections and the
mentioned Report on NIs toolset development for reference).

Figure 16: Datasetdef command example (available in NIS Files examples)
Output
Figure 17 shows the output tab from the example (combining the definitions shown in figure
16, figure 15, and figure 13). The output named ‘population’ in the first row refers to the
dataset just created and can be downloaded as a CSV or XLSX file. As a result, we will obtain
the same dataset defined.

Figure 17: DatasettDef example output

Code Management: Code Hierarchy Mapping
A specific command allows creating a correspondence between an existing code list and
another code list created by codeHierarchy command (what is called a mapping) e.g., in
order to handle the case of a dataset available accordingly to a classification that does not
perfectly match the one included in the grammar defined for the case study at hand. The
command has a broader scope, as explained in the code documentation.
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Table 1: Documentation of hierarchical mapping
“CodeHierarchiesMapping”
HierarchyMappingCommand

Creates one or more named Mapping instances, with
information on how to map categories in a source dataset to
categories in a target dataset. The mapping can be many to
many (not only many to one or one to one).

Nonetheless, this command could be useful to simply change the alphanumeric codes to
names more adapted to the MuSIASEM terms but allows also to aggregate or split codes and
the related quantities accordingly.
Table 2: Example of the CodeHierarchy command
Source

HierarchyGroup

MuSIASEM_Standard_v1

Hierarchy

Level

ReferredHierarchy

Code

MuSIASEM_EU

AF

MuSIASEM_EU

EM

MuSIASEM_EU

FT

MuSIASEM_EU

TL

MuSIASEM_EU

WWP

MuSIASEM_EU

PPP

MuSIASEM_EU

NS

MuSIASEM_EU

BaM

MuSIASEM_EU

Ma

MuSIASEM_EU

SGnT

In table 2 it is shown the declaration of a custom code list, by means of the CodeHierarchy
command, while figure 18 shows a graphical representation of a suitable mapping. In this
example, codes in orange (original NACE_R2 codes) are mapped into MuSIASEM_EU code,
the custom code list just created using CodeHierarchy command, in order to obtain a
mapping consistent with the adopted MuSIASEM grammar (see table 3 that declares the
mapping as it should appear in a CodeHierarchiesMapping sheet).

Origin:

Destination:

Figure 18: CodeHierarchiesMapping command explanatory chart
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Table 3: Example of the CodeHierarchiesMapping command
OriginDataset
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64
nama_10_a64

OriginHierarchy
NACE_R2
NACE_R2
NACE_R2
NACE_R2
NACE_R2
NACE_R2
NACE_R2
NACE_R2
NACE_R2
NACE_R2
NACE_R2

OriginCode
A
B
C10-C12
C13-C15
C16
C17
C18
C24
C27
C28
C28

DestinationHierarchy
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU
MuSIASEM_EU

DestinationCode Weight
AF
EM
FT
TL
WWP
PPP
PPP
BaM
Ma
NS
0,5
SGnT
0,5

In table 3, rows with a blue background represent aggregations. In this case data related to
NACE_R2 codes C17 and C18 will be aggregated to form the PPP category in
MuSUASEM_EU, whereas data related to C28 are to be disaggregated using weights both
equal to 0.5 (i.e. 50% of C28 value will now be attached to NS and the other 50% to SGnT –
see the rows with a green background).
Once the codes are remapped, we can use DatasetQry to create the resulting dataset
accordingly, simply by adding the code as a dimension.
In figure 19 there is an example of DatasetQry command applied to the EUROSTAT
nama_10_a64 dataset that use NACE_R2 code.

Figure 19: Hierarchy mapping for NACE_R2 code
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We will have to edit this command in order to have the new code MuSIASEM_EU as a result.
In figure 20 it is shown how to declare MuSIASEM_EU codes first as a filter and then as a
dimension.

Filte

Includ

Figure 20: Usage of the code mapping in DatasetQry command

Full workflow:
The two figures below (figure 21 and figure 22) show in detail two possible workflows using
the recently explained commands.
The first figure shows the commands to be completed in order to use an external dataset,
while the second allows you to use your own dataset.
Once the datasets have been declared and the commands executed, they can either be
downloaded directly or used in other commands using the expansion feature (see the section
Data expansion).
Recall that the order of the commands is important, because the system reads the information
from left to right, so the sequence of sheets should be as shown in the figures.

●

External data

Figure 21: Datasets Management workflow with external sources

●

Custom dataset
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Figure 22: Datasets Management workflow with custom datasets

Figure 23: Definition of a Dataset by querying an external source
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Figure 24: Mapping the categories of a Datasets to a custom code list

For the full example point to NIS Files tab and choose the CodeHierarchy,
CodeHierarchiesMapping and DatasetDef commands.
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Create a Grammar
A grammar is a set of expected relations between a given set of semantic categories and a
given set of formal categories.

Processors
Create a Hierarchy of processor
By graphical specification:
A hierarchy of processors can be declared by a graphical approach to specification. Using
the Graphical Specification tab and then clicking the Processors button we will open a new
tab (a sort of canvas) for defining the processor.

create a

Figure 25: Creating a new processor diagram
By dragging the new processor icon ( ☐ ) on the canvas we can create a new processor.
Once that several processors are created, it is possible to define their hierarchy by clicking
on the white arrow icon on the left ( ⇾ ) and dragging from the child processor to the parent
to develop a part-of relationship.

In the Graphical specifications click on Processors then use the
tools made accessible in the toolbar on the left:

☐
⇾

dragged on the processor tab allow creating a new processor
once clicked allow drawing part of relationships

➝

once clicked allow drawing relationships between interfaces

⇢

allow drawing scale relationships between interfaces
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new
new

Figure 26: Establishing relationships between processors (graphically)
By right-clicking on the processor and then on Edit in the contextual menu that opens, a
dialog box will appear (figure 27) where one can edit processor attributes and enter data
related to its interface.

Figure 27: The dialog box for processors attributes in the Graphical Specification tab
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By clicking on the white arrow above the processor canvas (➜), a new spreadsheet will be
generated, ready to be filled with further specifications. The table entries directly generated
by the graphical specifications are shown in figure 28.

Figure 28: Processor declaration produced by the graphical editor

By spreadsheet command:
Using BareProcessors (figure 29) command one can define declaratively a hierarchy of
processors including System, SubSystem and other processor’s attributes.

Hierarchy
Processor

Figure 29: Hierarchy definition by spreadsheet
Hierarchies are created by defining Processors and Parents Processors in hierarchical order
from the highest level to the lowest level.
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Parent Processor

Parent
Processo
r being

Figure 30: Hierarchy schema

Interface Types
Before defining (instantiating) any interface it is necessary to define types of interfaces and
their hierarchies.
This means that, differently from what has just been explained about processors, each
instance of an interface has an explicit type it inherits from the basic characteristics. The
process of attaching interfaces to processors is straight once the needed interface types have
been declared in a dedicated canvas, or by a spreadsheet command, and suitably arranged
in a hierarchy.
An example showing how to proceed is presented in the following.
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Create a Hierarchy of interfaces
By graphical specification:

new Interface
part of

Figure 31: Interface type hierarchy specification by the graphical editor

By spreadsheet command:
To describe the interface type hierarchy one can proceed in the same way as in the process
hierarchy declaration, declaring the optional parent interface for each type of interface, starting
from the beginning of the hierarchy (see figure 32).

Figure 32: Hierarchy specification by spreadsheet
In the same InterfaceType command, other fields as RoegenType, Unit, and Sphere are
mandatory and must be filled with apt values (see the help balloons).
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Define Interfaces
By Graphical Specification:

Tree of the
entities
Figure 33: Interface declaration
It is possible to create interfaces in a graphical way by dragging the already created interface
types from the tree of entities in the left pane to the processors already created on the
processors’ canvas.
When finished click on the white arrow above the processor canvas (➜) to proceed to define
the interfaces.
By double-clicking on any interface a dialogue box will open allowing the user to define
attributes of the interface type in the interface tab (figure 34) and its value in the interface
value tab (figure 35).
Other attributes not available in the dialogue boxes can be specified directly in the other fields
available once the spreadsheet has been generated.
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Figure 34: Interface dialog box

Figure 35: Interface value dialog box
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By Spreadsheet Specification:
The spreadsheet tied to Interfaces command is where all the related data will be defined.
In this spreadsheet we can define interfaces by processor, hence let move to explaining how
processors could be defined.

Define a Structural Processor
Structural Processors (figure 36) are defined using the Value column to map the value of the
related interfaces and the column RelativeTo to declare the interface which the other ones
are to be proportionally scaled to.
All other typical MuSIASEM properties can be defined in this spreadsheets, as RoegenType
(Flow/Fund) Orientation (input/output), etc.
Different units of measurement can be managed by optionally defining a suitable Unit for any
specific interface. The default is always the unit declared in the interfaceType sheet.
Heat = crop * 50
Electricity =

Land use =
HA =Crop

blue water=

Figure 36: Graphical schema of a structural processor
The spreadsheet in the following figure (figure 37) shows an example of a structural processor
declaration. Note that since units are mandatorily declared in the InterfaceType command
it is not strictly necessary to set them in the Interfaces one.

Figure 37:Example of the Interfaces command (columns H to L purposely hidden)
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Define a Functional Processor
He
at
50
El
0M
ec
tric
ca
l
ity
10
La
0
n
HA d us MJ
e
10
10
0h
00
a
h

To define the amounts of inputs and outputs of a functional processor one can use directly the
column Value for each interface.

crop production

on
ne
s

Crop 10
tonnes

50
t

CO
2

blu
ew
ate
r

20
0m

3

Figure 38: Example of a functional processor

Table 4: Interface definition

Interface Sphere

Roegen
Type
Orientation

OppositeSub
systemType Value

Processor

InterfaceType

Crop_production_process

crop

technosphere

Flow

input

10

Crop_production_process

Heat

technosphere

Flow

input

500

Crop_production_process

Electricicy

technosphere

Flow

input

100

Crop_production_process

Land

technosphere

Fund

input

100

Crop_production_process

HA

technosphere

Fund

input

10000

Crop_production_process

blue_water

technosphere

Flow

input

200

Crop_production_process

CO2

technosphere

Flow

output

Environment

50

Define a non-linear Processors
There is the possibility to express interfaces values in a completely free way allowing
modelling non-linearity in the processors’ internal relationships among its interfaces.
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Heat = Crop * 50 Mcal
Electricity = Crop*100 MJ

LU = Crop* 20 ha
HA =Crop *

blue water= Crop* 20

Figure 39: Nonlinear processor

Let's imagine the hypothetical case where theoretically the amount of emissions in tons of
CO2 in the wheat production process is a function of the amount of land used, the amount of
heat and a given dimensional coefficient, as shown in figure 39.
Expressing this relationship is as simple as writing an elementary formula (an algebraic
expression involving numerical constants, parameters and other interfaces of the same
processor) in the Value column as shown in the following (see the last brown of table 5).
Therefore, the value of a specific interface could be even obtained through a non-linear
expression, given that it is an admissible formula e.g: a linear piecewise relationship between
CO2 emissions and crop amount is defined by means of a kind of switch construct <IF clause
1 THEN formula 1, ELSEIF clause 2 THEN formula 2, …, ELSE formula 3> and is written as:
co2=?crop<3 -> 100*crop, crop<=4 -> 70*crop, 80*crop?
Table 5: Example of definition of a nonlinear relation in a processor

Processor

Interface
Type

Interface

Spher Roegen Orientatio
e
Type
n

OppositeSub
systemType Value

Unit

Relative
To

Wheat_production
_process
crop

techno
sphere Flow

input

1 tonnes

Wheat_production
_process
Heat

techno
sphere Flow

input

5 Mcal

Wheat_production
_process
Electricity

techno
sphere Flow

input

10 MJ

crop

Wheat_production
_process
Land

techno
sphere Fund

input

100 Ha

crop

Wheat_production
_process
HA

techno
sphere Fund

input

100 h

crop

Wheat_production
_process
blue_water

techno
sphere Flow

input

Wheat_production
_process
CO2

techno
sphere Flow

output

10 m3
Environment

crop

crop

Heat*Land*0.2

Create new attributes
Interface dataset can be customized adding new attributes. For this purposes two
methodologies has been implemented:
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1. Column Attributes: This column allows a free declaration of a specific attribute for each
interface – it is a way to attach kinds of custom notes to the interface that are not taken
into the accounting.
2. By creating a new column: For attributes shared for all interfaces, it seems more
appropriate to create a new column for this attribute. Columns with headers starting in
‘@’ will be considered as a new attribute column.

Data Expansion
After building a new data set by DatasetQry or DatasetDef commands it is possible to use
this data directly in the BareProcessor and Interface commands to programmatically
construct processors and interfaces by reference (i.e. by data expansion).

row values accessible
as
{emissions.Geo}

row values
accessible as
{emissions.emissions

Figure 40: Expansion syntax
Using the notation {DatasetName.Dimension} one can reuse the datasets created by
DatasetQry or DatasetDef easily and without retyping any data. In figure 40 it is shown
how the referencing syntax works.
The tables below show an example of how this notation is used in Interface command and
BareProcessor command.
Table 6: Expansion replacement on Interface command

data expansion: usage in Interface command
Processor

InterfaceType

Orientation

Value

{emissions.Geo}

emissions

Input

{emissions.emissions}

Time

2020

(table continues on the next page)
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Table 6 (continued)

data expansion: output after the command run
Processor

InterfaceType

Orientation

Value

Time

FR

emissions

Input

10.1

2020

SP

emissions

Input

14

2020

FI

emissions

Input

25

2020

SE

emissions

Input

230

2020

NO

emissions

Input

200

2020

Table 7: Expansion usage on BareProcessor command
Processor

ParentProcessor

SubsystemType

Europe
{emissions.Geo}

System

EU
Europe

EU

Table 8: Expansion replacement on BareProcessor command
Processor

ParentProcessor

SubsystemType

Europe

System

EU

FR

Europe

EU

SP

Europe

EU

FI

Europe

EU

SE

Europe

EU

NO

Europe

EU

Relationships
The command relationships define links between processors. There are several kinds of
relationships as Part-of, Flow, and Scale.

Part-Of relationship
Part-of relationship is the simplest relationship. As explained in figure 41 a part-of relationship
is a relation of aggregation between processors.
There two ways for establishing this kind of relationship:
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1. Part-of relationship is declared when the hierarchy is defined (by graphical
specification or BareProcessor command, as explained in Create a Hierarchy of
processor).
2. Using Relationship command in order to declare a part-of relationship between any
processor and its parent processor.

Figure 41: Graph representing a Part-Of relationship

Figure 42: Command Relationship

Declare Flows
By Spreadsheet:
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A biophysical flow between processors is modelled as a relationship in which there is an
exchange of the same material or good between processors. In figure 43 and table 9 it is
shown an example of a flow relationship between three processors.

Figure 43: Flow Relationship
In this fictional example there is a flow of wheat between processor crop_Production and
processor Process 1 and ethanol between Process 1 and Process 2.
When declaring flows between processors we must actually declare connections between
interfaces, since these interfaces are always of the same type (i.e. share the InterfaceType).
The order of declaration of processors must be done respecting the order of the information,
while the direction will be declared in the RelationType column and will be the direction of the
flow with respect to the direction of the information.
In the example sketched in figure 43, the original data is about wheat output from
crop_production and we want to solve for Process 1 and Process 2; so, in this case, flow and
information goes in the same direction and hence their relation type is represented by means
of the a ‘less than’ (<) symbol – signifying that in order to calculate the value of the destination
interfaces the system should point back to the origin interfaces, see table 9.
If, conversely, one wanted to calculate process 1 and crop production from process 2 (the
other way round with respect to flows) the relationship would have been of the type
represented by the ‘more than’ (> symbol) – so as to instruct the system to calculate the value
for each origin interface by means of the related destination one.
Table 9: Flow relationship example
OriginProcessors OriginInterface

Destination
DestinationProcessors Interface
BackInterface

RelationType

crop_production

Wheat

Process1

Wheat

<

Process1

ethanol

Process2

ethanol

<

It is possible to use the weight parameter to distribute any flow among several processors.
Figure 44 and table 10 show how the production processor sends 80% of its output wheat to
process 1_a and 20% to process1_b.
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Figure 44: Flow relationship using weight parameter

Table 10: Flow relationship example with weights

OriginProcessors

Destination Destination
OriginInterface Processors Interface
BackInterface RelationType Weight

crop_production

Wheat

Process1

Wheat

<

0.8

Process1

ethanol

Process2

ethanol

<

0.2

By Graphical Specification:
A Flow or exchange relationship button is available in the graphic specification box. Once the
interfaces have been defined in the processor scheme, click on the second arrow (figure 45)
and drag from the output interface to the input interface. Remember that these interfaces must
be of the same type and must be defined as output (the origin) and input (the destination).
Weights can be set by double clicking on the exchange arrow.
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Exchage

Figure 45: Flow Relationship by graphical specification

Declare Scaling relationship
A scaling relationship is defined as a relationship in which the value of a certain processor
interface is set after the value of another interface (considered as a scaling factor).
The following dummy example describes how the total production of a certain crop
(Crop_Production, e.g. the amount of zucchini produced by a specific farm, measured in kg)
is made 60% in greenhouses and 40% open field.
There are two scaled processors, named “Crop_Production_GreenHouse” and
“Crop_Production_OpenAir” respectively, declared as unitary processors; all their interfaces
are relative to the product: Crop.
Therefore, in this case, the Crop interface from processor crop_Production_GreenHouse and
processor crop_Production_OpenAir are the interface of the amounts requested, while Crop
interface from crop_production processor is the invoking interface, that is the total amount
produced by the farm that should be known.
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Figure 46: Graph representing a scale relationship

By Graphical Specification:
The scale relationship can also be defined by graphic specification in the processor diagram
after the interfaces have been added. Once the dotted line arrow is selected (see figure 47),
drag the mouse from the source interface to the target one.

Scale

Figure 47: Scale relationship setting by graphical specification
To set the scale value click on the newly created arrow and a dialog box will pop up allowing
one to set the scaling coefficient (figure 48).
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Figure 48: Scale quantity setting by graphical specification

Scale Change
Sometimes a resource or product can be interpreted as more than one type of substance. For
example, in the case of fuels, these can be interpreted as mass (kg) or energy (MJ). To
manage coherently this change about units of measurement, is where the command
ScaleChangeMap comes in handy.

Figure 49: Graph representation of a ScaleChange command
In the example of figure 49, Biodiesel-energy = scale × Biodiesel-Mass, see table 11.
Table 11: Example of the scaleChange command
Origin
Origin
Interface
Hierarchy Type

Destination Destination
Hierarchy
InterfaceType

BiodieselFuel-Mass Mass

Fuel-energy

Biodiesel-energy

Origin
Destination
Origin Destination
Context Context
Scale Unit
Unit
37.8

kg

MJ
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Back-interface
When modelling the exchange of flows in MUSIASEM, sometimes it is needed to define kinds
of loops (or feedbacks) in the processor network. For the sake of simplicity, let us imagine the
case of a trade deal between a farmer and a biofuel processing company. In this situation, a
back-interface relationship in conjunction with the ScaleChangeMap command allows to
easily describe the process of exchanging both goods (i.e. the feedstock supplied by the
farmer) and money (or other goods, as a payment by the processing company) between two
processors.

Figure 50: Graph representation of a back-interface relationship

Step1: Set price table:
Firstly, the prices for exchanges must be defined – before establishing the back-interface
relationship – by using the ScaleChangeMap command, see figures 51 and 52.

Figure 51: Graph representation of a ScaleChangeMap command
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Figure 52: Price setting by ScaleChangeMap command
Step 2: Set back-interface Relationship and Relationships command
Following this, the back-interface relationship, as explained by the figure 50, is defined in
the Relationships command as shown in table 12.
Table 12: Example of a back-interface relationship

OriginProcessors

Back
Destination Relation
Weight Interface
OriginInterface DestinationProcessors Interface
Type

crop_production

wheat

Productor1

wheat

Scale

0,4

crop_production

wheat

Productor2

wheat

Scale

0,4

crop_production

wheat

Productor3

wheat

Scale

0,2

Productor1

wheat

crop_processor1

money

>

money

Productor2

wheat

crop_processor2

money

>

money
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Note that money interface must to be declared in an Interfaces command, see table 13:
Table 13: Interfaces Command for back-interface relationship
productor1

wheat

output

2020

productor1

energy

input

10 wheat

2020

productor1

emission

output

30 wheat

2020

productor1

money

input

productor2

wheat

output

productor2

energy

input

15 wheat

2020

productor2

emission

output

20 wheat

2020

productor2

money

input

2020
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Fully developed simple case
Below are explained all the commands and the minimum information needed for a simple
(hypothetical) case study with flow and scale relationships explained above.
Let us imagine the process of producing biofuel from wheat straw.
This goes through three processes, the harvesting process that supplies wheat straw, an
industrial process 1 in which it is transformed into ethanol, and an industrial process 2 in which
it is transformed from ethanol into biofuel.
In addition, there are two different ways for wheat production (on common fields and over
marginal land) and it is known in what proportion each of them is adopted.
It is also known how much total wheat straw is supplied to the biorefinery as well as the amount
of resources required per unit by the two wheat production systems and the industrial
processes.

Figure 53: Graph of the processors’ hierarchy

BareProcessors Command
All processes must be declared in the BareProcessor command. Table 14 summarizes the
minimum information needed to describe the hierarchy shown in figure 53.
Table 14: Declaration for BareProcessor
Processor

ParentProcessor

Spain
crop_production

Spain

crop_prod_field

crop_production

crop_prod_marginal_land

crop_production

process1

Spain

process2

Spain
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InterfaceTypes Command
All types of interfaces, including their hierarchy, are declared in the InterfaceType
command.
The following table 15 shows the minimum information needed to declare all interface types.

Note that the BareProcessors and InterfaceTypes commands must precede the
Interfaces, Relationships, ProcessorScaling, or any other commands that make use of
those processors and interfaces.

Table 15: Simple case InterfaceTypes command
InterfaceType
Hierarchy
InterfaceType Sphere

RoegenType Unit

emission

technosphere

flow

tonnes

ethanol

technosphere

flow

tonnes

Biofuel

technosphere

flow

kg

wheat_straw

technosphere

flow

tonnes

energy

technosphere

flow

MJ

OppositeSubsystem
Type
Attributes

Interfaces Command
In the Interfaces command we must declare all the interfaces related to all the processors,
keeping blank the value field for those unknown or to be calculated.
Note that the processors sketched in green in figure 55 are unitary processors whose
resources and emissions are relative to the amount of the key product (input or output). It is
important that the product is declared before the other interfaces for each processor, so that
it is recognized later in the RelativeTo column.
Table 16: Simple case Interfaces command
Processor

InterfaceType

Orientation

Value Unit RelativeTo

crop_production

wheat_straw

output

process1

wheat_straw

input

process1

energy

input

20

wheat_straw

2020

process1

emission

output

20

wheat_straw

2020

process1

ethanol

output

10

wheat_straw

2020

process2

ethanol

input

100

Time

2020

2020

(table continues on the next page)
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Table 16 (continued)
process2

emission

output

20

ethanol

2020

process2

energy

input

20

ethanol

2020

process2

Biofuel

output

20

ethanol

2020

crop_prod_field

wheat_straw

output

crop_prod_field

energy

input

10

wheat_straw

2020

crop_prod_field

emission

output

30

wheat_straw

2020

2020

crop_prod_marginal
wheat_straw
_land

output

crop_prod_marginal
energy
_land

input

15

wheat_straw

2020

crop_prod_marginal
emission
_land

output

20

wheat_straw

2020

2020

Relationships Command
In the Relationships command the rest of the operations to be performed are described, being
the rows in blue those related to flows and the rows in green those of scaling for both table
15 and table 16.
Note that all the calculations depend on the total wheat straw production data, set in the yellow
row of table 16 (therefore information cascades from it, as implied by the relation type
directions).
Table 17: Simple case Relationships command
OriginProcessors OriginInterface DestinationProcessors

Relation
Weight
DestinationInterface Type

crop_production

wheat_straw

process1

wheat_straw

>

process1

ethanol

process2

ethanol

>

crop_production

wheat_straw

crop_prod_field

wheat_straw

Scale

0,6

crop_production

wheat_straw

crop_prod_marginal_land

wheat_straw

Scale

0,4

Processor Scaling
There are systems where the same process is repeated again, for example, in cases where
we study several countries. In such cases it is very useful to declare a processor only once,
and then clone it as many times as necessary. To do so, both Clone and CloneAndScale
features are available in the ProcessorScaling.
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Clone
In cases where the processor does not need any transformation, for example, in the case of
a flow relationship between processors, the archetype processors can be cloned directly. In
figure 56, processes 1 and 2 are exactly the same for both countries, for that reason cloning
can be used.

Figure 54: Graph representing a clone relationship

CloneAndScale
However, it is common that some processors' interfaces need to be scaled in relation to others
after being cloned (see scale relationship). In this case, CloneandScale is used.
Figure 57 shows the technology mix for corn production in Spain and France. If these
processors were exactly the same, we could clone and scale them.

Figure 55: Graph representing a CloneandScale relationship
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More complex case example
Now we can step it up a notch, and imagine two systems of biofuel production, as related to
different countries, viz. Spain and France; these two countries follow the same production
system but with a different mix of production factors, so as not to repeat the interface
description, we will make use of the Clone and Clone-and-Scale relations just explained.

Figure 56: Graph of processors’ hierarchy for the full case example

InterfaceTypes Declaration: Opposite Subsystem Type
The declaration of interface types is carried out as in the previous sections except that this
time the concept of Opposite Subsystem Type is introduced.
Table 18: Full case InterfaceType command
ParentInterf
aceType
Unit

InterfaceType

Sphere

RoegenType

emission

technosphere

flow

NH4

technosphere

flow

CO2

technosphere

flow

ethanol

technosphere

flow

tonnes

Biofuel

technosphere

flow

kg

wheat

technosphere

flow

tonnes

energy

technosphere

flow

MJ

OppositeSubsystem
Type

tonnes

Environment

emission

tonnes

Environment

emission

tonnes

Environment

For a certain type of interface, the opposite subsystem type is that subsystem ("Local",
"External", "Environment" or "ExternalEnvironment") to which the interface is always targeted
by default. In this case, the Interfaces types of emission, related to NH4 and CO2, are by
definition always directed towards the Environment, as declared in the
OppositeSubystemType column.
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Bare Processors Declaration: System and Subsystem Type
When the processors are declared, it is also the time to declare the systems and subsystems
they belong to. In this case, there are two systems, France (FR) and Spain (SP) and within
each system, the processors can belong to the Local, External, Environment, or external
environment subsystem.
In table 19, subsystems and systems have been declared for the processors Spain, France,
and their corresponding crop Productions processors. The rest of the processors, as they are
archetypes to which a clone relationship will be applied, it does not make sense to define their
system or subsystem.
Table 19: Full case BareProcessors command
Processor

ParentProcessor

Spain
crop_production

Spain

France
crop_production

France

SubsystemType

System

local

SP

local

SP

local

FR

local

FR

Accounted

crop_prod_Tecnology_A

no

crop_prod_Tecnology_B

no

process1

no

process2

no

Note that the opposite system type can also be declared in the Interfaces command when one
needs a specific value (different from the default one) of this property for any interface.

ProcessorScalings
As explained in the last sections, the clone and cloneAndScale relationships have been
applied to processors defined as archetypes.
The definition of new relationships will also affect their system belonging. For example, the
new process Spin_crop_prod_Tecnology_A, will belong to the SP system since its relationship
with the processor Spain.
Table 20: Full Case ProcessorScaling command
RequestedPr
InvokingProcessor ocessor
ScalingType

Invoking Requested
NewSubsystem
Interface Interface
Scale NewProcessorName Type

Spain.crop_producti crop_prod_Te
on
cnology_A
cloneAndScale

wheat

wheat

Spain_crop_prod_Te
0,6 cnology_A
Local

Spain.crop_producti crop_prod_Te
on
cnology_B
cloneAndScale

wheat

wheat

0,4 Spain_Technology_B Local

France.crop_produc crop_prod_Te
tion
cnology_A
cloneAndScale

wheat

wheat

France_crop_prod_T
0,3 ecnology_A
Local

France.crop_produc crop_prod_Te
tion
cnology_B
cloneAndScale

wheat

wheat

France_Technology_
0,7 B
Local

Spain

ethanol

ethanol

process1

Clone

1 Spainprocess1

Local
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Spain

process2

Clone

ethanol

ethanol

1 Spainprocess2

Local

France

process1

Clone

ethanol

ethanol

1 Franceprocess1

Local

France

process2

Clone

ethanol

ethanol

1 Franceprocess2

Local

Relationships
The relationships command will define flow relationships as explained in the Flow section.
Table 21: Full case Relationships command
OriginProcessors

OriginInterface DestinationProcessors

Destination Relation
Weight
Interface
Type

Spain.crop_production

wheat

Spain.Spainprocess1

wheat

>

Spain.Spainprocess1

ethanol

Spain.Spainprocess2

ethanol

>

France.crop_production wheat

France.Franceprocess1

wheat

>

France.Franceprocess1 ethanol

France.Franceprocess2

ethanol

>

Georeference
NIS web front-end allows you to handle a geolayer file if any geographic information is given.
This can be done in two ways: by supplying geographic reference or by geolocation, i.e.
specifying latitude and longitude.

Geographic Reference
To do this by reference, the Refgeographic command must be used. The table below shows
an example where different documents in geojson format that refers to geographical layers
specified in the GeoLayerURL column. In the RefID column, a unique name must be written
for each geographic layer that will serve to specify it in each processor.
Table 22-a: GeoLayerURL attribute in Refgeographic command

RefID
nuts3_
20m
nuts2_
20m
nuts1_
20m
nuts0_
20m

Bounding Topic
GeoLayerURL
Title Description Box
Category
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/GISCO/distribution/v2/
nuts/geojson/NUTS_RG_20M_2016_4326_LEVL_3.geojson
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/GISCO/distribution/v2/
nuts/geojson/NUTS_RG_20M_2016_4326_LEVL_2.geojson
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/GISCO/distribution/v2/
nuts/geojson/NUTS_RG_20M_2016_4326_LEVL_1.geojson
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/GISCO/distribution/v2/
nuts/geojson/NUTS_RG_20M_2016_4326_LEVL_0.geojson

Table 22-b in the following shows the BareProcessor command where GeolocationRef is
used to recall the apt geolayer specified above for locating Andalucía by the code E61.
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In the GeolocationRef column type the RefID of the geographic layer you want to use and in
the GeolocationCode column, the identifier of the region of interest. There is also the option
of indicating a geographical point without the need to refer to a geographical layer as has been
done for the crop_production_Technology_B.
Table 22-b: Georeference attribute in BareProcessor command
Processor
Group
Processor

Parent
Processor

Andalucía
crop_production

Geolocation
Ref

Geolocation Geolocation
Code
LatLong

nuts2_20m

ES61

Andalucía

crop_
crop_production_Technology_A production
crop_
crop_production_Technology_B production

36.49, 4.4

As a result, a geolayer document is generated in geoJSON format, that contains all the
information of the processors to whom geographic information has been added.
In figure 59 is shows the file (in the black box) and the reulting map obtained when the Sur
area of Spain is located in the nuts1_20m geolayer (by Geolocation code ES6).

Figure 57: An example of georeferenced results

Creating Scenarios
Once the system is described, NIS frontend-backend allows the analysis of different
scenarios. This enables evaluations of possible new policies or situations.
In each scenario we can define: parameters, solver's policies and also observers (data
sources).
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Defining Parameters
Taking the example of the wheat production scheme using a mix of technologies, we could
study how much the proportion of wheat produced in common fields and over marginal land
affects the total energy or water consumption.
Table 23: The Parameters command
Parameter

Type

Domain

parameter1

Number

(0,1)

Value

Group

Description

Attributes

The table 23 above shows the parameters command, a number-type parameter has been
created which can vary between 0 and 1 (since it represents a share). As its value will be
defined by scenarios (as explained later) it is kept blank, but it could also be defined in this
column if the interest is not to create scenarios.
This parameter can be used directly like any other value during case study specification, as
shown in table 24: also arithmetic and boolean operations are allowed.
Table 24: Parameters included in the Relationships command
Origin
Processors

Origin
Interface DestinationProcessors

Destination
Interface
RelationType Weight

crop_Production Wheat

crop_production_Technology_A

Wheat

scale

parameter1

crop_Production Wheat

crop_production_Technology_B

Wheat

scale

1-parameter1

Solver's Data Conflict Policy
When specifying a case study, situations can arise where there is a conflict in the available
data. A fairly common example is sketched in figure 58. In this case, a data given to the
penultimate level of the hierarchy conflicts with the data calculated from the aggregation of its
lower level (i.e., values supplied at the level of production sum up to a different total than the
value given at the level of the whole crop production).

Figure 58: Example of ‘data conflict’
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Another frequent situation is the conflict in the aggregation of interfaces.
Let's imagine the case of declaring interfaces – using the InterfaceTypes command or
analogously the graphical editor – as in the following table.
Table 25: Example of data conflict: the InterfaceTypes command
InterfaceType

Sphere

RoegenType

ParentInterfaceType Unit

emission

technosphere

flow

C02

technosphere

flow

emission

tonnes

CH4

technosphere

flow

emission

tonnes

ethanol

technosphere

flow

tonnes

Biofuel

technosphere

flow

kg

tonnes

By setting the parameter NISSolverConflictingDataResolutionPolicy as TakeUpper or
TakeLowerAggregation, one can decide in case of conflict whether the calculation related to
emission should take into account the value given at the top level or the one obtained by
adding the values at the lower level.

Defining Observers:
If we have more than one data source, we can define the priority with which these sources will
be used. This is done by first defining these sources using the Refprovenance command as
shown in table 26.
Table 26: Refprovenance command
RefID

ProvenanceFileURL AgentType

Agent

Activities

obs1

Organization

expert1

activity1

obs2

Organization

expert2

activity2

obs2

Organization

expert3

activity3

Entities

After that, observers should be declared in the Source column for every interface as shown
below.
Table 27: Usage of the source attribute in the Interfaces command
Processor

InterfaceType

Orientation

Value Unit

RelativeTo

Time

Source

Spain

emission

output

100

2020 obs1

BiodieselProduction Biodiesel_Mass

output

10

2020 obs1

BiodieselProduction emission

output

BiodieselProduction energy

input

BiodieselProduction crop

input

BiodieselProduction Biodiesel_energy

output

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs1

20

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs1

20

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs1

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs1

(table continues on the next page)
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Table 27 (continued)
BiodieselPro
duction
Biodiesel_Mass

output

15

BiodieselPro
emission
duction

output

35

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs2

BiodieselPro
energy
duction

input

34

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs2

BiodieselPro
crop
duction

input

35

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs2

BiodieselPro
duction
Biodiesel_energy

output

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs2

BiodieselPro
duction
Biodiesel_Mass

output

15

BiodieselPro
emission
duction

output

40

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs3

BiodieselPro
energy
duction

input

34

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs3

BiodieselPro
crop
duction

input

35

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs3

BiodieselPro
duction
Biodiesel_energy

output

Biodiesel_Mass

2020 obs3

2020 obs2

2020 obs3

Defining Scenarios
The ProblemStatement command is used to set up the various scenarios for the analysis.
By creating scenarios, a collection of specific values for parameters, the NIS backend will
recompute the system based on each set of parameters and supply the different results.
The following table shows the definition of two scenarios establishing priority of observers,
data conflict policy and parameters.
Table 28: Scenarios definition by the ProblemStatement command
Scenario

Parameter

Value

Description

Scenario1

parameter1

Scenario1

Priority to observer 1. If any missing
NISSolverObserversPriority obs1, obs2, obs3 data, then take observer 2 and so on.

scenario1

NISSolverConflictingData
ResolutionPolicy

60% of the production of wheat is
0,6 done on common fields

TakeLower
Aggregation

In case of conflict, it takes the result of
the aggregation from the lower level
30% of the production of wheat is
0,3 done on common fields

Scenario2

parameter1

Scenario2

Priority to observer 1. If any missing
NISSolverObserversPriority obs1, obs3, obs2 data, then take observer 3, then obs2.

Scenario2

NISSolverConflictingData
ResolutionPolicy

TakeUpper

In case of conflict, it takes the data
given at that level of hierarchy
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Indicators
Once the case is developed and all the interfaces are declared, it is possible to define
indicators, benchmarks and even matrices such as the end use matrix, EUM, and the
environmental pressure matrix, EPM.

Scalar Indicators
It is very common in the MuSIASEM study to use indicators to compare political, social or
economic aspects of different systems or processors from the data.
We have taken the same example stated above and declared other typically used interfaces
such as human activity, water and land use (see table 29 below and on the next page).
Table 29: Example of the Interfaces command
Processor

InterfaceType Orientation

Value

RelativeTo

Time

Spain.crop_production wheat

output

100

2020

France.crop_production wheat

output

100

2020

process1

wheat

input

2020

process1

energy

input

20 wheat

2020

process1

emission

output

20 wheat

2020

process1

ethanol

output

10 wheat

2020

process2

ethanol

input

process2

emission

output

20 ethanol

2020

process2

energy

input

20 ethanol

2020

process2

Biofuel

output

20 ethanol

2020

crop_prod_Tecnology_A

wheat

output

crop_prod_Tecnology_A

energy

input

10 wheat

2020

crop_prod_Tecnology_A

emission

output

30 wheat

2020

crop_prod_Tecnology_B

wheat

output

crop_prod_Tecnology_B

energy

input

15 wheat

2020

crop_prod_Tecnology_B

emission

output

20 wheat

2020

process1

LU

input

3 wheat

2020

process2

LU

input

3 ethanol

2020

crop_prod_Tecnology_A

LU

input

20 wheat

2020

crop_prod_Tecnology_B

LU

input

10 wheat

2020

process1

HA

input

50 wheat

2020

process2

HA

input

60 ethanol

2020

crop_prod_Tecnology_A

HA

input

70 wheat

2020

tcrop_prod_Tecnology_B

HA

80 wheat

2020

2020

2020

2020
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In table 30, it is shown how to create three indicators using the ScalarIndicators
command: blue water per land use, total land use and energy per work hour, respectively.
The formula field allows arithmetic operations, parameters and even xpath expressions2.
In the second example we have used an xpath expression to designate that we want to add
the interfaces called LU of each and every one of the processors "//*", (note that this example
has only an explanatory purpose, interested users are pointed to the reference).
Table 30: Definition of indicators
Indicator

Local

Formula

Benchmarks

Description

bw_per_lu

No

emission/LU

b1

Bluewater per
land unit

total_lu

No

SUM("LU", "//*")

b2

Total land use

energy/HA

b1

Energy by
worked hour

Energy_per_HA No

ScalarBenchmarks
Benchmarks are commonly used to designate performance comparisons, with the aim of
checking which initiatives, countries, policies or systems behave more appropriately for a
given purpose.
These performance comparisons are commonly made using indicators that give us an idea
about certain political, social or economic aspects.

Figure 59: Dual scale visualization (gauge and emoticons) based on benchmarks
Table 31 shows the ScalarBenchmarks command in which we have created two
benchmarks (b1 and b2). Mandatory attributes for this case are Benchmark, which refers to
its name, Range, the interval in which the indicator will be labeled in a specific category,
according to Category and Label.

2

XPath is a query language for selecting nodes from an XML document.
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Table 31: Example of the ScalarBenchmark command
BenchmarkGroup Stakeholders

Benchmark

Range

Unit

Category

Label

Feasibility

b1

[0, 10)

MJ/ha

Low

Poor

Feasibility

b1

[10, 100)

MJ/ha

Average

Fair

Feasibility

b1

[100,
10000)

MJ/ha

High

Good

Feasibility

b2

[0, 500)

ha

Low

Low

b2

[500,
10000)

ha

High

High

Feasibility

MatrixIndicators
The following table shows the construction of the MatrixIndicator command. In the
command you must indicate the name of the matrix, in the Indicator column, its Scope, the
Processors that will be referred to, and the Interfaces or Indicators that you want to appear
as columns. Note that Xpath syntax is used again to select all the processors.

Table 32: Example of the MatrixIndicator command
Indicator

Scope Processors Interfaces Indicators

energy_Total

Total //*

bw_per_lu_Tota
l
Total //*

Attributes Description

Energy_per_HA

External End Use Matrix

bw_per_lu

External End Use Matrix

Bibliographic Reference
To ensure the transparency of the data and its replicability it is possible to assign an observer
to each data used and properly document it.
To this aim, there is the RefBibliographic command in which we can add the bibliographic
reference to the source for the used data, either through a bibtext document or using the
command attributes.
Table 33 shows an example of a simple reference declaration realized by attributes and table
34 by reference to a BibTex document, while table 35 shows their use in the Interfaces
command to document the provenance of values.
Table 33: Bibliographic reference by attributes
RefID

EntryType Author

Obs1

article

Author1

Chapter

Journal

1 Journal1

Pages Title

2-3 Title 1

Volume Year

1

2020
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Table 34: Bibliographic reference by URL
RefID

BibFileURL

Obs2

www.nextcloud.data.magic-nexus.eu/folder/references.bib

Table 35: Usage of bibliographic reference within the Interfaces command
Processor

InterfaceType

crop_production wheat

Orientation

output

Value Unit RelativeTo

Time

100

Source

2020 Obs1

process1

wheat

input

process1

energy

input

20

wheat

2020

process1

emission

output

20

wheat

2020

Outputs
Once the case study is correctly specified in the NIS format, a set of outputs will be obtained.
Following subsections will guide you through them.

Params
The params outcome offers a summary of all parameters used for each scenario. This result
is provided as a check resource.
The following table shows the result parameters obtained from the scenarios specified in table
28 in the related section (Defining scenarios).
Table 36: Parameters output example
Scenario

Parameter

Value

Scenario1 NISSolverType

FlowGraph

Scenario1 NISSolverObserversPriority

Obs1, Obs2

Scenario1 NISSolverConflictingDataResolutionPolicy

TakeLowerAggregation

Scenario1 NISSolverMissingValueResolutionPolicy

UseZero

Scenario1 parameter1

0,6

Scenario2 NISSolverType

FlowGraph

Scenario2 NISSolverObserversPriority

Obs2, Obs3

Scenario2 NISSolverConflictingDataResolutionPolicy

TakeUpper

Scenario2 NISSolverMissingValueResolutionPolicy

UseZero

Scenario2 parameter1

0,3
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Interfaces graph
A network could be rendered in the visjs format that shows the relationships between
interfaces. Figure 60 shows an example of this network using the example discussed above.

Figure 60: Example of the Interface graph output
In the network arrows represent any relationship that exists between interfaces. For instance,
the flow relationship between the ethanol interface of process 1 and process 2 or the scaling
relationships between the wheat interface from the crop_production process to the
crop_prod_Tecnology_B process are shown by the scale on the arrow.

Processors’ graph
As FG, PG shows the relationships between processes in VisJS format.
In this case, arrows represent part-of relationships or hierarchies while pointed arches
represent scaling relationships with their scale factors represented on their arches.
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Figure 61: Example of the Processors’ graph output

Processors geolayer
Geographic layer in geoJSON format with information about the geographically referenced
processors. See Georeference section.
This output can be used directly as an input to any geoJSON enabled software tool or viewer.

Model
The model document is a clean version of the case study, i.e. only the input data in NIS format.
This document allows the reproducibility of the case study and also allows to check eventual
errors. Available in JSON, XML and XLSX format.

Fow graph Solution
Flow graph solution is a dataset that contains all quantitative and qualitative information about
each of the system's interfaces and processors.
The fields of the dataset (columns in the table form) carry information as follows :
●

Scenario: Each of the scenarios specified in the ProblemStatement command. All
solutions for each scenario will be obtained.

●

Period: Period established for the data or calculation.

●

Scope: About the interface, whether it is total internal or external to the system
defined as local.
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●

Conflict_Partof:It indicates whether there is a data conflict when aggregation is
performed by processors that have a partOf type relationship.
The possible values in this column are : no, in case of no conflict; taken, in case of
conflict and according to policy this is the chosen value; or dismissed, there is
conflict but it is dismissed by policy.

●

Conflict_Itype: Similar to the previous one but it deals with conflicts when adding
interfaceTypes by hierarchies. The results are analogous to those given by
Conflict_Partot.

●

Processor: Full name of the processor. That is, the name of the processor given by
the whole hierarchical tree. For example for the crop_prod_Tecnology_B processor
used in the first example, this will be Spain.crop_production.crop_prod_Tecnology_B
A.
The solver will automatically create processors for each subsystem. That is, in the
case of the local, external and environment subsystems of the SP system the solver
will create the processors SP_Local, SP_External, SP_Environment.

●

Interface: name of interface being referred to.

●

Orientation: Designates whether this interface is an input or an output for the
processor considered.

●

RoegenType: Indicates whether the interface is a fund or a flow.

●

Value: value of such interface.

●

Computed: Indicates whether the interface value has been calculated or provided
directly by the user. This field together with the fields conflict_Itypes and
conflict_partof are defined by the Solver data Conflict Policy.

●

Observer: Reference of the onserver defined in the source attribute. See section
defining observers.

●

Expression: Mathematical expression of the interface value calculation. Every
interface in this expression is named using the syntax "Processor : Interface :
Orientation".

●

Unit: Physical unit used by each interface. This has been previously defined in the
interfaceType command or if it is also defined in the interfaces command, the latter
will be used.

●

Level: Processor level defined in BareProcessor command

●

System: Processor system (e.g. SP, EU, IT). System is defined in BareProcessor
command
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●

Subsystem: From the system's point of view, whether this processor is part of the
environment, local, external or external environment. This aspect is defined in the
BareProcessor command.

●

Sphere: Referring to the interface, whether it is part of the technosphere or the
Biosphera. This aspect is defined in the interfacetype command.

Benchmarks and stakeholders
Dataset matching benchmarks and Stakeholders.

Flow graph solution indicators
This dataset shows the result by processor, scenario and scope of all the indicators defined
in the ScalarIndicators command.

Flow graph global indicators
This dataset shows the result of the indicators defined as global, that is, those common to
the whole system by scenario.
In the example defined in the section ScalarIndicators the indicator total_lu is defined as
global by its formulation, since it is defined as the sum of all the processors, see table 38 in
the following.

Flow graph solution benchmarks
Similar to Flow graph solution indicators dataset indicators but indicating their position in
the benchmarks defined in the Scalarbenchmarks command.
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Table 37: Example of the declaration of benchmarks in flow graph solution
Scenario

Period

Scope

Processor

Indicator

Value

Benchmark

Category

default

2020.0

External

france

bw_per_lu

5,2826086957

b1

Low

default

2020.0

External

france.franceprocess1

bw_per_lu

6,6666666667

b1

Low

default

2020.0

External

france.franceprocess2

bw_per_lu

6,6666666667

b1

Low

default

2020.0

External

france.crop_production

bw_per_lu

1,7692307692

b1

Low

Flow graph solution global benchmarks
Only indicators defined as global are considered in this output. The table below shows this
output from the indicators defined in section Scalar Indicators.
Table 38: Example of the global benchmarks obtained by flow graph solution
Scenario

Period

Indicator

Value

default

2020.0

total_emission

151600

default

2020.0

total_lu

26500

Unit

Matrix Indicators
All the matrices used in the MuSIASEM accounting can be specified in the matrix Indicator
command. This piece of the results contains as many columns as the number of interfaces
and indicators specified in the command.

Python script
Code for Jupyter Notebook in Python language with basic explorations on the output. Part of
this code is explained in the following section Nis client.

R script
Code for Jupyter Notebook in R language with basic explorations on the results. Part of this
code is explained in the following section Nis client.
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Commands Reference
Suppl a list of all commands specified and their fields, in html format.

Nis Client
Nis Client is a package written in the python language to operate with Nis-Backend, more
information is available in the README of the code repository.
To operate with Nis Client a NIS backend instance has to be running and accessible.
The URL of the API endpoint is the required parameter for the construction of the client. See
the example in "Basic Usage" section below. For more instructions on executing and nisbackend please check README.md at Github.
In order to use Nis client a basic knowledge of python or R is recommended.
Package installation: it is enough to issue the following command
pip install nexinfosys-client
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Basic case study load and results exploration
Python (Jupyter Notebook):
1. Import packages
from nexinfosys import NISClient, display_visjs_jupyterlab
import io
import pandas as pd
import networkx as nx
2. Connect with Nis Backend
c = NISClient("http://localhost:5000/nis_api") # Construct client
c.login("test_user") # Login, using test user
c.open_session() # Open a session (needed before submission)
3. Load workbook
fname = "<path to XLSX specifying a case study (accessible to the
Python interpreter executing this script)>"
c.load_workbook(fname) # Load a workbook (see DMP's annex "Case
study formatting reference")
# Submit the workbook (execute, return a list of issues, if empty or
no issues with type==3, successful execution)
r = c.submit()
success = sum([i.type==3 for i in r]) == 0
4. Obtain all exportable datasets
if success:
r = c.query_available_datasets() # Obtain available datasets
if len(r) > 0:
for ds in r: # List available datasets
print(str(ds))

5. Obtain Flow Graph solution
fgs = c.query_datasets([("flow_graph_solution", "csv")])
# Write datasets
for cnt, f in enumerate(r):
fd = open(f[0]+"."+f[1], "wb")
fd.write(f[2])
fd.close()
6. Obtain any dataset
df = c.query_datasets([("datasetname", "csv")])
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# Write datasets
for cnt, f in enumerate(r):
fd = open(f[0]+"."+f[1], "wb")
fd.write(f[2])
fd.close()
7. Visualize visjs graph (Jupyter Notebook)
g = c.download_results([(results["processors_graph"]["visjs"])])
visjs_data2 = g[0].decode("utf-8")
un2 = None
#unique_name = display_visjs_jupyterlab(visjs_data, 800,
unique_name)
un2 = display_visjs_jupyterlab(visjs_data2, 1200, un2)

8. Load a new command and submit again:
c.append_command(‘command_name’,’filename.xlsx’)
r = c.submit()
go to steps 4 ,5 and 6 again to obtain results

9. Close session
c.close_session()
# Logout
c.logout()
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R
1. Import packages
nexinfosys <- import("nexinfosys")
2. connect with Nis Banckend
c$login("test_user")
print("Logged in")
c$open_session()
print("Session opened")
n <- c$load_workbook(‘fname.xlsx’, "NIS_agent", "NIS_agent@1")
print(paste("N worksheets: ",n))
r <- c$submit()
print("Returned from submit")
3. submit workbook
n <- c$load_workbook(fname, "NIS_agent", "NIS_agent@1")
output$worksheets<-renderText({paste("N worksheets: ",n)})
r <- c$submit()
for(i in r){
if (i["type"] == 3){
num_errors <-num_errors + 1
}
}
4. Obtain Results
if (num_errors == 0){
r <- c$query_available_datasets()
5. Obtain Flow graph Solution
ds <- c$query_datasets(c(tuple("flow_graph_solution", "csv",
"dataframe")))
df <- py_to_r(ds[[1]][[3]])
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